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Preface

This study is one of a number done by academic and other research institu-
tions for the Department of State as part of its external research program. This
particular study was also supported by the Office of the United States Trade
Representative (USTR) and the Department of Commerce. External research
projects are designed to supplement the research capabilities of State and
other agencies and to provide independent expert views to policy officers and
analysts on key questions with important policy implications.

The idea for this study, to examine the implications of Japanese industrial
development plans and policies in the 1980s for U.S. trade policy, was put
forward initially by Harvey Bale in USTR. The work statement for the project
was developed by an interagency working group chaired by Warren H. Rey-
nolds of this office on the basis of a draft prepared by Brian J. Mohler, who
was then in State's Office of International Trade in the Bureau of Economic
and Business Affairs. This group included officers from the three sponsoring
agencies and from the Departments of Treasury and Labor. Among those who
assumed heavy portions of the burden for designing and monitoring the proj-
ect were Lester Davis and William Finan in Commerce, and David Walters
and Peter Allgeier in USTR.

The Office of Long-Range Assessments & Research of the Department of
State plans and manages research programs that draw on the independent
expertise of the private research community. Queries about these programs or
comments on this study may be addressed to:

E. Raymond Platig
Director
Office of Long-Range Assessments and Research
Department of State
Washington, D.C. 20520
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Introduction

This report describes and analyzes Japanese industrial development pol-
icies in the 1980s and their implications for U.S. trade and investment. In
undertaking this task, we have examined past and present Japanese indus-
trial development policies and various specific instruments through which
the Japanese government sought to implement these policies. We gave
special attention to policies designed to foster frontier industries and to
rationalize declining or stagnating industries.FWe also tried to describe the
relationship between specific instruments of industrial development policy
and Japan's broader economic goals, and particularly various ways in
which these instruments and goals have changed over time and are likely
to change diring the 1980s.

In building on the analyses of specific government support measures to
industry--e.g., tax and finance measures or other direct or indireca-meas-
ures to support high technology or declining sector"- -we tried to draw
implications relevant to U.S. policy makers and, indirectly, the U.S.
private sector as well. These implications and our recommendations for
dealing with them are presented in summary form in Chapter I.

As discussed in detail in the body of this report, we have defined
industrial development policy relatively narrowly: the specific use of avail-
ablp policy instruments for purposes of fostering growth or rationalization
in particular sectors, industries, or firms. This definition is designed to
differentiate between broad, economy-wide policies and practices and those
applying only to particular sectors, industries, or firms. We recognize that,
for some purposes, industrial development policy, as used above, may be
defined too narrowly, e.g., a broadly-applicable macroeconomic policy
may affect one sector of the economy more than others. Nonetheless, we
think the distinction is generally a reasonable way to narrow the field of
inquiry to a manageable size. Moreover, for those broad, economy-wide
measures that seemed to have significant effects on a particular sector or
industry, or that seemed to be particularly important to the implementation
of targeted measures, we discuss their effects in some detail.

Policy instruments available for use in implementing industrial develop-
ment policies can also be directed toward many other goals, and typically
carry various restrictions on their use.' As a result, policy goals and
instruments often interact in unexpected ways. Thus, succeeding chapters
look at industrial development policy from three separate viewpoints: (1)
broad policy areas, such as science and technology policy or policies for
declining industries; (2) individual industries, such as computers and elec-
tronics, which are growth industries, and shipbuilding, aluminum and
nonferrous metals, and petroleum refining and petrochemicals, which are
declining industries; and (3) specific instruments, such as taxes, loans,
subsidies, legislation, etc. In general, we found it useful to address various
specific questions about Japanese industrial development policies in a

'Instruments always carry some restrictions on their use; some are applicable
only to small firms, to firms engaged in certain activities, to firms in particular
industries, to firms facing certain kinds of global conditions, etc.

I. xvii



context that was broad enough t, make the answers relevant to policy
making in the U.S. Some of the questions addressed were the following:
which are the major sectors and subsectors that have been, or are likely to
be, targeted for support in the 1980s; how have these sectors been chosen;
what instruments have been and are being used to promote these sectors;
how have targets and instruments changed over time; and to what extent
has the Japanese government responded to industry pressures and vice
versa?

We have drawn on interviews conducted in Japan during November and
December 1981, and again in June and July 1982, with representatives from
various government ministries, research organizations, economic and trade
organizations, industries, trade unions, political parties, and academia. We
have reviewed economic planning documents, particularly those produced
by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) and the Eco-
nomic Planning Agency (EPA); reviewed statistical data compiled by gov-
ernment ministries, industry assocations, banks, and individual companies;
and read scholarly writings. Information has been cross-checked; for areas
where information is particularly incomplete or inconsistent, we have so
indicated in the text. We have also devoted considerable time discussing
various problems and issues with U.S. government representatives, busi-
ness executives, union officials, and academic and policy researchers who
have a special interest or expertise in Japanese economic issues.

In general, this study takes a relatively broad approach in an effort to
identify both direct and indirect government measures, to emphasize
changes over time and to identify the main political and organizational
trends that operate across ministerial lines and the main market forces with
which the Japanese government must contend in the future. The implica-
tions of past, present, and likely future Japanese industrial development
policies for Japan itself provide the basis for identifying likely implications
for the U.S. and for our recommendations for dealing with them.

This study suffers from a shortcoming common to many country-specific
analyses, namely the lack of a comparative framework that would permit
detailed comparisons of Japanese policy instruments and their impacts on
the Japanese economy with similar or corresponding policy instruments and
their economic impacts in other advanced industrial countries. The mandate
of the study and resources available in conducting it required us to limit
our detailed inquiries to Japan. Yet questions about the effectiveness of
policy can only be answered through explicit comparisons; effectiveness is
inherently a relative concept. Thus, the main framework of comparison
that is used throughout the report is one of comparing current and likely
future Japanese policies with similar policies at an earlier time. To the
extent that data and information on industrial development policies in other
countries was readily available, some tentative comparisons of relative
effectiveness on an inter-country basis were incorporated into the study.
These comparisons are necessarily more general than a more detailed,
explicitly comparative study would permit, but in view of the degree of
detail we -were able to develop in regard to the Japanese economy and
Japanese government policies, we felt justified in using these inter-country
comparisons to help derive specific conclusions and policy recommenda-
tions for U.S. policy makers and the U.S. economy generally.

xviii
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In the punctuation and use of transliterated Japanese words, we have
taken a somewhat arbitrary, but we hope practical, approach. In footnotes
generally, and particularly in citations of authors and titles, where schol-
arly precision is called for, we have attached diacritical marks over long
vowels, as indicated by a line over the vowel. In the text, this convention
is not always followed, as in the case of certain Japanese words, such as
sogo shosha, or general trading company, which are increasingly found in
English-language material and usually without diacritical marks. Such
words, while not yet fully adopted into English (as, for example, the word
sake), seem to us to be in the process of becoming adopted, and thus to
justify being punctuated in their (presumptively) English form, rather than
in a strictly literal transliteration from the Japanese. Similarly, since the
standard English-language abbreviation for the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry-MITI-is now so commonly used in American busi-
ness and government circles, we treat it as a recognized acronym, and
unlike the abbreviations used for other Japanese government ministries and
organizations, we do not precede it with the definite article. In the case of
Japanese names, here too, we chose practicality as a guide, and used the
Western style, with the family name last; this contravenes normal Western
academic standards, but follows standard Japanese practice in the produc-
tion of English-language material, and seems to us to be the form most
useful to American readers.
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Executive Summary

1. Japanese industrial development policies have unquestionably played
a major role in Japan's recovery from defeat in World War II and its
achievement of historically unprecedented rates of economic growth
throughout the postwar period.

2. However, there is considerable disagreement as to exactly what this
role may have been, and in particular what role these policies played, as
against market forces and more general macroeconomic policies.

3. The key role of government has been as a catalyst to economic
development, facilitating and accelerating this development (even if the
degree to which government policies acted as a catalyst cannot be meas-
ured precisely).

4. The main strength of Japanese industrial development policy as a
whole is the way in which the various instruments of this policy have
complemented one another and the general market forces of the day.

5. Industrial development policies have become less important to Jap-
anese economic development as the Japanese economy itself has grown
and matured.

6. In general, government intervention to promote industrial develop-
ment has declined over time, while intervention for other purposes--e.g.,
environmental protection, social welfare goals, and regional development-
has increased over time. Future policy making will necessarily become
even more pluralistic and focused on heterogeneous goals.

7. Regardless of how effective Japanese industrial policy instruments
have been in the past and how effective they remain, relative to similar
instruments (or the lack of similar instruments) in other advanced industrial
countries, a combination of market forces, budgetary constraints, and
political pressures will cause a continuing decline in the effectiveness of
many of the specific, direct instruments of industrial development policy.

8. Slowly, though not always steadily, market forces-including do-
mestic pressures for more imports-will become even stronger, compared
to government policies, in guiding industrial development. In this environ-
ment, even the Japanese government's ever-pervasive indirect controls such
as administrative guidance will be more difficult to implement in the
future.

9. As more industries lose their competitive position, the process of
structural adjustment will become correspondingly more difficult, and more
closely resemble the patterns of; adjustment in other advanced industrial
countries.

10. In one sense, this will lead to increasing difficulties between Japan
and its major trading partners, since the latter's expectations of a steady
decline in Japanese "infant industry" protectionism will be frustrated,

XX'



perhaps to a considerable degree, by a rise in protection for declining
industries of the sort found in other advanced industrial countries. In
another sense, however, these frustrations will be matched by increasing
opportunities for trade with an ever-larger and ever-more open Japanese
market.

11. Where the Japanese government continues to intervene in the econ-
omy to promote industrial development, it does so mainly at the beginning
of the product cycle, as in helping to launch a new industry, or at the end
of a cycle, as in helping a declining industry make adjustments. For this
reason, difficulties between Japan and its trading partners will unquestiona-
bly continue, since this intervention will almost certainly be targeted on
industries, either new or declining, that offer the greatest potential to
prospective foreign exporters.

12. For at least the next year, the U.S. trade deficit with Japan will
widen, under almost any circumstances. Subsequently, barring a global
shock on the order of the first and second oil price increases, both cyclical
and secular trends will be working to bring the bilateral trade imbalance
closer to equilibrium.

13. The Japanese government's general inability to take initiatives to
promote smoother bilateral relations with the U.S. will continue, in the
absence of external political or economic pressures.

14. The areas where Japanese industrial development policies will con-
tinue to be pronounced, in a relative sense, are precisely those areas that
are, and will increasingly be, sources of trade friction, i.e., specifically,
newly emerging high technology sectors and declining sectors.

15. As Japanese high technology industries come closer to operating on
the frontier of the state of knowledge, the advantages of cooperation with
foreign firms will increase.

16. Japanese industrial development policies as a whole are an inap-
propriate model for U.S. economic policy making, though some aspects of
Japanese practices, notably the importance given to articulating clear goals
and then to formulating consistent policies in search of such goals, are well
worth emulating.

Recommendations:
1. U.S.-Japanese trade negotiations, no matter how successfully they

might be conducted in bureaucratic terms, cannot produce real economic
solutions in the immediate future, to expect fast trade gains will lead only
to disappointment, and to still greater frustration on the part of U.S.
officials. For this reason, the greatest political leverage should be applied
to those remaining Japanese trade barriers that offer the largest potential
long-term gains. U.S. trade negotiators should try, as much as existing
legislation permits, to concentrate on those areas of bilateral trade subject
to direct, government-to-government intervention, and those areas where
the U.S. private sector can in fact follow through on gains made by the
negotiators.

2. Negotiators should also try to take advantage of the combination of
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favorable cyclical and structural trends that are likely to emerge during the
next few years. By the same token, U.S. negotiators should minimize or
avoid taking actions that are primarily a political response to adverse
cyclical economic conditions; specific short-term trade measures have little
effect on trade imbalances caused by macroeconomic conditions.

3. U.S. negotiators should continue to apply pressure on the Japanese
government to make more "transparent" the ways through which firms
become eligible for various forms of high technology industry support. At
the same time, such pressure should not be applied excessively in areas
that may be of little interest to U.S. firms.

4. U.S. policy should combine specific actions against "nontransparent"
Japanese policies and specific responses to Japanese proposals for anti-
competitive actions that adversely affect U.S. trade and investment with a
more general policy favoring collaborative research among American and
Japanese companies in both countries.

5. The U.S. should follow developments in declining sectors of the
Japanese economy closely to be able to guard against, almost pre-
emptively, any imposition of industry support measures that may conflict
with the spirit, if not the letter, of existing trade agreements. This monitor-
ing should be steady and consistent-indeed, doggedly persistent--rather
than, as has been the case all too often in the past, alternating between
"unbenign neglect" and ineffective rage.

6. The U.S. government should create an organization comparable to
the National Security Council (NSC) that would perform some of the
policy coordinating functions that the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (MITI) performs in Japan, but without the planning role that MITI
still has in some sectors or under certain conditions. The main function of I
such a new but necessarily small organization, in contrast to existing
cabinet departments and statutory or ad hoc advisory bodies, would be to
institutionalize some kind of economic policy coordination that incorpo-
rates both macro and micro considerations, integrates domestic and interna-
tional effects, and has sufficient authority to do the job.

7. In hard-hit areas of the U.S. economy, we suggest a linking of
government financial assistance to mandatory industry and labor adjust-
ment.

S. In tax policy, we endorse the many current reviews of the U.S. tax
system that attempt to assess whether savings and investment are being
adequately promoted, as against consumption. Moreover, we suggest care-
ful additional study of Japanese tax measures, less because of their possi-
ble contribution to growth in targeted areas than because of their possibly
indirect subsidization effects on activities that the U.S. government might
wish to promote.

9. The U.S. government should push for faster liberalization of Jap-
anese capital markets.

10. We strongly support a major recommendation of the Japan-United
States Economic Relations Group (the so-called "Wisemen's Group") call-
ing for improved U.S. policies to enhance U.S. productivity growth. The

Mll
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efforts that are likely to be most effective in improving overall U.S.
competitiveness vis-a-vis Japan are those that can and should be made
primarily within the U.S. itself.

11. Indeed, rather than attempting to change the whole Japanese eco-
nomic system to "bring it more in line" with the U.S. system-hardly a
feasible goal-U.S. policy would be more effective if it tried harder to
improve economic conditions within the U.S. that would in turn improve
the competitiveness of U.S. high technology firms. Specifically, the U.S.
government should consider a still more explicit loosening of antitrust
standards on collaborative research in the U.S. and/or an explicit waiver
from antitrust penalties that might be applied against U.S. firms that
participate in Japanese-sponsored collaborative research programs.

12. Such measures designed mainly to improve U.S. competitiveness,
combined with steady, low-key pressures on remaining Japanese trade
barriers, are far preferable to protectionist actions or other politically-
motivated trade restrictions that do no more than "shoot ourselves in the
foot."
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CHAPTER

Japanese Industrial Development Pblicies:
Major Findings and Implications

for the United States

Sometime in the late 1970s. the idea that the toward both defeated powers. Germany and Japan,
United States faced a "Japanese challenge" became and more broadly, toward all developing countries.'
conventional wisdom. Yet the word challenge has In some respects. the U.S. has fostered this goal
two different connotations, one negative and one even with regard to some communist countries, such
positive: the former treats a challenge as a threat, the as Yugoslavia and more recently China. For their
latter as an opportunity. Assuming that a "Japanese part, West Germany and Japan have been among the
challenge" exists in some form, the next question is leading examples of the success of this U.S. policy;
what form this challenge is taking, i.e., is it being by their achievements, both have played a major role
perceived primarily as a threat or primarily as an in bringing about a relative decline in the U.S.
opportunity? The traditional American answer would position. On the other hand. it seems to us that a
clearly be the latter. As a nation of immigrants, with distinct majority of Japanese (and of West Germans
a long history of open borders for both products and as well) have no objection in principle to the U.S.'s
people and a commitment to religious and political seeking to preserve a certain absolute position in the
freedom, the U.S. has traditionally thought of itself world-economically, militarily, or politically.
as a country that welcomes and meets new chal- Again, the decision as to whether and to what degree
lenges in the positive sense of the term. the U.S. should try to maintain a certain absolute

We believe the "Japanese challenge" now facing position-particularly a certain minimum level of
the U.S. should be viewed-and, based on the political and military strength vis-a-vis the Soviet
analysis presented in this report, can be viewed-as Union, but also a certain level of economic strength
an opportunity. With regard to the particular aspect vis-a-vis other market economies-is entirely up to
of Japanese economic performance that is the subject the U.S. itself. Thus, the basic challenge that
of this report-namely, Japanese industrial develop- Japan's success represents to the U.S. is whether,
ment policies-we do not view these policies as an like Japan, the U.S. will also continue to seek and in
undifferentiated, monolithic, or all-powerful device fact achieve increased wealth, and thereby improve
designed simply to enable Japan to pass or otherwise its own position in the world.
"defeat" the U.S. and other advanced industrial Estimates differ widely concerning current U.S.
countries. To accept this interpretation would be to economic performance. Many studies argue that a
look upon economic growth as a zero-sum game. secular decline in U.S. productivity growth since the
Rather, we see Japanese industrial development pol- mid-1960s constitutes an unequivocal sign of a gen-
icies as a continuing attempt to contribute to the goal eral decline in U.S. economic performance, par-
of increasing the wealth of Japan. This would im- ticularly relative to Japan, whose productivity growth
prove Japan's position in the world without necessar- is the highest among countries in the Organisation
ily doing so at the expense of other countries. The for Economic Co-operation and Development
question of whether world economic growth will (OECD). Current popular impressions of U.S. eco-
remain a positive-sum game depends considerably, nomic performance are. if anything, even more pes-
in our view, on what the U.S. does in response to simistic, in many cases suggesting that the U.S.
Japan's particular mixture of industrial development economy somehow cannot deal with super-competent
policies-i.e., whether the U.S. looks upon the chal- Japanese competitors, who are either mysteriously
lenge that these policies present as a threat or an able to make virtually any product more efficiently
opportunity. than Americans or unfairly taking advantage of a

A continued relative decline in the U.S. position government-business conspiracy against the spirit, if
in the world has to be taken as a given. The U.S.
itself has fostered this goal since the end of World 'Obviously U.S. postwar reconstruction policies toward
War Il-not only toward its wartime allies, but also Germany were applied only to Wst Germany.
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not the letter, of the rules governing international ture, among other things. For example. in contrast to
trade that have evolved since 1945. By contrast, Japan. the U.S. does not even have an industrial
some studies argue that U.S. economic performance policy in the sense of an explicit and coordinated set
during the 1970s was much better, relative to other of government policies aimed at industrial develop-
advanced industrial countries, than widespread expert ment, and the issue of whether it should have one is
or popular impressions suggest. In any case, many currently a subject of considerable discussion. On
writers expect an improvement in U.S. economic the other hand, there are also many similarities be-
performance during the mid-1980s. relative to the tween the U.S. and Japan-in some ways in-
previous ten years, or at least have proposed policies creasingly so, as both societies become gradually
they contend would lead to such improvement. Al- more affluent. Moreover, the U.S. and Japan share a
most no one currently argues that the U.S. economy clear interest in preserving the multilateral free trade
is likely to decline indefinitely. system, at least both governments are officially com-

Whatever the level of current U.S. economic per- mitted to preserving this system, however much they
formance and whatever one's estimate of its likely may disagree on how it is to be preserved and at
future course, there are strong reasons for acting as what price.
if the "'Japanese challenge" were a positive opportu- Previous multilateral and bilateral negotiations
nity-if only to guard against any hasty departure have dealt with, and in some cases even "solved."
from the long-established U.S. tradition of dealing many trade policy problems associated with indus-
with various challenges in the positive sense of the trial development policies of different countries,
term. At the minimum, a positive approach can help e.g., the opening of some government procurement
forestall possibly counterproductive U.S. actions that to international bidding and the establishment of in-
might be taken before the nature of the challenge jury tests and other procedures for dealing with the
that Japan represents is more fully understood. In trade effects of subsidization and dumping. Naturally
this sense, the growing interest among many groups enough, new problems arise as a matter of course-
in the U.S. in the question of how Japan has often as a result of "solutions" to earlier problems.
achieved its postwar economic success is extremely For example, because tariff levels have been
usefrt, since this interest in Japan's success is likely much reduced, other impediments to trade have
to lead to greater understanding of how that success taken on relatively greater importance. Indeed, ex-
came about, and in turn how the U.S. might deal change rate changes, in the volatile post-1973 period
with it. of floating rates, have had far greater effects on

With these same goals in mind, we begin this industrial competitiveness than any of the recent tar-
first chapter with what we view as the overall con- iff reductions. For a time, in the mid- to late-1970s,
text in which Japanese industrial development pol- the notion arose that different countries' macroeco-
icies have evolved and which is elaborated on in nomic policies were hampering international trade-
Chapter I1. We then describe what we see as the or at least preventing the development of a more
major characteristics of Japanese industrial develop- politically tolerable bilateral trade balance between
ment policies and some of their implications for the U.S. and Japan. In the late 1970s, attention
Japan. These are elaborated on in general terms in turned to so-called "non-tariff barriers," or NTBs. as
Chapter III and in more detail in succeeding chapters a major source of trade friction. U.S. and European
on tax policy, monetary policy, science and technol- trade policy officials came to believe that trade with
ogy policy, and policies for declining industries. We Japan was being excessively hampered by such bar-
then identify and discuss major implications of Jap- riers. Lists were drawn up of specific NTBs thought
anese policies for U.S. trade and investment. Fi- to impede U.S. and European exports to Japan; Jap-
nally, we recommend a series of measures the U.S. anese officials prepared corresponding lists of steps
government might take in light of the preceding Japan was supposedly taking to neutralize these bar-
analysis of Japanese policies and their implications. riers. Then, as U.S. officials became more familiar

with NTBs and their causes and consequences. the
more the problems stemming from them proved
much deeper than could be dealt with by simplyA. Overall Context of Japanese listing alleged barriers and asking for (or, in some

Industrial Development Policies cases, demanding) relief. The Japan-United States
Economic Relations Group (the so-called "Wise-

Japanese industrial development policies have be- men's Group") noted in its report that market access
come a major focus-though not necessarily a in Japan is a function not only of Japanese regula-
cause--of international trade friction. This friction is tions, but also of long-held cultural attitudes-in-
exacerbated by many differences between the U.S. cluding U.S. attitudes. A major recommendation of
and Japan--e.g., in different stages of economic the Group was a call for U.S. policies to improve
development that the two countries have reached, in U.S. productivity growth, in the absence of which
different aims or goals that the two societies foster, U.S. manufactured exports to Japan could not be
and in certain differences in culture and social struc- expected to increase significantly even given various
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measures the Japanese government might take to overall impact of these policies, as against market
improve market access.' forces and more general macroeconomic policies, on

Serious trade policy problems do arise from dif- industrial development itself. We have identified and
ferences in the industrial development policies of where possible quantified some effects of various
different countries. Indeed, because of cultural and industrial development policies that have contributed
institutional differences between Japan and other ad- to economic growth and industrial development.
vanced industrial countries, all of which are predom- However, our or any other discussion of the effects
inantly Western countries, such problems are of specific policies is necessarily speculative, since
probably more serious between Japan and the West the degree of economic growth or industrial develop-
than among the various Western countries. Still, in ment that would have occurred in the absence of
examining how the U.S. might deal with trade and such policies is itself uncertain. For one thing. past
investment problems arising in part from Japanese policies have been highly interdependent and syn-
industrial development policies, we have concluded ergistic. As a result, a small policy change could
that, on balance, the efforts that are likely to be have either no impact or a significant impact on the
most effective in improving overall U.S. com- effectiveness of a policy package. Similarly, when
petitiveness vis-a-vis Japan are those that can and considering the extent to which the growth of a
should be made primarily within the U.S. itself. This particular industry was promoted by specific Jap-
is not to say that the effects of Japanese policies anese government policies, such as the "infant in-
should be ignored or minimized; indeed, the conse- dustry" protection enjoyed by many basic
quences of these policies are serious enough to war- manufacturing industries in the 1950s and 1960s. one
rant steady, continuing attention. can make only the most general statements as to how

On balance, however, it seems to us that various effective (or ineffective) such policies would have
structural changes affecting all advanced industrial been if the international environment of the day had
economies, including Japan's, are in the process of been less "tolerant" of these measures, or, alter-
bringing about improvements in many aspects of natively, if foreign (e.g., U.S.) firms had made more
Japanese industrial development policy that have to vigorous efforts to enter the Japanese market earlier
date adversely affected the U.S. Specifically, and as and/or with greater force. In several areas discussed
discussed in detail in the body of this report, now in the body of the report (e.g., petroleum refining,
that Japan has become an advanced industrial coun- as discussed in Chapter VII), we show how certain
try-with labor costs roughly comparable to other government policies and foreign tolerance of various
industrial countries, energy costs generally even policies and practices greatly influenced the shape of
higher, and various economic and political pressures the industry that evolved. Discrimination against for-
for further liberalization of trade policy and many eign firms, both explicit and implicit, has clearly
"purely domestic" economic policies as well-it, gone hand-in-hand with Japanese industrial develop-
too, is facing the task of making fundamental, struc- ment policies, especially in the early postwar years,
tural adjustments in its economy. In particular, but here, too, it is difficult, if not impossible, to
Japan, too, now faces the task of phasing out previ- measure in precise terms what the overall competi-
ously important basic manufacturing industries to tive effects of this discrimination have been. Se-
make way for newer, higher-technology manufactur- lected effects on specific industries are measurable,
ing industries and various new, high value-added but require strong assumptions and must be used
service industries. The Japanese government, for its with great care in drawing implications for the fu-
part, can no longer provide detailed guidance or ture . o
inducements to many industries; thus, industrial de- In general, whether one is simply trying to iden-
velopment policies are becoming more general than tify the effects of Japanese industrial development
in the past, clearly supplementing rather than "estab- policies on the Japanese economy, or trying also to
lishing" (or seeming to establish) market forces. In identify implications these policies might have for
this context, concerted efforts by U.S. government U.S. trade and investment, it seems to us that many
officials may be able to accelerate changes already of the narrowly defined quantitative estimates of pol-
under way or otherwise modify these changes to icy effects are incomplete or, worse yet, misleading.
enhance mutual gains; correspondingly, such efforts For this reason, we have found it useful to put more
are unlikely to achieve positive results if they go or less standard quantitative measures and indicies of
against the predominant trends of the market. those aspects of industrial development policies that

Our review of Japanese industrial development can be quantified into the context of the broader
policies could neither find nor develop a comprehen- problem of comparing values, institutions, goals, and
sive methodology for measuring quantitatively the policies between, or among, nations (i.e., problems

of comparability).

'Report of the Japan-United States Economic Relations In an earlier era, when European countries colo-

Group, prepwed for the President of the United States and nized or otherwise dominated most of the rest of the
the Prime Minister of Japan (Tokyo and Washington, D.C.: world, they quite naturally brought with them their
January 1961), especially Chapters IV and V. own concepts of culture, law, and social organiza-
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tion. Now, however, European countries and their The trade-off between consumption and invest-
offshoots (e.g., the U.S. and other predominantly ment and the costs of concentating on rapid growth
Western countries in North America and Oceania) in productive capacity emerged as major underlying
can no longer expect to establish the ground rules of issues in Japanese domestic politics more than a
international commerce only among themselves, decade ago. To the degree that Japanese. for reasons
Now that Japan, for example, has become so impor- of their own. begin to put more emphasis on con-
tant economically, it is also sufficiently powerful sumption and infrastructure development over private
politically to feel able to seek greater weight for its investment in productive capacity. such a shift in
preferred cultural, legal, or organizational arrange- policies (and perhaps also in goals, institutions, and
ments. I  valdes) would probably contribute significantly to a

Indeed, there is no easy way to resolve a conflict lessening of trade frictions with the U.S. by acceler-
in national goals of the sort manifested, for example, ating the shift toward greater imports of manufac-
in Japan's continued intense interest in investment as tured goods. But the choice is one for Japan to
against consumption, while for reasons of their own, make, just as it is up to the U.S. to decide on
other advanced industrial countries have some time whatever degree of economic revitalization it may
ago reversed these priorities and would like Japan to undertake in response to the past decade of slow
do the same. If, as discussed in greater detail in progress and increased competitiveness from Japan
Chapter II, Japanese prefer to maintain a higher rate (and, by extension, various Newly Industrializing
of economic growth for a longer period of time, and Countries, or NICs, as well).
to seek this goal through policies thut maintain a
higher level of investment than other advanced in-
dustrial countries-and if Japanese follow this course
in the full knowledge that they live less well in the
short term than their counterparts elsewhere-there is policies as an interesting-and to Western economists, chat-
little that other governments can do in the short term lenging-synthesis of macro- and micro-economics. In
to compensate for any international trade effects cre- Western textbooks, concepts of consumption and invest-
ated by this choice.2  ment are usually discussed only in terms of macroeconomic

In the language of economic theory, to the extent choices. There are relatively few discussions of a possible
that Japan's concentration on long-term economic relationship between allocative inefficiency, in the micro-
growth is combined v- ith policies that discriminate economic sense, and the aggregate level of consumption;
against the domestic consumer (e.g., that provide the those that exist are usually in the context of "infant indus-
consumer only limited access to lower-priced im- try" protection in economic development literature. These

discussions sometimes refer to the inflationary effects of
ported goods or restrict the consumer to artificially trade restrictions, and in this sense refer at least indirectly
low interest rates on household savings), Japanese to a relationship between allocative inefficiency and aggre-
are choosing a certain degree of allocative ineffi- gate consumption. But such trade restrictions are usually
ciency in the static, or short-term sense, in the hope discussed only in terms of their effects on relative prices,
that the high level of investment that accompanies rather than on the overall price level, or some concept of
this choice will produce a rapid enough rate of net national welfare. Japanese, by concentrating so single-
growth in the dynamic, or long-term, sense to offset mindedly on high rates of economic growth as a surrogate
the costs of the allocative inefficiencies. for net national welfare, in effect wrote a theory of eco-

nomic development as they developed. Interestingly, three
of the countries that have achieved the most comparably
successful growth records in the past 20 years-South
Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore-have explicitly sought to
copy this aspect of Japanese development policy.

'Similarly, at the height of their economic powers. 'The high level of political interest was evident in the
members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun- initially widespread support for the so-called Tanaka Plan
tries (OPEC) sought greater weight for their preferred ar- for infrastructure development, introduced in 1972. This
rangements for international commerce, e.g., an oil plan and related issues are discussed in detail in Chapter
embargo against countries deemed by them to be support- I1. However, neither it as such nor any single imitation
ing Israel, and much greater government involvement in has been implemented as yet. Further infrastructure devel-
actual trade transactions. opment that would deepen the economy in ways that were2The gap between Japan and other countries-on this consciously neglected during earlier postwar years remains
issue-is analogous to differences between two families, basically popular, provided, of course, that such develop-
one of which sacrifices to send its children to college, ment can be undertaken without triggering the punishing
while the other neither encourages its children to attend inflation rates of the post-oil shock/post-Tanaka Plan days.
college nor saves the money even to provide for the possi- Japan still needs new or improved schools, roads, parks,
bility. The second family may enjoy itself more in the hospitals, and, perhaps most importantly, housing space;
short-term, e.g., have a second car, a third TV set, etc.; the question is not whether such infrastructure will be
that is its business, just as the first family may find greater developed, but when, how, and how much. For a lengthy
satisfaction in putting a higher value on education for the discussion of these issues, see Herman Kahn and Thomas
second generation. Pepper, The Japanese Challenge: The Success and Failure

'Carrying the point on theory one step further, we of Economic Success (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, Pub-
imerpret this particular aspect of Japan's postwar economic lishers, 1979).
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A shift in emphasis from investment toward con- the standard Japanese breakfast. Indeed, given the
sumption is one of the characteristics of economic importance of rice-growing constituencies to the for-
development. Previous Hudson Institute studies tunes of the Liberal-Democratic Party (LDP), it is
argue in particular that economic development fol- hard to believe that LDP leaders would not have
lows an upward-sloping. S-shaped path. At first preferred to prevent or slow down this transforma-
growth is slow- then during a period of industrializa- tion in dietary habits.
tion. it rises appreciably: sometime later it slows Yet such changes have unquestionably occurred.
down again, as people's demands become relatively and more will also. In general. as Japanese eco-
satisfied and they no longer need or want to work as nomic development proceeds, patterns of culture and
hard as their forebears.' As countries become more social structure that can be identified as distinctively
affluent, they typically change their mix of invest- Japanese will both persist and change. and there is
ment and consumption. and different countries no simple way to extrapolate which specific patterns
change this mix at different points along a curve of are likely to change most or least. Take the example
increasing per capita income." In this sense, the U.S. of market organization. The traditional Japanese atti-
and Japan are in different stages of economic devel- tude favors an oligopoly of producers: concepts of
opment. and are thus almost certain to pursue differ- perfect competition, in the free market sense or of
ent economic policies with regard to the trade-off significant countervailing power for labor or consum-
between investment and consumption-and also, of ers are virtually unknown. Accordingly, barriers to
course, with regard to industrial development, entry into Japanese industry have always been rela-

By the same token, few differences between the tively strict, even for prospective Japanese entrants.
two countries--even cultural differences-are likely Foreign firms investigating the prospect of entering
to be as immutable as they might seem in the short the Japanese market often mistakenly assume that
term. Japanese scholars have often gone to great these barriers to entry are designed specifically to
lengths to foster the notion that Japan has a unique exclude them. In fact. unadmitted Japanese pro-
culture. In some respects, this has to be true. as is ducers are equally unwelcome, in some cases more
probably the case for any country. But Japanese so, correspondingly, foreigners are often excluded
culture-again, like other cultures-is also con- less because they are foreign than because they are
stantly changing, as Japan becomes more affluent outside the existing oligopoly.' As in the U.S., in-
and the once relatively isolated Japanese interact creased imports serve to undercut oligopolistic pric-
more with people from other cultures. In fact. dis- ing patterns. To the degree that Japanese consumers
cussions of Japan's alleged cultural uniqueness are as themselves need (or demand) lower priced products.
old as Japan itself, and modern Japan has seen many imports of these products are likely to increase in
debates over whether some particular change in so- spite of an alleged "cultural bias" in favor of
cial structure would undermine the "true essence" of oligopoly or against imports.
the country.-' Immediately after World War I, no one Simply because of Japan's past achievements--
could have predicted that Japan would become a basically, its size and importance in the world econ-
significant bread-eating country within 30 years, or omy-U.S. business executives and government offi-
that buttered toast and coffee would supplant the cials cannot avoid dealing with Japan-and hopefully
traditional combination of rice. seaweed, and fish as doing so in a practical way. which in turn requires

greater efforts than in the past to find concrete ways

'For an elaboration of this idea, see Herman Kahn. of reconciling various differences in values and insti-
William Brown, and Leon Martel. The Next 200 Years tutions between themselves and their Japanese coun-
(New York: William Morrow and Co., 1976). passim.. and terparts. At the very least. U.S. executives and
Kahn. World Economic Development. (Boulder, CO: West- officials have no choice but to search harder for
view Press. 1979). passim. ways of encouraging Japanese to recalculate their

'This discussion is developed in some detail concerning interests in ways that would lead them to greater
prospects for Australia. and ways in which Australia relates accommodation than they might otherwise seek.
to the more general theory, in Herman Kahn and Thomas In any trade policy problem. some aspects can be
Pepper. Will She Be Right? The Future of Australia (Bris- narrowed down to issues that are amenable to gov-
bane: University of Queensland Press. 1980). e

3In 1927, for example. Mitsukoshi department store de- rnment-to-government negotiations to those that are

cided to change its rules and allow customers to enter in likely to be resolved by market forces: and to those
their street shoes-presumably a major change, indeed, for that are much more difficult to reconcile even with.
a country whose customs had decreed for 2000 years that or particularly through government-to-government
outside footwear was unclean and thus naturally removed negotiations. The latter category applies, especially
when entering a dwelling. A tremendous public debate to those issues that reflect deep-seated incompara-
ensued as to whether Mitsukoshi's proposed innovation bilities between, or among. societies at different
would lead to a breakdown in the "basic" character of
Japanese society and the Japanese people. Those who dis-
agreed with the breakdown theory argued that the change 'Japanese often complain that entry into the U.S. mar-
could be accommodated as an obvious convenience that ket is hampered by an excess of lawyers, as though this
also would not prevent shoppers from feeling "basically" facet of American society were somehow purposely de-
Japanese. signed to exclude foreigners.
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stages of economic development, with different aims of Japanese industrial development policies resulted
or goals, or with sharply different cultural traditions. in large part from their remarkable internal consis-
In the case of U.S.-Japanese trade policy problems, tency, which itself stemmed from a well-defined and
many seemingly immutable "cultural biases," e.g., strongly-held set of priorities that dominated the pol-
an alleged Japanese bias against imports of manufac- icy making process until recently. 2

tured products, have clearly begun to change; on the
other hand, many demands by either side for
changes in the values and the institutions of the I. Industrial Development Policy
other, e.g., U.S. demands that Japan radically re- Instruments
structure its wholesale and retail distribution systems
or Japanese demands that the U.S. improve its rate From 1945 to 1965, Japanese government inter-
of productivity growth, are indeed irreconcilable in vention in the economy was pervasive. The
the short term. instruments used were detailed and powerful, di-

rected mainly at the revival and expansion of basic
manufacturing industries. These instruments included

B. Major Characteristics of controls over foreign exchange transactions, imports
Japanese Industrial Development of capital equipment, and, in many cases, the level
Policies and direction of domestic investment. From the

mid-1960s to the early 1970s, this degree of control
In our view, there is nothing particularly mysteri- became inappropriate, given the level of prosperity

ous about the specific means employed by the achieved, and in some cases inconsistent with inter-
Japanese government to foster economic growth and national agreements. As both per capita income and
industrial development. In "taking apart" and ana- the level of industrial development increased, consid-
lyzing industrial development policies, including erable ferment arose within the government as to
such specific and quantifiable measures such as tax how to deal with the great variety of new goals.
benefits and credit allocations, as well as much e.g., protection of the environment, better health
broader qualitative measures such as the formulation care facilities for the aged, increased leisure time
of future-oriented "visions," we have concluded that activities, etc. Despite this ferment, few actual pol-
the main strength of Japanese industrial development icy changes were made. Then, beginning in the early
policies lies not in any particular instrument or set of 1970s and intensifying in the mid-to-late 1970s, a
instruments; many that are used in Japan are also series of external shocks and pressures-some eco-
used in other countries. Rather, it seems to us, the -omic, some political-opened the way for, and in
main strength of Japanese industrial development fact necessitated, considerable structural adjustment,
policies lies in the way in which these various instru- which in turn led to, and required, various policy
ments have complemented each other and the general changes. Some basic manufacturing industries began
market forces of the day.' to lose their competitiveness. An already strong

Indeed, to a degree that is probably unmatched drive toward new, "knowledge-intensive" industries
anywhere, the Japanese government set about after was accelerated. Various industry-specific trade prob-
World War 11 to formulate and then hold to a more lems emerged and intensified. New programs and
or less clear set of priorities, against which all policy methods had to be adopted to deal with these and
measures were tvaluated. Faced with the task of many other new conditions.
recovering from defeat, the government (and by im- In general, however, government intervention to
plication the country as a whole) was intensely inter- promote industrial development has declined over
ested in "re-catching up" to the other industrialized time, while intervention for other reasons-e.g., for
countries of the West; it effectively translated this environmental protection, promotion of social wel-
single goal into policies that enhanced high eco- fare goals, and regional development-has increased
nomic growth by promoting high savings and invest- over time. Where the government continues to inter-
ment, and more specifically a high level of vene in the economy to promote industrial develop-
investment in certain specified sectors deemed criz- ment, it does so mainly at the beginning of the
ical to the growth process. The key role of the product cycle, e.g., to help launch a new industry,
government was as a catalyst to growth; its industrial or at the end of a cycle, e.g., to help a declining
development policies promoted private sector confi- industry make adjustments or simply survive. Spe-
dence in general, and more specifically in targeted cific industrial development instruments and the
sectors, which in turn triggered high levels of invest- ways in which they have complemented one another
ment in more or less the desired pattern, which in
turn helped stimulate high growth. This catalytic role 2As discussed in greater detail below, just how impor-

tant these industrial development policies have been, in
'Specific strengths of individual instruments are dis- comparison to market forces and macroeconomic policies,

cussed in greater detail later in this chapter and again in is a subject of considerable dispute, answerable only in
subsequent chapters. probabilistic and qualitative terms.
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are discussed below, as are various ways in which the promotion of -'high technology and knowledge-
the use of these instruments has changed over time intensive industries." Supporting this general goal
and some of the implications of these changes for has been the specific targeting of selected industries
the Japanese economy in the future. (e.g.. production of computers). or even selected

technologies and devices (e.g.. the laige-scale inte-
a. "Visions' grated circuit). Every year. most intensely during the
Various government-sponsored studies, called budgeting process, targeted industries have been se-

"visions" (in Japanese technically bijon). and denot- lected, promotional plans drawn up, and then imple-
ing a coherent, but purposely sketchy outline of mented, at least in part. e.g.. through JDB loans, tax
likely future trends, have been drawn up regularly. breaks, and other qualitative support measures.:
These have served not only as public relations yen- These plans rarely rely only on one or two support
tures, officially promulgating a party-line, but also as measures; rather, they typically combine several
a genuine consensus of expectations among those measures working in the same direction, With the
groups most directly concerned with the problem at decline in the use of explicit trade and foreign ex-
hand. In the case of the broad-based "visions" of change controls, indirect tax and financial measures
industrial development policy, the Ministry of Inter- have become the more important specific measures
national Trade and Industry (MITI) takes charge of for industrial targeting that remain in use.
the writing process, but always in consultation with
various representatives of industry, labor, the politi- c. Monetary and Credit Policies
cal parties. the media, and certain pressure groups. Through most of the postwar period, the Japanese
Drafting of the more detailed sectoral or industrial financial system was credit-rationed. i.e.. credit mar-
visions is commonly under the direction of an offi- kets were kept chronically in disequilibrium, with
cial advisory body known as the Industrial Structure demand exceeding supply, by the maintenance of
Council. or some comparable organization drawing artificially low nominal interest rates and tight con-
upon similar, broad-based consultations. These trol over deliberately segmented markets. This gave
"visions." though they are invariably too general to the Bank of Japan (BOJ) the ability to enforce de-
serve as an operational document for a specific firm, tailed oversight over the commercial banks through
still provide an important planning tool insofar as its allocation of reserves via the rediscount mech-
they articulate what major spokesmen outside indi- anism. By implication, the BOJ was then able to use
vidual firms agree to be a consensus of future trends. the kind of "window guidance" procedures normally
Such "visions" are clearly no substitute for the nor- designed for macro-economic policy to influence mi-
mal determinants of market behavior; neither, how- cro-economic decisions concerning bank allocations
ever. are the) so rigid as to distort the likel) chain of credit, and thus, indirectly, the investment deci-
of events that would occur in the absence of their sions of corporations as well. Typically, this ability
publication. Moreover, the broad-based discussion was used to bias flows toward investment in produc-
stimulated by the process of formulating these tive infrastructure and capital-intensive manufactur-
visions has helped avoid inconsistent planning ing and away from consumer spending. housing, and
among various sectors, although there has always social infrastructure-a bias that was felt most in-
been the danger that all participants could be wrong tensely near business cycle peaks, as macroeconomic
at once. monetary policies shifted to restraint.

However. the conditions that permitted such a
b. Direct Government Financial Assistance tightly controlled, credit-rationed system to operate
The Japanese government has always provided successfully began to erode in the early 1970s-with

various forms of direct financial support to selected growing surpluses on the trade and current account
parts of the private sector, but the absolute amounts balances providing much increased liquidity to the
have tended to be small and often conditional. As a banking system, with expanding government budget
result, this support, whether in the form of research deficits and other forces leading to a gradual. albeit
and development (R&D) assistance from various still incomplete, liberalization of domestic financial
R&D agencies or loans from policy-implementing markets, with the slow opening of the system to
government financial institutions, etc.. has typically international financial flows, and with the growing
served as a catalyst to stimulate private sector sup- internationalization of large Japanese enterprises.
port of mutually agreed upon industrial development among other changes. Moreover. in the stagflation-
policy goals. These goals have been both general ary environment of the 1970s. more critical macro-
and specific. For example, one general goal has been

'The process is not as abnipt as this shon description
'For example, the decision to expand steel capacity in indicates. Targeted industries and the promotional plans to

the early 1970s was accompanied by reasonably consistent support these industries are not necessarily changed every
capacity plans in firms both up- and down-stream; none year; rather, multiple year planning is the norm. However.
expected the events of the mid-1970s that completely un- many of the instruments used to achieve the various goals.
dermined such plans, and thus all faced trouble concur- especially tax measures, are evaluated during each budget
rently. cycle, and. indeed, frequently changed.
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economic concerns of the monetary authorities, such a comparative advantage.' Since the mid-1960s.as
as promotion of economic growth, controlling infla- new goals in society became increasingly important,
tion, and responding to big swings in the exchange these, too, came to be addressed by various special
rate, have tended to supplant otherwise remaining tax measures. Even when, indeed particularly when.
concerns about credit allocation. Indeed, the opera- goals other than economic growth were promoted-
tion of monetary policy in Japan is becoming in- e.g., social welfare or environmental protection-the
creasingly like that of the other advanced industrial tax system was modified to preserve, to the extent
countries-i.e. more control of monetary aggregates possible. the earlier general bias toward savings.
than of credit flows, investment, and high economic growth. For exam-

ple, when environmental regulations were stiffened
d. The Government as a Financial Intermediary in the early 1970s, care was taken to permit com-
The Japanese government has traditionally acted panies that had to install anti-pollution equipment to

as an important financial intermediary, largely by write off the mandated extra investment rapidly
acquiring control over a significant share of personal through special depreciation measures.savings through the postal savings system and var- Since the early 1970s, both the number of taxous insurance and retirement funds. These funds measures and degree of benefit provided to the pri-have bnalcand retiroeghthe Fiscal Investment vate sector by special taxation measures have sharplyhave been allocated, through to Fis I y- declined. Estimated corporate tax revenue losses due
and Loan Program (FILP). to various policy- to special taxation measures fell from 9 percent of
implementing financial institutions (such as the Japan corporate tax revenue in 1972 to just under 2 percent
Development Bank (JDB), the Export-Import Bank.
etc.lin 1981. Although the total benefits of special taxa-eitio oc governments, nd T orteion te acqui- tion measures to taxpayers have declined, the diver-
sition of government bonds. The portion of funds st fgastree yteemaue adirected toward the private sector can be. and has sity of goals targeted by these measures has
been. targeted very narrowly. and with much higher widened. On balance, this has reduced considerably
leverage on economic decision-making than the num- the importance of the tax system as a means ofber of loans, their magnitude. or the subsidy implicit achieving detailed industrial development policy
in the system of below-market interest rates would goals, relative to the more general goals of promot-indicate. These funds have often been interpreted by ing investment and savings. Nevertheless. current taxmeasures retain some of the detailed characteristicsthe private sector as an implicit government guaran- o
tee of a project and/or activity. This, of course, is of earlier years, most notably with regard to the
true of most government support. but specifically in special depreciation measures that are applicable to
the case of direct loans, private banks have tended to Twoesignated plant and equipment.interpret government direct lending as a signal that Two aspects of the tax system have been and
the industry or product linin question would be remain important for industrial promotion: (1) taxthe ndutryor rodct ine n qeston oul bemeasures are usually implemented as carrots rather
bailed out if it ran into unexpected difficulties. In than sticks-to promote desired activity rather than
this respect. Japanese policy has worked well to thaic- p odesired activity rath ertdate, in part because the economy in general was in penalize undesired activity: (2) in this same spirit.
a "catch-ue. phase in which the next generation of the provision of benefits is made both to producersindustialcdevpmsein wasch renexgrativy c . W in targeted sectors and to their consumers. Policies toindustial development was relatively clear. Within expand sales of targeted industries have provided
the constraints of the policy guidance in effect at any important cash flow and economies of scale benefits
one point in time. loans have been evaluated typ- to both leading edge and declining industies with
ically on sound financial and technical grounds, and o bot la edgesa dec st riesdwieh
the implicit guarantee has not had to be seriously only modest tax losses-at least to date.
tested. Increasingly, however, funds from policy- f. Science and Technology Assistance
implementing financial institutions have been di- In an tchnolohassistince
rected away from industrial development per se and in Japan typically no sharp distinction has ex-
toward other goals, most notably small business and isted between science and technology policies and
housing, but also energy and environmental p . industrial development policies: enhancing techno-

projects, logical progress has always been an integral part of
the promotion of targeted industries. Thus, in con-

e. Tax System trast to the U.S., the Japanese government has been
Soon after the end of the allied occupation in willing and able to support projects-both directly

1952, the Japanese tax system was modified to pro- and indirectly-that had, or soon would have. clear
vide a clear bias toward savings and investment in commercial applications. Moreover. despite a grow-
general, and a more specific bias towards capital- ing emphasis on various areas of basic research, the
intensive industry. During the 1950s and early 1960s, distinction between science and technology policies
special tax instruments designed to improve cash and industrial development policies has become per-
flow and profits in firms involved in specified indus-
tries or activities were highly targeted, and aimed at 'These and other special tax measures are discussed at
stimulating growth in these industries and developing length in Chapter IV.
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haps even more difficult to make in recent years. complex. Indeed, the difficulties in defining what is
Indeed, "knowledge intensification" is a basic goal "fair" and "unfair," and what government support
of both current industrial policy and current science measures translate into competitive advantage, are
and technology policy. For example. in an effort to much greater than the relatively more narrow but
develop a computer industry competitive with IBM, still seemingly intractable questions that led to the
the government encouraged formation of the Japan impasse on the definition of subsidies during the
Electronic Computer Corporation (JECC), a lever- Tokyo Round of GAIT negotiations. One is therefore
aged leasing corporation based on a pooling of re- forced to treat most issues on a case-by-case basis.
sources among computer manufacturers, which in
turn reduced the financial burden on individual com- g. Policies for Declining Industries
panies. The activities of JECC had the joint effect of Somewhat ironically, now that Japan's level of
promoting the computer industry-a major goal of development has reached a point where the previ-
industrial development policy-and of freeing up re- ously developed, and predominantly Western, coun-
sources among firms involved in research on ad- tries have awakened to the magnitude of the
vanced electronic devices-a major goal of science "Japanese challenge" facing them, Japan's level of
and technology policy. Other organizations, such as development has also reached a point where many of
the Japan Research Development Corporation its basic manufacturing industries are beginning to be
(JRDC), were set up to develop and disseminate new phased out.1 This decline in basic manufacturing
technologies, as well as to provide small subsidies to industries is a new trend in Japan, at least in the
firms for commercialization of some of these tech- sense of affecting a broad range of such industries.
nologies. Not surprisingly, many of the supported Recently, aluminum, petrochemicals, paper and
technologies have been most useful in targeted in- pulp, petroleum refining, and even some parts of the
dustries. steel industry have run into serious trouble, and are

Government support for science and technology- increasingly seen as structurally declining, unlikely
related projects has been heavily concentrated in the even to regain competitiveness in Japan. Other basic
development of commercial applications, as against materials industries, such as those non-ferrous metals
basic research. This bias has worked well to date, with high energy costs, are also coming under in-
when the Japanese economy had not developed to creasing pressure; as a result, imports of copper,
the point of needing to work as much on the frontier nickel, ferro-nickel, zinc, and lead have increased
of research in order to proceed to its next stage of markedly in recent years.
development. In this process, the government has Although the sharp increase in energy costs dur-
developed an extensive network of institutions to ing the 1970s is the immediate reason for a loss of
provide direct and indirect support for investment, competitiveness in these industries, in many cases
specifically R&D investment, in high technology these energy cost increases simply accelerated trends
areas. This network includes, for example, the vai- already in motion as a result of rising labor costs and
ous research laboratories of MITI and the Science increasing competition from NICs. Such market
and Technology Agency (STA), the Machinery and forces driving structural change in Japan will con-
Information Bureau of MITI, various government- tinue, indeed increase. For this reason, the "phasing
private coordinating and advisory councils, and vari- out" process for basic manufacturing industries is
ous private-sector development programs such as only just beginning. To the extent that economic
JRDC. progress means the emergence of new industries and

Now that Japanese industry has moved up to, or a contraction of older industries, this turn of events
close to, the technological frontier in many areas, is inevitable and even desirable. But structural
there is much interest in whether the kind of govern- change also requires painful adjustments for both
ment support typically provided to date can continue management and labor.
to work so well, and, at least from the point of view Before the early 1970s, Japan's problems with
of some outsiders, whether or to what extent such structural adjustment were either so minor that the
continued support (successful or not) constitutes "un- country's then high rate of economic growth elimi-
fair" subsidization. Neither of these concerns can be nated the need for special policy measures (e.g.,
given a single general answer. With regard to the toys, fireworks, and similar industries phased them-
former, the government has increased its support for selves out more or less automatically), or so
more generalized science and technology programs, industry-specific that only the most highly targeted
roughly comparable to U.S. science and technology measures were used (e.g., the phasing-out of coal
programs, even as many specific targeted programs mining during the early to mid-1960s). In recent
remain, most notably special depreciation measures
for designated plant and equipment that Japanese 'Had this phasing out process occurred earlier, or the
official sources classify as promotion of technology Western countries' realization of Japan's competitive
and modernization of equipment. With regard to strength come later, the seemingly accurate-but actually
these targeted programs, their effects on the trade inaccurate--notion that the Japanese insist on manufactur-
competitiveness of various industries are extremely ing everything themselves would be much less prevalent.



years. the Japanese government has had to formulate tions further along, but it is important to recognize
more generally applicable measures to facilitate that neither the government itself nor the consensus-
structural adjustment. building process has been particularly successful in

Such measures have typically been grouped to- anticipating problems ahead of time, or in formulat-
gether as a policy package, tailored for the particular ing generally applicable policies to deal with any
industry in trouble, designed through collaboration case that arises.
between industry and government, and reinforced by
other, more broadly-based programs. Government
assistance has also usually been tied to mandatory 2. Implications for Japan
adjustments on the part of specific firms and the
affected industry as a whole. In such cases, the a. Policy making in Japan can no longer be
typical pattern is one in which the government has based on the clear consensus of the past, and
acted as a coordinating body among firms, in some will necessarily become more pluralistic and
cases, however, the government has even taken a focused on heterogeneous goals.
coordinating role between management and labor We have argued in this report that the main
within individual firms, although this is rare. strength of Japanese industrial development policy is

Programs for structural adjustment have worked the way in which the various instruments of this
particularly well in instances where they included policy have complemented each other, directly or
positive incentives for management and labor to shift indirectly. This rather remarkable complementarity
to new product lines, and when new areas of diver- among policy instruments reflects several factors: a
sification were readily apparent. More specifically, widely accepted commitment to economic growth as
the Law on Temporary Measures for the Stabilization the dominant goal of public policy; a policy making
of Specified Depressed Industries, passed in 1978, process that encouraged discussion of planning as-
allows the government, at the request of the affected sumptions and forecasts among major business, gov-
industry, to draft a basic stabilization plan, outlining ernment and labor groups; and a tendency to design
possible plant reductions, employment measures, and policies in "'packages," applying several instruments
other conversion measures. Such a plan must be to a specific task. Until the early 1970s, global con-
requested by the industry in question. and even after ditions largely worked to reinforce these domestic
it is drafted, it cannot be imposed from above; the characteristics. Perhaps most importantly, no major
draft is just one stage in a bargaining process in adverse -surprises- occurred.
which firms commit themselves to specific actions in With growing affluence, many new goals and
return for specific government inducements. Indeed, special interests must now be accommodated in the
when this particular law is brought into play. the policy process-a trend we expect at the very least
specified industries work directly with the govern- to continue and probably to accelerate. In the face of
ment. usually MITI, to prepare enforceable industry- the adverse economic conditions that have occurred
wide agreements. In such cases, the industry is ex- since the early 1970s, it has become more difficult to
plicitly exempted from anti-trust regulations. develop generally agreed upon planning assumptions.

As in other advanced industrial countries, this Moreover, the "shocks" of the 1970s have sensitized
process has led to demands for Japanese government Japanese business planners and policy makers to the
support to keep declining industries afloat. In some risk that everyone can be wrong together. Thus, the
cases, various consensus-based systems of govern- characteristics that contributed to the strong comple-
ment-industry negotiations have reduced conflicts of mentarity in past Japanese policy making have weak-
interest and smoothed out the process of adjustment. ened, and will continue to weaken. This, in turn,
This process was noticeably successful in shipbuild- will require policy making to become more pluralis-
ing. Yet here, the adjustment proceeded more or less tic and, in all likelihood, will also lead to greater
smoothly because of the vigor of the industry itself, policy conflicts.
and because various "special" conditions allowed the
industry to diversify into other profitable areas. b. A continued decline in the effectiveness of
Other cases where contraction is currently underway, many of the specOic, direct instruments avail-
such as aluminum and petrochemicals, have pro- able to the Japanese government to promote
ceeded much less smoothly. Here, significant price industrial development.
differentials have developed between domestic prod- Perhaps the most important implication to be
ucts and imports, and profitable areas of new busi- drawn from a review of postwar Japanese industrial
)aess have not yet become apparent. In these cases, development policies is their decreased effectiveness
the initial reaction by both industry and government as the Japanese economy itself has matured. This
often has been the all too familiar (especially in decline is virtually certain to continue as the econ-
Europe, but also in the U.S.) attempt to impose omy develops further. Regardless of how effective
trade restrictions rather than seek positive adjust- Japanese industrial policy instruments have been in
ment. In all cases, the government's monitoring and the past and how effective they remain, relative to
mediating role has helped bring adjustment negotia- those in other advanced industrial countries, a com-
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bination of market forces, budgetary constraints, and and in some cases so diversified internationally that
political pressures have already required, and will government penalties or assistance have become
continue to require, a re-evaluation of the goals and much less important to their business decisions. rela-
methods of industrial development policy, tive to a whole variety of other factors. MITI's

Barring an outbreak of global protectionism, the inability to force a consolidation of the automobile
vestiges of Japan's once-detailed trade, capital, and industry in the 1960s shows that its influence in such
foreign exchange controls, which effectively guided matters was limited even then. More recently. MITI
industrial development through the mid-1960s, will faced similar difficulty convincing the auto industry
become increasingly costly to the domestic economy to agree to voluntary restraints on exports to the
and increasingly irksome to trading Japan's partners. U.S.,
Moreover, at least for the next several years, and Even some ailing industries, which typically seek
probably for some time beyond then, the large back- government assistance, are now less willing than in
log of Japanese government budget deficits will se- the past to accept government ideas on their future.
• rely limit the use of policy instruments requiring For example, the government's attempts to regulate
large budgetary expenditures or tax breaks. both oil prices and petrochemical feedstock prices

In the face of important domestic and foreign have proved unsatisfactory to almost everyone. Sig-
pressures for change in market structures and for nificant price differentials have developed between
deregulation, the Japanese government will have to domestically produced and imported petrochemical
resolve numerous conflicts of interest between these products; consequently, despite strong government
pressures and contrary pressures from groups benefit- appeals for "patience," the petrochemical industry
ing from the status quo. The recent frictions among has continued to pressure MITI for price de-regula-
the large department stores, the supermarkets, the tion, and in fact has obtained partial de-regulation.
franchised convenience stores, and the traditional Thus, even an industry over which MITI retains
"mom and pop" stores that have proved so difficult strong legal controls has shown itself able and will-
to resolve are an example of the kinds of problems ing publicly to challenge government decisions and
that will increasingly arise. In general, the goal of administrative guidance. The point here is not that
industrial development will have to compete, in government controls over industry, both direct and
terms of focus and budget, with an increasingly indirect, are gone or are now unimportant; rather,
heterogeneous set of goals for Japanese society as a they are less effective relative to the past. This has
whole; thus, industrial development policies will changed and will continue to change the balance of
necessarily become less effective than in the past. power between industry and government; the impact

It is important to recognize that this decline is of this change will be more evident when conflicts of
relative to Japan's own history; relative to other interest emerge during negotiations over the alloca-
countries with a more limited history of, or experi- tion of such increasingly scarce government re-
ence with, detailed industrial development policies, sources as subsidies, low interest loans, tax breaks.
Japanese policies appear formidable indeed. More- etc., or when the government is attempting to pres-
over, in the absence of serious efforts on the part of sure an industry to take actions it does not want to
foreign firms to compete with Japanese firms at take-the so-called voluntary export restraints on
home and abroad, Japanese policies certainly give automobiles is the most recent example.
some industries competitive advantages they would
not otherwise have. d. As more industries lose their competitive po-

sition (e.g., to products from the Newly In-
c. The Japanese government's indirect controls, dustrializing Countries, or from other

i.e., administrative guidance, will be more advanced industrial countries with lower en-
difficult to implement in the future. ergy costs), the process of structural adjust-

Indirect influences, usually referred to as adminis- ment will become correspondingly more
trative guidance, rely on an implicit threat of some difficult, and more closely resemble the pat-
potentially costly action that the ministry in question terns of adjustment in other advanced indus-
might take if a firm fails to comply with suggestions trial countries.
it makes. Now that many of the detailed controls Both government and industry support the general
over businesses have been constrained or eliminated notion that Japan must phase out uncompetitive basic
(notably, again, trade, capital, and foreign exchange
restrictions) and many of the benefits that govern- 'The automobile companies have been outside of
ment can offer have been eroded (most importantly, MITI's control for many years. One could argue that

tax breaks and low interest rate loans), the implicit MI's ability to force them to agree to voluntary export

threat that gave so much leverage to the process of restraints in effect brought them once again under MITI
tamintratigve suinchs evenige ifatp roce control. In our view, however, the difficulties experienced
administrative guidance has been significantly re- by MITI, and the continuing resistance by the industry, are
duced, though certainly not eliminated, by far the more salient point. No subsequent negotiations

Moreover, the major Japanese firms, which bene- with the auto industry are likely to proceed smoothly sim-
fited most from past policies, have become so large ply as a result of current agreements.
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manufacturing industries and move into higher-value hand, domestic demands for protection that are cer-
added, "knowledge intensive" industries. However, tain to be voiced by the declining industries them-
this "phasing out" process is just beginning. Japan selves will work against a more open economy.
now has many industries under pressure to retrench, In time, the traditionally dominant Japanese em-
and others showing signs of vulnerability. In ensuing phasis on effective results, as measured by the eco-
years, still more industries are likely to face large- nomic viability of an industry, is likely to be the
scale adjustment problems, and at the same time. dominant criterion of whatever industrial develop-
Moreover, resistance to such a process will doubtless ment policies do emerge. Actual policies toward
increase, as it has in other advanced industrial coun- "sunset" industries are likely to be neither com-
tries. As discussed below, this may herald the rise of pletely protectionist nor completely laissez-faire; in
new depression cartels, and growing MITI influence fact, the balance that is eventually struck will proba-
over these troubled industries (relative to the pre- bly be based on startlingly pragmatic grounds, de-
sent). pending partly on the degree to which the competi-

tiveness of foreign industries requires accommoda-
e. The government is likely to seek new legisla- tion by Japanese interests on economic grounds, and

dye authority in hopes of strengthening its partly also on the degree to which foreign political
ability to ease the adjustment process for af- pressures require accommodation. Development of
fected industries; it is also likely to seek policies toward "sunset" industries has been a long,
greater authority to delay adjustment where drawn-out process of discussion and horse-trading;
feasible. no single proposal or accommodation is cast in con-

In anticipation of the increasing difficulties facing crete until the final package is put together. As a
Japan's basic manufacturing industries, the govern- result, all interested parties have a chance to try to
ment will seek new legislative authority that would influence the process, including foreigners.
give it, particularly MITI, a stronger role in the
adjustment process. Even with such added authority, g. Despite a decline in the overall effectiveness
however, the government can at best only facilitate of industrial development policy, the relative
the adjustment process; it will be unable to resolve a importance of those instruments targeted on
fundamental loss of competitiveness in various in- the fostering of new industries and the phas.
dustries. Should it attempt to stave off such competi- ing out of declining industries will remain
tive declines as a result of domestic political high.
pressures, Japan would then face many of the same This concentration of effort reflects a deliberate
chronic subsidy problems that have become so bur- policy response to economic trends. As the Japanese
densome in other countries, and indeed so burden- economy has become more developed, individual
some to Japan in the case of the national railway. firms feel less need for government support and.

more importantly, less desire for it-especially if
f. Despite national security arguments often they are doing well in a "business-as-usual" sense.

raised in the hope of gaining special support By the same token, firms or product lines at the
for troubled manufacturing industries, once it beginning or end of a life-cycle often need, or
becomes apparent that comparative advantage willingly accept, government assistance. Given
has shifted elsewhere, imports have and will budgeting and other constraints on policy, the Jap-
continue to enter Japan. anese government will have more trouble providing

Despite the close relationships between suppliers meaningful assistance, relative to the past, even to a
and buyers and other informal trade barriers so often limited range of industries at the beginning and the
referred to in discussions of trading with Japan to end of a product cycle. Given the traditional Jap-
date, when price differentials go beyond a certain anese interest in effective results, the government is
point-and this triggering level naturally varies from likely to select a small number of targets for major
industry to industry, and from time to time-lower support, and let the remainder sink or swim.
priced imports can and do penetrate the Japanese Policies for new industries or technologies, have
market. traditionally included a heavy dose of "infant indus-

Various domestic and international political pres- try" protection. Since the mid-1960s, formal tariffs,
sures are likely to work both in support of, and in quotas, foreign exchange controls, and investment
opposition to, market pressures for increased im- restrictions have been progressively liberalized. In
ports. Central government deficits, combined with recent years, with the formal "liberalization" of the
more diverse social goals, are likely to support mar- computer industry and other high technology sectors,
ket pressures toward a more open economy; the costs explicit protection has been replaced by more im-
of subsidization, protection, or other measures to plicit forms of support and protection.' Assistance to
offset shifts in Japan's comparative advantage are computer and other high technology firms will
likely to become too great to be tolerated. In addi-
tion, various multilateral agreements will limit the 'These areas are discussed in the following sector of
scope of subsidization and protection. On the other this chapter.
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doubtless continue through JDB loans, subsidies changes impact on trade flows over a period lasting
through the JRDC, government/private R&D proj- some 12 to 18 months on average. Thus, even if the
ects, various targeted tax breaks, etc. But the magni- yen strengthened significantly and soon, the trade
tude of such assistance will be limited by an effects on the U.S.-Japan bilateral balance would
increased reluctance on the part of the Ministry of take some time to work themselves out.' Moreover,
Finance (MOF) to maintain or expand subsidies for monetary conditions suggest that the yen will
budgetary reasons, and by criticism from the interna- strengthen only slowly, toward some presumably
tional community. higher "correct" value. The increased bilateral trade

Japan's previous infant industry protectionism deficit we expect in the short-term will doubtless
was more or less tolerated by the U.S. and other exacerbate current economic frictions.
advanced industrial countries during the early post-
war years because it was seen as part and parcel of
Japan's recovery from defeat. Now that Japan's corn- b. Subsequently, barring a global shock on the
petitive strength has greater adverse effects on the order of the first and second oil price in-
trading positions of other advanced industrial coun- creases, both cyclical and secular trends will
tries, firms in these countries have become much be working to improve the bilateral trade bal-
more vocal in their opposition to the allegedly once.
"closed" nature of the Japanese market. At the very As the Japanese recovery becomes more vig-
least, any additional support to high technology firms orous-and, as a separate matter, the yen strengthens
will be monitored closely, somewhat-the U.S. bilateral trade deficit will nar-

As mentioned earlier, a projected increase in the row. Moreover, the opening of the economy that has
number and scope of declining industries is a new occurred since the mid-1970s and the continued pres-
problem for Japan, and one that will require increas- sure for further opening will work to bring the bilat-
ing attention. The relatively efficient reallocation of eral trade deficit more in balance; adjustment of
manpower and development of new product lines trade and investment patterns to such change in mar-
that characterized the phasing out process in ship- ket access takes time, time which has lengthened
building will become more difficult as the numbers under the recent uncertain global conditions. The
of unemployed grow and if or as new business op- particular economic trend likely to have the most
portunities become less apparent. Under these condi- immediate effect in this regard is an acceleration of
tions the government will be under increased imports of basic manufactured goods with high en-
pressure, on the one hand, to support declining in- ergy costs. A more general move toward a pattern of
dustries, while also facing increased opposition to horizontal trade, similar to the pattern that character-
such support on budgetary and foreign policy izes intra-European trade and U.S.-European trade,
grounds. Low cost options, in terms of the govern- is also at work, but more slowly. This trend reflects
ment budget, will become a preferred tactic, e.g., an a growing similarity of tastes between Japan and the
expanded mediator role and potentially a greater use U.S. as the gap in per capita income narrows,
of anti-depression cartels, that in the short run, like greater contact by Japanese consumers with foreign-
all forms of support for declining industries, tend to made goods, and the ipcreased costs to both consum-
restrict imports. ers and producers of higher priced domestic goods.

c. Japan's growth rate, on average, is likely to
C. Implications for the U.S. of remain higher than those of most other ad-
Japanese Industrial Development vanced industrial countries for some years

Policies hence, with comensurate effects upon the
competitiveness of key export industries.

1. Implications of Macroeconomic Despite cyclical economic swings, potential Jap-

Trends anese economic growth will remain high (i.e., 4-6

a. For at least the next year, the U.S.trade defi-
cit with Japan will widen, under almost any
circumstances. 'indeed, some evidence suggests that some Japanese

A U.S. economic recovery will lead and at least exporters are basing their dollar prices and marketing strat-
initially be more vigorous than Japan's. One effect egy on a long-term yen/dollar exchange rate around the 200
will be to expand U.S. imports from Japan, while level. If this is true for a large volume of Japanese exports,

then a strengthening of the yen rate would not greatlydepressing Japanese imports from the U.S. This ad- affect the average dollar price of Japanese goods in theverse trade balance effect will be exacerbated by the short term. As a result, the adjustment of the trade balance
lagged effects of a strong dollar (weak yen), which to the exchange rate change could be smaller than ex-
decrease the price of Japanese goods relative to those pected, and could take much longer than the 12 to 18
produced in the U.S. in all markets. Exchange rate month average.
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percent) for the remainder of the decade.' The asso- RECOMMENDATIONS:
ciated high productivity growth will enhance pros- Many of the current bilateral economic problems
pects for Japan's leading edge industries, both between the U.S. and Japan are intractable in the
domestically and internationally, by holding costs short term. Past liberalization programs, those that
down and expanding markets. Thus, many U.S. in- might emerge from current or future negotiations.
dustries facing Japanese competition will see this and market conditions will all produce real economic
competition continue and in many cases intensify, gains only over the medium- to long-term. As a
However, this competition must be viewed in a result:
longer term context: the intensity of the current coin- I. Negotiations, no matter how successfully they
petitive environment reflects currently sluggish eco-
nomic conditions, and an unusually weak value of might be conducted in bureaucratic terms,
the yen. An assessment of long-term competitiveness diately; to expect fast trade gains will lead
should take account of the structural trends discussed only to disappointment.
above, including some strengthening of the yen and 2. Since fast economic gains are not possible, the
a significant improvement in U.S. productivity greast potic leverage ot pied to
growth; both of these factors will work to bring those remaining Japanese barriers that offer
bilateral trade in both goods and services closer to the largest potential long-term gains.
equilibrium. 3. Negotiators should try to take advantage of the

combination of favorable cyclical and struc-

d. The Japanese government's general un- tural trends that are likely to emerge during

willingness to take initiatives to promote the next few years.
smoother bilateral relations in the absence of 4, U.S. negotiators should minimize or avoid

external political or economic pressures will taking actions that are primarily a political

continue, response to adverse cyclical economic condi-

Japan's foreign policy in the postwar period has tions, with little or no economic justification,

been essentially reactive; it has also been extemely specific short-term trade measures have little

successful, at least in the sense of taking no more effect on trade imbalances caused by macro-

than the minimum steps necessary to promote Jap- economic conditions.

anese interests. Even with the growing divergence
between U.S. and Japanese interests as Japan has
grown economically more powerful, Japanese have 2. Implications for the U.S. of
taken care to limit their demonstrations of independ- Japanese Policies for High Technology
ence to low-key (i.e., publicity-shy) actions, rather and Declining Industries
than the kind of explicitly visible demonstrations of Taking Japanese industrial development policies
political "independence" taken by France under as a whole, there has been a significant decline in
President de Gaulle. This pattern is likely to con- the number of direct and indirect instruments of
tinue. Japanese on balance will feel no strong com- control, as well as in the absolute size of the benefits
pulsion of their own to take up the kind of "leader- provided by some of the most important instruments,
ship" role that many Americans often advocate on pod b se ofxthe ms Mort i e
the assumption that such a role would more or less suc a ci taxai n eses. eovew
automatically complement (or substitute for) a U.S. anticipate a continued decline in the scope and effec-
role. 2  tiveness of many of these instruments. Nonetheless,

the areas where Japanese industrial development pol-
icies will continue to be most pronounced are pre-
cisely those areas that are, and will increasingly be,
sources of trade friction. More specifically, Japanese

'Various other projections of Japanese medium term policies will focus on newly emerging higher tech-
growth have recently been revised downward, falling gen- nology sectors and on declining sectors.
erally to a 3-5 percent range. We think that such downward
revisions are too strongly influenced by current cyclical
conditions, and underestimate growth, once recovery be- a. Implications of Policies Toward High Tech-
gins. In any case, the general thrust of the discussion in the nology Industries
body of the report would not be substantially affected in As noted above, the Japanese government has an
the event these more pessimistic growth projections prove extensive network of institutions in place to provide
accurate; the main effect would be to make the adjustments direct and indirect support, particularly for R&D
discussed take somewhat longer.

ZThis is the simplest version of the so-called burden investment, to high technology activities and indus-
sharing argument, and in our view greatly underestimates tries. Support for this network is likely to continue,
the ambiguities inherent in an association between a "su- more or less intact, with incremental budget in-
perpower" and a "superstate." For further discussion of creases. Moreover, the various institutions (MITI's
this problem. see Chapter II. Section D.4. research laboratories, JRDC, etc.) are likely to con-
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tinue to serve as important vehicles for the diffusion As discussed above, the overall impact of the
of technology and the development of new technol- various elements of government support to high tech-
ogy. New private-public R&D projects can be ex- nology industries cannot be evaluated quantitatively. 2

pected to follow the by-now well-established pattern Nor can such a hard-to-evaluate matter as the overall
of emphasizing areas where Japan's industry lags impact be easily dealt with in government-to-govern-
behind foreign industries and where a concentration ment negotiations. Rather, specific aspects of support
of effort seems likely to yield high benefits. Explicit for high technology industries must be dealt with on
discrimination against foreign-based firms with oper- a case-by-case basis. Politically this is unsatisfactory,
ations in Japan, as stipulated in laws or policies and but fortunately both the Japanese government and
manifested in access to subsidies, loans, tax meas- private industry are likely to be increasingly sensitive
ures. and participation in joint public-private R&D to supportable complaints fiom abroad about contin-
projects, has been reduced.- Such explicit discrimi- ued discrimination, if only because the likelihood of
nation that remains is now under review, with the retaliatory action has increased.
express purpose of eliminating this bias altogether.
Nonetheless, the process by which firms become RECOMMENDATIONS:
eligible for some of these benefits, especially par- We would of course encourage the U.S. govern-
ticipation in collaborative public-private R&D proj- ment to continue applying pressure on the Japanese
ects, continues more or less unchanged; for this government to make more "transparent" the ways
reason, an implicit anti-foreign bias remains and will through which firms become eligible for various
probably continue for the foreseeable future. forms of high technology industry support, including

Japanese firms participating in such projects can participation in joint public-private R&D projects.
more or less assume that foreign firms will, for their This pressure should be maintained in any case,
own reasons, remain reluctant to participate in proj- whatever the "true" desires of a majority of U.S.
ects that, directly or indirectly, require a strong do- firms. Only when or if the criteria for selection
mestic presence in Japan, a willingness and ability to becomes clearer can either the U.S. government or
communicate and exchange information with Jap- U.S. firms evaluate the alleged "fairness" or "un-
anese high technology firms, and an established fairness" of the Japanese system. At the same time,
means of communicating effectively with the Jap- we would caution the U.S. government not to ex-
anese government. Previous patterns will not, and in pend excessive political and other negotiating capital
our view cannot, change overnight, in specific areas that may be of little interest to U.S.

Nor, for that matter, are the "true" desires of firms.
foreign firms uniform or clear. Simply by participat- We would also argue that broad-based U.S. gov-
ing in Japanese-sponsored R&D projects, foreign- ernment attempts to change the Japanese economic
based firms can presumably obtain some useful bene- system to bring it more in line with U.S. standards
fits. On the other hand, such benefits may not offset of market organization, such as recent U.S. govern-
possible costs of sharing technologies or production ment interest in reducing the scope that Japanese
processes with Japanese competitors. We anticipate firms currently have for special forms of collabora-
that in some truly "frontier areas," government sup- tion, are unlikely to work. The allied occupation
port measures of the sort that have been so useful to authorities insisted, over Japanese objections even
Japan in the past will be less useful in the future: the then, on creation of the Fair Trade Commission
targeting of policy objectives is much easier when (FTC) as an anti-monopoly agency, but some 30
one knows generally the direction in which to go and years later it has still failed to acquire a well-ac-
a pioneer has already blazed the trail. Accordingly, cepted role in Japanese society. There is little reason
the willingness of Japanese high technology firms to to believe that U.S. negotiators can succeed in
begin to collaborate more with foreign firms is likely changing such deep-seated ground rules governing
to increase-the Fifth Generation Computer Project Japanese market organization when a combination of
is one example of this trend. In such high-risk, long- the occupation authorities and a Japanese agency
lead-time projects, the "costs" of foreign participa- specifically created for this purpose has not suc-
tion, as perceived by Japanese, will increasingly be ceeded. This is not to argue that the U.S. should
seen as minimal, compared to the prospective bene- ignore problems arising from market organization in
fits, both technological and political. Whether such Japan. When proposals for anti-competitive practices
collaboration will be attractive to foreign firms re- emerge, the FTC will almost certainly oppose them;
mains, of course, to be seen. when such proposals. if implemented, would influ-

ence U.S. trade and investment flows, the U.S. gov-
ernment should explicitly support the basic FTC
position.

'For example, tax credits for software development are Nonetheless, rather than attempting to change the
now available to foreign-based computer firms with man- whole Japanese system to -bring- it more in line
ufacturing facilities in Japan. IBM, Univac, NCR, and
Olivetti are among those that have taken advantage of this
program. 2See pp. 5-6 above.
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with the U.S. system. U.S. policy is likely to be Law on Temporary Measures for the Stabilization of
more effective, it seems to us, if it tries harder to Structurally Depressed Industries (i.e.. the Depressed
improve economic conditions within the U.S. that Industries Law). The new law will almost certainly
would in turn improve the competitiveness of U.S. retain most of the basic features of the 1978 law.
high-technology firms, e.g.. perhaps by a still more simply because the earlier law created a statutory
explicit loosening of antitrust standards on collabora- basis for government assistance to declining indus-
tive research in the U.S. and/or an explicit waiver tries that, on balance, has proven helpful to the
from antitrust penalties that might be applied against industries themselves and that, not incidentally, pre-
U.S. firms that participate in Japanese-sponsored col- serves a role for government at a time when its
laborative research programs. Indeed. a recent deci- influence on industrial development is generally de-
sion by various U.S. firms to set up a collaborative clining. More specifically. the following basic char-
research organization of their own, partially modeled acteristics of the old law are likely to be retained:
on Japanese practices, although distinctly more lim- . Government financial support will be provided
ited. suggests that this route may yield significant in the form of loan guarantees for the disposi-
benefits, in contrast, say. to lengthy attempts to gain tion of facilities, provided (a) the industry in
relief from "normal" Japanese practices. As noted question is suffering from severe overcapacity.
earlier in more general terms, the competitive bal- Ne) a majority of the firms in the industry
ance between U.S. and Japanese companies, which seeks designation under the law, and (c) there
can of course be influenced by government policies, is broad agreement in the industry that some
is more important than government policies per se; scrapping of facilities is necessary.
the latter are best viewed as part of the former. 2. The responsible ministry, usually MITI. will

The bilateral problems that have recently emerged be empowered to draft a stabilization plan
in high technology areas are virtually certain to con- outlining possible plant reductions, employ-
tinue as Japan and the U.S. move increasingly ment measures and other supports, the details
toward a pattern of horizontal trade; thus, it appears of which will then be hammered out through
to us useful to design a U.S. policy that combines discussions among union leaders, manage-
specific actions against "'nontransparent" Japanese me n aMofficil
policies, specific responses to Japanese proposals for ment. and MITt officials.
anticompetitive actions that adversely affect U.S. 3. Some or all of these actions will be exempttrad an invstmnt b exludig Jpanee frms from anti-monopoly laws.
trade and investment by excluding Japanese firms 4. Relief will be given whether the pressures onfrom anti-monopoly laws, and a more general policy the industry derive from domestic or interna-
favoring collaborative research among American and tional forces.
Japanese companies in both countries. Moreover.
precisely because immediate results in genuinely Despite this continuity, there will also be modifi-
frontier areas may not be forthcoming. both govern- cations in the law, probably along the following
ments have a socially useful role to play in under- lines
writing high-risk, long lead-time higher technology
projects of mutual interest, e.g.. energy conserva- I. Since 1978, certain additional sectors of the
tion. fusion research, etc. Such joint U.S.-Japanese economy have acquired the earmarks of a de-
efforts would, almost by defintion, bring Japanese clining industry, but are currently ineligible
operating practices more in line with U.S. prac- for support; the new law will seek to cover the
tices-and do so more effectively than atzcmpts to additional sectors, possibly including, al-
"negotiate" such changes in the abstract. Finally, the though not limited to, petrochemicals and
U.S. should re-examine its own policies that are ferro-alloys. The new law may also be more
directed toward science and technology, and those general than the 1978 law in the sense of not
that have major impacts on higher technology indus- trying to specify eligible industries ahead of
tries, to evaluate their effects on productivity and time; rather it may provide broad criteria
competitiveness. The attempts to review and reform against which firms in an industry can subse-
the regulatory burden on U.S. firms that have been quently file for support.
undertaken during the past several years represent a 2. There are strong indications that MITI is try-
good first step, but only a first step, in this direction. ing to have the new law permit a more active

pursuit of mergers and related collaborative
b. Implications of Policies Toward Declining In- steps for the revitalization of declining indus-

dustries tries.
As noted above, as more Japanese industries lose 3. The measures sought by MITI also would

their competitive position, the Japanese government allow the law to then be used much more
is likely to seek new legislative authority in the flexibly as a means of dealing with cyclical
hopes of strengthening its ability to deal with the downturns as well as structural declines. As
adjustment process. We anticipate that a new law discussed in some detail in Chapter VII, this
will be passed within a year, resembling the 1978 shift, assuming it comes about, would bring
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an important change in the thrust of Japan's not always effective-e.g.. it failed completely to
adjustment policy generally-away from ca- foresee the Nixon "shocks"-its use by Americans
pacity reductions in support of structural ad- would have a visible impact on Japanese counter-
justment and toward a variety of "temporary" parts.
measures to support existing capacity levels
during a cyclical downturn, a change that in
time would increase potential friction with 3. General Implications for the U.S.
trading partners. of Japanese Industrial Development

Policies
A further loss of competitiveness for Japanese

basic manufacturing industries, if augmented by new a. A Non-Model for U. S. Economic Policy
legislation along the lines outlined above, would To the extent that Japanese industrial development
have two important implications for the U.S. First, policies have contributed to Japan's exceptional eco-
more "rationalization," or depression cartels are nomic performance during the postwar period, they
likely to be formed. These would allow for industry have also contributed their own diminution. Thus,
collaboration on capacity reductions and possibly the for Americans to see Japan's overall system of in-
imposition of some kind of "temporary" import re- dustrial development policies as a model to adopt in
straints. Whether such supports turn out to be "tem- the process of trying to revitalize the U.S. economy
porary" would in turn depend on several factors, is to ignore an important lesson from the Japanese
most importantly the competitive position of the in- experience: the Japanese government's ability to pro-
dustry itself. In aluminum refining, for example, vide detailed direction to some elements of the eco-
Japanese producers at one time asked for voluntary nomic growth and industrial development process
U.S. export restraint, but this position was later has declined over time, as levels of income and
dropped after it became clear that nothing could keep wealth rose. For example, the willingness of con-
the bulk of Japan's aluminum industry competitive. sumers and other interests to continue sacrificing
Secondly, and more encouraging to U.S. interests, their own needs and wants to a producer-oriented
since pragmatism is a stronger force in Japanese version of high economic growth has declined. For
policy making and market behavior than foreigners', their part, companies have become so large that the
or Japanese rhetoric, typically suggest, the creation small amounts of government support available are
of more depression cartels in the future may not insignificant compared to internal resources, espe-
have as negative an impact on potential U.S. exports cially when compared to the increasing trouble and
to Japan as such a trend might otherwise suggest. As costs associated with acquiring this support and hay-
noted above, once the price gap between higher- ing government involved in business decision-
priced domestic goods and lower-priced imports making. Moreover, multiple policy goals, in addition
reach a certain point, imports enter Japan much as to growth, have emerged, adding new demands on
they do other countries. Moreover, the process of government resources and taxing the capacity of
formulating a new depressed industry law, as well as government officials to play a central role in all
the process of creating a stabilization plan for an activities.
industry in trouble, is a long, drawn-out affair, with For this reason, those who argue that the U.S.
much public discussion among interested parties. By should adopt an explicit industrial policy modeled
implication, the reactions of Japan's major trading along Japanese lines, would do well to ask them-
partners, especially the U.S., can be actively inter- selves whether the adoption of a Japanese model is
jected into the process and potentially could strongly likely to work in the U.S., given that in Japan itself
affect subsequent Japanese actions. it no longer works as it once did.' Advocates of an

explicit U.S. industrial policy can of course argue
RECOMMENDATIONS: that this inference is not necessarily the only one to

We suggest that the U.S. government follow de- be drawn from the Japanese experience. Even if the
velopments in declining sectors of the economy kind of industrial development policy associated with
closely to be able to guard against, almost pre- earlier years of postwar Japan no longer exists, the
emptively, any impositon of industry support meas- argument might run, there is no necessary reason
ures that may conflict with the spirit, if not the why a similar model could not work in the U.S.
letter, of existing trade agreements. More impor- There are several concrete reasons, however,
tantly, perhaps, such monitoring should be steady each rooted in the economic, social, and cultural
and consistent. Japanese willingness to gamble on a conditions of the U.S. First, in contrast to Japan,
continuation of previous cycles of U.S. inattention
and then anger would be greatly lessened by a 'Many versions of this idea have been discussed, in-
switch to lower-key, but more doggedly persistent, cluding the notion of a new cabinet department modeled
U.S. attentiveness to developments in the Japanese after MITI (labeled DITI, or Department of Trade and
domestic economy. This is the Japanese pattern of Industry, by some of its advocates), which has probably
monitoring developments in the U. S, and while it is received the most public attention.
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where the relationship between business and govern- RECOMMENDATIONS:
ment has been and remains generally cooperative. To create an organization capable of assuming
this relationship in the U.S. has generally been more some of the policy coordinating functions that MITI
adversarial. Secondly. the U.S. is a much more performs in Japan, but without the planning role that
heterogeneous country than Japan. which suggests MITI still has in some sectors or under certain con-
that developing the kind of cooperative relationship ditions (e.g.. frontier and declining industries), we
between business and government needed in a Jap- suggest that something comparable to the National
anese model (even if not to the same degree as in Security Council (NSC) be formed within the White
Japan) is difficult to achieve. Thirdly, the U.S. still House. Naturally, such an economic policy council
has a higher level of per capita income than Japan. should have only a small to medium-size staff to
and a much higher level of per capita wealth; since a prevent its becoming a separate constituency in it-
major reason for the decline in the effectiveness of self.2 This could be achieved without setting up a
Japanese industrial development policies has been new organization simply by assigning the policy co-
Japan's increased affluence-meaning, in turn, an ordinating task to the Council of Economic Advisors
increased pluralism (relative to the past), and a (CEA) or the Office of Management and Budget
greater independence on the part of the private sec- (OMB), which already exist within the White House.
tor-it is at least arguable whether it is even possible As in the case of the Office of the U.S. Trade
to introduce a Japanese-style industrial policy in a Representative (USTR), however, both the CEA and
country as wealthy as the U.S. Finally, the U.S. has the OMB have institutional histories that impede
never had an industrial policy in the sense that Japan their carrying out a policy coordinating role analo-
had--or has. gous to the NSC (when the latter performs this role,

We are also skeptical of proposals to create a new as against various times when it has taken on opera-
governmental entity with the authority to implement tional functions or been too weak to perform a coor-
Japanese-style industrial development policies for do- dinating role). Also, the members and staff of the
mestic political reasons. Quite apart from current CEA have traditionally limited themselves to domes-
arguments about the desirability of smaller versus tic and/or macroeconomic issues. Obviously, if the
larger government, an agency or department with the CEA were to try to take on the task of coordinating
discretionary authority still enjoyed by a much- the many elements that comprise even the U.S.'s
weakened MITI goes against U.S. political tradi- current de facto industrial policy, it would need
tions-in the sense that MITI's ability to use admin- some additional or modified staff-in particular, an
istrative guidance is based on a much more flenibie expanded intellectual base and a specific mandate
legislative mandate than is customary in the U.S., from the President. Similarly, though the OMB is
and for this reason is rarely subject to judicial re- specifically charged with a coordinating function-
view. Some advocates of Japanese-style approaches and in the eyes of other executive branches has
argue that the U.S. needs a new cabinet department performed this function satisfactorily-it has tradi-
to coordinate U.S. economic policies and thereby tionally limited itself to budgeting oversight tasks. If
strengthen U.S. competitiveness in a world in which the OMB were to undertake the role of coordinating
many new challenges will have to be faced. Indeed, U.S. industrial policy, it, too, like the CEA, would
better policy coordination and more internal consis- need an expanded intellectual base and specific man-
tency are eminently desirable goals, but to suggest date from the President. A new organization such as
that one cabinet department can coordinate the work an economic policy council could be established by
of others, on behalf of the executive branch as a executive order or by an act of Congress, making it
whole, is to go against the record of numerous previ- comparable to the NSC, with statutory membership
ous attempts to give one department responsibility and duties, and thus more permanence than a coordi-
for matters normally within the purview of another.' nating body established by executive order. In any

case, the main point is to suggest an institutionaliza-
tion of some kind of economic policy coordination
that incorporates both macro and micro factors, that

'Even the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative
(USTR), which was created 20 years ago to perform a
coordinating function with regard to trade policy, cannot.
as it is currently structured, perform the broad-based coor-
dinating function we believe to be desirable in dealing just 2There are precedents for such a coordinating body, but
with U.S.-Japanese economic relations, let alone U.S. in- none of these have worked well, or at least well enough,
ternational economic policy generally. The institutional his- e.g., the Council for International Economic Policy, which
tory of the USTR, by now firmly fixed in the minds of operated (for a variety of reasons ineffectively) during the
other executive branch agencies, is that of a negotiating Nixon Administration; the Domestic Council, which,
body, and one that performs this function to the general though designed as a counterpart to the NSC, has never
satisfaction of others. We see no easy way to expand these had the latter's authority or prestige; or earlier and current
responsibilities to enable the USTR to take on coordinating ad hoc cabinet-level councils, whose informality has pe-
functions for something as broad as industrial policy, vented them from operating as effectively as the NSC.
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integrates domestic and international impacts. and industries to change their product mix and
that has sufficient authority to do the job.' otherwise shift resources to reflect changing

economic conditions. All too often, however,
b. The Importance of Goals and Consistent Pol- such assistance has been used simply to subsi-

icies dize existing production.
Despite what we believe to be the inapplicability In the U.S., programs for trade adjustment

of detailed government guidance over industrial de- assistance have focused on determining the
velopment for the U.S.. some Japanese industrial causes of injury, e.g.. whether a troubled in-
policy instruments are, in our view, worth consider- dustry has been hurt by imports, and if so.
ing for possible application to the U.S. Most impor- whether the degree of trouble is sufficient to
tantly. the Japanese government has established constitute injury and warrant government as-
policies that have by and large been internally con- sistance. The more important questions, from
sistent, and therefore able to meet their desired ob- an economic viewpoint, of whether declining
jectives. Discussed below are a number of specific industries should be supported (whether tem-
"strengths" of the Japanese system that have poten- porarily or permanently) even if their main
tiat implications for the U.S. We cannot be certain competition comes from abroad, and to what
whether these particular policies would be applicable degree such support should be allowed, have
to the U.S.; we introduce them as possibly applica- received much less emphasis.
ble because they have been useful and effective in In Japan, on the other hand. the emphasis
the Japanese context and also because they are not in policies specifically aimed at declining in-
so different from U.S. legal, social, and other dustries is on achieving the intended result,
cultural traditions as to be obviously inapplicable in regardless of the source of pressure on the
a U.S. context: industry. When financial support has actually

1. Japan has long been-and in our view con- been given to declining industries, it typically

tinues to be-a goal-oriented state. Its meth- has been given with strings attached-namely,

ods of seeking various goals, including that the beneficiaries actually take steps to
reduce capacity in unprofitable areas and, to

industrial development, have changed over the degree possible, move into new areas that
time, and will continue to change. It is easier will not require indefinite government assis-

for a late developing country to adopt a gen-

eral goal of economic growth and industrial tance. Indeed, under the current policy frame-

development than for an already developed work, government assistance specifically
country; the latter, having achieved consider- targeted to declining industries cannot be pro-
able growth in the past, naturally has less of a

process, which in turn means that the industry
sense of where to go in the future. Yet in commits itself to negotiat with the govern-
Japan, the general goal of growth has been, ment on an adjustment program. Because the

and continues to be. closely linked to the often politically intractable problems of phas-

more specific idea of structural adjustment, in in o liing intrieae rlely new
partculr, ustnow theshit t "kowldge ing out declining industries are relatively new

particular just now, the shift to "knowledge for Japan, it is too early to say that Japanese
intensive" industries. The recent policy en- will continue to be able to deal with them as
vironment in Japan has continued to encourage effectively as they have in the past. Indeed,
investment in general and investment in there is some evidence to suggest that Jap-

knowledge-intensive or high technology areas there are vin o suggst hat out

in particular, i.e., polices are designed to en- anese are having more difficulty phasing out

courage the application of high technology basic manufacturing industries, such as alumi-

processes to advanced manufacturing indus- num or petrochemicals, than the earlier declin-

tries and a corresponding contraction of basic ing industries, such as toys or basic textiles.
Still, in a majority of the cases that havemanufacturing industries that are no longer occurred to date, the Japanese government has

competitive. A similarly strong commitment a much better record in the implementation of

that translates into explicit policy actions does police e o ine structa au
not exist in the U.S. policies leading to genuine structural adjust-
2an E i ntie s . ament than other advanced industrial countries.

2. Many OECD countries have adopted so-called 3 nohraes oJpns nutildvl
-positive adjustment policies," which in prin- 3. In other areas, too, Japanese industrial devel-

povi e djustent piies, whienablecinpin- opment policies are, generally speaking, inter-
ciple provide incentives to enable declining nally consistent, though, as discussed in later

'For all practical purposes, whatever coordinating body chapters, the more diverse the goals being

is set up must have presidential authority in the real as well sought, the more difficult it is to achieve such

as the legal or organizational sense. This suggests, in turn, internal consistency. Rarely can one point to a
that it needs to be in the White House, and that it needs a single policy instrument as critical, but taken
staff with at least the tradition of consistency and quality of together the policy packages that are con-
the NSC staff. structed provide considerable support to the
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goal in mind. The obvious implication for pears to us justifiab2 on U.S. accounting principles
U.S. policy makers is the importance of coor- (i.e., the losses are tax deductible). There are losses
dinating objectives and instruments to maxi- to the treasury in the short-term, but no long-term
mize policy leverage on complementary goals, cash losses because the reserves must be paid back
while at the same time minimizing the nega- at some point if they are not fully utilized. Since
tive effects of instruments that are targeted on high te.-hnology firms are typically constrained by
conflicting, or apparently conflicting, goals. cash flow problems, creation of tax-free reserves for

Tax policy, for example, has been important already permissible tax deductions may be a useful
to Japanese industrial development less be- mechanism to aid investment by U.S. high technol-
cause of specific provisions of the tax laws ogy firms, without the government's needing to get
directed at particular industries (i.e., "tax into the business of trying to "pick winners."
breaks") than because of a general bias in the Yet a question regarding possible subsidization
tax system toward savings and investment, also emerges: how much are tax-free reserves actu-
which, in turn, has enhanced the effectiveness ally called upon? Do they tend. on average, to be
of the specific provisions. By contrast, and used to the full amount of the reserves, or are they
despite recent improvements, the current U.S. in fact considerably higher than legitimate needs re-
tax system has a strong bias toward consump- quire? If a reserve typically exceeds the firm's actual
tion. requirements, then the tax-free reserve is being used

as an explicit tax subsidy to particular operations
RECOMMENDATIONS: over and above its more or less legitimate use to

In hard-hit areas of the U.S. economy, we sug- stabilize and reduce the risk of cash flow variations.
gest a linking of government financial assistance to We suggest that the U.S, government study whether
mandatory industrial adjustment. If government some of these reserves are being used in ways that
money were made more "conditional," it is more might be viewed as export subsidies. This would
likely to be used to phase out uncompetitive produc- mean an item-by-item investigation of tax-free re-
tion capacity, to diversify product lines, and to re- serves that affect an export business in some fashion,
train workers, rather than simply to improve short- e.g., tax-free reserve usage among computer or other
term cash flow for declining industries, high-technology industries, reserves directed to over-

On tax policy, we endorse the many current re- seas market development for small businesses, etc.
views of the U.S. tax system that attempt to assess
whether savings and investment are being adequately c. Goals and Tactics of Trade Negotiations
promoted, as against consumption. Moreover, we The challenge facing U.S. policy makers, in their
suggest careful and additional study of Japanese tax attempts to imp'ove access to the Japanese market
measures, less because of their possible contribution for U.S. exporters, is to seek goals that are achieva-
to growth in targeted areas than because of their ble as well as desirable, and to do so in ways that do
possibly indirect subsidization effects to activities not prove counterproductive to U.S. long-term inter-
that the U.S. government might wish to promote. ests. Japanese officials are unlikely to take bold
Both elements are found in Japan's system of tax- initiatives in this regard: hence, it is virtually useless
free reserves. Tax-f .- reserves have been used se- to implore them to do so, let alone to rail at them
lectively to target industries. But they have also been when the)' fail to do so. Rather, the emphasis should
useful in reducing the systemic risk inherent in types be on attaining practical results, which means in turn
of activity that the government of Japan would like to create incentives for Japanese negotiators to see
to encourage or at least partially insure. These have improved market access as a net gain.
been applied effectively for foreign exchange expo- As discussed at the beginning of this chapter.
sure, "bad debts." and many other areas. Take the having long had in mind the goal of catching up to
example of the tax-free reserve established to pro- the West, Japanese have traditionally looked upon
vide a contingency fund for unanticipated buy-backs international relations in terms of differences be-
of leased computers.' The provision permits ind.'id- tween Japan and the rest of the world.2 To a large
ual firms to set aside money up-front to respond to extent, Japanese officials have thought of their re-
the losses implicit in anticipated buy-back require- sponsibility as one of staving off unnecessary influ-
ments. The system effectively improves the cash ence from abr" " i.e., to adopt selected foreign
position of eligible firms in the short-term and ap- influences that t, iould find advantageous, while

otherwise insulatin,, -country through a combina-
'A large share of main frame computers in both the tion of Japan's historical isolation and foreign ethno-

U.S. and Japan are leased rather than purchased outright. centrism.
However. since technology and equipment has been im- Paradoxically. perhaps, one can characterize Jap-
proving so rapidly, computer manufacturers have often
been forced to take machines back before the end of the
lease, which can cause significant losses. To highly lever- 'Brian Beedham, Foreign Editor of The Economist,
aged Japanese firms, such take-backs imposed a serious often characterizes Japanese attitudes in this regard with the
cash flow burden over and above the implied losses, phrase. "Stop the world. I don't want to get on."
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anese policy making. on domestic and international anese government will respond with still further lib-
issues. as both rigid and flexible. As discussed be- eralization in the future if and only if it sees a net
low. policy makers have been future-oriented in the gain in doing so. 2
rhetorical sense-always on the look out for new What, then, might U.S. policy makers do. either
ways to achieve economic prosperity and often ad- instead of. or in addition to. their current courses of
justing industrial policy instruments accordingly- action, to encourage Japanese officials to see a
but have also been reluctant to take a pioneering role greater net gain in increased market access for U.S.
that involves sacrifice or pain for themselves. For producers? We can lay no claim, on the basis of a
example, after the oil price increases of 1973-74, the report that has focused mainly on describing and
government floated a number of proposals for energy analyzing Japanese industrial development policy, to
conservation and diversification of sources of supply; being able to outline a full program of counter-
yet, little action was taken until the exigencies of the measures useful to Nmerican negotiators in an opera-
market, namely the second round of price increases tional sense. We do suggest below-again, primarily
in 1979-81. forced the private sector to see such on the basis of an analysis of Japanese industrial
changes as the lesser of the two evils. Until the development policies-certain ways that ve believe
private sector saw conservation and diversification as U.S.-Japanese trade problems could usefully be for-
inevitable, little actual change was undertaken. once mulated.
the need for change was accepted. both industry and
govemment moved flexibly and imaginatively. Sim- 1. The U.S. government could of course take
ilarly. Japanese policy makers and the private sector punitive actions against what are perceived to
have been extremely flexible about recognizing the be "unfair" Japanese practices, in the form of
eventual need for industrial structure shifts, without import restraints or other protectionist policies.
necessarily taking such steps until forced to by mar- The problem is to define fairness. i.e., to
ket forces, Here again, however, once agreement avoid being arbitrary in a way that is then
among major participants is reached and the counterproductive. Any punitive actions would
changeover begins, both the government and the send a strong message to Japan, and for this
private sector move quickly. as adjustment in the reason are currently looked upon with favor
shipbuilding industry during the late 1970s and cur- by some U.S. policy makers. At the same
rent activities in the Japanese computer and elec- time. strong actions would almost certainly
tronics industries show. have harmful effects on the U.S. economy. In

Specifically, with regard to trade negotiations, strictly economic terms, there seems little
there is little likelihood that either the Japanese gov- doubt that protection against imports tends to
ernment or the private sector will take broad initia- impede the process of structural adjustment
tives based on a belief that further liberalization of and economic growt't in the protecting coun-
Japanese trade policies and practices is a process to tries themselves. On political grounds. a sharp
be hastened-at least in the absence of foreign pres- move towards protectionism in the U.S. could
sure.' In the past. however, once it became clear trigger a series of retaliatory actions in other
that the costs of following the "preferred" course of countries, not only Japan. that in turn would
staving off liberalization would probably be greater seriously damage the trading system that de-
than the costs of token or partial liberalization: the veloped since World War II. On the other
latter course was chosen. By implication, the Jap- hand, if one could define precisely w'.a, the

term "'unfair" might mean in this context,

'The Japanese penchant to delay concessions no matter then threats to impose or at least discuss pos-
what the issue, rather than occasionally taking a broad sible punitive actions in response to such un-
initiative (and thereby getting credit for generosity or fair practices could significantly improve the
"'statesmanship") has unquestionably contributed to the
high degree of frustration felt in the U.S. about relations 21n our view, the Japanese government is much more
with Japan. See, for example. the comments of Senator likely to see a net gain to liberalization if it must make its
John Heinz (R, Pennylvania). and Representative Barber calculations in terms of economic as well as political
Conable (R. New York) as quoted in Richard I. Kirkland. choices. Merely asking Japanese officials to "share the
Jr.. "Washington's Trade War of Words." Fortune. April 5. burden," as U.S. negotiators are prone to do. is meaning-
1982, pp. 35-39. Senator Heinz is quoted as saying. "The less; Japanese do not see U.S. burdens as something they
American people feel they are on the receiving end of a necessarily should share, and in any case. they would be
one-way street. and they're mad as hell about it." Repre- inclined to do so only if they could see a concrete gain. or
sentative Conable is quoted as saying. "I get so sick of a concrete loss in not doing so. The gain or loss has to be
going through the catechism with them that I don' even concrete; the notion of abstract, or universalistic. gains, in
want to see the Japanese any more. But I tell them. 'under- the Western sense of the term. have almost no impact in
stand that you are going to be responsible for our shooting Japan. In fact. Japanese policy makers all too often hint
ourselves in the foot on trade.'" Japanese delaying tactics that they need. and even rely on. U.S. government pressure
may well be frustrating, but it is still questionable whether to force through decisions that might be desirable in terms
U.S. suggestions that the Japanese will be responsible for of relations with the U.S.. but are otherwise unappealing to
American self-destructiveness are likely to be persuasive. "normal." i.e.. domestically-orienied, policy makers.
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level of debate and negotiation among all Japan Monopoly Corporation. which has juris-
countries, not just with Japan. This is no easy diction in the case.
task. however, and we mention the whole no- The famous case of the ground rules gov-
tion of defining fairness mainly to show the erning purchases by the Nippon Telegraph and
difficulties inherent in a course of action that Telephone Public Corporation (NIT) involves
assumes punitive measures would constitute a a combination of government and market pres-
net gain to the U.S. In any event, "unfair" sures. Though U.S. negotiators could and did
practices. however defined, must be identified appeal for concessions based on the GAIT
and discussed to the extent possible in a non- framework for government procurement. the
confrontational manner-if only to formulate incentives and disincentives influencing Jap-
clearly the goals and constraints facing policy anese producers who themselves sell to NTT
makers in each country in a way that enables seemed to us to be the deciding factor in the
their counterparts in other countries to negoti- Japanese negotiating position. Those com-
ate constructively. panies that might have feared future restric-

2. In dealing with problems of access to the tions on their exports to the U.S. if NTT
Japanese market in general, U.S. policy failed to open its purchasing practices at least
makers should concentrate on areas where the to some degree doubtless contributed to the
U.S. private sector can in fact follow through Japanese government's decision to formulate
on gains made by trade negotiators, and where various compromise positions. Here, as well
comparative advantage is clearly in the U.S. as in other areas of high technology trade, the
favor. In dealing with problems of market key factor that influences the course of the
access for areas of international trade subject negotiations is less the merits (or lack of mer-
to direct, government-to-government negotia- its) of market access regulations in the short
tions. U.S. policy makers should take advan- term than the likely technological and trade
tage of whatever leverage they themselves developments over a medium to long term
directly control and construct proposals with (i.e., market forces broadly defined). If. as a
built-in and concrete incentives and disincen- result of NTT's trying to prevent U S. pro-
tives. To pick an area where recent U.S. nego- ducers from bidding on NTT contracts, Jap-
tiators have been relatively successful- anese firms fear that the) will fall behind U.S.
namely, airline traffic rights-the U.S. side firms in technological development-e.g.. by
was able to secure concessions from long- having less access to U.S. technology or by
resistant Japanese counterparts at least partly, having to pay more for it-or fear that they
if rot largely, because the Japanese side saw might lose access to those few markets where
concrete benefits to granting the U.S. some the U.S. government has direct leverage, the
long-sought requests. But in this case, perhaps incentive for NTT to liberalize will be much
exceptionally so. the industry is both stronger than if U.S. negotiators sought such
oligopolistic and directly subject to govern- open bidding simply as a matter of principle.
ment regulation. Hence, a reciprocity-style Similarly, it does little good for U.S. nego-
strategy could be particularly effective. These tiators to complain about discrimination in
same conditions do not hold in other indus- Japanese private/public high technology re-
tries.' By contrast, attempts to improve access search projects if American firms are in fact
to the Japanese market for U.S. cigarette man- uninterested in participating in such projects,
ufacturers have been less successful at least whether because they feel they' have superior
partly because no comparable disincentive has technology anyway (a standard IBM position.
yet been found to bear on the decisions of the for example), because they fear their participa-

tion in a collaborative project would lead to

'interestingly. Japanese complaints that the 1952 airlines their losing more technology than they would
treaty is unfair apparently had little impact on U.S. nego- gain, or. because they fear that such coopera-
tiators. Fellow U.S. negotiators representing other indus- tion might open them up to antitrust actions in
tries, or, in the case of the USTR. American interests in the U.S. To the extent that a number of U.S.
general, may well envy the advantageous bargaining posi- firms would like to participate in these and
tion that, because of the historical circumstances, their other kinds of cooperative programs, U.S. ne-
airline colleagues enjoyed. Still, when all is said and done. gotiators should stress the direct, mutual bene-
no negotiator is going to improve his or her position by fits of national treatment, and the potential
spending much time imagining how things would be better direct costs of Japan's continuing its tradi-
if the conditions governing the industry in question were tionally exclusionary policies. The point,
more advantageous at the start of the negotiating process.
Certainly Japanese officials have spent little time, in their again, is to link U.S.-Japanese negotiations
37 years of economic growth since the end of World War less to matters of principle, as these might be
Ii, imagining how their position during this period migh: perceived in U.S. domestic politics, than to
have been better had Japan not lost the war. matters of cost and benefit as Japanese offi-
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cials (and the private sector interests they rep- gains of greater liberalization would likely im-
resent) are likely to see them. prove overall U.S.-Japanese economic rela-

3. U.S. policy makers should push for faster lib- tionships by more than a compensating
eralization of Japanese capital markets. The amount. Moreover. U.S. pressures for faster
reason is less the potential gains to the U.S. liberalization will support the broad-based do-
financial sector per se-in fact, there are gains mestic pressures in Japan for deregulation of
to some parts of the financial sector, and financial (and other) markets. To the extent
losses to others-than the prospective by- that such deregulation and a resultant shift to
product gains to U.S. manufacturing and serv- more general types of policy also reduces the
ice industries generally. By giving a broad government's ability to use the financial sys-
range of U.S. firms better access to Japan's tem to implement detailed industrial policy
already large and growing capital markets, a objectives, the broad goal of "transparency" is
faster liberalization process would not only also enhanced.
improve U.S. prospects for investing in or 4. U.S. policy makers should maintain continu-
exporting to Japan, but also improved access ing, steady pressure on the Japanese govern-
to a larger supply of funds for whatever pur- ment in those areas where real gains can he
pose. This additional liberalization of Japanese made and the U.S. private sector can follow
capital markets would of course create more through. In the past, U.S. pressures on Japan
competition for existing U.S. financial entities to open its markets or make other concessions
in the Japanese market. But other U.S. finan- have been episodic, driven more by domestic
cial entities, particularly those such as venture political considerations in the U.S. than by the
capital firms that have a comparative advan- underlying economic merits of each issue. As
tage vis-a-vis much less experienced Japanese a result, it has been relatively easy for Jap-
counterparts, would be given a spur. Although anese negotiators to resolve the immediate is-
the evidence is so far only suggestive, a liber- sues being raised-or at least to mitigate them
alization of capital markets that also enhances for a while-by offering only limited conces-
cross-direct investment between the U.S. and sions, and then only after raising the costs to
Japan appears likely to expand the share of the U.S. by putting up a good fight. Japanese
manufactured goods in Japanese imports. policy does respond to outside pressure. espe-

In the short term, faster liberalization of cially if Japanese negotiators can envision
Japanese financial markets could weaken the concrete gains. But, as noted above, Japanese
yen still further, and thereby exacerbate the are unlikely to take the initiative in this proc-
current U.S.-Japan bilateral trade deficit. ess. Thus, continued pressure from other
However. since any proposal for an acceler- countries is needed. The issue is how to apply
ated opening of Japanese financial markets such pressure in a way that produces concrete
would doubtless take several years to imple- gains for the U.S.-as against, to use a popu-
ment. the feared short-term costs would proba- lar phrase in Washington today. "shooting
bly be limited, while the medium-to-long-term ourselves in the foot.
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CHAPTER JfI
Japanese Economic Development

Japan's economic development is an achievement dating from 1868, and World War !I, Japan's per-
beyond question. The causes and consequences of formance in terms of growth in per capita output was
this achievement, especially the role of government, comparable to that of the other countries, though, as
are subjects of considerable dispute.' The scope of is evident in the figure, its absolute level of product
this report does not permit a fundamental assessment per capita was much lower. Total output is shown in
of these issues. We do try, in this chapter, to outline Figure 11-2. It reveals a similar pattern: growth of
what these issues are, and to make some comments about 3 percent a year from the Meiji era until World
on them, as a basis for discussing the likely course War II, followed by an extraordinary postwar growth
of Japanese economic development during the 1980s rate averaging 9.5 percent a year from 1947 to 1973.
and likely implications for the U.S. As is now well known, Japan's per capita income

We begin with a brief review of the record of has risen to a level comparable to, or higher than,
Japanese economic development since the Meiji Res- levels achieved by other advanced industrial coun-
toration, carrying this through to the period since tries.
1973, when the unusually high rates of growth of the Since World War 11, Japan's performance has
earlier postwar years fell to roughly half the previous been unprecedented: it not only recovered quickly
level. This sets the stage for a review of various from the worst effects of the war, as did West
explanations of how or why Japan's unprecedented Germany;, it went on to achieve higher rates of eco-
record of development occurred, and a discussion of nomic growth, for a longer period of time, than any
prospects for future Japanese economic development, other advanced industrial country. Indeed, the record
In this context, we then look specifically at Japan's of development itself is indisputable. Japan's evolu-
economic interaction with the rest of the world, tion from a war-shattered economy, in which food
particularly with the U.S. The chapter concludes was so short that emergency American aid literally
with a discussion of how likely future trends in made the difference between starvation and survival,
growth and trade will influence Japanese industrial to an economy producing much of the world's
development policies and Japan's economic relations lowest-cost steel, highest-quality ships, and most ad-
with the U.S. vanced computer and electronic products is known

virtually everywhere. Even in the years since 1973,
when world growth rates have been much lower than

A. The Record of Development the levels achieved in the preceding 25 years,
Japan's growth rate has remained higher than that of

Japan's economic achievements are visible for all _

to see and, in general terms at least, easy to docu- dustrial countries, advanced industrial countries, and
ment. Figure I-I shows growth in per capita output others. Many standard data sources use the term industrial
for roughly a 100-year period for seven advanced countries. For reasons explained in greater detail in Chapter
industrial countries. 2 Between the Meiji Restoration, Ill, we use the term. "industrial" to refer to a continuum of

economic activities ., specifically not simply to those
activities associated wito manufacturing industries. Thus, in

'Economic and political success always reflects some referring to the economically most advanced countries, we
degree of success in government policy. However, success prefer the term "advanced industrial countries," in spite of
also gives a patina of correctness to policies that may have the cumbersome nature of the term. All countries are in the
been only marginally useful, or even counterproductive, process of moving from predominantly one set of industries
Japan has grown so rapidly since World War II that the role to another, and the advanced industrial countries, like de-
of government must have been positive. But, as discussed veloping countries (both the middle income and the least
in detail later in this chapter, scholars have found it ex- developed countries), are also in a process of continuing
tremely difficult to measure just how positive this role has change and development (e.g., from predominantly man-
been--or even what it has been. ufacturing to predominantly service industries). Accord-

'Many terms have been used to describe countries that ingly, all tables, figures, and discussions in this report use
have achieved a high level of per capita income by histor- the categories of countries referred to in the preceding
ical standards: developed countries, advanced countries, in- sentence, regardless of usage in the original source.
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other advanced industrial countries. This long-lasting cation as a means of achieving the modernization
drive for relatively high growth has become a subject they sought. Early in their tenure, the Meiji leaders
of considerable interest in the U.S.. both with regard established a system of universal primary education.
to its causes and to the possibility that Japan's The idea appears to have been twofold: to create the
growth rate might continue to remain higher than expertise needed to assimilate Western technologies
other advanced industrial countries for some years and methods, and concurrently to promote a strong
hence. national identity through the retention and strength-

ening of Confucian moral training. By the 1920s,
men with professional training occupied a high pro-

1. Legacy of the Past: From the portion of the top managerial positions in manufac-
Meiji Restoration to Defeat in turing and commerce. By the late 1930s. Japan had
World War II become a modern industrial state, supporting large

military forces and overseeing a colonial empire sim-
Japan's impressive post-World War II growth re- ilar to. if less extensive than, those of the leading

flects, in many ways, an equally impressive prewar Western powers.
legacy. Within 40 years of the Meiji Restoration, Defeat in World War 11 not only cost Japan this
Japan had transformed itself from a crumbling feudal empire, as well as extensive overseas investments.
society to one of the world's major powers. As noted but many traditional markets and sources of supply
above, economic growth averaged 3 percent a year were also closed off. The country's military and
until World War II, in spite of setbacks sustained in professional elite was discredited. A large proportion
three periods of downturn, including the global de- of the country's indust-ial and urban base-40 per-
pression of the 1930s. Defeat in Woild War II left cent of capital stock by some estimates-was de-
much of this achievement shattered, but did not stroyed. Claims for war reparations were imposed by
destroy the legacy it imparted to the postwar period, the victorious allied powers.

The Meiji Restoration ushered in a process of
modernization, in which a much broader range of
government and private institutions and administra- 2. The Japanese "Miracle": From
tive practices evolved, based in part on a conscious the Allied Occupation to the Early
adoption of Western practices. Throughout this pe- 1970s
riod, the government actively promoted manufactur-
ing and commercial activities considered vital for the Immediately after the war. the country came un-
national interest. Often the government built facto- der the control of the Supreme Commander, Allied
ries at its own initiative, or subsidized their construc- Powers (SCAP), meaning General of the Army
tion by private interests. Industries started by the Douglas MacArthur and his staff of officers and
government were then frequently turned over to the civilian advisors. SCAP's initial policy goals in-
private sector-though more on budgetary, or practi- cluded an effort to prevent Japan from having the
cal, grounds, rather than the kind of free-market, physical or moral basis for waging war ever again,
philosophical grounds associated with economic the introduction of a democratic political system, the
thinking in the West. In any case, the government's replacement of state-run or oligopolistic industries by
promotion of manufacturing industries did not reflect a more competitive system that entailed a breakup of
an interest in industrialization per se, but rather in the extraordinarily powerful holding companies
the more general goal of building a militarily power- known as zaibatsu, and a major land reform that
ful state, which would then be strong enough to entailed the breakup of large and/or absentee-owned
offset Western influence, deter and prevent Western holdings. In retrospect, the strong hand that SCAP
colonization (the common pattern elsewhere in the exercised in the initial postwar years seems to have
world), and eventually rid Japan of various "un- constituted a stabilizing influence on a country that,
equal" treaties imposed by Western powers, includ- in its own eyes, was in a state of emotional and
ing the U.S., in the 1850s. The success of Japan's psychological shock at being defeated and occupied.
modernization enabled the country to colonize Tai- By 1947, as it became clearer to Washington that
wan, Korea, and parts of the Chinese mainland, the Soviet Union had little interest in the kind of

Yet the emergence of a government that sought cooperative postwar development envisioned in the
particularly to promote manufacturing industries Yalta and Potsdam agreements, and as China under-
could not by itself have created the extraordinary went a communist revolution of its own, Japan be-
rates of economic growth that occurred. For this, gan to be viewed as a potentially important ally.
considerable social and political flexibility was also This shift in American government thinking brought
required. Indeed, among their other strengths at the about a major change in occupation policies, away
beginning of the Meiji period, Japanese were highly from the previous emphasis on correcting past Jap-
educated by the global standards prevailing at the anese behavior and toward a new emphasis on recon-
time, and soon became even more so, as the coun- structing Japan's economic power to enable it to
try's new leaders recognized the importance of edu- assist the U.S.-or at least to insulate it more from
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communist appeals in domestic politics, similar to ued to pervade the Japanese economic outlook.
the appeals then plaguing France and Italy. Among Some said the growth achieved at that point was
various specific policies pursued to this end, the mostly a catch-up phenomenon that could not go on
most important was probably the introduction of a much longer. Others expected the world economic
sudden (and successful) stabilization program to halt environment to turn against Japan (without, how-
postwar inflation, ever, being specific about when or why this might

The Korean war, which could conceivably have happen, or prescient enough to anticipate or head off
led to renewed bombing of the Japanese islands or a the actual downturn that began in 1973). One index
U.S. (and allied) defeat, leading in turn to further of this kind of generalized pessimism is the attitudes
communist advances, turned out to have fortuitous reflected by official economic plans; as recently as
consequences for Japan. At the time the war broke the early 1970s, the actual level of economic growth
out in June 1950, Japan's previously runaway infla- was still exceeding government plans and projections
tion had already been solved by SCAP's stabilization (see Table Il-1).
program, manufacturing production had nearly re- Yet, by the early 1970s, Japan had unquestionably
turned to prewar levels, and a viable administrative developed into one of the most advanced countries in
system had been more or less reconstructed. The the world, as measured by most typical indicators:
Japanese economy was thus able to use the surge in Adult literacy, already high, reached 98 percent by
demand stemming from the military requirements of 1960 and 99 percent by 1970. By 1960, Japanese life
U.N. forces in Korea as a means of building up its expectancy at birth, 68 years, nearly reached the
basic manufacturing industries still further. Indeed, average for advanced industrial countries, 70 years,
many of the industries that were later to play a and went on to exceed the average later in the
leading role in Japan's subsequent economic progress decade. Infant and child mortality rates behaved sim-
received an important stimulus from the Korean con- ilarly-i.e., somewhat worse than, but approaching,
flict. the standards of other advanced industrial countries

At the end of the occupation on April 28. 1952, in 1960. equaling or surpassing them by the early
Japan still had the per capita income of a poor 1970s. Gross domestic product per capita rose from
country, roughly 40 percent of the labor force was $188 in 1952 (in current U.S. dollars) to $2,823 in
still engaged in agriculture. and the absolute level of 1972, ot more than half the U.S. level at that time of
capital stock, technology, and labor productivity was $5,551. In terms of industrial structure shifts, more
still very low compared with the West; at the same than 34 percent of GDP originated in manufacturing
time, Japan had a history of high economic growth in 1960, as against an average of 31 percent for all
on which to build, the labor force was well-edu- advanced industrial countries comparable rates in
cated. an already large cadre of professionals (en- 1970 were 36 percent for Japan and 29 percent for
gineers. managers, scientists. etc.) was rapidly advanced industrial countries generally (see Table
growing even larger, and the political process was in 11-2). To be sure, in the rush for development, Japan
the hands of a coalition of conservatives that favored lagged behind other advanced industrial countries in
and fostered a formal alliance with the U.S. Mean- some indices. For example. 16 percent of the labor
while, the U.S. continued to pursue a policy of force was still in agriculture in 1971. roughly twice
helping Japan build its economic strength and of the average share for all advanced industrial coun-
maintaining troops and bases in the country that tries at that time. The distribution system retained
served as a protective umbrella under which further many characteristicsof a middle-income country. as
economic development could take place.' With the did the oft-discussed "dual structure of the econ-
world economy poised to expand at an historically omy," meaning a distinction between a small num-
unprecedented rate, Japan took great advantage of ber of large. extremely efficient firms and a large
this generally favorable environment and of the de- number of small, relatively inefficient firms.2

clim g barriers to international trade that both ac- But considering where Japan had come from, the
companied it and helped spur it. country's many successes were much more important

Even as rapid growth took hold. the pessimism than the gaps that remained in its record of develop-
and uncertainty of the 1940s and early 1950s contin- ment.

'So-called "special procurement" expenditures by the
U.S.. mainly military activities, accounted for roughly 30
percent of Japan's total commodity imports between 1951 "Data for this paragraph are from the International Bank
and 1955. For this period and several years thereafter, for Reconstruction and Development. World Tables. Second
special procurement expenditures made a significant contri- Edition (1980). various tables; idem.. World Development
bution to Japan's economic recovery, since continued weak Report 1981. various tables, and Hugh Patrick and Henry
export competitiveness provided insufficient foreign ex- Rosovsky. eds.. Asia's New Giant (Washington. D.C.: The
change to meet import needs. Brookings Institution, 1970). pp. 4 and 17.
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TABLE 11-2
STRUCTURE OF PRODUCTION

(DISTRIBUTION OF GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT AT FACTOR COST)

1960 1970 1979"

Advanced Advanced Advanced
industrial industrial industrial

Japan countries Japan countries Japan countries

Agriculture 12.8% 6.4% 6.1% 4.2% 5% 4%
Manufacturing 34.3 30.6 35.8 29.4 30 27
Other industry 10.8 10.4 10.6 10.2 12 10
Services 42.1 52.5 475 56.1 53 59

*Reported rounded off in the source

SOURCE: 1960 and 1970, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, World Tables, Second Edition
[1980], pp. 391-392, 394-395; and 1979. IDEM, World Development Report 1981, p. 139.

3. A Changed World Context: 1973 ticipated. Rapid growth had already lasted for more
to the Present than two decades, and, at the time, even those who

were predicting a slowing of growth potential did not
With a changed world economic environment, the foresee the cumulative problems that actually

1970s also saw a major transformation in the pace emerged. In retrospect, one can now see that many
and structure of Japanese economic development, sources of postwar growth were either temporary or
The magnitude of the changes in the world environ- particular to this period; in any case, most were
ment can be seen even in the aggregate statistics. eroding by the mid-to-late 1960s, especially in the
Table 11-3 compares, in real terms, volume growth in U.S. By the late 1960s and early 1970s, various
GDP, industrial production, exports, and imports demand and supply factors that had contributed to
among advanced industrial countries for two time the catch-up growth that followed the Great Depres-
periods, 1963 to 1973 and 1973 to 1980. The use of sion and World War II were largely dissipated. For
1973 as a dividing point is based on the occurrence example, much of the growth momentum that stem-
that year of three major changes in the postwar med from a narrowing of technological and capital
economy: the final dissolution of the Bretton Woods gaps, between Western Europe and Japan on the one
fixed-exchange rate system, a fourfold increase in hand and the U.S. on the other, had largely played
world oil prices, and the peak of a global business
cycle. For the advanced industrial countries as a
group, including Japan, the annual rate of growth of
output, as measured both by gross domestic product
and industrial production, fell by half; export volume
growth by 44 percent; import volume growth by 'Many studies discuss these various forces and how

two-thirds. As noted above, although Japan's GDP they combined to bring about major changes in the eco-

growth rate in absolute terms remained higher than nomic system as a whole. Hudson Institute studies bearing
on this question include: Herman Kahn, World Economic

other advanced industrial countries, in relative terms Development (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 1979); Ir-
Japan's economy experienced a more severe slow- ing Leveson and Jimmy W. Wheeler, eds., Western Econo-
down after 1973 than the average for such countries: mies in Transition: Structural Change and Adjustment
the rate of growth of gross domestic product fell by Policies in Industrial Countries (Boulder, Colo.: Westview
more than 60 percent, industrial production by 75 Press, 1980); Herman Kahn and Thomas Pepper. The Jap-
percent, export growth by 44 percent, and import anese Challenge: The Success and Failure of Economic
growth by more than 90 percent. This precipitous Success (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, Publishers 1979);
fall in relative terms led the economy, for the first and Jimmy W. Wheeler, "Stagnatinn in the West?,

time since the end of the occupation, to perform HI-3027/l/2-DP (Croton-on-Hudson. N.Y.: Hudson In-
stitute, July 1979). See also W. W. Rostow, The World

below expectations (refer back to Table 11-1). Economy: History and Prospects (Austin: University of
The many elements that contributed to this dra- Texas Press, 1978), and Paul McCracken et al.. Towards

matic (and subsequently sustained) weakening of Full Employment and Price Stability (Paris: Organisation
world economic performance were generally not an- for Economic Co-operation and Development. June 1977).
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itself out.' Similarly, in the U.S.. and by the early
TABLE 11-3 1970s in Western Europe as well, economic growth

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT, lost momentum with the maturation of two previ-
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND ously leading sectors: automobiles and consumer
FOREIGN TRADE OF SELECTED durables. Basically, with the slowing of population

COUNTRIES, 1963-1960 growth and on the aging of the "baby boom" gener-
(ANNUAL RATE OF CHANGE IN VOLUME) ation, automobile and consumer goods sales became

increasingly dominated by replacement demand.'
1963- 1973- Meanwhile, new growth sectors that could pick up
1973 1980 the slack failed to emerge. Despite this decline in

Advanced Industrial Countries' growth potential, growth rates themselves were

GDP 5 % 2C5% maintained at relatively high rates by a combination
Industrial production 6 2.5 of excess global liquidity, which had been created in
Exports 9 5 part by attempts to preserve the fixed exchange-rate
Imports 9 3 system, a resulting commodity boom, and a business

cycle expansion that had begun in 1971. In this
United States overheated global environment, basic manufacturing

GOP 4 2 industries in many countries expanded capacity si-
Industrial production 5.5 2 multaneously, creating extreme levels of excess ca-
Exports 7.5 6 pacity worldwide.
Imports 9.5 2.5 in general, by the early 1970s, most advanced

Canada industrial economies were facing a period of declin-
GDP 55 1.5 ing growth potential, while actual growth persisted at
Industrial production 6.5 1.5 high and unsustainable levels. As a result, the ad-
Exports 10 2.5 vanced industrial countries were highly susceptible to
Imports 11 3 the shocks that hit the world environment in these

years, particularly the three phenomena of 1973 men-
Japan tioned above, i.e.. the collapse of fixed exchange

GDP 10.5 4 rates, the oil price increases, and the peak of a
Industrial production 12 3 global business cycle. These shocks not only jolted
Exports 16 9 the system in 1973, leading to a global recession
Imports 14.5 1 greater than any since the end of World War 11, but

France when they were accompanied by a series of mac-

GOP 5.5 2.5 roeconomic policy mistakes (notably a U.S. failure
Industrial production 5.5 1.5 to dampen inflation) and later by a second "oil
Exports 10.5 5.5 shock" in 1979-80, the result was almost a decade of
Imports 11 5.5 stagflation, replaced during the past year and a half

by stagnation and a considerable delay in an ex-
Germany (Federal Republic) pected upturn.

GOP 4.5 2 5 Amidst these many problems in the world en-
Industrial production 5 1 vironment, Japan has continued to perform better, in
Exports 9 4.5 terms of economic growth, inflation, and adjustment
Imports 10.5 4.5 in its balance of payments, than any of the other

Italy advanced industrial countries. (Tables 11-4, 11-5, and
GOP 4 11-6 compare annual data since 1973 for the major
Industrial production 5.5 3 advanced industrial countries on output, inflation,
Exports 11.5 5.5 and current account balance.) However, as noted
Imports 8 2.5 above, while performing better than others in abso-

United Kingdom
GOP 3 1 'The U.S. still retained important leads in technology
Industrial production 3.5 -0.5 and in productivity levels. However. the size of the gap
Exports 6 4 had declined to a point where it no longer represented as
Imports 7 1.5 strong a force for economic growth in the other advanced

industrial countries.'Excluding Greece, Portugal, Spain, Turkey and Yugo- 2The timing and magnitude of these trends varied sig-
slavia. nificantly among countries, particularly with reference to
SOURCE: General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, In- the "baby boom." which at any rate is a U.S. and Cana-

ternational Trade, 1980/81 (Geneva: 1981), dian phenomenon, Western Europe and Japan have impor-
Table A 14. tant age cohort differences, but not of the same magnitude

as the two North American countries.
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lute terms. Japan experienced a greater deterioration
in performance when cogipared to its own past his- TABLE 11-7
tory. Onl the United Kingdom displayed a similar RATIO OF GROSS DOMESTIC
dec.,im. relative to its own history. This sharp weak- PRODUCT PER CAPITA OF
ening in Japanese performance reflected a number of SELECTED COUNTRIES TO THAT
special strains that had begun to emerge both within
Japan'and in Japan's relationship with the rest of the OF THE UNITED STATES, 1960-1980
wAorld during the late 1960s. For example, by the 1960 1970 1979 or 1980
earl% 1970s. the neglect of social and physical in-
frastructure during the drive for rapid growth was United States 100.0 100.0 1000
frbecur during t he dramati fignore urdther. wn Germany 733 823 874 (1980)
becoming too dramatic to ignore further; pollution France 61.6 75.9 80.0 (1979)
and other aspects of environmental degradation were Japan 31 5 61 6 702 (1979)
becoming similarly severe. Moreover. Japan's rela- United Kingdom 665 64.9 58.6 (1980)
tionships with its major trading partners became
strained bN concentrated export drives in particular SOURCE: Irving Kravis, Alan Heston. and Robert Sum-
commodities such as textiles, steel, and shipbuilding. mers. "New Insights into the Structure of the
This friction in individual industries was intensified World Economy," Review of Income and

Wealth, December 1981, pp. 348-349. as re-b) a clearl) undervalued yen and by Japan's willing- ported in Herbert Stein. "The Industrial
ness to maintain a still relatively closed domestic Economies: We Are Not Alone," The AFI
market. Economist (May 1982). p 2

All the while, the Japanese government was ex-
tremely slow in recognizing that the country had
emerged as a major economic power, and that its though as of 1980 some 10 percent of civilian em-
sustained current account surpluses since 1968 were ployment remained in agriculture.'
not only a sign of economic success, but also a This lag in employment in agriculture, the higher
signal that, like other advanced industrial countries, share of GDP still derived from manufacturing. and
Japan should begin to pick up part of the respon- various other indicators suggest that Japan, though it
sibility for maintaining the stability of the interna- now qualifies as an advanced industrial country. is
tional financial system as a whole. Japan's failure to nonetheless at an earlier stage of development than
recognize (or act upon) these changes in its underly- the U.S. and some other advanced industrial coun-
ing position vis-a-vis other advanced industrial coun- tries. Thus, any evaluation of Japanese economic
tries contributed substantially to the difficulties development, or of the role of government in the
surrounding the collapse of the fixed exchange-rate development process, depends as much on the stand-
system between 1971 and 1973. Indeed, in several ard of judgment being employed as on the "'objec-
respects, e.g., the need (or desire) to catch up to tive" achievements themselves. Compared with the
Western standards in those indices of development in West. at any one point in time. Japan has always
which it still lagged behind, an excessive buildup of lagged behind in certain indices of development, and
new capacity during the 1971-73 global boom, and lags behind even now; compared to the Japan of
its unusually heavy dependence on external sources 25-30 years ago, which is the standard of judgment
of energy and Middle East oil in particular. Japan used b) most Japanese, the net success of the post-
faced greater adjustment problems than most other war record of development is without question.
advanced industrial countries.

Even at that. Japan adjusted to the slowdown in
world economic growth at least as successfully as B. Causes of Development: A
other advanced industrial countries, and it continues Review of Scholarly Literature
to improve in terms of most measures of quality of
life, relative to other advanced industrial countries. Some 15 to 20 years ago, the causes of Japanese
For example, its domestic product per capita, in economic development seemed clearer than today.
terms of purchasing power parity comparisons, rose On reflection, the reasons are deceptively simple:
from 62 percent of that in the U.S. in 1970 to over much less had been written on the subject, and
70 percent in 1979, considerably above the U.K., Japan's growth itself was less obvious and dramatic.
though still well below France and West Germany
(see Table 11-7). Similarly. life expectancy at birth
came to exceed the average for advanced industrial
countries (76 years and 74 years respectively) in 'The data in this paragraph are from World Develop-
1979. The structure of production has moved closer ment Report, 1981, op. cit., and OECD Economic Outlook,
to that in other advanced industrial countries (refer Historical Statistics, 1960-1980 (Paris: Organisation for
back to Table 11-2); most notably the share of GDP Economic Co-operation and Development, 1982), various
from agriculture fell to only 5 percent in 1979, tables.
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In prewar and through the early postwar years. otherwise nascent democracy that had begun in ear-
Western writing on Japan was dominated by histo- nest during the Taisho-era. The postwar fostering of
rians, many of whom, in turn, came to their work democracy was then depicted as an essentially suc-
from a background of having lived in Japan as diplo- cessful implementation of the country's earlier exper-
mats, resident educators, or as members of mission- iment with democracy. Finally, through these early
ary families. Generally speaking, the writings of postwar years, little was written about Japanese his-
such people tended to emphasize the importance of tory or economic development, either by Japanese or
the West in Japanese history. The West was seen as Western scholars, from the viewpoint of other social
the major variable stimulating change and modern- science disciplines. 2

ization in Japan-and as such, it represented the Beginning in the late 1950s. a wave of new litera-
biggest challenge Japan had ever faced. For their ture emerged, both among Western scholars, who
part. many Japanese writings were grouped around began to look beyond a chronological approach to
the theme that Japan must "catch up to the West.'* history and to examine events since Meiji in terms of
or, in the case of early postwar writings. the more concepts of economics, political science, and sociol-
controversial theme of how best to proceed from ogy. and among Japanese scholars, who began to
defeat, e.g.. through pacifism and neutrality, or in feel free of the intellectual constraints of previous
close association, economically and politically, with years. The resulting proliferation of materials led to
the U.S. and other Western countries. In fact, the considerable elaboration on the basic notion that Jap-
notion of a close association with the West, in order anese histor) or economic development could be
to "re-catch up to the West," soon won out over explained by the country's attempt to "catch up to
attempts by so-called anti-mainstream academics, the West." Paradoxically, however, this elaboration
journalists, social critics, and politicians to dwell on of detail has not led to a corresponding clarification
the causes of war and defeat and possibly to reorga- of fundamental causes of Japanese economic devel-
nize Japanese society in light of various anti-main- opment. The identification and measurement of many
stream, often Marxist-influenced ideas. proximate causes of development. e.g.. growth in

Thus, until relatively recently. both Japanese and capital stock, reallocation of labor. etc.. has of
Western writings took much the same approach: a course contributed to a much greater understanding
common theme was the influence of the West on of the process. but unwittingly perhaps. it has also
Japan's modernization. Events were described more diffused scholarly attention such that underlying
or less chronologically, with a periodization begin- causes-the reasons behind the proximate causes so
ning with the immediate pre-Meiji ycars-specifi- recently identified and measured-are left un-
call. the decline of the Tokugawa shogunate. the answered. For example, economists have described
reaction of Japanese elites to the "carving up" of in detail how Japanese savings and investment rates
mainland China by Western powers, the concern of have been much higher than in other developed
these same elites that Japan would be next, and the countries and how these contributed to a high rate of
arrival of Commodore Perry's "Black Ships" in growth, but neither they nor their sociological or
Shimoda Bay in 1853. The periodization then contin- anthropological colleagues have been able to say.
ued forward with the use of the reigns of the Jap- with much certainty at least, w1' these savings and
anese emperors as benchmarks. .:nd with each such investment rates might have become so high. Indeed,
period characterized by a different emphasis in Jap- there are signs that some of the economists who
anese development.' Both Japanese and Western have been most successful at identifying and measur-
scholars tended also to look back upon the prewar ing proximate causes of Japanese development are
and war years as a distinct break in historical, trends, recognizing a need to look for "causes behind the
with Japan's prewar militarism depicted as an unfor- causes," though no accepted methodology exists as
tunate aberration that interrupted the growth of an yet to achieve this goal.'

:The famous book by Ruth Benedict. The Chri-
'For example. the Meiji era (1868-1912) is usually de- santhe,ut and the Sword tBoston: Houghton Mifflin Com-

picted as a period of rapid modernization, and characterized pany. 1946). is a notable exception. whose appeal was
by a major slogan of the day: Wakon Y.sai [Japanese perhaps enhanced by its having been written by an an-
Spirit. Western Knowledgel. The rapid economic develop- thropologist who. interestingly enough. had never been to
ment and social reorganization of Meiji was followed by a Japan.
flowering of political parties and the introduction of diverse 'This is a major point in a paper by Hugh Patrick
schools of Western thought during the Taish6 era presented at the United States-Japan Conference on Cultural
tt912-1926). e.g.. German legalism. European socialism. and Educational Interchange (CULCON), held in Tokyo.
and a generalized sense of Western empiricism, The end of June 1982. See the forthcoming records of the Symposium
Taish6 also marked the end of "prewar democracy," and on Cultural Factors Influencing Japan-United States Eco-
heralded the rise of militarism, agrarian nationalism, and nomic Relations: Implications for Future Cultural and Edu-
Japanese imperialism, all identified as belonging to the cational Programs. available through the United States
"early Showa" era (1926-1945). Information Agency (USIA).
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Even if the fundamental causes of Japanese eco- view differ on the relative importance among these
nomic development remain unclear, much has been three elements, but agree that, taking Japanese deci-
written that does attempt to explain the phenomenon sion-making as a whole, these groups have much
or at least to bring together many of the key ele- more influence than any others. In effect, the elitist
ments of such an explanation. We summarize below school is a more specialized version of the consensus
some recent scholarly works that deal with various model mentioned above.' Scholars in the pluralist
aspects of Japanese decision-making processes or or- school focus on dissent within organizations and po-
ganizational style that might contribute indirectly to litical parties and on the influence of specific pres-
economic performance, or that try to identify various sure groups. The pluralist school is thus similar to
causes of Japanese economic development directly. the conflict model mentioned above.4

There is considerable disagreement among schol- In general, though political scientists have pro-
ars about the decision-making process in Japan. and vided material that is useful to an understanding of
in turn its relationship to economic development. Japanese decision-making processes, they have not
Political scientists in the West have tended to de- concentrated on material that is directly applicable to
scribe Japanese decision-making as a process char- current policy issues. In fact, given the data require-
acterized either by consensus or conflict. Those who ments needed to analyze a particular issue or process
subscribe to a consensus model tend to argue that in terms that are professionally acceptable (i.e.. to
decision-making occurs in a generally harmonious have enough information to avoid appearing specula-
environment. They usually stress the alleged com- tive or journalistic), political scientists have tended
monality of interests among Japanese government to describe phenomena that are clearly in the past-
officials, businessmen, and politicians. They also in effect closed cases. As a result, many detailed
tend to emphasize cultural factors they believe to be discussions of the degree of conflict or consensus
specifically characteristic of Japan and specifically that one or another scholar believes to have existed
applicable to the Japanese policy making process. often leave entirely to the reader the practical task of
On the other hand, those who see Japanese decision- applying insights about decision-making in the past
making as fraught with conflict naturally emphasize to problems of current or future interest.
examples of such conflict as a way of invalidating At the same time, scholars of Japanese decision-
the consensus model. This second group of theorists making, of whatever school, have also noted that it
tends to see Japanese decision-making conflicts as is relatively easy to imagine how a consensus could
generally similar to decision-making conflicts in be reached among ministries and/or business groups
other developed and/or democratic countries. Still on such broad policy goals as a desired rate of
other scholars fall somewhere between these two economic growth, but much more difficult to see
approaches. For example, in one of his earlier works how a consensus-based system might work if the
on bureaucratic politics in Japan, Chalmers Johnson objective is to deal with more specific problems,
of the University of California argues that, while e.g., capacity reductions in a dying industry, invest-
bureaucratic discussions are characterized by some ment priorities in a frontier industry, or subsidy and
degree of consensus, conflicts of interest do occur.' loan programs of government agencies. Unfor-
John C. Campbell of the University of Michigan tunately, scholars have generally not yet addressed
tries to avoid the extremes of either the conflict or the question of whether a consensus or a conflict
the consensus models by looking at policy disputes
as conflicts arising from many causes, including both
substantive disagreements and disagreements over
such procedural matters as status or "turf. " ' 3For an excellent, if somewhat dated, discussion of the

A similar division in schools of thought among English and Japanese literature on policy-making in Japan
both Western and Japanese political scientists is be- and of the major works in both the elitist and pluralist
tween a so-called elitist and a pluralist model of schools, see Hamhiko Fukui. "Studies in Policymaking: A
Japanese decision-making. Scholars in the elitist Review of the Literature," in T. J. Pempel, ed.. Policymak-
school argue that a tripartite power elite exists in ing in Contemporary Japan (Ithaca and London: Cornell
Japan. consisting of leaders of the Liberal-Demo- University Press. 1977). pp. 22-60.
cratic Party (LDP). bureaucrats in key ministries, 'For examples of some of the numerous references to
and executives of big business. Proponents of this the importance of dissenting factions within the LDP and

their influence at particular points in postwar history, see
Donald C. Hellman, Japanese Foreign Policy and Domestic
Politics (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of Califor-
nia Press, 1969) and George R. Packard Ili, Protest in

'Chalmers Johnson, "MITI and Japanese International Tokyo: The Security Treaty Crisis in 1960 (Princeton:
Economic Policy," in Robert Scalapino, ed.. The Foreign Princeton University Press. 1966). For examples of the
Policy of Modern Japan (Berkeley, CA: University of Cal- influence of particular interest groups, see William E.
ifornia Press, 1977). Steslicke, Doctors in Politics: The Political Life of the

2John C. Campbell, "Policy Conflict and Conflict Reso- Japan Medical Association (New York: Prager, 1973) and
lution Within the Governmental System," in Thomas Daiichi Ito, "Keizai kanry6 no k6d8 yoshiki.'" [The Eco-
Rohlen, Ellis S. Krauss, and Patricia G. Steinhoff. eds., nomic Bureaucrats' Pattern of Behavior], Gendai Nihon no
Conflict in Japan (forthcoming). Seito to kanryd, 92.
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model applies to Japanese policy making at this level Richard Pascale of Stanford Business School and
of analysis.' Anthony Athos of Harvard Business School argue

A much different view of Japanese organizations that Japanese companies work well because of
and institutions-one that stresses both the achieve- greater interdependence and harmony among their
ments of an alleged consensus within or among indi- employees, and that American firms need much
vidual units and the alleged utility of such a more of both to work comparably well. The way to
consensus in promoting economic growth-has achieve this, they argue, is not necessarily the adop-
sprung up and gained extraordinary popularity in the tion of Japanese management techniques, but simply
U.S. during the past three years. Ezra F. Vogel, a a more efficient utilization of existing_ American
sociologist from Harvard University, introduced this strengths. In contrast to Ouchi, Pascale and Athos
genre with his book, Japan as No.1: Lessons for see Japanese business practices less as an example to
America. 2 Having once assumed without question follow than as a standard against which U.S. execu-
that American society and institutions were generally tives should measure their own company's perform-
superior to those of any other country, Vogel says he ance. Like Ouchi, however, they appear to accept
later concluded that "given its limited resources, descriptions of the ideal of harmony as more or less
Japan has dealt more successfully with more of the equivalent to its realization.,
basic problems of post-industrial society than any As noted above, studies that have directly sought
other country." Then, in searching for why this to identify and measure the sources of Japan's eco-
might be so, he "became convinced that Japanese nomic development contribute greatly to an under-
success had less to do with traditional character traits standing of how this process worked without
than with specific organizational structures, policy necessarily explaining why it came to work this way.
programs, and conscious planning." Carrying the Among the most extensive of the quantitative studies
argument a step further, Vogel suggests in a general of Japanese growth is the work of two contributors
sense that Americans would do well to adopt the to the landmark Brookings Institution study of
Japanese tradition of systematically adopting tech- Japan's postwar economy, Edward Denison and
nologies, organizational patterns, and even values William Chung .
from other countries, if doing so seems likely to
promote greater competitiveness in a world in which
American performance would otherwise continue to SRichard Tanner Pascale and Anthony G. Athos, The
decline. In particular, Vogel suggests that the U.S. Art of Japanese Management: Applications for American
adopt a much more explicit industrial and trade pol- Executives (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1981), passim.
icy, based on past Japanese models and formulated For a review of Ouchi, Pascale and Athos, and Clark, see

in large part by "a small core of permanent high- Jules Cohn, "They Go to Bars After Work, Too," The

level bureaucrats. " 3  Nation, Vol. 233, No. 1, August 8-15, 1981, pp. 117-119.
Cohn favorably compares the more specialized Clark book

Two best-selling books by business school pro- to the best-selling Ouchi and Pascale and Athos books.
fessors apply similar arguments to individual firms. 6See Edward F Denison and William K. Chung, "Eco-
William Ouchi of the Graduate School of Manage- nomic Growth and its Sources," in Patrick and Rosovsky,
ment at UCLA urges American businesses to change op. cit., and an expanded version by the same authors,
their internal social structure to satisfy simulta- How Japan's Economy Grew So Fast (Washington, D.C.:
neously "the competitive needs for a new, more The Brookings Institution, 1976). See also, in the English-
fully integrated form, and the needs of individual language literature, Kazushi Ohkawa and Henry Rosovsky.

employees for the satisfaction of their individual Japanese Economic Growth: Trend Acceleration in the
Twentieth Century (Stanford, CA: Stanford University

self-interest." Ouchi's suggested method of doing Press, 1973), which includes an extensive discussion of the
this, dubbed "theory Z" in the title of the book, is prewar period. A Japanese-language source that also takes
more or less an adaptation of Japanese corporate an historical approach to try to identify sources of growth,
organization, at least as he describes it. Similarly, now translated into English, is Takafusa Nakamura, The

Postwar Japanese Economy: Its Development and Structure
'For an illuminating exception that deals with one as- (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 1981).

pect of industrial development policy, see Chalmers John- For general works on the Japanese economy in Jap-
son, Japan's Public Policy Companies (Washington, D.C. anese-language sources see Saburo 6kita, Nihon keizai no
and Stanford CA: American Enterprise Institute for Public sh6rai [The Future of the Japanese Economy] (Tokyo: Ylki
Policy Research and Hoover Institution on War, Revolution sh6bo, 1960); and Keizai keikaku [Economic Plan] (Tokyo:
and Peace, 1978). Shiseid6, 1962); Osamu Shimomura, Nihon keizai nani o

2Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1979. nasu bekika? [The Japanese Economy: What Should It
'Ibid., pp. viii, ix, 232-233, and passim. Do?] (Tokyo: Shiseida, 1966); Hisao Kanamori, Nihon kei-
'William G. Ouchi, Theory Z: How American Business zai a d6 miruka (How to Look at the Japanese Economy]

Can M,'et the Japanese Challenge (Reading, MA: Addison- (Tokyo: Nihon keizai shimbun sha, 1967); Kamekichi Tk-
Wesley Publishing Company, 1981), p. 222 and passim. ahashi, Nihon kindai keizai hattenshi [A History of the
Ouchi's description of internal harmony in Japanese com- Development of the Modern Japanese Economy], Vol. 1-3,
panies is hardly universally accepted. For a less enthusias- (Tokyo: T~yO keizai shimp6 saa, 1973): RyQtar6 Komiya,
tic 4ev, of corporate internal relations in Japan, see Gendai nihon keizal kenkyO [Research on the Modern Jap-
Rodney Clark, The Japanese Company (New Haven, CT: anes Economy] (Tokyo: T~dai shuppan kai, 1975); Shigeto
Yale Universty Press, 1979). Tsuru, Gendal nihon keizai [The Modern Japanese Econ-
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Their major findings are presented in Table 11-8, results. Some attribute a great part of Japan's eco-
and may be summarized as follows: nomic success to a highly competent bureaucracy

Haaand a generally interventionist government.' For ex-
How did Japan attain a postwar growth rate ample. Cyril Black of Princeton University and his
farcolleagues, in a comparative study of Japan and
vanced country'? According to our results, the Russia, argue:
answer is not to be found in any single deter-
minant of output. Rather, changes in almost ... talented bureaucrats at the Ministry of
all important determinants were highly favor- International Trade and Industry have been the
able in comparison with other countries, and chief architects of industrial policy, and they
in none was the change particularly unfavor- have consistently emphasized working through
able.' the market .. . Japanese industrial policygave the country the advantages of capitalism

In other words, Japan's spectacularly high postwar and socialism at the same time of. Capital-

growth stemmed not from some single source, but ism a tae saeffiecy, w as
froma cmbiatio ofmajr deermnans, al wrk- ism's main advantage is efficiency, which wasfrom a combination of major determinants, all work- assured by allowing competition and market

ing in the same positive direction. Moreover, Japan's forces to play their role; simultaneously, close

growth was comparable to that of other developed and harmonious government and business con-

countries in terms of the relative importance of the ndctioniu og ern t and inegrated
varius ourcs o groth hat enion ad Cung nections, together with rational and integratedvarious sources of growth that Denison and Chung policies, permitted considerable political con-

were able to measure, using a standard growth ac- trol over the growth process . . . The capital-

counting framework. But since this framework seeks ist-socialist approach has resulted in relatively

specifically to quantify those aspects of economic loial ar a co siste inustilp

analysis that can reasonably be quantified and treats icl and is ontebt exal of
icies-and is one of the best examples of

other factors as a residual, it leaves open many 'catch-up economics.'
questions about the non-quantifiable factors, which
may in fact be more important in understanding Similarly, Andrea Boltho of the OECD. argues that
"fundamental" causes of Japanese economic growth "Japan's government exercized a much greater de-
than the quantifiable factors. gree of intervention and protection than did any of

For example, in their discussion of capital stock, its Western European counterparts; and this brings
Denison and Chung argue that the increase in Japan closer to the experience of another set of
Japan's capital stock can be attributed to three major countries-the centrally planned economies."' Tak-
developments: a rapid increase in national output, an
increase in the proportion of income saved, and
declines in the price of capital goods relative to the 2The more extreme Western subscribers to an interven-
price of other components of GNP. Yet should the tionist argument contend that Japan is run by a seamless
increase in capital stock be in turn attributed, par- web of bureaucrats, politicians, and businessmen, i.e., a
ticularly because of the third of these three develop- "Japan. Incorporated," model. See James C. Abegglen,
ments, to government policies? After all, through the ed., Business Strategies for Japan (Tokyo: Sophia Univer-
selective application of its then-detailed system of sity, 1970), and Eugene J. Kaplan, Japan: The Govern-

trade and foreign exchange controls, the Japanese meint-Business Relationship (Washington, D.C.: USGPO,
1972). Though both books presented the phrase "Japan,

government was able to use international competition Inc." as a reasonable way to describe the Japanese econ-
to hold down the price of capital goods, while omy at that time (and particularly business-government re-
providing a protected, high-priced domestic market lations), both were also careful to use the term with
for consumer goods produced primarily at home. qualification. The popularity that the phrase subsequently
Admittedly, such questions cannot be dealt with acquired in the U.S., particularly in a pejorative sense that
easily in a growth accounting framework. suggested Japan was doing well because its pattern of

Some scholars have tried to take qualitative fac- business-government relations gave it an unfair advantage
tors into account, though, again, without definitive over Western countries, cannot be attributed to its use in

these books themselves. Indeed, Commerce Secretary
Maurice Stans, in a foreword to Kaplan's study (Kaplan
was director of the Far East Division, Bureau of Interna-

omy) (Tokyo: Asahi shimbun sha, 1977); Toshio Shishido, tional Commerce, U.S. Department of Commerce, at the
Nihon keizai no seich6ryoku [The Growth Potential of the time), specifically noted that Japanese generally objected to
Japanese Economy] (Tokyo: Diamond sha, 1977); Masaru the term "Japan, Incorporated" as "one-sided and inaccu-
Yoshitomi, Gendai nihon keizai rn (A Theory of the Mod- rate."
ern Japanese Economy) (Tokyo: TOy6 keizai shimp6 sha, 3Cyril E. Black, et at., Modernization of Japan and
1978); Tetsur6 Uchino, Sengo nihon keizai shi [A History Russia (New York: Free Press, 1975), pp. 287-288, as cited
of the Postwar Japanese Economy] (Tokyo: Kadan sha, in Johnson, Japan's Public Policy Companies, op. cit.,
1978); and Yasushi Kosai, KXtdb seichb no jidai [The Era of p. 17.
High Growth] (Tokyo: Nihon hy6ron sha, 1981). 4Andrea Boltho, Japan: An Economic Survey,

'Denison and Chung, How Japan's Economy Grew So 1953-1973 (London: Oxford University Press, 1975), pp.
Fast, op. cit.. p. 46. 188, as cited in Johnson, ibid., p. 19.
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afumi Isomura of Osaka University, who. unlike At the opposite end of the spectrum are most of
most Japanese writing on the country's economic the scholars who contributed to the Brookings study
development, looks specifically at the role of the referred to above. The editors of the volume and
government and the market in this process, also co-authors of the introductory and concluding chap-
argues that Japan's economic success can be credited ters. Hugh Patrick of Yale University and Henry
in large part to an active government role.' Rosovsky of Harvard University. clearly give the

Chalmers Johnson, in an outstanding study on the government a subordinate role. relative to the normal
history of Japanese industrial policy, emphasizes the workings of a market economy-as such economies
role of government in economic development par- have been understood in the U.S. However. they do
ticularly for countries such as Japan, which were not address the question of why various specific
trying to catch up to others for basically political sources of growth might have been brought into play
reasons, i.e., they did not want to be poorer or less by the market. Rather. to the degree that they dis-
powerful than countries that had already industri- cuss how this process worked, they do so as part of
alized. Johnson is amusingly critical of scholars a discussion of the role of government policy versus
whom he labels "projectionists," meaning they the role of the market. "The main impetus to
"'project onto the Japanese case Western--chiefly growth," they write:
Anglo-Amccan--concepts, problems, and norms has come from the private sector, both in
of economic behavior," and another group he labels business initiative and in private demand. The
the "anything-but-politics" approach, meaning any- busines role as bn prte manly
thing from an emphasis on "national character-basic government's role has been supportive, mainly
values-consensus" to "no-miracle-occurred" or an by providing an environment well suited to
alleged "free-ride." In Johnson's view, Japan's mod-
em economic history can be explained by the role of Government intervention generally has tended
the "developmental state," an institution he traces (and intended) to accelerate trends already put
directly to a German school of thought "sometimes in motion by private market forces-the devel-
labeled, 'economic nationalism,' Handelspolitik, or opment of infant industries, the structural
neomercantilism." He attributes the failure of other adjustment of declining industries, and the
scholars to emphasize this tradition mainly to its not like...
being part of "the mainstream of economic thought
in the English-speaking countries," leading in turn to thus, while government policy may have been
Japan's "always being studied as a 'variant' of some- important, its impact on economic perform-
thing other than what it is." Simply put, Johnson ance was not 'uniquely .apanese.'
argues that "in states that were late to industrialize, Philip Tresize of Brookings, in a separate chapter
the state itself le4 the industrialization drive, that is, that discusses business-government relations in
it took on developmental functions." Thus, he distin- greater detail, takes a similar position. "Policies ex-
guishes Japan from countries like the U.S., where poused by MITI," he writes, "did not in any case
the state performs regulatory functions. Moreover, prevent the economy from going forward at a rapid

• . . in the developmental state economic in- pace. It is a good deal less clear that these policies

terests are explicitly subordinated to political provided the consistent and positive-to say nothing
The very idea of the developmental of overwhelming-contribution to economic growthobjectives, h eyie f h eeomna that has been attrib,':ed to them."s Yutaka Kosai of

state originated in the situational nationalism
of the late industrializers, and the goals of the the Tokyo Institute of Technology also emphasizes
developmental state were invariably derived the role of the n:arket as, on balance, more impor-

from comparisons with external reference tant than the role of government, noting that the

economies. latter had a particularly strong influence on Japanese
economic development in earlier postwar years and
that its influence has declined in importance over
time.6

'Takafumi Isomura, Nihongata shigyJ keizai [Japanese-
Style Market Economy] (Tokyo: Nihon hy6ron sha, 1982),
passim.

2Chlmers Johnson, MITI and the Japanese Miracle tions, or even the category in which Johnson places him-
(Stanford CA: Stanford University Press, 1982); pp. 7. 17, self, namely that of emphasizing the role of a
19, 24, and Chapter I passim. The emphasis in the direct developmental state.
quotations is from the original. Though we (and doubtless 3Patrick and Rosovsky. eds., op. cit.
many other English-speaking readers) have found Johnson's 'Hugh Patrick and Henry Rosovksy, "Japan's Economic
exhaustive, eight-year study extremely useful, we should Performance: An Overview," in Patrick and Rosovsky, op.
note that his categorization of other scholars does not al- cit., p. 20, 47, and 48.
ways seem accurate. For example, he classifies Vogel as a $Philip H. Tresize, with the collaboration of Yukio
"projectionist," when by Johnson's own criteria he seems Suzuki, "Politics, Government, and Economic Growth in
to us to belong more in a category that Johnson describes Japan," in Patrick and Rosovsky, op. cit., p. 793.
as emphasizing the influence of unusual Japanese institu- 6Kosai, op. cit., especially Chapter IX.
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Yet another genre, in both English and Japanese, regularly present extended conclusions that in-
focuses on Japanese economic development without corporate related matters that their authors
entering the debate on the relative importance of the have not studied but desperately want to ex-
government versus the market. A number of scholars clude from their equations.P
have simply focused on specific aspects of industrial Yet, much the same could be said of Johnson's own
policy.' These studies tend to be descriptive or nar- view: he settles on the developmental state as a
rowly focused on selected aspects of growth. With , hrosetta stone" that explains Japanese economic
certain exceptions, the works in this latter group do ithuto ssteaticlly Jans
not attempt to evaluate quantitatively the policy growth without systematically comparing Japan's

effects ofpattern of development with other already developed
e ee ral, f ario d plicy inturallytso, sch countries that have had a similarly activist govern-In general, and perhaps naturally so, scholarly ment--or with those, like the U.S., that seemingly

writings on Japanese industrial development policy develop withost bee of tat atingly

have been historical and descriptive, without at- developed without benefit of a comparably activist
tempting to draw implications for current policy- government, but that surely benefited from some

related issues. Moreover, in our view at least, the government intervention, e.g., land-grant colleges,

key analytical issue of the role of government, rela- agricultural extension services, etc.

tive to the market, remains unanswered. Chalmers On the other side of the argument, most of the

Johnson, perhaps the most definite of the scholars Brookings scholars who address this issue are corre-

who emphasize the role of government as at decisive spondingly assertive in their notion that the market
cause of Japanese eonomic development, asserts"the main impetus to growth." Having no

thi asa fndng ithut xpicily estngit gaistmethodology to measure such qualitative factors asthis as a finding without explicitly testing it against the role of government, but a well-defined methodoi-

alternative hypotheses. Rather, he deals with alterna-

tive explanations simply by listing various reasons ogy to measure various quantitative factors that fall

why he finds them inadequate. In this, Johnson is easily into the standard framework of a market econ-

often bitingly accurate as in the following description omy, the Brookings scholars tend to generalize from

of the "no-miracle-occurred" group: these quantitative measurements to a theory of causa-
tion they also do not explicitly outline. Two of the

[Advocates of this approach come from the Brookings scholars, Lawrence Krause and Sueo
realm of professional economic analyses of Sekiguchi, recognize this point, and prudently record
Japanese growth, and therefore in their own the following caveat early in their chapter on "Japan
terms are generally impeccable, but they also and the World Economy":

The many faceted participation of the govern-
ment in the operations of the Japanese econ-

'See, for example, Takahide Nakamura, "Nihon ni omy presents a difficult analytical problem. In
okeru seisaku no tokushoku to hy6ka'" [An Evaluation of a sense, the economic model is overdeter-
the Peculiarities of Japanese Policy], T6y Keizai, May mined: almost every economic event could be
1974, pp. 58-64; Ydya Ueno, "Wags kuni sangy6 seisaku attributed to one or more government policies,
no based to hy6ka" (The Ideas Behind and an Evaluation yet other policies could be cited that seem to
of Japanese Industrial Policy], Kikan Genda Keizai, Vol. have an opposite thrust. More important, there
20, December 1975. pp. 6-49; Kazunori Echigo, 'Toki would seem to be little left to be explained by
fuky6 sangy6 ant ringi schi h6 n6 kihonteki sesku," private initiative and changes in exogenous
[The Basic Policy of the Depressed Industries Law], Kigy6
H6 Kenkyi, May 1978, pp. 2-6; HiroshiO , economic conditions, but even casual observa-
"Tokutei fuky6 sangy6 antel ringi sochi h5 no gink6 sh6sha tion confirms that a vigorous private economy
kysaihdteki seisaku" [The Depressed Industries Law can does exist and that it does respond to the usual
be Considered a Relief Act for Banks and Trading Com- economic forces ...How can the effects of
paiesi, Kigyd W6 Kenkyi, May 1978, pp. 22-26; and Mark government actions be evaluated separately
J. Ramsmeyer, "Comment on Letting Obsolete Firms Die: from those of the private sector? This analyti-
Trade Adjustment Assistance in the United States and cal problem means that in any investigation,
Japan," Harvard International Law Journal, Vol. 22, No. much must be left to the judgment of an
3, Fall 1981, pp. 595-619. observer.4

nTo notable exceptions are: Shoichi Kinosita, "Sengo
nihon no sozei seisaku to setsubi t6shi kd6," [Policies and In our view-and this much may seem obvious-
Capital Investment Behaviour in the Postwar Period], Kikan both the government and the market contributed to
Gen"ai Keizai, June 1972, in which Kinoshita tries t Japanese economic development; thus, both Johnson
evaluate quantitatively the relationship between tax polices
and capital investment in the 1955-65 period; and Fumio
Kodama, "A Framework of Retrospective Analysis of In-
dustrial Policy," Institute for Policy Science Research Re- 3Johnson, MITI and the Japanese Miracle, op. cit.,
port No. 78-2, Saitama University, Graduate School of p. 9.
Policy Science, July 1973, in which Kodama tries to calcu- 4Lawrence Krause and Sueo Sekiguchi, "Japan and the
late the effects of government policy on the development of World Economy," in Patrick and Rosovsky, op. cit., pp.
the Japnese automobile industry. 385-386.
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and the Brookings scholars are correct, up to a be sure, simply seeking a higher rate of economic
point. However, neither has shown exactly what the growth than other advanced industrial countries is
role of the government or the market has been, to not the same as achieving it. Yet as discussed in
the exclusion of the other. Neither has found the detail below, the record to date suggests to us that
"rosetta stone." the Japanese economy is at least as likely as any

In any case, the issue for policy makers in the other to be able to cope successfully with the goals
U.S. and other countries is less one of whether and challenges it will face in the 1980s. Moreover,
Japanese politics is governed by consensus or con- as discussed in detail in Chapter III, to the degree
flict in a static sense, or whether the government has that an industrial development policy can contribute
or has not played a major role in indtv:trial develop- to an economy's capacity for successful structural
ment policy at any one moment (including the cur- adjustment, the ways in which Japanese industrial
rent moment), and more one of trying to understand development policies have changed over time also
how decision-making in Japan is changing over time suggest that the Japanese economy is likely to cope
and in what direction. In principle, at least, if such at least as successfully as other advanced industrial
changes in Japanese policy-making were better un- economies with the problems of the 1980s. In other
derstood, policy makers in the U.S. could deal with words, for various reasons Japan is likely to achieve
contemporary Japan more effectively, and with less higher growth rates, on average, than other advanced
risk that economic friction would escalate into politi- industrial countries no matter what the level of world
cal disputes. growth rates.

Japan's ability to maintain a better-than-average
performance would obviously be more easily

C. Prospects for Japanese achieved if the world economy were to emerge from
Economic Development the stagflation-and, more recently, the stagnation-

of the past decade. For this reason, we next discuss
Whatever the fundamental causes of Japan's eco- the world economic outlook, and in that context,

nomic development, the record of development to prospects for the Japanese economy itself.
date suggests an important implication for policy
makers in the U.S. and elsewhere who have to deal
with Japan's success as a fact of life: on momentum L The Global Outlook
alone, if not also for more specific reasons, Japan's
growth rate is likely to remain higher than those of At the end of the 1960s, the future of the world
most other advanced industrial countries for some economy was seen from the perspective of two dec-

years hence. At least a continued emphasis on eco- ades of rapid economic progress and political sta-

nomic growth, aimed mainly at further improve-
ments in living standards as' well as a continuing
modernization of the industrial structure, seems to us In a crude, exchange-rate comparison--depending, of
more likely than a significant turning away from course, on what rate of exchange is used-Japan is already

ecoomoe gels n afavor of previously sublimated in the process of passing the U.S. in per capita income (or
economic goals inothe r or aving comato would be if the current value of the yen were not so low).
political or other goals. In a word, having come to The gap is much greater if income in the two societies is
think they have now caught up to the previously compared on the basis of the actual quantities of goods and
developed, predominately Western countries in terms services that can be purchased for an amount of money that
of a flow of income, Japanese are now likely to want is in turn measured on a common basis. Such a measure-
to catch up in terms of a stock of wealth as well.' To ment, known in economics as a calculation of purchasing

power equivalents, requires a large sample of goods and
services to be valid, and is thus not easily developed. The

'This distinction between catching up to the West in currently most well-known of these measurements, under-
terms of a flow of income and catching up in terms of a taken by Irving Kravis, Alan Heston, and Robert Summers.
stock of wealth comes from the most recently published shows in its most recent results a Japanese per capita
"visions" in the MITI-sponsored series of such reports, income of roughly 70 percent of the U.S. figure in 1979, as
going back more than a decade. See Hachiji nendai no against 62 percent in 1970 and 32 percent in 1960. (Refer
tsiisan seisaku bijon [Vision of Trade and Industry Policy back to Table 11-7.) Even by this more rigorous test, Japan
for the 1980s], Sangy6 k6z6 shingikai [Industrial Structure is gradually catching up to the U.S in per capita income:
Council], (Tokyo: Ministry of International Trade and In- thus. the basic idea of its eventually passing the U.S. is
dustry, April 1980), pp. 25-27. inferable from existing trends.

The possibility that Japan's rate of economic growth For two qualitative projections of why and how Japan
would remain higher than those of other countries for a might continue to achieve higher growth rates than other
longer period of time than was then generally expected, advanced industrial countries, see Norman Macrae. "Must
together with the specific suggestion that Japan might pass Japan Slow?,- The Economist, February 23, 1980, pp.
the U.S. in per capita income by the year 2000, were Survey 1-42, and Thomas Pepper, "The Continuing Jap-
major points in Herman Kahn, The Emerging Japanese anese Challenge," in Yusaku Furuhashi, ed., Japan and the
Superstate: Challenge and Response (Englewood Cliffs, United States in a Turbulent World: Myths and Reality
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1970). (West Babylon, NY: KCG Productions, Inc., 1981).
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bility. Mankind's problems were not solved, but they 6. Continued shifts in the composition of em-
were viewed as soluble. The experiences of the ployment, output, and trade from manufactur-
1970s dramatically altered this vision. As noted ear- ing to services;
lier in this chapter, economic growth rates declined 7. An increasingly multipolar world, politically
and became more unstable. Both unemployment and and militarily, as well as economically;
inflation rose. Social and political tensions increased. 8. A social and political context in which there
Earlier visions of a semi-utopian, welfare society will be continued demands on governments to
crumbled. Largely in the wake of the sudden end of compensate for or otherwise alter the results
such a long period of extraordinarily high growth, of market-based economic activity.
the consensus outlook for the rest of the century Within the context of these eight trends, two
became extraordinarily pessimistic. Evidence to the surprise-free scenarios (meaning that neither would
contrary was-and continues to be-ignored. The be surprising if they occurred) seem possible enough
recent Global 2000 Report to the President epito- to merit description: continued stagflation and eco-
mizes the continuing pessimism of many intellectuals nomic resurgence. A major collapse, an economic
and, as a result, the continuing, if also latent and not boom, or other variations remain possible, but seem
necessarily conclusive expectations of many average to us to have considerably lower probability.
citizens. The report argued:

If present trends continue, the world in 2000 a. Continued Stagflation
will be more crowded, more polluted, less As recently as a decade ago, most economists
stable ecologically, and more vulnerable to would have argued that the very phenomenon of
disruption than the world we live in now. stagflation-i.e., a persistent combination of excess
Serious stresses involving population, re- capacity and high inflation-was impossible. Yet it
sources, and environment are clearly visible undeniably occurred, and despite signs of underlying
ahead. . . .barring revolutionary changes in economic strengths and declining inflation rates, the
technology, life for most people on earth will advanced industrial countries have not as yet been
be more precarious in 2000 than it is now.' able to eradicate the lingering effects of the events of

the past nine years. For this reason, another 8, 10, or
even 15 years of stagflation remains all-too-plausible.

offer risks and challenges of great magnitude. Yet A scenario of continued stagflation would occur
such extreme pessimism seems to us unjustified. if, over an extended period, the normal adjustments
Rather, various positive trends seem to us to exist I

andto e gowig sroner alhouh tesetredsexpected in a market economy took place only
and to be growing stronger, although these trends slowly or not at all. In theory, such postponement or
have admittedly sometimes been masked by the avoidance of adjustment would eventually produce

legacies of the economic and political problems of an economic collapse. In today's world, however,

the 1970s including in particular the costsrt sources of economic growth are much more varied
than the opportunities inherent in the profound struc- than, say, 50 years ago. For example, the continued
rural changes taking place in the world economy. drive of middle-income countries raises the floor

We think the following major trends, ranked level of world growth rates, without, however, being
roughly in order of their relative importance, will of sufficient magnitude to trigger a boom in the
characterize the world economy over the ensuing 20 advanced industrial countries. Under these condi-
years: tions, the world economy would continue to register

I. A seemingly permanent slowing in the long- low growth rates (comparable to those experienced
term growth rate of productivity and output in during the 1970s), excess industrial capacity, and
the advanced industrial countries, as compared high inflation. The constellation of forces contribut-
to the trend evident in the 1950s and 1960s; ing to such a scenario might include high and rising

2. A dramatic increase in the importance of oil prices (in real, i.e., inflation-adjusted, terms);
middle-income countries as a source of world- continued high and, in some cases, accelerating in-
wide growth; flation rates, leading in turn to high and variable

3. A continuation of historically high, but proba- interest rates; tight, but probably also "stop-go,'
bly declining inflation rates; monetary and fiscal policies; increasing protectionism

4. A persistence of current or possibly falling (though still short of the degree of protectionism
real prices of energy; seen in the 1930s); and a tightening of lending terms

5. A continuation of a higher rate of growth for for the developing countries. Depending on the de-
international trade than for total world output, tails of the way the chain of events worked itself
though by a lesser margin than during the out, average inflation would slowly decline and real
1950s and 1960s; growth slowly improve as adjustment proceeded

through the late 1980s,
'Council on Environmental Quality and Department of Still, under a scenario of continued stagflation.

State, The Global 2000 Report to the President, Vol. I the world economy would enter the 1990s with
(Washington, DC: USGPO, 1980), p. I. nearly two decades of policy mismanagement and
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slow economic progress behind it. Higher levels of A necessary, though not sufficient. condition for
protection and other barriers to growth and change a scenario of economic resurgence in the world
would have come into being, in which case the economy is a vigorous U.S. recover) from the cur-
subsequent economic potential of all countries would rent recession, which recovery would then blend into
in turn be lower, an extended period of high growth. This report is not

the place to go into detail about U.S. prospects. but
b. Economic Resurgence a strong case can be made for a medium-term out-
A scenario of economic resurgence would occur look of economic growth averaging about 4 percent

if, over a medium term period of, say, 10 to 15 annually from 1982 to 1988; such a growth rate
years, there were continued prosperity relative to the would reflect both cyclical and structural improve-
1970s, even if this period were to include two or ments in the U.S. economy.'
three short-term recessions. The potential for a re- A buoyant U.S. recovery during the mid-1980s
surgence can be seen in the vigorous investment that would stimulate higher growth in the rest of the
actually occurred during the two most recent reces- world, particularly through the demand for imports
sions in the U.S.; in the long period of capacity and through productivity growth induced by declines
underutilization in all advanced industrial countries, in inflation and interest rates. If this more rapid
which forced through at least some degree of ration- growth in the U.S. were to encourage other ad-
alization; in the growing backlog of worldwide ex- vanced industrial countries to halt the otherwise
pansion opportunities; in the commercialization of a steady trend toward further protectionism and further
vast array of research and development projects inl government interference in the workings of the mar-
energy, environmental protection, and health- and ket place, an even more optimistic global growth
safety-related industries; in the adaptation of national scenario than economic resurgence would have
and international financial systems to a more uncer- greater probability.
tain and inflation-prone environment; and in the Until that happens, we assume that a scenario of
emergence of important new growth sectors. economic resurgence should be taken as the base

Naturally enough, realizing this potential requires case, i.e., as the least surprising of various surprise-
both a conducive policy environment and, perhaps free alternatives. Prospects for the medium-term suc-
even more importantly, an entrepreneurial willing- ccss of current market-oriented policies in the U.S.
ness to take advantage of emerging opportunities. are good. The combination of improved growth pros-
Both the U.S.and Japanese governments are cur- pects and pragmatic. growth-oriented policies will
rently pursuing policies that emphasize long-term probably be strong enough to introduce a virtuous
economic growth, and both are pursuing these pol- cycle in which greater private sector confidence
icies in the face of political opposition that favors would stimulate higher investment, higher growth,
economic stimulation for reasons of short-term gain, greater price restraint (relative to the previous dec-
even at the risk of re-igniting rapid inflation. Various ade), and further improvements in policy, which in
European governments, most notably the Socialist turn would reinforce still greater private sector confi-
government in France, are less committed to restraint dence.
than the U.S. and Japanese governments, but even in Admittedly, a U.S. recovery has been delayed,
France the actual increase in inflation in the short- beyond the expectations of most forecasters, by the
term, manifested in a declining exchange rate, has persistence of high interest rates, depressed corporate
led to a policy of greater restraint, compared to the liquidity, continued excess capacity, and, perhaps
recent past. In general-though details vary greatly most importantly, continued expectations of inflation
among countries-the notion of short-term demand and of policy uncertainties. Still, the most likely
stimulation is out of favor; current policy commit- near-term scenario is a continued fall in short-term
ments are, on balance, tilted toward short-term re- interest rates (though a much less sharp fall in long-
straint. in hopes this will lead to a continuing decline
in average interest rates and in turn a continuing
increase in investment and real growth rates. That 'For recent Hudson Institute views on prospects for the
the private sector will respond vigorously, if oppor- U.S. economy, from which this estimate is drawn, see
tunities for real profits (i.e., profit not eroded by Herman Kahn. The Coming Boom: Economic, Political,
inflation) are provided, is evident if one looks at the and Social (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1982); Irving
truly extraordinary performance of those sectors that Leveson. The Economic Future of the United States (Boul-
operate completely outside the government regula- der, CO: %Wstview Press, forthcoming); idem First Light of
tory framework-i.e., the so-called underground Economic Resurgence, HSG-100-P (Croton-on-Hudson,
economy, Italy is perhaps the best example of this NY: Hudson Strategy Group, Inc., August 1982); and Er-
phenomenon. Clearly, the less the burden on private nest Schneider, ed., Revitalization of the United States,

p -3450-P. (Croton-on-Hdson, NY Hudson Institute. De-economic activity, whether in the form of heavy cember 1981). The 4 percent forecast cited above should be
taxation and government expenditures or heavy gov- compued to a recent consensus forecast of an average
eminent regulation in a qualitative sense, the annual growth rate of 3.2 percent for this same period. See
stronger the incentive to invest. Blue Chip Economic Indicators (May 10, 1982).
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term rates), leading to a cyclical recovery that, when icism of various "optimistic" medium-term projec-
combined with favorable structural trends, blends tions and to a general move to scale down many
imperceptibly into a mid-1980s economic boom, growth forecasts. Arguments for a scaling down of
leading in turn to a period of economic resurgence Japanese growth prospects are based on several fac-
for the world economy as a whole. Less likely, but tors in the current economic environment, e.g.. (1)
still possible in the event of major policy mistakes or political barriers to rapid export growth, (2) limited
major, unexpected shocks to the system. is a cyclical scope for an expansionary fiscal policy, (3) similarly
recovery that causes such severe upward pressures limited scope for flexibility in monetary policy, (4) a
on inflation, interest rates, and oil prices that these widespread need for disinvestment in declining in-
increases choke off the recovery and in doing so dustries. and (5) perhaps most importantly, a possi-
bring about a return to stagflation. ble "savings trap," meaning a deflationary situation

in which planned savings will exceed investment
demand, even taking into account the large borrow-
ing needs of the government. Indeed, there is some-
thing to be said for each of these factors.

2. The Japanese Outlook At various times in recent years-notably in 1977
and again in 1981- exports accounted for an over-

Among the main beneficiaries of a U.S. recovery. whelming share of Japanese demand growth. Such
particularly if such a recovery were strong enough to export surges contributed, in turn, to increased fric-
lead to a period of economic resurgence worldwide. tion between Japan and her major trading partners.
would be Japan. Even in a scenario of continued As a result, the potential for continued rapid export
stagflation. U.S. economic performance is likely to growth during the next several years is limited by a
improve during the next five years. compared to the political constraint against further trade friction, par-
recent past. Thus, the Japanese economy is likely to ticularly with regard to such previously important
receive at least some stimulus from the U.S. econ- export-oriented industries as automobiles and steel,
omy during the next five years, under almost any where the effects on unemployment in other coun-
circumstances.' tries have already been high. This political constraint

Domestic demand in Japan has been flat for some against renewed (i.e.. increased) export growth
time. and is likely to remain weaker than experi- would limit Japanese economic growth even in a
enced before 1973. At the same time, new sources of scenario of economic resurgence, but it could be-
growth, most notably in the development of public come particularly limiting in a scenario of continued
and private infrastructure aimed at deepening the stagflation. In the latter case, protectionism is likely
country's wealth, and a policy commitment to pre- to increase, both as a cause and as a consequence of
vent growth rates from falling "too low" will proba- stagflationary conditions.
bly keep average growth rates within a range of 4-6 Following a precipitous increase in government
percent a year for the rest of the decade. This would budget deficits in the 1970s, Japan has little scope
be higher than in the U.S. and other advanced indus- for stimulative, Keynesian-style fiscal policies. An
trial countries and higher than Japan's own perform- increasing number of business, bureaucratic, and po-
ance for the past few years. but well below the litical voices have been raised in recent months in
record that Japan achieved from the early 1950s to favor of increased stimulation, but even if some
the early 1970s. Under a scenario of economic re- steps are taken-such as passage of a supplementary
surgence. Japan would be likely to grow toward the budget, a frequently used device in the past-the
top of this range; under continued stagflation. toward scale of such steps will in any case be constrained
the bottom of the range.

Previous growth projections issued by the govern-
ment and various outside organizations for the dec-
ade of the 1980s estimated an average annual rate of ' In July. for example, Prime Minister Suzuki was re-
about 5 percent. This is consistent with the 4-6 ported as having asked the Economic Council. a cabinet-
percent range that we project. However. the past two level advisory group, to prepare a new five-year economic
years have been ones of exceptionally slow growth; plan (covering FY83-FY87) for submission by April 1983.
actual growth in 1981 was 3 percent, the lowest rate In a previous report on long-term economic prospects, the
in five years, and the most recent projection by the Council predicted the Japanese economy would be able to
OECD is for only 2 percent in calendar 1982. This attain an average annual growth rate of 4 percent (in real
poorer-than-expected performance has led to crit- terms) through the end of the century. The new plan is

reportedly likely to set a growth target of 4 percent a year
for the ensuing five years, in contrast to the 5.1 percent
figure in the current seven-year plan (covering FY79-
FY85). By implication, both the medium- and long-term

'The effects of this stimulus on bilateral economic rela- forecasts are being scaled down. See "Suzuki Wants 5-Year
tions, for both the short- and medium-terms, are discussed Plan with Lower Growth Rate." The Japan Economic Jour-
in Section D below. nal. July 20. 1982. p. 4.
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by the already large size of the deficit.' At the same sary to follow patterns that prevail in other advanced
time. with domestic demand already weak, there is industrial countries, and to use monetary policy to
little scope in the short-term for tax increases that control domestic inflation or. alternatively. to stimu-
would reduce the government's need to finance its late domestic demand.
deficits in the domestic capital markets. Although Legacies of the traditional postwar system re-
Prime Minister Suzuki has made a special point of main, however. While international forces have
trying to reduce "unnecessary" government spending greatly reduced the insulation of Japanese capital
through administrative rationalization, this goal faces markets, the formal structure of these markets re-
the usual political resistance from entrenched special mains highly regulated, segmented. and therefore
interests, inflexible. relative to the degree of internationaliza-

Japan's monetary policy faces similar constraints. tion that has already occurred. For example. when
Since World War II. monetary policy has served as unregulated U.S. interest rates rose during the past
the most important instrument for the general control two years to levels roughly double those in Japan's
of macroeconomic conditions. Through the late regulated market, Japan experienced a substantial
1960s. when the main goal of Japanest economic outflow of short-term capital. which in turn helped to
policy was unequivocally one of promoting high weaken the value of the yen beyond all expectations.
growth, the principal means used to achieve this goal With domestic demand weak, Japanese monetary
was a system of artificially low interest rates. De- authorities can ill afford to raise interest rates, but in
mand for funds naturally outpaced supply, but credit the face of a continuing disparity between Japan's
was rationed and borrowing was approved in ways still-regulated (and still artificially low) domestic in-
that were biased toward private capital investment terest rates and the much higher rates prevailing
and away from consumer spending (including hous- abroad, the authorities can ill afford to lower Jap-
ing) or social infrastructure. Over the course of a anese rates either. Thus. monetary policy in Japan is
business cycle, this policy was maintained except for the moment boxed in. Indeed. both fiscal and
when balance of payments constraints forced the monetary policy are boxed in, and somewhat like the
aggregate level of credit to be tightened. The tight- U.S.. if for different reasons. Japan has little choice.
ening process itself was also biased in favor of in terms of macroeconomic policy, but to wait out a
private capital investment, particularly capital-inten- longer-than-politically-desirable period of squeezing
sive manufacturing industries. All of this was possi- previous excesses out of the system.
ble for a variety of reasons, including the insulation As for declining industries, which are discussed
of Japanese capital markets from international forces in greater detail in Chapter VII. a number of them-
and the segmentation of these markets within Japan including petrochemicals. aluminum, and a variety
(i.e.. only limited financial flows from one sub- of other nonferrous metals-face significant pres-
sector of the capital market to another). As discussed sures to retrench, rationalize, or phase out al-
in greater detail in Chapter V. once the Japanese together. Any such restructuring will obviously
economy became increasingly international-par- restrain economic growth. However, the adjustment
ticularly in the 1970s, as balance of payments sur- process is probably proceeding more rapidly in Japan
pluses enabled Japanese companies to reduce their than in any other advanced industrial country. As we
dependence on the banking system as a source of note in Chapter VII-indeed, it is a major point in
funds-the traditional postwar system of low interest the discussion of industrial policy with regard to
rates and credit rationing began to unravel. More- declining industries-Japan is likely to face more
over, the traditional macroeconomic goal of restrain- problems in this area in the future than in the past.
ing the economy for balance of payments reasons partly because its economic development is now
was no longer important. Rather. it became neces- reaching a stage where previously developed basic

manufacturing industries are becoming uncompeti-
tive, and partly because political pressures to keep

For summaries of the recent discussions, see "Slowing such industries afloat through subsidization are only
Down Ruins the Budget." The Economist. August 14. now making themselves felt, as Japan's drive for
1982, p. 56. and John Marcom. Jr.. "Japan is Seen Doing high economic growth eases in the wake of the
Well. Though Not Well Enough." The Asian Wall Street affluence achieved to date. Still. in absolute terms.
Journal. August 27, 1982. pp. 1. I. Advocates of in- Japan's ability to restructure declining industries has
creased stimulation often argue that Japan's high savings been. and seems likely to remain, greater than other
rate means that its budget deficits are much less inflationary advanced industrial countries. Typically, resources
than those in other countries, and they see higher growth as are moved relatively rapidly from the declining sec-
the only way, short of supposedly infeasible (and deflation- tor to more productive activities, and those parts of a
ary) tax increases, of ever bringing the deficit down any- declining sector that are retained are the more pro-
way. By contrast, advocates of restraint argue that the
deficit must be pared before increased stimulation can even ductive plants or firms in the industry.
be considered, lest future deficits become so large that. To be sure, if the Japanese economy were to
even with Japan's high savings rate. they are inflationary in continue to expand at its current relatively sluggish
themselves or they crowd out private investment, rate, the adjustment process for declining industries
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would be particularly effective in contributing to a more serious, medium-terni problem. the conse-
even slower growth. By the same token, if the U.S. quences would probably he limited to a lowering of
economy proceeds to recover and to have the stim- our projected range of growth rates by no more than
ulative effects on the Japanese economy mentioned about one percentage point, i.e.. to 3-5 percent.
above, the adjustment burden would be eased con- rather than 4-6 percent.
siderably, and the dragging effects of this process Looking more generally at the medium- to long-
would be greatly ameliorated. In a buoyant economic term prospects, there is a clear commitment, in both
environment, sufficient cash flow would accrue to public and private discussions in Japan. to the im-
enable an industry undergoing structural change to portance of moving towards an information-based
compensate for the adjustments it must make. In society. At least in the policy discussions that have
time, such adjustments become a positive factor pro- taken place to date. Japanese make almost no dis-
moting economic growth. In other words, the proc- tinction between information-intensive manufacturing
ess of structural adjustment has something of a U- activities and information-intensive service activities.
shaped effect on economic growth: the initial adjust- and considerable private sector planning is already
ments are costly; they divert resources away from underway to implement this shift-and not inciden-
productive activities; in the short-term, they are de- tally maintain high investment and high growth. In
flationary; as this initial phase proceeds and the practice, of course, the usual sticky questions remain
newly-released factors of production are re-employed as to what particular manufacturing industries (or
in areas of higher productivity, the process becomes companies) will have to be phased out. These ques-
increasingly positive; new products are produced tions also raise potentially serious political problems.
with high growth potential; new investment is gener- On balance, however, there is a broad consensus in
ated, etc. Alternatively, the failure to proceed with Japan for continued, relatively high economic
structural adjustment raises the eventual cost of the growth-at least relative to comparable views in
whole process. Employment and production that is other advanced industrial economies. Indeed, more
saved in the short-term is made much less productive than other countries, Japan is attempting to transform
in the medium- and long-term, its economy from one that is primarily engaged in

Perhaps the strongest case being made for a scal- manufacturing activities to one that is primarily
ing down of projected Japanese growth rates is the engaged in services; or, with regard to the manufac-
so-called "savings trap" issue. The simplest version turing sector, in high-technology manufacturing ac-
of this argument goes as follows: when planned tivities,
savings exceed the actual demand for investment As noted above, Japan also continues to show a
funds (both private investment spending and govern- larger fraction of output and employment in agricul-
ment borrowing), more funds are leaking out of the ture and manufacturing than most other advanced
income flow than are being put back in; as a result, industrial countries. Similarly. Japan's financial and
aggregate demand and aggregate income both fall. distribution systems have clearly not evolved at the
Given Japan's continuing high savings rates, data same pace as its basic manufacturing industries. This
during the past two years might be interpreted to kind of lag among sectors of the economy is often
support fears of a "savings trap." Even at that, how- seen in the history of other industrializing countries,
ever. a persistent "savings trap," lasting more than but the contrast is perhaps more striking in Japan's
another 1-2 years, is in our view unlikely. For one case simply because differences between the more
thing. a cyclical recovery, both in Japan and abroad, modern and more traditional sectors are easily visi-
is likely by that time, and the fiscal and monetary ble. In fact, as we noted at the beginning of this
constraints operating on the system at the moment section. the maturation of lagging sectors of the
would no longer be so strong. Secondly, after doing Japanese economy are likely to provide a significant
without it for many years, the Japanese economy source of future growth-and of higher rates of
is developing a growing use of consumer credit. growth, for the rest of the decade or longer, than
Thirdly, in spite of pressures for administrative those likely in other advanced industrial countries.
rationalization, government demand will continue
to grow (especially for infrastructure investment).
Fourthly, the housing industry, though in a slump D. Japan and the World
for several years, has considerable potential simply Economy
because the quality of Japan's existing housing is so
low. compared with other advanced industrial coun- International trade has been important to Japan's
tries. Finally, as economic recovery proceeds, many economy since the beginnings of its modern growth.
industries will want to invest to initiate a restructur- Indeed, one of the main justifications for Japan's
ing process and thereby take advantage of the colonial expansion was to gain control of raw mate-
boom-the right-hand portion of the U-shaped proc- rials and markets. During the reconstruction from
ess of structural adjustment referred to above. For all World War II and the subsequent period of rapid
these reasons, we see the "savings trap" issue as a economic growth, it was the balance of trade that
short-term problem. Even if it were to turn out to be constrained what would otherwise have been even
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more rapid progress. Since the development of basic outflow emerged in the early 19 70s. and has ,ontin-
manufacturing industries depended so much on the ued ever since, though with considerable volatility in
import of raw materials, in which Japan was se- the level of outflow.
riouslv under-endowed, a pattern developed early in
the Meiji era of consciously limiting imports of
other. "unessential" goods and of restricting access 1. Role of Trade to Date
to foreign capital markets as well. thereby husband-
ing what foreign currency earnings were amassed for Without question, exports have been vital to
supposedly the highest priority objectives. In this Japan's economic growth: only through exports could
way, export earnings served as a key source of Japan pay for the imports it needed to support the
growth for the economy as a whole-and, at the extensive growth that it has achieved. It is more
same time, as the main constraint on growth. Each difficult to argue that exports drove economic
postwar recession, which in Japan typically meant a growth. Even though exports grew faster than GDP
decline in growth rates rather than an absolute de- in real terms, their share in GDP was small enough
cline in GDP. stemmed from a tightening of mone- that the stimulus to aggregate demand was also rela-
tary, fiscal, and other policies in direct response to a tively small, at least until the early 1970s (see Table
worsening in the balance of payments. Only after the 11-10). The indirect stimulus was considerably more
mid-1960s did regular current account surpluses be- pronounced. Since exports tended to be concentrated
come the norm. However, even after the mid-1960s. in the more modem and highly productive industries.
Japan's current account has periodically moved into rapid export growth expanded still further the ability
deficit, typically because the large and growing defi- of a particular industry to take advantage of econo-
cit in the services account (occasioned by large pay- mies of scale, which in turn further improved pro-
ments for shipping. technology licenses, etc.) ductivity growth and held the prices of exported
exceeded the more volatile surplus in the trade ac- products down, relative to the prices of other goods.
count (see Table 11-9). A large, long-term capital Moreover, producers who were forced to compete in

TABLE 11-9
BALANCE OF PAYMENTS SUMMARY: 1967-1982

(U S $ MILLION)

Exchange
rate

Current Long Short (period
account Trade Services term term Overall average,

C.Y balance balance balance capital capital balance V/$)
1961-1966
cumulative - 104 4230 -3926 -488 344 -263 360
1967 -190 1160 -1172 -812 506 -571 360
1968 1048 2529 -1306 -239 209 1102 360
1969 2119 3699 -1399 -155 178 2283 360
1970 1970 3963 -1785 -1591 724 1374 350
1971 5797 7787 -1738 -1082 2435 7677 350
1972 6624 8971 -1883 -4487 1966 4741 303
1973 -136 3688 -3510 -9750 2407 -10074 271
1974 -4693 1436 -5842 -3881 1778 -6839 291
1975 -682 5028 -5354 -272 -1138 -2676 297
1976 3680 9887 -5867 -984 111 2924 297
1977 10918 17311 -6004 -3184 -648 7743 266
1978 16534 24596 -7387 -12389 1538 5950 210
1979 -8754 1845 -9472 -12618 2377 -16662 219
1980 -10746 2125 -11343 2394 3071 -8396 227

1981 4770 19967 -13573 -6449 -958 -2144 220
1982
Jan.-Mar. -899 2556 -2988 -5649 807 -3291 233

SOURCES: (1961-66) Lawrence B. Krause and Sueo Sekiguchi, "Japan and the World Economy," Chapter Six in
Hugh Patrick and Henry Rosovsky (Eds.), Asia's New Giant (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings
Institution, 1976); (1967-1982) Bank of Japan, Economic Statistics Monthly, No. 421 (April 1982), p. 6;
and (exchange rate) International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, various issues.
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following the 1973-75 recession in Japan.": Al-
TABLE 11-10 though recession-induced export expansion can be

EXPORTS OF GOODS AND explained by looking at the market incentives facing

SERVICES AS A PERCENT OF firms,' rather than some overall policy, this behav-

GNP: 1955-1981 ior-whatever its origins-has certainly exacerbated
the trade policy environment between Japan and its

Current Constant major trading partners.
prices prices Relative price trends have also contributed to

1955 12.8 7.6 Japan's export growth, although these trends reflect
1960 11.4 9.1 more fundamental processes at work. With excep-
1965 11.2 11.2 tions in individual years, export prices have risen

1970 11 6 13.2 more slowly than the GNP implicit price deflator.
1973 10.8 13.9 Indeed, the export price index was virtually constant
1977 13.9 16.2 through the 1960s, and grew less than half as fast as
1978 11.9 15.5 the GNP implicit price deflator from 1970-1980.
1979 12.7 15.7 These price trends reflect the rapid rate of productiv-
1980 15.2 17.9 ity growth, compared with other advanced industrial
1981 16.8 20.2 countries, and conservative macroeconomic policies

SOURCES: Lawrence B. Krause and Sueo that kept domestic inflation, after adjusting for pro-
Sekiguchi, "Japan and the World ductivity, low enough for Japan's international com-
Economy," Chapter Six in Hugh petitiveness to remain high. The Smithsonian
Patrick and Henry Rosovsky, exchange rate adjustments in late 1971 and the move
Asia's New Giant (Washington. to floating exchange rates in early 1973 corrected a
D.C.: The Brookings Institution, serious undervaluation of the yen that had persisted
1976), p. 399: and Economic Plan- since the mid-1960s. However, except for the abnor-
Indicators, No 363 (May 1982), mal inflation experienced in 1973 and 1974, Japan
pp. 43, 45. continued to out-perform other industrial countries in

terms of relative price trends, especially for certain
manufactured goods industries.

In only two decades (1950 to 1970), Japan moved
international markets sought aggressively to acquire from being an insignificant player on the world mar-
the best technology and processes available. On the ket to among the largest players in the industrialized
other hand, the Japanese domestic market was world. Japan's share of free world exports doubled
heavily shielded from foreign competition during the between 1960 and the early 1970s, reaching a rank of
1950s and 1960s. third largest, after the U.S. and West Germany; it

Krause and Sekiguchi, in their work for the has remained relatively constant since then (Table
Brookings study of postwar Japanese development, II-1l). In terms of manufactured exports, Japan ex-
specifically investigated the hypothesis that Japan's ceeded its prewar share during the early 1960s; this
growth was driven or led by exports through the share has continued to rise to the present (Tables
early 1970s. They found little support for a measura- 11-12 and 11-13), where Japan is again '.ird-ranking,
ble version of the hypothesis, while acknowledging after West Germany and the U.S. The rapid increase
that exports did grow at a more rapid rate than in Japan's balance of payments surpluses during the
GDP.' They also noted a commonly observed char- late 1960 s was particularly disruptive to an already
acteristic that exports tended to expand during do- weakened Bretton Woods system, while the rapid
mestic recessions. This has been even more export growth, highly concentrated in a handful of
pronounced during the 1970s, following the two oil industries and markets, strained the ability of com-
shocks, which in turn suggests a hypothesis that peting producers in other countries to adjust. Ob-
Japanese industry uses exports to offset depressed viously, if Japanese imports had been larger, some
domestic demand. Ki-ho Kim investigated this hy- of the balance of payments pressures on the global
pothesis in a detailed analysis of trade balance system would have been eased, and if Japanese im-
changes during 1974-76. Although his results are far ports of manufactured products had been larger,
from conclusive, the statistical tests utilized suggest some of the political pressures on the global trading
that an "export drive cannot be ignored as a princi- system would doubtless have been less severe. How-
pal determinant of the Japanese trade balance and
that the $9 billion improvement between 1974 and
1976 was due largely to such a drive during and 2Ki-ho Kim, A S,., of the Factors Affecting Japan's

Trade Balance 1974-76 Doctoral Thesis, (New Brunswick,
N.J.: Rutgers University, May 1979), p. iii.

'The main forces at work are the buildup of inventories
resulting from slack domestic demand, and the importance

tKrause and Sekiguchi, op. cit., pp. 398-402. of maintaining cash flow in firms that are highly leveraged.
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TABLE I1-11

SHARES OF FREE-WORLD EXPORTS

1960 1970 1973 1978 1980

U.S. 18.2% 15.4% 13.7% 12.1% 12.0%
France 6.0 6.4 7.0 6.7 6.3
Germany (FR.) 10.1 12.1 13.0 12.0 10.5
Italy 3.2 4.7 4.3 4.7 4.2
Netherlands 3.6 4.2 4.6 4.2 4.0
U.K. 9.4 7.0 5.9 60 6.3
Japan 3.6 6.9 7.1 83 7.1
Canada 5.1 5.9 5.1 4.1 3.7

SOURCE: International Economic Indicators, U.S. Department of Commerce (March
1978) and (March 1982).

TABLE 11-12
PERCENTAGE SHARES OF WORLD TRADE IN MANUFACTURES'

1883 1890 1899 1913 1929 1937 1954

U.S. 3.4% 3.9% 9.8% 11.0% 18.2% 17.3% 258%
U.K. 37.1 35.8 28.4 25.4 20.4 19.1 15.8
Germany 17.2 17.2 19.5 23.0 18.4 19.7 11.62
France 14.6 14.5 12.6 10.6 9.4 5.2 7.1
Belgium 4.8 5.1 4.9 4.3 4.9 5.2 4.8
Canada 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.6 2.9 4.2 4.8
Japan 0.1 0.3 1.3 2.1 3.4 6.4 3.7
Otthers 22.7 23.1 23.2 23.0 22.4 22.9 26.4

'Despite the title, the table in the original article refers only to data on exports of manufactures.
2West Germany only.

SOURCE: W. Arthur Lewis, "International Competition in Manufactures," American Economic Review (May, 1957).
p. 579.

ever, even if Japanese import markets had been

TABLE 11-13 open, the pace at which Japanese exports penetrated
SHARES OF WORLD EXPORTS OF individual markets a road would have strained the

MANUFACTURES 1  international trading system,
The structure of Japanese exports has changed

1960 1970 1980 dramatically since the 1950s. Between 1955 and

U.S 22.8% 18.4% 16.4% 1973, the most notable change was a decline in the
France 9.1 8.3 9.6 importance of labor-intensive products, especially
Germany (F.R.) 18.2 19.0 19.0 traditional products. The most rapidly growing cate-
Italy 4.8 6.9 7.6 gory of exports was that of capital-intensive and high
Netherlands 3.8 4.2 4.4 wage goods-meaning skilled, labor-intensive goods,
U.K. 15.3 10.1 9.8 mainly automobiles. Research and development-
Japan 6.5 t.2 14.2 intensive goods also showed significant growth.'
Canada 4.5 6.0 19 These trends continued after 1973, although the in-

'World exports are defined as the sum of exports from crease in oil prices sharply curtailed growth in some
14 major industrial countries, of the more capital-intensive goods. Table 11-14

SOURCE: International Economic Indicators, U.S. De- shows how the country and commodity composition
partment of Commerce (March 1978) and of trade changed between 1973 and 1980.
Office of Trade and Investment, International
Trade Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce. 'See Krause and Sekiguchi, op. cit., p. 409, for sup-

porting data.
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In nominal terms, Japanese total exports grew by least, its consequently inordinate dependence on ex-
251 percent between 1973 and 1980. Exports growing ports of manufactured goods as a source of funds for
above this average include other semi-manufacturers the purchase of raw materials, many, if not most.
(at 254 percent) and total engineering products (at Japanese have always considered a low level of im-
296 percent). Within total engineering products, all ports of manufactured goods to be prima facie a
of the categories except other machinery and trans- necessity. This once inviolate notion has begun to
port equipment grew faster than total exports: ma- change, however, as continued economic develop-
chinery for specialized industries (at 349 percent); ment brings about changes in Japan's comparative
office and telecommunications equipment (at 313 advantage and in the tastes of Japanese consumers.
percent); road motor vehicles (at 473 percent); and Before the oil price increase of 1973-74. the share of
household appliances (at 282 percent). Obviously, in manufactured imports in Japan's total of merchandise
terms of share and rate of growth, road motor vehi- imports was already increasing, if only gradually and
cles. principally automobiles, were the star per- from an extremely low base. Figure 1-4. which
former. adjusts the data to exclude the effects of imports of

Historically. Japan's trade pattern can be de- mineral fuels, lubricants, and related materials.
scribed as a textbook example of a simple shows slow but steady growth in the share of man-
Heckscher-Ohlin model, in which one country buys ufactured product imports before 1974, and then,
or sells agricultural products and other raw materials after a sharp drop beginning in 1974 and a second.
with another that buys or sells predominantly man- but much less sharp, drop beginning in 1978. a
ufactured goods. This pattern has dominated trading return to the previous trend in spite of the 1979-80
relations between Japan and most of its trading part- oil price increases. Many critics of Japanese trade
ners since since the Meiji Restoration. As shown in policy would consider the trend shown in Figure 11-4
Figure 11-3. Japan's imports of manufactured goods, to be rising far too slowly, but for purposes of
as a percent of total imports, are strikingly lower establishing what the trend has actually been. we
than those of other advanced industrial countries. find it important that at least the previous rate of
Indeed. Japan's imports of manufactured goods are growth of manufactured imports has resumed; as
even strikingly lower than South Korea's, a country discussed in the following section. we expect this
with a similar lack of natural resource endowments trend to continue, and probably to accelerate.
and a similar culture.' Given Japan's lack of natural Referring back to Table 11-14, one can identify
resource endowments, the distance from its major those categories of manufactured goods that have
trading partners, and thus, in the common view at experienced the most rapid import expansion. im-

ports of total manufactures (in nominal terms) grew
164 percent between 1973 and 1980 (considerably
less than the 251 percent growth rate of total ex-
ports). Above-average import growth was experi-

'tn terms of classical international trade theory, the enced in nonferrous metals (168 percent), iron and
most likely explanation of South Korea's high level of steel (287 percent), chemicals (232 percent). total
manufactured imports lies in the country's small size and engineering products (281 percent). and clothing (168
its need, particularly as economic development accelerated engineeringiproductsg(281ipercent) . th (168
in the 1960s. for capital goods imports. percent). Within total engineering products. the sec-

Japan. too, has been an importer of capital goods, tors showing the most rapid growth included road
particularly those with high technology content that could motor vehicles, from a very low base (at 221 per-
not yet be produced at home. But Japan's much larger size. cent). other machinery and transport equipment (at
in terms of population and, even after the destruction 252 percent), and household appliances, also from a
wrought by World War 1I, income per capita, also permit- very small base (at 170 percent).
ted Japanese firms to develop new products for the domes- Naturally, this level of aggregation hides many
tic market first. Indeed, this has been the traditional interesting industry-specific trends. but the data do
Japanese pattern in the consumer goods exports for which support conclusions reported elsewhere in this report,
the country is so famous, and, for that matter, in capital
goods exports as well: because of the large domestic mar- particularly in Chapter VII on declining industres. A
ket, Japanese firms could built up large production runs. number of basic manufactured goods are becoming
lower their unit costs, and seek export markets only after increasingly uncompetitive in Japan, and imports as
their products had been refined to a point, in both price and a percentage of domestic consumption have begun to
quality, where they were very likely to be sold successfully rise. To date these have mostly been producer goods
abroad. In the particular set of circumstances following such as bulk chemicals and processed metals, rather
World War Ii-when the shock of Japan's first military than consumer goods, but in time these, too. can be
defeat in its history was mixed with a strong consensus to expected to increase. At the other end of the com-
"'re-catch up to the West"--the Japanese public simply did petitive spectrum, the rapid growth in imports of
without many finished products, especially consumer other machinery and transport equipment reflects a
goods, that could not be manufactured at home.

Arguably. no other country, regardless of its size., can lag in Japan's manufacturing capability, relative to
repeat this particular postwar Japanese pattern because no the U.S. and some European countries, in certain
other country's consumer sector will ever again be as self- high technology, capital-intensive industries such as
abnegating as Japan's was until recently. aircraft.
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Figure 11-3

MANUFACTURED PRODUCT IMPORTS AS A PERCENT OF
TOTAL MERCHANDISE IMPORTS, 1960-1981
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NOTE: MERCHANDISE IMPORT DATA FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM AND FRANCE WAS CONVERTED FROM
f.o.b TO c.i.f. FOR 1960, 1967-69 AND 1971-1974 (ALSO FOR JAPAN, 1960) USING THE FACTOR
OF 1.1 AS DONE IN INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND, DIRECTION OF TRADE; U.S. MANUFACTURED
DATA FOR 1960, 1967-69 and 1971-74, WAS CONVERTCD FROM f.a.s. to c.l.f. USING THE
FACTOR OF 1.06.
SOURCE: OECD, ECONOMIC SURVEYS: SWITZERLAND MARCH 1973, P. 72, AND OCTOBER 1980, P. 59;

U.S. DEPARThENT OF COMMERCE, INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC INDICATORS, VARIOUS ISSUES:
NTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND, INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL STATISTICS, VARIOUS ISSUES:
ECONOMIC PLANNING BOARD, SEOUL, KOREA, OFFICE OF CUSTOMS ADMINISTRATION, MAJOR
STATISTICS OF KOREAN ECONOMY, 1981; AND UNITED NATIONS STATISTICAL OFFICE-.
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Figure 11-4

MANUFACTURED PRODUCT IMPORTS AS
A PERCENT OF TOTAL MERCHANDISE IMPORTS, LESS IMPORTS

OF MINERAL FUELS, LUBRICANTS AND RELATED MATERIALS, 1965-81
(c.i.f.)
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SOURCE: OECD, ECONOMIC SURVEYS: JAPAN, JULY 1973 AND JULY 1980;
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND, INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL
STATISTICS, VARIOUS ISSUES; AND UNITED NATIONS STATISTICAL
OFFICE.
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2. Future Trends in Japanese Trade parable to the manufacturing sector). As Japan
comes to manufacture more high technology prod-

The most important trend influencing Japanese ucts, it will inevitably begin to import more 'low-
trade patterns is, as noted above, the obvious one of end-of-the-market' manufactured goods. Indeed. it
changing comparative advantage. Having caught up has to make this shift in order to be able to export
with other, predominantly Western advanced indus- new products competitively, since various NICs will
trial countries in terms of GNP per capita, Japan is come to out-compete Japan and other advanced in-
slowly moving toward a so-called "horizontal,. or dustrial countries in many basic manufacturing in-
intra-industry. trade pattern that has long char- dustries. And as it makes this shift. Japan will
acterized exchanges among other advanced industrial probably continue to do well in a high technology
countries. This pattern is most visible in intra-Euro- version of its traditionally successful pattern in man-
pean trade, in which two nations buy and sell many ufacturing, namely to concentrate on certain selected
of the same commodities-German cars are sold in products. to develop these products for both a do-
France. French cars in Germany. and so on. This is mestic and an export market, and to do particularly
in contrast to the textbook Heckscher-Ohlin. or "ver- well in selling these in specially targeted markets.
tical." trade pattern mentioned above, in which one With regard to services. Japan will follow a path
country buys or sells agricultural products or raw already laid by the U.S. and other trading partners,
materials to another that sells or buys manufactured which are well into a shift to more trade in services
goods. Morever, this shift toward a horizontal pat- than has traditionally been thought likely. The U.S.
tern is occurring in spite of whatever cultural bias perhaps has a particular advantage over Japan in
may have prevented it from occurring in the past, or services trade because the flexibilty of the U.S. so-
as rapidly as it might have occurred in another coun- cial structure helps to nurture many new types of
try moving through various stages of development, jobs and businesses. Advertising, accounting. bank-
Indeed, the slow pace at which this shift is occurring ing, hotel management, certain kinds of consulting
in Japan is itself a major issue between Japan and its (especially in software), and various other forms of
trading partners. But the issue of the pace at which information processing are examples of the kinds of
the shift to a horizontal trade pattern is occurring services in which Japan may be at a relative disad-
should be understood for what it is-namely, a polit- vantage, in part because the Japanese language and
ical issue-and a separate question from the eco- culture are less easily transferable internationally
nomic issue of whether such a shift is occurring at than the English language and American culture. By
all. even if slowly, the same token. Japanese will excel at other trade-

Much of the traditional Japanese pattern of es- able services. e.g.. engineering-related consulting.
chewing manufactured imports will doubtless remain wholesale trading (where Japan's famous sogo
intact, and for the reasons Japanese usually put shosha-trading companies such as Mitsui-have an
forth, i.e.. a poor endowment of natural resources enormous head start over American firms now enter-
and various national security arguments. many of ing this field). and freight forwarding (where a Jap-
them implicit. Japan's much discussed array of infor- anese affection for detailed administration leaves
mal barriers will doubtless also leave a legacy affect- Americans standing on the docks with their hands in
ing actual trade transactions for many years. their pockets).
Increasingly. however, the traditional pattern will Japanese tastes are also changing, as economic
change over time. As noted briefly above and dis- development proceeds and the value system of ear-
cussed in detail in Chapter VII, the changes will be lier postwar years no longer governs consumer pref-
seen first in basic and intermediate manufacturing erences. As noted above, before balance of payments
industries that are becoming uncompetitive, e.g.. pe- surpluses began to be amassed in the early 1970s
trochemicals, aluminum, and other base metals. (and were then temporarily. but only temporarily,
roughly in order of their energy-intensity. Imports of interrupted by oil price increases), few Japanese con-
these goods have been increasing apace, and will sumers sought, or thought they had a right or a need
become much larger during the next 4-5 years. A to seek. lower-priced imported products in lieu of
broader spectrum of forces will work to expand im- higher-priced, domestically-produced products. Such
ports of other manufactured goods, more or less was the discipline of the day that Japanese consum-
steadily in the direction of a horizontal trade pattern, ers at both the wholesale and retail level took for
but significant changes in the volume of these im- granted the idea that, except for "essential" capital
ports are likely only after 6 to 8 years and beyond. goods. they were simply not entitled to import fin-

The Japanese economy itself, like that of other ished products. The regulatory system supported-
advanced industrial countries, will be moving toward and to a degree created-this value system. Today,
a more specialized manufacturing sector (i.e., high- the availability of, and regulations governing, import
technology manufacturing) and a more modernized licenses a,.d foreign exchange have been liberalized,
service sector (i.e., where services are less a residual and consumers at both the retail and the wholesale
category for under-employed persons or low-paying level are changing their preferences at an increasing
jobs and more a source of productivity growth com- rate. At the retail level, the once-unquestioned idea
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that foreign consumer goods were simply "'luxuries" 3. International Transactions
is changing for various reasons-partly a result of
increased travel, since foreign exchange allocations Japanese international financial transactions have
for tourism were liberalized in the early 1970s, partly been tightly controlled since the end of the occupa-
a result of greater efforts by foreign exporters to sell tion. Just after the war, foreign exchange was %o
to the Japanese market, and partly a result of official scarce that its use for anything except imports of
attempts to encourage imports or at least not discour- "'necessities" was strictly regulated, and kept gener-
age them.' It is at the wholesale level, however, that ally restricted until the late 1960s. Somewhat sur-
changing tastes (or preferences) are likely to have a prisingly, given the scarcity of foreign exchange,
more immediate impact on Japanese trade patterns, inward flows of capital were also strictly regulated.
When Japanese producers find they can no longer Some inflows were permitted before the early 1970s
sell goods competitively if they buy only (or mainly) in order to expand investment and accelerate eco-
higher-priced, domestically-produced inputs, they are nomic growth, but these were usually limited to
likely to purchase foreign-produced inputs, and to do loans to, or arranged by, the Japanese government,
so with few second thoughts. Indeed, as noted and were drawn from other government organiza-
above, this shift has already occurred in various tions such as the U.S. Export-Import Bank and the
energy-intensive industries where the price differen- World Bank. The explanation usually given for such
tials between domestically-produced and foreign pro- tight control on capital inflows is that the Japanese
duced inputs are so great that Japanese users of these government did not want either the public or private
inputs have, as they would put it, "no choice" but to sectors to build up a debt burden that could not be
buy the foreign product. paid off if economic conditions turned against Japan.

In time, if not quite within the next five years, a This does not, however, explain the maintenance of
shift to horizontal trade in manufactures and to in- rigid controls on inward direct investment (i.e.,
creased trade in services will be visible in still more equity, not debt) until the late 1960s.2 These controls
parts of the economy. Perhaps the best illustrations were maintained because the government was ex-
of changes in manufacturing trade that are already in plicitly trying to minimize foreign ownership of do-
the works are in the producer goods sectors where mestic productive assets. To achieve this goal and
price differentials are too great to ignore and in the still promote high economic growth, the government
two-way U.S.-Japanese trade in semiconductors. For needed to raise domestic savings, which led it to
various and quite different reasons, Japanese and introduce a variety of tax and other incentives to
American firms are now establishing semiconductor promote such savings.' The fear of substantial for-
manufacturing facilities in the U.S. and Japan re- eign ownership apparently outweighed what would
spectively, a pattern that was previously unknown otherwise have been an intense short-term need for
(or at least unnoticed). As wage levels in the two foreign exchange and more investment capital. For-
countries converge, relative to the past, the reasons tunately for Japan, a combination of unusual circum-
behind such investment will increasingly stem from stances prevented the maintenance of tight controls
qualitative, rather than quantitative, factors, e.g.. on inward capital flows from seriously retarding do-
access to markets, facilitation of delivery, and ex- mestic growth-most importantly, in the early 1950s,
pansion of the concept of complementarity to more the materiel requirements for U.N. forces in Korea
and more products (e.g., a "world computer," as and, continuing through the decade, "special pro-
well as a "world car"). In services trade, the by-now curement" expenditures for U.S. forces in Japan.
obvious growth of sushi shops in New York and Under less fortuitous circumstances, the government
McDonald's-style fast food chains in Tokyo are two might have been forced to relax capital controls or to
examples of how intangible concepts of taste. indus- live with a considerabl) lower growth rate.'
trial engineering, and marketing can cross national With Japan's development of a trade surplus from
boundaries with great flexibility. In general, both the mid-1960s, and a generally persistent current
kinds of changes-more horizontal trade in high account surplus from the late 1960s, many changes
technology manufactures and more trade volume in a in the regulations governing capital flows were in-
variety of services-are likely to characterize Jap- stituted. Most of the changes were part of a long-
anese trade patterns in the 1980s, certainly more than term liberalization policy, biased more toward per-
in the 1970s, and under almost any set of cyclical mitting capital -utflows than inflows. However, the
conditions, though the pace at which such changes
occur would clearly be greater in a scenario of
worldwide economic resurgence than one of contin- 2Control of foreign direct investment was authorized in
ued stagflation. the 1950 law concerning foreign investment.

]Details concerning these incentives and the success of
this attempt to raise savings rates are discussed in Chapter

'This latter motivation lay behind Prime Minister IV.
Suzuki's statement of May 28, 1982, just before the Ver- 4As discussed in Chapter V, su, tight control of inter-
sailles summit, that imports of foreign-made manufactured national financial tranaactions wa natched b) comparably
products should be welcomed, tight controls over domestic Aina- cial transactions
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Ministry of Finance (MOF) retained considerable of the economy has already become much more
case-by-case discretionary authority, which in turn difficult than in the past. and since changes in global
enabled the pace of the liberalization process to vary financial markets are influencing domestic conditions
according to economic conditions. For example, cap- much more directly than in the past. However, and
ital outflow restrictions were first eased when the this appears closer to the MOF view, much of this
trade and current account balances moved into sub- loosening up of Japanese financial markets is occur-
stantial surplus in the early 1970s. Then, when the ring anyway, as the domestic financial system be-
first oil shock hit, capital outflows were once again comes more sophisticated, more modernized, and
restrained. Meanwhile, capital inflows remained more integrated into the world economy. Indeed. it
highly controlled, with only gradual easing lest "too is the high costs of maintaining the existing system
much" foreign investment come in.' Because of the that are increasing the domestic pressure for greater
threat that speculative pressure might cause the (pre- liberalization, domestically and internationally.
viously undervalued) yen to increase further, short- A second major dimension of the liberalization
term capital inflows were also kept under tight reign. issue is the increased internationalization of the yen.

Perhaps the most important legal change affecting Although Japan has become a major economic
Japanese international transactions was the Foreign power, the government in general has resisted any
Exchange Law introduced in December 1980. The expansion of the role of the yen as an international
assumption on which earlier legislation was based- currency, either for private or official purposes.2

namely that foreign exchange transactions were pro- There are, after all, real costs as well as benefits to
hibited except where expressly permitted-was the internationalization of a currency. The main cost
changed to one permitting all transactions except is the government's loss of an ability to intervene
those specifically prohibited. Japanese officials re- easily in the flow of funds affecting the exchange
gard this as a very major change. In practice, since rate. Some loss of control has of course already
Japanese laws are normally written with wide lati- occurred, but as overseas yen transactions increase
tude left to bureaucratic discretion, and, as discussed further, the degree of control that remains would fall
in Chapter III, the system of administrative guidance off dramatically. In any case, the larger the interna-
based on this latitude is so important to the govern- tional market for yen, the more difficult it would be
ing process, the actual impact of this change is likely to pursue a monetary policy that diverges sharply
to be less than the wording of the law might indi- from world conditions- large domestic firms could
cate. On the other hand, the 1980 Foreign Exchange simply lend or borrow directly on international mar-
Law was more than simply a cosmetic change. The kets in yen. Over time. the Japanese government can
capital outflows and increased activity in foreign impede the internationalization of the yen. but it
exchange and capital markets that have occurred probably cannot stop the process. Considerable inter-
since the law was enacted demonstrate that the national use of the yen has occurred already, and
change is having genuine consequences on Japan's continuing pressure exists through official channels
international financial transactions. for Japan to take on greater international financial

The further liberalization of the Japanese capital responsibilities.
market to foreigners is currently an important topic A third dimension of the liberalization issue is
of discussion both within Japan itself and between that of the efficiency of the capital market and a
Japanese government officials and their counterparts separate, but related, issue of reciprocity. On bal-
in other countries. This discussion has several impor- ance, most economic analysts would argue that freer
tant dimensions: First, inside Japan, capital market capital markets increase the efficiency of the interna-
liberalization is only one aspect of the broader issue tional financial system (i.e.. increase the return to
of the liberalization of Japanese financial markets in ultimate savers and reduce the cost to ultimate bor-
general. Many groups have conflicting interests, in- rowers). By extension, a greater degree of integra-
cluding the sometimes quite different concerns of the tion of the largest capital market in Asia, namely
MOF and the Bank of Japan (BOJ). For example, Tokyo, into the global market would further increase
BOJ officials are concerned that greater liberalization the efficiency gains already made. This raises the
of Japanese financial markets would increase to the reciprocity issue. To date, Japanese firms have been
point of being "intolerable,- i.e., it would exacer- able to take advantage of open capital markets
bate the difficulty the BOJ already has in controlling elsewhere in the world, while outsiders have had
the domestic financial system. From the traditional only limited, though increasing, access to Japanese
viewpoint of the BOJ. this concern is justified, capital markets. Since domestic interest rates in
since, as discussed in Chapter V. its ability to direct Japan are held below those that would emerge in a
the flow of credit in a detailed manner among sectors freer market--domestically or internationally--4he

'Beginning in 1968 a series of capital liberalizations
very slowly opened the range of possibilities for foreign 2West Germany has done the same, and for similar
investors, reasons.
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restrictions that foreigners face in obtaining access to As discussed above, little help can be provided at
Japanese capital markets are increasingly being per- the moment by domestic monetary policy, which is
ceived as an unfair trade practice. Although simple tightly constrained on the one hand by the need to
newspaper comparisons of interest rates do not give maintain generally low domestic interest rates to
an accurate account of the gap between Japanese and stimulate investment in the short-term and to hold
world rates, since the use of compensating balances, down the government's debt service burden. On the
fees, and other practices significantly increase the other hand, interest rates also cannot easily be
real interest cost in Japan, there is, at least at the lowered any further because of a fear of increased
moment, an unusually large gap between world and capital outflows and/or an even weaker exchange
Japanese interest rates, which in turn has contributed rate. The compromise policy that is currently being
to the degree of criticism that Japan's system of followed satisfies no one, but cannot easily be
administered rates faces. A further internationaliza- changed. Beyond the general macroeconomic pol-
tion of the capital market would almost certainly icies available to all advanced industrial countries,
lead to a further liberalization of domestic financial more detailed control of the Japanese exchange rate
markets, and in turn would almost certainly benefit through monetary instruments has become less and
foreign firms seeking to borrow in Japan. However, less possible over time, as the size of the foreign
such internationalization would also very likely mean exchange market has grown much larger than the
a lessening of the interest rate differentials that now reserves available to the government for intervention.
make the idea of borrowing in Japan so attractive to
foreigners.

A fourth dimension of capital market liberaliza- 4. U.S.-Japan Bilateral Trends
tion is the concern expressed by many foreign gov-
ernment officials and business representatives that As Japan has moved from a defeated, war-
Japanese officials are using a controlled capital mar- damaged country, concentrating virtually all its ener-
ket to maintain an artificially low exchange rate to gies on economic growth, to one of the most eco-
promote exports. In part, this concern reflects a nomically powerful countries in the world, its
legacy of the late 1960s and early 1970s. when such relationship with the U.S. has changed fundamen-
a practice was indeed the case (and was followed by tally-and not always as smoothly as either country
European countries as yell). In part the yen is might have preferred. Simply by virtue of its size,
seemingly undervalued at the moment because and the concomitant economic role it has been play-
Japan's low interest rates, compared with the U.S. ing and will increasingly play, Japan has become a
and Eurocurrency rates, have caused a substantial major U.S. ally in world affairs generally, and easily
capital outlow, which has depressed the exchange the principal U.S. ally in Asia. It is easy to foresee
rate in spite of Japan's large current account surplus. adverse consequences of scenarios in which Japan
Indeed, Japanese officials have tried, without much were less closely allied to the U.S.: Regional trade
success, to use various administrative practices to blocs would be more likely to develop and, as a
stem this flow. The capital liberalization that has result, rates of economic growth for the rest of the
occurred to date has released a pent-up domestic world, and the U.S. as well, could be measurably
demand for foreign assets (a phenomenon likely below existing rates. Japan's defense forces would
whenever administered controls on prices are re- probably be much larger, far beyond the increased
moved). This pent-up demand has been increased by self-defense levels sought by the U.S. and perhaps
the unusually high interest rates available to Japanese also armed with nuclear weapons; more importantly,
lenders in U.S. and European markets. At the same whether nuclear-armed armed or not, Japan's defense
time, again due to interest rate differentials, borrow- forces would probably be operating more autono-
ing abroad is not particularly attractive to Japanese mously, and less in conjunction with U.S. forces.
firms at the moment. Moreover, despite liberalization The political complications of a strong Japan that
of restrictions on foreign direct investment. Japan were not allied with the U.S. would be vast indeed,
remains a difficult market to enter for a variety of e.g., a possible struggle between China and Japan
institutional reasons, and capital investment in gen- for influence in other countries in Asia, and an
eral has been weak for several years for macro- intensified regional arms race, up to and including
economic reasons. All these imbalances of earlier the proliferation of nuclear weapons to South Korea,
periods will take some time to work themselves out, Taiwan, Australia, and Indonesia. On the other hand,
e.g.. the expansion of incoming investment that is the price the U.S. is prepared to pay to avoid bring-
bound to occur in response to liberalization will not ing about these potential complications is not unlim-
take place overnight. In the face of these trends it is ited. particularly since they have a low probability of
difficult to argue that the system can easily be ma- occurring. Indeed, throughout the postwar period,
nipulated to hold the exchange rate down. Indeed. the key political issue between the U.S. and Japan
much evidence points to a desire b) officials for the has always been the degree to which Japan has (or
exchange rate to rise; the market has dictated other- has not) taken on increased responsibilities for sup-
wise. posedly common interests as its economic power to
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take on such responsibilities has increased. In gen- turned quickly to large trade and current account
eral, of course. the issue of burden sharing between surpluses. which in turn contributed to the concur
the U.S. and all its allies is among the most intracta- rent global problem of adjusting to the transfer of
ble policy problems of the postwar period.' resources to oil exporting countries. Large s.ing, in

Without discussing such strictly political issues both the bilateral trade balance with the L' S and
further, suffice it to say that the perennial debate Nen/dollar exchange rate have occurred since the
over burden sharing has itself been a burden to U.S.- early 1970s (see Figure 11-5).
Japanese relations, with Americans invariably ex- Not surprisingly. U.S.-Japanese relations tended
pecting Japan to take up a larger share of what they to deteriorate s.henever the bilateral trade balance
assume to be commonly-perceived burdens than Jap- moved sharply against the U.S. Japan's past history
anese. with a different perception of common inter- of mercantilist policies combined %ith very rapid and
ests. were inclined to do. To make matters worse, at highly visible successes in many products. have cre-
various times (e.g.. in 1971. with the collapse of the ated almost a seige or warfare mentality among
Bretton Wood)s system of fixed exchange rates and many Americans. both specialists and ordinars cit-
the conclusion shortly thereafter of a bilateral agree- izens. In fact. however, a significant portion of the
ment limiting Japanese textile imports to the U.S.). s%ings in the bilateral trade balance stemmed from
unilateral U.S. actions have appeared to be an effec- different macroeconomic policies and divergent re-
live method of galvaniuing the Japanese government sponses to exogenous events (e.g.. the oil shocks or
into action, the timing of business cycles).

Economic issues have caused the most serious The political rhetoric of bilateral relations has a
specific problems between the U.S. and Japan. In dynamic of its own. and is frequently quite different
the mid-1960s. Japan's concentrated export drives in from underlying economic trends. Political rhetoric is
various labor-intensive industries, most notably in highly sensitive to short-term declines in cyclical
textiles and clothing, contributed to an already diffi- economic conditions, but much less sensitive to an
cult adjustment process in industries that were in improvement in these conditions. For example. it is
decline in the U.S. I the late 1960s and early' 1970s, easy to imagine cases in which memtbers of Congress
Japan's growing balance of trade surpluses and an might propose protectionist solutions to problems
undervalued yen. combined with an unwillingness to that, in terms of underlying economic conditions.
take serious actions to correct these problems. con- were on their way to a solution. Take the case of the
tributed to the c, lapse of the Bretton Woods fixed U.S. auto industry. 'Temporary'" and "voluntary"
exchange rate system. In the 1970s and early 1980s. export quotas were agreed upon in 1981 specifically
Japan's export growth has continued at an extraordi- to buy time in which the U.S. industry might make
nary pace in industries such as steel and auto- adjustments during a period of short-term cyclical
mobiles, which import:ng nations considered recession. Assuming management and labor were
especially important either for strategic reasons or really able to make better cars (in terms of quality.
because of adverse unemployment effects. Japan's price. and overall consumer preferences). continued
more recent export successes in semi-conductors, quantitative restrictions on Japanese automobile ex-
printers and other computer components have raised ports. let alone the more intense protectionism repre-
similar questions. After both oil shocks. Japan re- sented by the proposed local content legislation.

would actually tend to work against the U.S. indus-
try's making further improvements. Such protection

'Serious ambiguities in the relationship betwcen an would tend to drive auto prices up for both domes-
overwhelmingly powerful country and even a moderately tically-produced and imported cars; in so doing. the
powerful ally were the basis for Herman Kahn's distinction restrictions would make U.S. auto workers less in-
between a "superpower" and "superstate." See Kahn. op. clined to accept wage restraints, perhaps in exchange
cit.. in which he defined a "'superstate'" as a country with for job security. and U.S. auto-industry managers
great size and capabilities-particularly economic, finan- less inclined to design cost-reducing production proc-
cial. and technological- but one that stops short of being a
"superpower" capable of defending itself, exerting political esses. Yet members of Congress might well want to
influence over other countries, and initiating and controlling maintain existing quantitative restrictions or impose
great events. By this definition, there are only two "super- new barriers precisely because they were a highly
powers"-the U.S. and the Soviet Union. Japan. because visib -- if also economically counterproductive-
of a global outlook stemming from its already large and way of dealing with their particular political prob-
ever growing economy, is more of a "superstate" than lems.
West Germany, France, or Britain, even though the latter In light of such differences between economic
two are stronger than Japan in military terms. On the other and political trends in the relations between coun-
hand. China. in spite of its low level of per capita income,
probably qualifies as something between a "superpower" tries. we feel that the more productive approach is to
and a "superstate" because of its geographical size, large look first at underlying economic conditions and then
population, and a demonstrated ability to convert its poten- move subsequently to a consideration of political
tial power and moral authority into actual or at least per- issues. Since political issues are usually more subjec-
ceived power. tive and volatile than economic issues, it is more
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effective to try first to clarify the relatively more these shocks, the cyclical forces appeared to move as
objective economic trends, and then to devise politi- follows: when Japan's trade surplus rose to a consid-
cal solutions in light of these economic trends; this is erably higher level, as a percent of total Japan-U.S.
in lieu of trying to devise economically sound solu- trade, the value of the yen subsequently rose as well.
tions t, basically political problems. Moreover, in With a stronger yen then increasing the price of
looking at economic trends, we attempt to sort out Japanese exports. the trade surplus declined, and

the effects of the main short-term cyclical factors subsequently the yen also fell, at which point the

from longer-term structural factors. cycle repeated itself. These cyclical forces are con-
sistent with economic theory. but a question remains

a. Cyclical Factors whether such a cycle will repeat itself, since cur-
Slow growth in Japan impcdes an improvement in rency values now appear to depend less on merchan-

bilateral relations by holding imports down, stimulat- dise trade movements alone than on a combination
ing the export of inventories by highly-leveraged of trade movements, present and expected underlying
firms, and seriously constraining government policy inflation rates, relative interest rates, and current
flexibility. Both the U.S. and Japan are likely to account movements. At the time of the two oil
experience business cycle recoveries in the near shocks, it may be that the trade balance effects of
term, but the U.S. recovery will probably occur first these shocks were so large that in those years they
and be more vigorous, at least initially, dominated all other forces. For example. the 1981

The main implication of this likelihood for bilat- U.S.-Japan data are "off cycle," in the sense that
eral relations is that the U.S. trade deficit with Japan the yen strengthened in a year when it was already
will worsen as economic growth draws in imports, strong, while Japan's merchandise trade surplus also
while export growth will remain relatively stagnant increased, both in absolute terms and as a percentage
as a result of slow growth in Japan and other major of total bilateral trade.
trading partners. Exchange rate trends are also likely The practical question, from the viewpoint of
to hold down U.S. exportn. while stimulating Jap- overall U.S.-Japanese relations, is whether political
anese exports. High U.S. interest rates and newly- relations are strong enough to tolerate a prospective
released demand for foreign assets by Japanese in- worsening of bilateral trade balances in the short
vestors have weakened the yen, relative to the dol- term. Before looking at this question. however, we
lar, at a t.me when Japan's trade and current account turn to a consideration of structural trends.
surpluses would normally lead to a strengthening of
the yen. Indeed, even if the bilateral exchange rate b. Structural Trends
moved overnight to a more "correct" level, i.e., a On balance, structural trends seem likely to bring
higher yen, the residual effects of the previously low about an improvement in bilateral economic rela-
value of the yen will still be felt on transactions- tions, if not in the short-term, then at least over the
and thus on the trade balance--for at least another 18 medium-term. Under this projection, two years from
months. Yet monetar) trends suggest that it is highly now both cyclical and structural !rends will be work-
unlikely that the exchange rate will move to a ing to improve bilateral U.S.-Japanese economic re-
seemingly "correct" level an) time soon. lations.

This combination of leads-and-lags in business The most important structural trend influencing
cycle conditions and the lagged exchange rate effects U.S.-Japanese economic relations is changing com-
suggest that for the next 1-2 years the bilateral U.S.- parative advantage. Production in both countries is
Japanese imbalance on merchandise trade is likely to moving increasingly toward higher technology man-
worsen, under almost any circumstances. In fact, ufactured goods and toward an increasing share of
there is almost nothing that can be done to avoid this services in economic activity. In general, Japan lags
deterioration, with the exception of something as the U.S. in this shift, and the U.S. has a compara-
dramatic as exporting Alaskan oil to Japan. In time, tive advantage in many of the industries leading the
say 2-5 years out, these cyclical trends will almost shift, most notably in a variety of services-espe-
certainly move the trade balance toward an equilib- cially financial services. In terms of manufactured
rium, although also very likely somewhat overshoot- goods, the U.S. and Japan are, and will continue to
ing initially, be. directly competitive across a range of high-tech-

The large swings in the bilateral trade balance nology goods.
and the exchange rate shown in Figure I-5 need not In the process of change discussed above, Japan
be repeated. In our view, they resulted from specific will move toward the more typical horizontal, "intra-
shocks and instabilities in the global economy of the industry" trading pattern that characterizes trade
1970s. Changes in the international financial system among other industrial countries-most notably
beginning in 1971 and culminating in the introduction within Western Europe-but also in European-U.S.
of floating exchange rates in 1973 permitted these trade. Without question this evolution will be slow,
events to trigger large, self-generating cyclical but the efficiency gains from such a shi" will be-
changes in the U.S.-Japanese bilateral merchandise come increasingly important to Japan. Opening the
trade balance and exchange rate. Abstracting from country to increased imports of manufactured goods
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will pass more of the gains of economic growth on Japan's independence has so far been manifested
to consumers-through lower prices-particularly in not in the kind of explicit steps that France took
the face of the anticinated more sluggish growth of under President DeGaulle (e.g., withdrawing its mil-
real disposable incomes. Increased imports will also itary forces from NATO while remaining within the
be needed to hold down the cost of inputs to Jap- broad political bounds of the alliance), but rather in
anese producers. Once Japanese producers become an implicit and altogether pragmatic calculation of its
convinced that greater imports of manufactured own interests in a narrow sense and a correspond-
goods are in their own best interest, markets will ingly implicit assumption that the U.S. will do the
open rapidly. However, large increases in the vol- same. The Japanese are fully prepared to cooperate
ume of U.S.-Japanese trade along a more horizontal with U.S. actions if such cooperation is perceived by
pattern will only occur later in the decade.' them to be in their own interest as well. Japanese

Economic frictions also reflect profound differ- will not go out of their way to help the U.S. help
ences in institutions and values between Japan and itself, but they also will not go out of their way to
the other, predominantly Western, advanced indus- prevent the U.S. from doing so.
trial countries; these are, in turn, a result of Japan's Thus, we see ahead a period of incr. .sing eco-
later development. As noted above, Japanese sought nomic friction between the U.S. and Japan lasting at
for many years to catch up to the West in terms of a least a year, possibly longer. However, a combina-
stream of income; having more or less done this, the tion of cyclical and structural changes are likely to
next goal is to catch up in terms of a stock of wealth improve bilateral economic relations in the medium-
as well. As this process unfolds, many, if not most, term. and thus provide a basis for improved political
Japanese would be pleased with a change in empha- relations. Indeed, the benefits of the U.S.-Japan rela-
sis, toward more consunption for the present as tionship to both sides are so large that it is hard to
against investment for the future-in effect, to live see how short-term economic differences, however
better. great, would undermine the relationship as a whole.

In time, as we have noted above, exchange rate Pressures for compromise on both sides are great,
changes, changes in consumer tastes, changes in and in time we expect these to prevent hasty. self-
production costs, reducticns in both formal and in- destructive actions in either country.
formal trade barriers, and in general, a whole variety
of changes in comparative advantage will work to
increase allocative efficiency, which in turn should E. Conclusions and Implications
ameliorate the frictions between Japan and the U.S.
But such long-term adjustment processes, however The success or failure of Japanese industrial de-
elegantly they may operate in theory (and in time in velopment policies, and their implications for U.S.
practice as well), normally do not operate well trade and investment, can only be evaluated in the
enough to satisfy U.S. politicians (or those in any context of the economic and political conditions in
democratic country), who have much shorter-term which they take place. This long and rather complex
political cycles against which they are measuring chapter was structured specifically to describe this
their own self-interest, context. We do not attempt here to summarize all the

main points of this chapter-which itself is a sum-
c. Policy Outlook mary. Rather, we discuss certain points that we think
There has always been room for Japan to take are particulary relevant for evaluating Japanese in-

more policy initiati,s to promote smoother bilateral dustrial development policies.
economic relations. However, Japanese political To state the obvious. Japan has been extraor-
leaders have generally bee- unwilling to take such dinarily successful in achieving economic progress.
initiatives. Indeed, the Japanese government has al- Even since 1973, relative to other advanced indus-
most always required external pressure, either politi- trial countries, Japan's economy has performed ex-
cal or economic, real or contrived, to institute major tremely well. Many scholars have identified various
policy changes. The U.S., too, is taking time to proximate causes of Japan's success, but we argue
adjust to a world in which its major allies act in- that no one, including ourselves, understands exactly
creasingly independently, why Japan's extraordinary record of economic

growth actually occurred-i.e., the causes behind the
causes. We do believe there was no single cause of
success, let alone some grand conspiracy centered on

'Recent growth in direct investment of Japanese firms a series of industrial development policies promnul-
into the U.S. and the growth, though much slower, of of industrialernment. ent p anese ponoi c

direct investment of U.S. firms into Japan will also contrib- gated by the government. Rather, Ja eoImic

ute to this shift. Data on U.S. and European trade flows success reflects a complex interaction of historical

clearly indicate that a large fraction of manufactured goods trends, ambition, hard work, good luck, and reason-
trade represents intra-firm trade, i.e., one division or sub- ably effective public policy (of which industrial de-
%idiar. of a multinational dealing with the parent company velopment policy is only one part); each of these
or another division or subsidiary of the same multinational, factors played a key role.
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Focusing specifically on government policy, we In an important sense, the industry-specific problems
find several characteristics particularly important. are typically brought to a head by more general
First. the total size of government was kept small adverse conditions. For example. there is a strong
and reasonably efficient, at least through the early correlation between a sharp increase in U.S.-Japan
1970s. by a serious commitment to balanced budgets frictions over specific industries and the periods
and a commitment to keep the tax burden no higher when the overall bilateral trade balance moved
than 20 percent of GDP. Secondly. Japan maintained sharply against the U.S. Typically, this correlation
a strong commitment to economic growth-against has in turn reflected large swings in exchange rates
which all other goals were weighed. Finally. rela- and divergent business cycles in the two countries.
tively small-scale policies (in terms of the absolute as well as different responses to global shocks.
cost to the budget. size of subsidies to specific sec- Since the late 1960s. Japan has faced many politi-
tors. etc.) were applied with great success, largely cal pressures to open its economy. It has responded
because these various policies were by and large to these pressures with varying degrees of liberaliza-
working in the same direction. Even when conflicts tion, yielding the greatest gains only since the
among different policies become unavoidable-e.g., mid-1970s. Global economic difficulties have im-
monetary restraint at business cycle peaks or the peded both the ability and willingness of foreign
imposition of pollution control regulations. both of firms to take advantage of these changes. as well as
which impeded growth in the short term-great care the actual implementation of the changes themselves.
was taken to minimize the negative effects on high- Given the relative competitiveness of various U.S.
priority industries and activities, and Japanese industries at the moment, as well as

During the 1970s Japan has, and increasingly in the current level of the yen/dollar exchange rate and
the 1980s Japan will. come to face many of the same- the likely paths of cyclical recovery in both coun-
kinds of problems, policy dilemmas, and political tries, many bilateral economic problems are inuacta-
constraints that the other advanced industrial coun- ble in the short-term. Only over the medium- to
tries have already encountered. Two of the more long-term can one expect to see significant economic
important of these include the need to disinvest in gains from adjustments based on market conditions
several uncompetitive industries simultaneously and and/or past liberalization programs and those that
conflicts between policy goals (e.g., infrastructure might emerge from current or forthcoming trade ne-
development vs. reduction of budget deficits, or low gotiations.
interest rates to stimulate investment vs. high rates to This intractability in bilateral economic relations
strengthen the exchange rate). Moreover, the goals in the short-term, assuming it to be an accurate
of Japanese society on a whole are becoming much forecast, has important implications for U.S. nego-
more heterogeneous, compared to the era when tiating strategy vis-a-vis Japan: (I) genuine economic
catching up to the West in terms of per capita in- solutions will not emerge immediately, even in the
come dominated all other goals. wake of brilliant political or negotiating successes: to

A signal characteristic of Japanese economic suc- expect large, immediate trade gains from bilateral
cess-and one that has contributed significantly to discussions will only lead to disappointment: (2) po-
specific bilateral and multilateral trade frictions-has litical leverage should be applied most to Japan's
been a concentration of effort in a limited number of remaining trade barriers and other impediments that
product areas and export markets. We believe offer the greatest potential gains over the longer
Japan's export successes will continue to be char- term; and (3) where possible. U.S. negotiators
acterized by such concentrations for the foreseeable should seek gains that take advantage of a combina-
future. However. the levels of tension reached in the tion of favorable cyclical and structural trends that in
past and the prospective levels of tension that could turn would strengthen the economic and political
be reached in the future reflect macroeconomic gains to both sides.
trends as well as various industry-specific problems.
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CHAPTER ZL
Japanese Industrial Development

Policies: Past and Present

The previous chapter tried to describe the record technology, relative to the past, leading to productiv-
of Japanese economic development and prospects for ity improvements, which lead in turn to an econ-
future development, including Japan's interaction omy's being able to undertake many new activities in
with the rest of the world, particularly the U.S. In addition to or instead of the activities previously
this chapter. we try to present a general outline of undertaken.2

past and present Japanese industrial development If the above description seems straightforward or
policies, together with some projections about the even obvious, all the better, since there seems to us
likely directions that future policies might take. It is to be considerable confusion as to the meaning of
important to emphasize, in such discussions, a dis- industrial development. Industrial development is
tinction between industrial development itself and often used to refer only to the growth of manufactur-
industrial development policies. These phenomena ing industries, and not to a broader progression
are often assumed, inaccurately, to be one and the through many kinds of economic activities. In effect,
same, particularly with regard to Japan. industry and manufacturing are often considered syn-

Industrial development, as we use the term, is a onymous. Thus, when people talk about industrial
specific aspect of the more general subject of eco- development, they are often referring to the progres-
nomic development. Industrial development, in the sion from a primarily agricultural to a primarily
sense used here, refers to an ever-changing mix of manufacturing economy. but no further. In fact.
activities on the production side of an economy. equating industrial development with the growth of
Typically, as an economy develops (i.e., as its out- manufacturing industries is an accurate reading of
put or income per capita increases over time), the economic development in the more advanced coun-
kinds of activities that are engaged in change as tries only up to roughly the early 1950s (though it
well, and in broadly similar patterns across coun- still remains accurate for many of the world's poorer
tries. This process has been described and analyzed countries). At that point in the history of the more
in a large body of literature on long-term economic advanced economies, services began to overtake
growth, and can be summarized with a brief refer- manufacturing, as a percent of both output and em-
ence to the by-now classical characterization of in- ployment. By the mid-1970s, service industries be-
dustrial development as a shift of resources, both in gan to be seen as frontier sectors of the more
terms of output and employment, from agriculture to advanced economies, and thus of the overall process
manufacturing to services.' This process is more a of industrial development.
relative than an absolute shift. As economies de- In other words, the term industrial development,
velop, they do not necessarily produce less agricul- as used in this report, refers to a continuing process
tural or manufacturing output. In fact, those that is likely to continue indefinitely, with still fur-
economies that are particularly well-suited to one or ther shifts expected in the kinds of activities under-
the other of these activities typically produce more
such output in absolute terms, but-and this is the
key point-they do so with much less input of labor.
This change in circumstances is made possible by 2The increased capital and technology applied to a pro-
the application of increasing amounts of capital and duction process is usually so effective that the real (i.e..

inflation-adjusted) price of the product in question declines
over time. Meanwhile, the surplus labor does not stand
idle. Rather, with some exceptions, it shifts to higher pro-
ductivity (and therefore usually higher paying) work. In-

'See, for example, Colin Clark, The Conditions of Eco- deed, this shift of labor is normally viewed as one of the
nomic Progress 3rd ed.. (New York: St. Martin's Press, major contributions of economic growth to society, or
1957). and Simon Kuznets. Modern Economic Growth: human prcgress. in general. The most obvious exceptions
Rate. Structure, and Spread (New Haven, CT: Yale Uni- to this process are older workers who are difficult to re-
versity Press. 1966). train.
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taken in both the manufacturing and the services affect the flow of goods and services across national
sectors of highly developed economies) The once boundaries. The two are inextricably linked, of
accurate emphasis on the manufacturing sector as the course, all the more so in an economy like Japan's,
most important indicator of economic development is where, relative to the U.S.. the government has
thus losing its relevance for highly developed econo- pursued active industrial and trade policies in the
mies such as the U.S. and Japan, as they lose com- sense of selecting (or strongly influencing) which
parative advantage in basic manufacturing industries industries to promote.
and either need or want to shift their frontier activi- Japanese industrial development policy, like Jap-
ties to higher technology manufacturing and to anese industrial development itself, has always been
highly paid services. Industrial development, then, is subject to change. Indeed, economic growth brings
not to be equated with manufacturing sector growth; change as a matter of course. For Japan. which
it includes services as well, and for the more ad- experienced the most rapid rate of economic growth
vanced economies, increasingly so. in world history for a 25-year period, this process

By implication, the term industrial development brought with it considerable change in industrial
policy refers to attempts by governments to acceler- structure and, correspondingly, in industrial develop-
ate or otherwise influence the process of industrial ment policies as well.' The kinds of economic activ-
development. Where the term might have once re-
ferred to policies designed to promote manufacturing means used by the public authorities to influence the behav-
industries, in the future it is likely to refer to policies ior of enterprises in relation to targets fixed, in some cases.
designed to promote service industries at least as as part of a given strategy. These instruments are intended
much as manufacturing, if not more so. The term above all to influence either the profitability prospects of

industrial policy, though sometimes used in a techni- investment or operating conditions in enterprises by trans-
cal sense to refer to an even broader range of pol- ferring financial costs or resources.' Selected Industrial

Poic" Instruments: Objectives and Scope (Paris: Organisa-
icies, can for all practical purposes be used tion -for Economic Co-operation and Development, 1978),
interchangeably with industrial development policy. pp. 7-8. Industrial policy by this definition incorporates
Other than in the general sense of a term used to many traditional areas of policy such as: (1) competition
describe attempts by government to influence the policy; (2) technology policy; (3) regional policy; (4) ad-
process of industrial development, the terms indus- justment policy; (5) environmental policy: health and safety
trial development policy and industrial policy have regulations; and other policies aimed at improving non-
actually been rather loosely defined, in the sense of economic aspects of lifestyles; (6) other social policies; (7)
being used by different authors and governments in commercial policy; and (8) national security policy. Indeed,

even macro-economic policies to stimulate investment also
many different ways.2 In this study, we define indus- fit this OECD definition. Overlapping policy objectives and
trial development policy (and i idustrial policy) in the the problems they create are addressed in Irving Leveson
narrow sense already implied above: the specific use and Jimmy W. Wheeler, eds., op. cit., passim.
of available policy instruments for purposes of fos- 3Chalmers Johnson, in his extensive work in the history
tering growth or rationalization in particular sectors, of MITI, distinguishes between economies that are "mar-
industries, or firms. We define trade policy similarly ket-rational," where "efficiency" in the sense of achieving
narrowly: the specific use of policy instruments to a certain output with a minimum expenditure of inputs (or

the maximum possible output for a fixed quantity of in-
'With regard to manufacturing activities, there is con- puts), is the main criterion of decision-making. and econo-

siderable data already on record to suggest that highly mies that are "plan-rational," where "effectiveness," in the
developed economies are likely to shift increasingly toward sense of achieving certain specified objectives without
higher technology manufacturing, while leaving basic, or necessarily seeking an economy of resources in achieving
assembly line, manufacturing activities to middle-income these objectives, is the main criterion of decision-making.
countries, e.g., Brazil, South Korea, or Taiwan, and even- Johnson considers Japan and other late developing countries
tually other countries as well. Correspondingly, the service to be plan-rational, and he sees the government in such
sectors of highly developed economies are likely to change states as naturally taking a more active, developmental role
to higher value-added activities, relative to the past, e.g., than in countries that developed earlier. Carrying the point
fewer bank tellers and more financial consultants. Inter- a step further, Johnson argues that in a market-rational
estingly, the shares of output and employment of the man- economy, the state concerns itself mainly with regulating
ufacturing and service sectors are not likely to change that the ground rules within which economic activities take
much, relative to the shares they have come to occupy in place, without trying to direct which economic activities
recent years. But the quality of the activities in both these might be undertaken. In a plan-rational economy, on the
sectors is likely to change considerably, and it is this other hand, a key role of the state is to direct what eco-
change-which, in many ways, is also a change in what nomic activities are best engaged in. Obviously, the plan-
people typically perceive to be a "natural" economic struc- rational state is more likely to have an industrial develop-
ture-that seems to us not to have been well enough under- ment policy-indeed, as Johnson notes, to give such policy
stood. "the greatest precedence." By contrast, "the market-ra-

' The OECD defines industrial policy by referring to its tional state usually will not even have an industrial policy
purpose: "The main purpose of industrial policy instru- (or, at any rate, will not recognize it as such)." Thus, in
ments is to permit the transfer of resources between the Johnson's classification system, the U.S. today is a good
State and industry in order to achieve specific objectives." example of a market-rational economy, and Japan today is
More specifically, "Industrial policy instruments are the a good example of a plan-rational economy. See Johnson,

MITI and the Japanese Miracle, op. cit., pp. 18-19.
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ity and government policies that were appropriate for other reasons-most notably. the promotion of social
a period of recovery from war, such as direct admin- welfare goals-has increased over time. As the econ-
istrative control over the use of scarce foreign ex- omy has grown, Japanese society as a whole has
change earnings, quite naturally became inappropri- adopted new goals in addition to the traditionally
ate as this period gradually faded away. Trade and dominant postwar goal of economic growth. e.g..
investment policies designed for "infant industries" protection of the environment, increased leisure
became unjustified and to a large extent counterpro- time, and better health care. Thus the Japanese gov-
ductive, once such industries succeeded in establish- emient has either stepped in. or been forced to step
ing an initial degree of competitiveness in world in, to promote such goals in much the same way that
markets. In 1964, when Japan, with U.S. sponsor- this shift occurred earlier in other advanced industrial
ship, was admitted to membership in the OECD- countries.
with the specific implication that it was joining the
ranks of the advanced industrial countries-the Jap-
anese government was thereby committed to follow 1. Revival of Basic Manufacturing
the same policies of (relatively) free trade and in-
vestment that already prevailed among other OECD
countries.' Meanwhile, continuing changes in world The process of promoting growth began. in one
market conditions-most notably high global growth sense, as soon as the war had ended, and was con-
in the 1950s and 1960s, increases in energy prices in siderably accelerated in 1948-49. when U.S. occupa-
1973-74 and again in 1979-80, and the growing im- tion policy shifted from one of trying to limit Japan's
portance of the so-called Newly Industrializing re-emergence as a major power to one that deliber-
Countries (NICs) in the late 1970s-have brought ately sought to foster such re-emergence as a coun-
with them significant changes in Japan's comparative terweight to the newly perceived threat represented
advantage. This has become particularly evident in by the Soviet Union and the transformation of China
the last five years, with the much-increased need for from an ally under a Nationalist government to an
new policies to deal with declining as well as ad- adversary under the new Communist government. By
vancing industries. In other words, Japan's industrial 1949, occupation policy on Japanese trade and indus-
development itself and government policies contrib- trial development had shifted completely to one of
uting to that development have both been tied to promoting both as quickly as possible.
specific conditions dominating the economic environ- The Ministry of International Trade and Industry
ment of the time. ,MITI) was formed in 1949 as an amalgamation of

Accordingly. this chapter presents a general de- the Ministry of Commerce and Industry and an oc-
scription of how postwar Japanese industrial devel- cupation-organized Board of Trade. MITI became
opment policies have changed over time, followed the principal architect of industrial development pol-
by a description of how current policies reflect the icies which, generally speaking, have adhered
entry of new government ministries and pressure closely to traditionally Japanese concepts of eco..
groups into the policy-making process. The chapter nomic organization going back to the prewar and
concludes with some s. -:ulation on future trends in even Meiji periods. These policies fit the pattern of
industrial development policy, what Johnson refers to as a plan-rational economy.

in which the government could and did influence
both the kinds of products to be produced and the

A. Historical Evolution of levels of production.2 Earlier efforts at moderniza-
Japanese Industrial Development tion. going back to the Meiji era, were heavily
Policies influenced by a small number of explicitly political

goals, e.g.. to prevent Japan from being taken over
Broadly speaking. Japanese government interven- or dominated by foreign countries, a seemingly all

tion in the economy, for purposes of promoting too likely prospect in the mid-19th century. In Jap-
industrial development, has declined as the economy anese eyes. modernization was not limited to the
itself has grown, while government intervention for concept of economic growth as defined by Simon

Kuznets, meaning simply "sustained increases in
product per capita." ' Rather. it was-and still is-
associated with a much broader concept of "national

'Japan had declared Article II status in the GATT in strength." which includes military strength. eco-

1963: this involved a commitment to remove certain export
subsidies and foreign exchange allocations. Japan shifted
from Article 14 to Article 8 status in the International
Monetary Fund in 1964. a step that required it to end
controls on foreign exchange used for current account 2See footnote 3 on the preceding page, and for still
transactions and restrictions on yen convertibility by non- more details, see Johnson, MITI and the Japanese Miracle,
residents. These steps were followed in 1967 by a phased op. cit., passim.
program of liberalization of capital account transactions. Simon Kuznets, op, cit., p. 1.
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nomic strength. social stability, and, as a result, allocate foreign exchange for purchases of imports.
political strength.' This authority carried with it the implication that

For this purpose. basic manufacturing industries government officials could and would decide, based
were essential. Thus, the main goal of the early on their interpretation of the national interest, which
postwar years. at once both simple and elegant. was particular activities (or. in some cases no doubt.
to revive and expand Japan's basic manufacturing which particular firms) deserved highest priority.
industries, and do so in a way that would produce rhis they did forcefully, particularly in the early
goods for export, which would, in turn, earr the postwar years. As Krause and Sekiguchi describe
foreign exchange required to develop the next. more MITI's role in those days:
sophisticated step in the manufacturing cycle. More- The MITI had to approve, on a case-by-case
over. Japan's lack of natural res,,,irces (or large basis, any foreign trade transaction that was
tracts of arable land) meant that, at least until re- not to be based on the standard method lof
cently, its comparative advantage for purposes of payment]. Thus, the MITI became intimately
economic development almost certainly lay ininvolved in business decisions from its begin-
ufacturedning and was able to evolve into a very pow-

One may reasonably doubt that Meiji leaders con- erful ministryai
sciously thought in terms of comparative advantage
as defined in international trade theory,' or even that They also note that under the "'standard method of
the early postwar leaders thought in these terms. payment." export transactions were treated more
Their motivation, as noted above, was probably generously than imports. financial resources were
closer to the broader idea of "national strength." But directed toward tradeable goods and thus away from
as Japanese exports of manufactured goods became goods only for domestic consumption, and imports
and remained continually successful in world mar- were limited to allegedly essential goods: indeed.
kets. the success that these exports achieved gradu- financial preferences for foreign trade, in the form of
ally led to the now widely-held view that the lower interest rates, were not completely eliminated
country's comparative advantage lay overwhelmingly until August 1971.
in basic manufactured goods. The success stories in At the same time. as also noted in Chapter 11.
toys, textiles, Christmas tree lights, radios, stainless new Japanese products were not developed exclu-
steel, hot rolled steel, ships. light trucks. heavy sively for export. In almost every case, a domestic
trucks, automobiles, industrial machinery, cameras, market was developed first, giving producers long
precision instruments, transistor radios, black-and- production runs through wvhich they could achieve
white television sets, color TVs. tape recordrs, the very economies of scale that enabled such goods
electronic calculators, hand-held computers. and now to be exported at highly competitive prices. The
64K RAMs are of course well-known. And at least export successes in steel, automobiles, and consumer
some credit for these successes must be given to electronics illustrate the point. To be sure, through-
government policies, and particularly to MITI as the out the 1950s and 1960s. Japanese manufacturers
primary agency responsible for industrial develop- were able to build such a domestic market in part
ment policy. though. as noted in Chaptcr 11. there is because competition from imports hardly existed.
considerable disagreement among scholars as to ex- Indeed, government policy prevented imports of al-
aelly what the role of government policy has been. most anything except some foods, industrial raw

A clearly unequivocal example of the govern- materials, or capital goods not (yet) manufactured in
ment's role in influencing industrial development was Japan. Typically, intermediate goods for the produc-
the postwar system of laws and regulations govern- ing sector were licensed for import with little diffi-
ing foreign trade. These gave officials authority to culty; consumer imports. however, were almost non-

existent. The self-abnegation of Japanese consumers,
at least during the first 20-25 years of the postwar

'The prewar term kokuryoku (literally "national period, was supported by the limited contact that
strength") now has a harsh ring to it, reminding people of individual Japanese had with foreign markets and by
wartime excesses, and as such is no longer used. In effect, the considerable satisfaction that Japanese consumers
the notion of economic growth replaced kokuryoku after the could obtain anyway through the rapid growth of
war as a basic national goal. Within the past five years, as
more of the earlier postwar taboos against Japanese interest real disposable income. In effect, any increased ex-

in national defense weakened, a new term-sbg6 anzen pectations that individual Japanese might have felt
hosh6. literally "comprehensive security"-has come into during this period were being more than fully met by
use. The new term incorporates the orthodox idea of na- the growth and variety of domestically-produced
tional defense, but in a way that de-emphasizes a narrow, consumer goods. Meanwhile, prospective exporters
hardware-oriented (or uniformed services-oriented) ap- from other countries generally did not see a market
proach to defense, while emphasizing the broad-based fac- in Japan, or if they accepted that a market existed in
tors affecting national security. e.g., energy security, raw principle, either did not take seriously the idea of
materials supplies, and high investment levels as a source
of continued high growth and therefore also presumably
domestic social and political stability as well. 2Krause and Sekiguchi. op. cit.. p. 411.
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penetrating that Japanese market or arguably were trial development or trade policy during these years
deferred from doing so by (then) high tariffs or other were almost minimal.
trade barriers. Some successes occurred, but the Public discussion of any aspect of foreign trade in
number was low because only a few foreign firms Japan was-and still is-dominated by heated de-
(e.g.. at that time. Coca-Cola) had both the high bates over seemingly minor matters, often made
liquidity required for extensive start-up costs and the "major" by sensational treatment in the press, which
necessary long-term view that such high start-up in turn was often encouraged by Japanese negotiators
costs required. hoping to shore up their position. In a once-famous

Thus, whether by design or simply in fact, Jap- case from the 1965-73 period, a U.S. request that
anese producers enjoyed considerable "infant indus- American farmers be allowed to export grapefruits to
try" protection for most of the first 20 years of the Japan was met with such counter-arguments as (1)
postwar period. They also benefited, though clearly Japanese would not like grapefruits: (2) Japanese
more as a coincidence than from any design on their tangerine sales (and farmers) would be drastically
part, from the most rapid period of world growth in affected, which even might upset the social stability
output and trade ever recorded. In other words, of rural constituencies, on which the ruling Liberal-
Japanese manufacturers in this period enjoyed the Democratic party depended, and perhaps even con-
double benefits of a large and captive domestic mar- tribute to Communist party victories; and (3) the
ket and a large and growing world market. This ever-invoked general plea that Japan was merely a
pattern of industrial development (and attendant pol- "small, island country with few natural resources,"
icies supporting the development of basic manufac- making what headwa) it could in a cold, cruel
turing industries) continued without interruption until world. Advocates of such a response did suggest at
the mid-1960s, or, more precisely, through 1965, _
when Japan's balance of merchandise trade (i*e., its other countries, for whatever reasons, to sell more goods to
exports and imports of goods) turned significantly Japan. Norman Macrae of The Economist noticed as early
and, to date indefinitely, positive.' as May 1967, before the capital liberalization program was

even officially unveiled, that it would hardly constitute an
opening of floodgates to foreign investment. As he noted in

2. Changes in Concepts But Not a s.ecial survey article, when he asked a MITI official in
Actions: 1965-73 which industries foreigners might hope to set up wholly-

owned subsidiaries, he was jokingly told that geta, or

Although any period might be described as one of Japanese-style wooden clogs, might qualify. In a more
serious vein. Macrae went on to conclude that the "first list

transition, the years between 1965 and 1973 were for so-called capital liberalization is likely to be restricted
clearly transitional for Japanese industrial develop- to industries in which Japanese companies are already so
ment policy. Once Japan's balance of trade turned strong, or else in which the Japanese market is already so
positive in 1965, various restrictions on imports of over-supplied, that only a foreign lunatic would set up a
goods or capital became increasingly unjustified. new venture" (See Norman Macrae, "The Risen Sun," The
Correspondingly, pressures for change from trading Economist, May 27, 1967, p. xxvii). In these years be-
partners. most notably the U.S., became increasingly tween 1965 and 1973, foreign government officials often
strong. On the surface, Japan did little more than spoke with great bitterness about Japan's capital liberaliza-

fight a series of holding actions against mounting tion program, as though they had somehow been misin-
criticism of its residual trade restrictions and of the formed about its provisions or schedule. More likely, they

had failed to understand it as well as Macrae did, and were
pace at which capital liberalization was scheduled to then naturally reluctant to blame themselves for problems
take place.2 In fact, within the government, and that were more expediently blamed on the Japanese govern-
particularly within MITI, the period was one of great ment. Of course the possibility that such a negative politi-
ferment. Indeed, the ferment itself probably delayed cal reaction would arise was a risk the Japanese
decisive action; as a result, actual changes in indus- government took in devising the limited program it did.

'For details on the ferment within MITI. see Johnson,
MITI and the Japanese Miracle, op. cit., especially Chap-
ter VIII. Not surprisingly, various active and retired MITI
officials have cautioned against accepting Johnson's inter-

'There were small surpluses in earlier years, but a trend pretations of intra-MITI disputes as necessarily correct.
was established after 1965. Johnson acknowledges in his introduction the assistance of

2A program for capital liberalization in stages was intro- one official, Hiroshi Yokokawa. whom he credits with hav-
duced in 1967. In itself, the idea of a gradual liberalization ing made many contributions to a seminar Johnson lield at
was completely consistent with established practice, both the University of California in 1978-79, when Yokokawa
internationally and within any developed country in which was on leave and studying there. Of Yokokawa's assis-
immediate t.e., non-gradual) changes in the regulatory tance, a senior MITI official said recently, "His opinions
environment would be deemed arbitrary. Criticism of the are only those of himself." According to several sources,
pace of Japan's capital liberalization program mounted in MITI has underway a project to translate Johnson's book
large part because Japan's trade surpluses, particularly with into Japanese, combining the translation with a commen-
the U.S., were also mounting. The capital liberalization tary. One source predicted that the commentary would
program became a partial scapegoat for the inability of exceed the length of the book.
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times that a few grapefruits might be admitted as a Throughout this period, as noted above, MITI
sign of "sincerity," with the understanding, of was in the midst of a major debate on the future
course, that for the reasons given above, no great direction of the Japanese economy and its own role
numbers could be considered for some years hence. in that future. Already in 1970, the Asahi Shimbun
In retrospect, such arguments-on grapefruits and had launched its kutabare GNP (down with GNP)
many other issues-were clearly not as unanimous as campaign, and the sarcastic slogan "Gross National
outsiders often imagined them to be, and probably Pollution" had gained much public appeal. The pub-
not even unanimous within whatever ministry had lic began to criticize MITI for serving the interests
jurisdiction over the item in question. However, they of business rather than the public as a whole. In
were typical of discussions in those days-and still general, a reaction against economic growth as a
occur periodically.' primar) goal (and against basic manufacturing indus-

In this atmosphere, U.S. (and to a lesser extent, tries as an unqualified benefit to the economy)
other OECD) representatives became increasingly seemed to grow as rapidly as the economy itself had
frustrated. They saw little progress in efforts to been growing. MITI tried to respond to these crit-
break into the Japanese market-a task that in any icisms with programs to rectify complaints and to
event they felt Japanese should facilitate. They also give itself a role in the suddenly important field of
had little luck in various attempts to secure Japanese environmental protection.' MITI was also re-
government support for export quotas, e.g., on tex- organized during this period to introduce so-called
tile shipments to the U.S.2 The end to this combina- horizontal bureaus onto the traditionally powerful so-
tion of simmering friction and frustration between called vertical, or industry-by-industry, bureaus. The
Japan and its trading partners was signaled by a aim was to promote greater consistency both within
series of external shocks to the economy, beginning MITI and among ministries.' More important, for
with actions President Nixon took in August 1971 to the longer term at least, were the general MITI plans
break the U.S. dollar link to gold and levy an for industrial structure shifts away from basic man-
across-the-board 10 percent surcharge on imports. ufacturing and toward so-called "knowledge-inten-
These actions, like the Japanese export successes sive" industries, meaning those with higher capital
cited above, are too well-known to require much per worker, requiring (and permitting) higher skills
discussion here. The effect, in any case, was to raise and wages, and incidentally generating less pollu-
the value of the yen (and the mark), relative to the tion. These plans were made public in various policy
dollar. This was followed, in October, by the U.S.'s papers or "visions," produced either by MITI itself.
forcing through a textile agreement by threatening to or by varioi's public/private advisory groups, notably
impose the same restrictions on Japan unilaterally. the industrial Structure Council.,
The Smithsonian currency agreement of December Another version of then-current ideas within
1971, reached in response to the Administration's MITI evolved into an openly political document
August measures, broke down in February 1973, and when a former MITI Minister, Kakuei Tanaka, bor-
led to a system of floating exchange rates. Thus, rowed heavily from in-house material to develop a
Japan was forced to make significant economic ad- plan for infrastructure development that he then used
justments, albeit largely through unilateral U.S. as part of a campaign for the Prime Ministership.
measures, which were then followed by elaborate This plan. Nippon Reft Kaizi-Ron (literally, An
efforts to repair the political damage these unilateral Essay on the Reconstruction of the Japanese Islands).
U.S. measures had done to relations with Western
Europe and Japan.

On the theory that environmental p:otection and the
'Finance Minister Michio Watanabe told a group of promotion of business should not be in the same ministry.

Japanese reporters earlier this year that the "reason we an Environmental Agency, with cabinet rank, was estab-
don't smoke foreign cigarettes isn't their high price; it's that lished in July 1971, with the mission of coordinating the
they don't taste good." (See Asahi Shimbun, March 4, environmental protection activities of various other minis-
1982, p. 9.) Under heavy criticism for "substantiating" tries.
foreign claims that Japanese were inherently biased against 4Again, for details, see Johnson, MITI and the Jap-
importing manufactured products. Watanabe suddenly anese Miracle, op. cit., Chapter VIII.
switched his own preference, within two days of his earlier 'Such "visions" have been produced at various times
statement, from a Japanese to a U.S. brand, since 1963, and have generated the usual disagreements

I Some European countries, notably France and Italy, among scholars, officials, business executives, and journal-
kept Japanese goods out altogether or held them to ex- ists as to their importance, either in real or symbolic terms.
tremely low levels by invoking stipulated exceptions to the Yoshihisa Ojimi, then administrative Vice Minister of
GATT, or, in the case of French restrictions on Japanese MITI, presented what then became the most well-known
automobile shipments. simply through the arbitrary admin- such "vision" to a meeting of the OECD Industry Commit-
istration of customs regulations. The inflationary or other tee in Tokyo in June 1970. This statement was subsequently
anti-competitive costs of this policy were obviously incorporated into an English-language reference, The Indus-
deemed, in the political process of these countries, to be trial Policy of Japan (Paris: Organisation of Economic Co-
tolerable. operation and Development, 1972).
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more commonly known as "The Tanaka Plan,"' 3. Post-Oil Shock Adjustments:
stiffed great interest, partly because, in contrast to 1973-Present
the Asahi-led critique of past policies, it took a
positive approach. Thus the plan appealed to Jap- As they worked their way through the economy,
anese who, though perhaps disillusioned with previ- the increases in energy prices in 1973-74 and in
ous policies that emphasized basic manufacturing 1979-80 had an effect on Japanese industrial devel-
industries almost to the exclusion of anything else, opment far greater than the policy measures taken up
were nonetheless still strongly in favor of continued to that point-particularly greater than the combina-
economic growth. In terms of its scope, the Tanaka tion of intellectual ferment and de facto inaction
plan was bold indeed. Among other things it called described in the previous section. The initial price
for a vast decentralization of manufacturing away increases were passed on to users, to a far greater
from the overcrowded Pacific coastline, aiming degree than in the U.S., for example. Japan also
thereby at a revitalization of parts of Japan that were clamped down hard on wage increases in 1974. and
otherwise experiencing declining populations. The institted a series of sweeping energy conservation
plan also called for road, school, hospital. and park measures. However, given the five-year decline in
construction on a scale never before imagined, oil prices in real terms between mid-1974 and

Although these ideas had great appeal, and doubt- mid-1979 (see Figure Ill-I), it took a second round
less contributed to Mr. Tanaka's popularity during of price increases to bring about many of the actual
his early months as Prime Minister, the actual results changes in industrial structure that had been talked
proved disappointing-or worse. For one thing, land about for more than a decade. Specifically, energy-
speculation stemming from the plan contributed to an intensive manufacturing, such as aluminum smelting,
inflationary bulge that hangs over the housing indus- suddenly became much less competitive (even as the
try to this day. Alleged favoritism in contracting for handwriting had been on the wall for some years);
numerous infrastructure development projects added meanwhile, new. knowledge-intensive industries,
to the disillusionment brought about by the inflation such as computers. advanced electronics, and robo-
in land prices. The worldwide boom in commodity tics, were quickly becoming more competitive as
prices, culminating in the "oil shock" of late 1973 they developed economies of scale that put them on
and the resulting worldwide recession, brought this a par with high technology industries in the U.S.
almost unprecedented political initiative to a sudden The adjustments in energy use that had been suc-
end. cessfully introduced after the first oil shock provided

Thus, the industrial development policy process a strong foundation for further adjustments in many
between 1965 and 1973 combined considerable fer- parts of the economy when this second round of
ment behind the scenes with considerable paralysis price increases occurred. In this way, Japan's defla-
with regard to the implementation of prospective tionary reaction to the outside shocks of the 1970s
new policies. The sharp impact of both the "dollar was sharp but brief. In contrast to the U.S. and
shock" of August 1971 and the "oil shock" of late many other OECD countries, the stagflationary
1973 can be explained, at least in part, by the failure legacy in Japan was much less.
of the Japanese government to take appropriate ac- However successfully Japan coped with the two
tions earlier on. Paradoxically, the very occurrence oil shocks in macroeconomic terms, it still faces
of these shocks helped the Japanese government to several problems in terms of industrial development
act relatively decisively after the initial shock was policy-at least if currently stated goals are to be
absorbed. Throughout this period, much preparator\ met. In particular, as more basic manufacturing in-
work for new policies, both within companies .ind
within MITI, was performed: "'Visions" were pre-
pared and detailed plans drawn up. Perhaps because consensus exists, the plan-rational system will outperform
the range of choices was already too wide. Japan's the market-rational system on the same benchmark, such as
much-vaunted consensus-building process failed to growth of GNP, as long as growth of GNP is the goal of
work as well as it had in earlier postwar years. Even the plan-rational system. But when a consensus does not
in cases where various preparatory plans were taken exist, when there is confusion or conflict over the overarch-of thses she aos purarasory immnsenres on ing goal in a plan-rational economy. it will appear to be
off the shelf and put forward as imminent courses of quite adrift, incapable of coming to grips with basic prob-
action, e.g., in energy policy, many of the detailed lems and unable to place responsibility for failures." He
provisions were not actually carried out until a sec- specifically cites Japan in 1971 and 1973 as experiencing
ond oil shock six years later drove home the extent exactly this kind of drift. "Generally speaking," Johnson
of the changes in the external environment. contends, "the great strength of the plan-rational system

lies in its effectiveness in dealing with routine problems,
'Nippon Rettb Kaizii-Ron (Tokyo: Nikkan Kogyo Shim- whereas the great strength of the market-rational system

bun, Ltd.. 1972). translated and published in English as lies in its effectiveness in dealing with critical problems. In
Building a New Japan (Tokyo: The Simul Press, 1973). the latter case, the emphasis on rules, procedures, and

2 Commenting on certain differences between a plan- executive responsibility helps to promote action when prob-
rational economy such as Japan and a market-oriented lems of an unfamilair or unknown magnitude arise." See
economy such as the U.S., Johnson notes that "when a Johnson, MITI and the Japanese Miracle. op. cit.. p. 22.
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Figure 111-I
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dustries begin to lose their competitiveness (whether tor leading to their decline. But because the main
because of higher energy costs than prevalent in market pressures of the decade appeared so sud-
other countries, or because various NICs have devel- denly, in the form of large-scale energy price in-
oped to a point where their goods can compete creases (brought on by exceptional supply/demand
effectively with Japanese goods), MITI is finding conditions and relatively unpredictable political fac-
itself increasingly at a loss as to how to preserve (or tors), the changes that took place in certain Japanese
simply to delay the demise of) these industries. This industries may seem at first glance to have stemmed
much is occasionally admitted even in public.' from government policies of one sort or another. To

A 1982 policy statement argues explicitly for sub- the degree that the energy price increases of the
sidies to weaker industries, either in the name of 1970s were in fact more sudden than most price
national security (the term employed in the MITI increases in most markets, they can be likened to the
statement is "economic security," but the logic of political pressures imposed on Japan by the Nixon
the argument makes it clear that national security in administration in the early 1970s: both kinds of
the broader sense is the criterion being used) or in shocks originated outside Japan, and both hastened
the name of short-term adjustment assistance to en- the timing of changes that would doubtless have
able an industry to survive along a path of alleged come about eventually anyway. The basic direction
long-term viability.2 Either argument is familiar to of Japan's industrial structure change has long been
Americans from previous debates on proposed bail- clear; the timing and pace at which this change
outs of Lockheed and Chrysler, the trigger price occurred has depended all too often on the extent to
mechanism on steel, and the current restrictions on which outside "shocks" have been applied, con-
imports of Japanese automobiles, but the second is sciously or otherwise. Thus, such "shocks" have
relatively new for MITI. In the past, Japanese efforts played some role in determining Japanese industrial
to protect industries from international competition development policy-and, incidentally, a role that is
were concentrated, naturally enough, in newly devel- often fostered by Japanese officials themselves, who
oped industries, the most notable of which in recent often try to use alleged foreign pressure as a bargain-
years has been computers and electronics, which are ing lever in their own domestic debates.' Nonethe-
discussed in detail in Chapter VI. Until recently, the less, the fact that such "shocks" can play some role
phasing out of basic manufacturing industries had in determining Japanese industrial development pol-
not been a central issue in Japan, because of the icy, particularly as it affects international trade, does
high growth rates worldwide and because the coun- not mean that they are the only or even the major
try's stage of development had not yet led it to have determinants of Japanese policy or actions. Whatever
to face the question of whether or how to phase out the role of policy, the actual behavior of firms is
several basic manufacturing industries simultaneously determined by the overall combination of pressures
in order to make room for newer, more high-technol- on supply and demand, of which government policy
ogy industries. Now, as discussed in greater detail in is only one.
Chapter VII, the difficulties encountered in trying to
facilitate adjustments in the petroleum refining, pe-
trochemical, and aluminurms industries, together with B. Increased Importance of
a possible shift in MITI doctrine toward explicit Other Ministries and New
subsidization of declining industries, suggests that Pressure Groups
still further-indeed, increasing---difficulties in the
implementation of Japanese policies toward declining Industrial development policy has traditionally
industries are likely to continue, been-and remains today-primarily the province of

The decline in competitiveness that took place in MITI, though other ministries have always been in-
certain Japanese manufacturing industries in the volved, at least indirectly. The most powerful of
1970s suggests that global market pressures, more these has been the Ministry of Finance (MOF)
than any government policies, were the decisive fac- through its budgetary powers over tax and spending

policies of other ministries. The Economic Planning
'in a concluding section to a statement presented to the

Industry Committee of the OECD in March of 1981, 'Recognizing this, members of the opposition parties,
Makoto Kuroda, director-general of MITI's Research and such as the Japan Socialist Party (JSP) or Komeito, an
Statistics Department, said "the smooth implementation of offshoot of the Soka Gakkai Buddhist movement, often
industrial policy is becoming increasingly difficult." See charge that the majority Liberal-Democrats conspire with
"Japanese Industrial Policy," Japan Reporting series, JR-4 the U.S. and other foreign governments to increase political
(Tokyo: Ministry of International Trade and Industry, June pressure in ways that are in fact designed to promote the
1981). p. 15. LDP's own political aims. This argument is most pro-

2 See Keiji Miyamoto, "What is Happening to Japan's nounced in the debate over defense expenditures, where
Industrial Structure," Journal of Japanese Trade and In- both U.S. pressure for more spending and domestic resist-
dustrv, Vol. 1, No. 3, May 1982, pp. 37-46. Miyamato is ance to such spending are easily visible. On economic
identified as deputy director, Industrial Structure Division, issues, it is probably more relevant to the bureaucracy than
of MITI's Industrial Policy Bureau. the LDP
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Agency (EPA), founded in 1955 as a coordinating tax measures has declined sharply since the early
body without operational responsibilities, has per- 1970s, as discussed below in Chapter IV.
formed this function, but no more than this. Its Inter-ministerial conflict between MITI and the
many medium- and long-range plans (refer back to Ministry of Post and Telecommunications has held
Table IIl-) and annual white papers have usually up the integration between computers and data proc-
summarized the existing consensus fairly and compe- essing on the one hand and data-based communica-
tently, and in so doing served as genuine references tions on the other. The Postal Ministry, with a
on which further discussion is based. However, the tradition of working through monopoly corporations.
EPA has not been able-nor has it tried that hard- has allowed the latter to proceed with advances in
to play a stronger role in the sense of trying to force communications technology at a much slower pace
through changes in government policy in one direc- than the computer industry; the latter, which is under
tion or another. In general, the various ministries MITI's jurisdiction. has been both able and encour-
besides MITI now play a more important role in aged to proceed with technological advances at a
industrial development than in earlier years, for both much faster pace. In fact, MITI is gradually seeking
domestic and international reasons. jurisdiction over data-based communications for pre-

Domestically, as the Japanese economy has cisely this reason; it argues that the national interest
grown wealthy enough to support multiple goals requires a faster rate of innovation, based on its own
(i.e.. an explicit differentiation of multiple goals, traditional formula of oligopolistic competition, than
rather than the once-undifferentiated goal of eco- the Postal Ministry's traditions are likely to permit.
nomic growth), other ministries and more recently Apart from questions of ministerial jurisdiction.
other constituencies have asserted their right to a the increasing pluralism of Japanese society has con-
voice in industrial development policy. For example, tributed to a proliferation of competing interests in
the MOF and the Bank of Japan (BOJ) have sought areas once overwhelmingly dominated by the pro-
to maintain as much of their traditional regulatory ducers. In tourism, for example, the traditional pref-
role over the banking and securities industries as erence of Japan Air Lines (and its advocates in the
possible, even as international pressures are making Ministry of Transportation) for cartelized pricing on
this relatively tight control costly for the industries international tickets to and from Japan is coming
(and, thus, indirectly, the country as a whole). Be- under increased pressure, separately and together,
cause of this continued tight control, Japanese finan- from consumers and competing airlines.2 Consumer
cial institutions have had to cede various new and anti-pollution groups that blossomed in the early
markets in offshore financing to counterparts in Sin- 1970s have continued to press for greater considera-
gapore and Hong Kong.' Stringent administrative tion of their views, and some of their demands,
requirements have also impeded the development of especially regarding environmental measures, have
many new innovations in financial services that have been met.' The rise of entrepreneurship, in a less
recently been introduced in the U.S. On the one capital-scarce economy than prevailed in earlier post-
hand, as Japanese industrial development moves war years, means that MITI's policies toward small
toward the service sector, the MOF will naturally and medium-size enterprises will be under pressure
come to p.ay a bigger role, relative to the past, in to change. In the past, the term "small and medium-
the formulation of industrial development policy; on size enterprises" was usually synonymous with capi-
the other hand, much of what it does in the process tal-short. subcontracting firms that depended for their
of formulating industrial development policy will in- survival on the more highly capitalized large firms,
volve deregulating the curreptly rigid structure of the i.e., the small and medium-size enterprises were the
Japanese financial services industry, as market forces other side of the so-called dual economy mentioned
make a more flexible structure essential. briefly in Chapter II. In the future, as opportunities

The MOF also has gained power over other min- increase for small and rpedium-size enterprises to
istries because of the continuing pressure of a much- become more innovative simply as a result of contin-
bloated government deficit (see Figure 111-2). The ued economic development (e.g., along the lines of
need to increase revenue and reduce expenses, com- Sony and Honda in earlier years), they are likely to
bined with an avowed MOF commitment to move want considerable deregulation of administrative bar-
other ministries toward the use of more general pol- riers between industries-and to want such deregula-
icy instruments rather than continuing specially-tar-
geted instruments, has in any case sharply reduced
the value of many once-important instruments of ZU.S. government pressure for more :ompetitive pricing
industrial policy. Most notably, the use of special on international air tickets has been undercut, though prob-

ably only temporarily, by the cyclical falloff in U.S. and
world air traffic volume, leading in turn to a severe profits
squeeze on most airline companies and contributing to the

'There are signs recently that the MOF is beginning to recent bankruptcy of Braniff Airlines.
discuss the implications of and the policies required to 3 For more details on environmental issues, see Margaret
prepare for the development of a Tokyo capital market A. McKean, "Pollution and Policymaking,' in T.J. Pem-
comparable to London or New York. pel, op. cit.. pp. 201-239.
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Figure 111-2
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lion even at the cost of receiving less subsidization goals. In the middle period of postwar industrial
from MITI than might otherwise be possible if the development policy (i.e.. the years of intellectual
traditional structure of the small- and medium-size ferment. but policy inaction), this consensus weak-
enterprise sector were to continue unchanged.' ened significantly, and the coordination or coinci-

International factors have also increased the im- dence of policies among ministries grew weaker still.
portance of other ministries, relative to MITI. The More recently, as market pressures have forced in-
Ministry of Agriculture. Forestry. and Fisheries. creased industrial restructuring, particularly of en-
which has always kept a tight hold over agricultural erg)-intensive manufacturing industries, and as
imports, can now do so only with considerably pluralist ideas of Japan's future development have
greater visibility-and thus at considerably greater taken further hold in society at large. inter-minis-
cost. In earlier years. the ministry could maintain the terial coordination is becoming more necessary and
status quo ,;impl) by taking a low profile. Now- more explicit, though of course not necessarily more
ada~s. this is no longer possible, and its typical harmonious.
insistence on few or no concessions to prospective
exporters has led to continuing grief for MITI. the
MOF. and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, all of
which have had to bear the brunt of foreign criticism C. The Role of Administrative
of Japan's continuing barriers to agricultural imports. Guidance

The MOF itself has also been the target of for-
eign criticism. primarily, as mentioned above, for its As the development of the Japanese economy
continued desire to regulate the banking and securi- itself has brought an end to various direct controls.
ties industries with as little change as possible. This and the increased importance of other ministries and
has obviously affected foreign financial institutions new interest groups has led to a relative decline in
as well as domestic ones. The MOF's impulse to try MITI's position as overseer of industrial develop-
to maintain relatively tight supervision over the pric- ment policy, the use of a wide range of informal
ing and diversification activities of commercial banks measures, usually subsumed under the name of "ad-
has also come into conflict not only with their own ministrative guidance." has increased. However, this
interest in developing an international capital market has not led to a corresponding increase in the effec-
along the lines of Singapore and Hong Kong. but tive use of administrative guidance for industrial de-
also with the desire of manufacturing and other non- velopment purposes. Increased reliance on adminis-
financial companies freely to raise or issue capital trative guidelines can more accurantely be viewed as
abroad, and with a similar desire to operate man- an indication of declining government powers. In-
ufacturing or service facilities abroad. In general, the deed, in a number of more recently troubled areas-
stronger the drive toward internationalization of the autos, petrochemicals, aluminum, etc-government
econoniv, the more visible-and thus the more calls for industry patience, capacity reductions, and
costly-the traditional MOF position has become. export restraints have been ignored or hotly con-

As discussed below in Chapters IV and V, tested by industry: such open resistance to govern-
Japan's tax and monetary policies have contributed ment requests was extremely rare in earlier years.
sigtificantly to industrial de, .lopment. but as much Administrative guidance has a long tradition in
through their indirect as their direct effects. In the Japanese law. It refers, in a technical sense, to the
early postwar years, the consensus in favor of eco- discretionary authority the executive (or. in Japanese
nomic growth (and, as the main engine of rowth, terms, the bureaucracy) has in administering legisla-
the development of basic manufacturing industries) tion. In . pan. the tradition has always been to draft
was sufficiently strong to mean that tax and mone- extremely general language in the legislation itelf,
tary policies worked virtually automatically in tan- thereby leaving the bureaucracy wide latitude -%d
dem with MITI's explicit industrial development ministrative guidance also refers, in a more intormn i

sense, to suggestions that bureatucrats might make i,
'The several years-long dispute between the previ- private parties, whether or not the. a\e j-ct,.

ously-established department stores and the newly-estab- legislative authority to make the ,,ugge-toi, .L.-'
tished chain store conglomerates is an excellent example of the tradition is to heed such suggetion,-'h.
this phenomenon. The latter's combination of distribution cause enabling legislation does e,, or .
owlets includes U.S.-style supermarkets and franchised sumably be found) to !u,'o!'. h .,

convenience stores (e.g., 7-11 stores, licensed to It,.-Yokado particular bureaucrat \Pa, tc-kml i.
by the Southland Corporation of Dallas). and so-called the tradition of judicial rct' . .
"'super-stores." a specific term for stores designed by Ito- private part, ', relu,. v
Yokado to fit into a loophole between MITI's specifications.
in terms of size and product mix. for department toreN and uthont\
those governing supermarkets. In order to be able to estab- MITI, rel An, c
lish themselves, such new entrants prefer-indeed. the\ instrument ,I d. .
depend upon-their independence from MITI. front bOh ,t, .rasCd a, !, 1-. .
subsidies and its regulations u.ahle L'
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industries in particular.I Yet both before and after existence that few analysts expected the FTC ever to
liberalization got underway, and continuing to this gain real authority or legitimacy. Gradually, it has
day, both industry and government often prefer ad- indeed gained some of both, relative to the past, but
ministrative guidance precisely because it gives both the degree has fluctuated over the years, often de-
sides a high degree of flexibility, relative to more pending on the personal dynamism of its chairman.
formal measures that would require legal authoriza- MITI, for its part, has always favored more,
tion or, worse yet, public scrutiny. As Chalmers rather than less, control over industry and as little
Johnson points out, the most common form of ad- accountability as possible to the FTC (or the public
ministrative guidance is for purposes of voluntary in general). The FTC has repeatedly argued that
production cutbacks in industries specified by law as MITI also favors, and directly or indirectly fosters, a
exempted from anti-monopoly legislation. In dealing high degree of cartelization for industry in general,
with. this always delicate problem, industry execu- including, where necessary for this purpose, collab-
tives prefer administrative guidance, Johnson argues, oration among companies on prices, production lev-
because they trust MITI (or the bargaining process els, etc. MITI's typical defense against such
with MITI) more than any available alternative, and allegations, when it has felt obliged to respond, has
because with the use of administrative guidance, either been that the Anti-Monopoly Law, if followed
they also do not have to open their books to inspec- too closely, would lead to excessive fragmentation of
tion by the Fair Trade Commission (FTC)-as would industry, or that whatever actions it has taken were
be the case if they were to establish a formal depres- done through informal measures, such as administra-
sion cartel under the provisions of the Anti-Monop- tive guidance, and therefore not subject to any offi-
oly Law. Johnson also notes that MITI and an cial breach of the law. Both of these arguments have
affected industry use administrative guidance to ar- typically also been grouped under the more general
range for agreements among companies on produc- argument that MITI was acting in the "national in-
tion and export allocations when foreign govern- terest," with the overall health of the economy over
ments seek so-called "voluntary" export restraints.2  the long term uppermost in its mind.

However, a more general debate on the utility or This institutional tension between the FTC and
desirability of administrative guidance has underlay MITI erupted into open hositility in two famous
the long tug-of-war between MITI and the FTC on cases: the merger of Yawata and Fuji Steel in 1969
what constitutes a proper competition policy for and the allegations by the FTC in 1974 that members
Japan. MITI has traditionally taken a mediator's role of the Petroleum Industry Association, presumably
between companies in cases when major industrial with MITI knowledge, engaged in price fixing.
mergers are in the making, especially those precipi- In the steel case, the FTC argued that it did not
tated by economic downtums. This self-appointed oppose mergers per se, if the resulting corporation
role as guardian of its view of competition policy would not be too powerful by standards that it, on
has at times precipitated open conflict between MITI its own authority, would issue. Thus, with regard to
and the FTC, usually centering on the latter's claim the proposed Yawata-Fuji merger, the FTC offered
that either industry or MITI itself is violating the its seal of approval if both companies would divest
spirit, if not the letter, of the Anti-Monopoly Law. themselves of certain subsidiaries. The companies

The FTC, which administers the Anti-Monopoly initially resisted these requests, which led in turn to
Law, has had an anomalous position in Japanese a formal restraining order issued by the FTC and,
society since its inception. In the early postwar eventually, to a court judgment in the fall of 1969
years, there was so much opposition to its very that the merger could go through if both firms rid

themselves of a small number of facilities. Both
companies then complied with the court decision,
albeit with widely-advertised reluctance, and in 1970
the largest steel company in the world, New Japan

'When Japan started down the path of liberalizing its Steel, came into existence with more than a 30
economy in 1964, a bureaucratic "crisis" erupted in MWiI percent market share in Japan.
over what its role would be in the future without the In the oil price case, after the FTC filed charges
authority to erercise direct control over the economy. Jap- of price fixing and a court judgment found the Petro-
anese commentators have cynically called this bureaucratic leum Industry Association guilty, the case became
turmoil "MiTI's neurosis." See Johnson, "MITT and Jap- the first in Japanese business history-at least under
anese International Economic Policy," op. cit., p. 248. the post-Meiji legal system-in which criminal pro-

2 Ibid., p. 234. ceedings were actually carried through to an adverse
3The And-Monopoly Law, formally called the Law Re- court ruling. In both the steel and oil price cases,

lating to the Prohibition of Private Monopoly and to the much criticism was brought to bear against MI's
Methods of Preserving Free lrde, is aimed at prohibiting
collusive activities among finns with regard to price fixing behavior. Social critics and opposition politicians de-
and production and sales volume. It was passed by the Diet nounced MITT for representing only the interests of
during the Occupation, and is modeled on U.S. antitrust big business, not the economy as a whole, but in
laws. neither case was MIT formally sanctioned and its
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influence has not seemed to wane because of these over time. In the early postwar years, MM's
cases.I authority to allocate foreign exchange gave it consid-

Moreover, the criticism that MITI received over erable leverage over the private sector, especially as
these cases has not lessened either its use of admin- the latter was itself eager to expand to whatever
istrative guidance or industry's preference for it. In- degree possible. Over the years, as domestic indus-
deed, as noted above, as MITI's ability to influence tries prospered, they came not only to have to rely
the economy through direct controls continues to less on MITI .(whether for foreign exchange. tax
wane because the economy itself continues to grow breaks, preferential financing, or other direct sup-
(and individual companies or industries are thereby ports), but also to resent continued attempts by MITI
in a stronger bargaining position vis-a-vis MITI), it to guide their further development. MITI's inability
is being forced to rely on administrative guidance to push through a reorganization of the automobile
even more than in the past. 2  industry along lines it favored or to prevent over-

Particularly where the problems and issues at expansion of petrochemical facilities are good exam-
hand are seemingly intractable, MITI's intervention pies of this generally steady decline in its capacity to
is still considered useful, again in part because of the influence events.
flexibility provided by the administrative guidance All along, MITI's role has been most significant
system. For example, as more basic manufacturing in the early stages of the development of new indus-
processes lose their competitiveness, these industries tries, the most prominent recent examples being
will be forced to scale down or even close domestic computers and electronics. In such cases, MITI's
production facilities. In any country, including ability to provide subsidies, tax credits, and other
Japan, such adjustment is difficult and painful, espe- forms of direct support, together with indirect sup-
cially in a period of slow growth. In some of these port in the form of seed money that can serve as
cases at least, MITI's advice and assistance appears implicit government backing, gives it more leverage
to have been actively sought. As discussed in greater than in the later stages of an industry's development.
detail in Chapter VII, those industries designated by Once into a growth phase, companies typically be-
law as structurally depressed are eligible for direct come more reluctant to share proprietary informa-
guidance by MITI and, under certain conditions, tion, have less need for government funds, and are
direct financial assistance. Even industries such as less willing to comply with outside suggestions.
petrochemicals, which have not yet been designated Now, as previously successful basic manufactur-
"structurally" depressed, have also sought MITI ad- ing industries have begun to become uncompetitive,
vice and mediation with regard to production levels MITI has again come to play a significant role,
and capacity reductions. Thus, in hard-hit sectors, either in fostering the compromises necessary to en-
MITI retains considerable influence. However, the force capacity cutbacks, or-more concretely-in
record of late suggests that this influence has not doling out subsidies that senescent industries need to
been strong enough to be able to force through survive. In some cases, such as steel and auto-
industry compliance if an affected industry opposes mobiles, where the problem is not decline but "ex-
the particular measures suggested by MITI. 3  cess" success-at least from the viewpoint of foreign

producers-MITI has also come to play a role in
negotiating compromises with trading partners.

D. Future Trends In other words, more now than before, and likely
to become still more in the future, MITI's role has

In general terms, the Japanese government's role now shifted from one of guiding Japanese companies

in promoting industrial development has declined or industries through an entire life-cycle !o one of
guiding or supporting industries mainly at the begin-
ning and the end of a product cycle. In this regard,

'Much of the above discussion of the FTC is drawn MITI is now targeting the development of new serv-
from Chalmers Johnson, MITI and the Japanese Miracle, ice industries, such as leisure, information process-
op. cit., especially pp. 221, 245, and 298-303. For a
further discussion of the petroleum case, see Chapter VII of ing, and various new technologies, materials, and

this report. production processes, all of which receive consider-
2 nterestingly, some businessmen are now saying pri- able attention in the latest "vision" document.' Yet

vately that administrative guidance is "dead," meaning that MITI's importance in the development of these in-
many more firms are willing to ignore or minimize MITI dustries, though greater than the role it currently
suggestions, if these go against the company's own desires plays in the "mi-idle years" of an industry cycle, is
at the time. This trend is not brand new-most firms in the not as decisive as the role it formerly played in
auto industry successfully resisted MITI's ideas for reorgan- stimulating the development of new industries in the
ization more than a decade ago-and in this form is proba-
bly overdrawn. But it is being talked about much more past. in this sense, MITI's role in influencing Jap-
readily; this much is new, even if such talk is mostly still anese industrial development is in a long-term, secu-
private, and apparently too controversial for the news-
papers. 4Hachiju Nendai no Tsuwm Seisaku Bijo. LVision of

3Concrete examples are discussed in Chapter VII. Trade and Industry Pblicy for the 1980s1, op. cit.
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lar decline. In terms of the categories used by including Japanese companies, would obviously do
Chalmers Johnson in his study of MITI, the more better than under conditions of continued stagflation.
developed the Japanese economy becomes, the more Companies would have a better cash flow position,
it will become market-rational, rather than plan-ra- higher retained earnings, and more visible opportuni-
tional.' Indeed, one of the main reasons for MITI's ties waiting to be taken up. Even declining industries
continued vitality as a ministry is the extraordinary would be in a better position, on balance, to change
awareness it has shown of the importance of actively product lines and make their own adjustments to new
promoting new technologies and new industries, conditions. Correspondingly, MITI's role would be
even at the expense of its own influence in the less important; it would not be needed as much to
narrow sense of the term. Because of its own inter- play middle-man in designing cutbacks for declining
nal "structural adjustment," MITI is better equipped industries, and on the frontier, its role as a catalyst
than rival ministries, such as Post and Telecom- for new technologies and processes would also not
munications, to play some kind of continuing role in be needed as much. On the other hand, in a scenario
influencing industrial development, even if this role of continued stagfliation, MITI's role would increase
is an increasingly informal one, and even as its in terms of aiding declining industries and providing
direct controls, in an aggregate sense, are diminish- help to frontier industries. However, this expanded
ing. role would also entail increased problems, since, in

MITI officials seem resigned to the "deleterious" the face of serious budgetary and political con-
consequences--at least to their own bureaucratic straints, the policies likely to be designed to achieve
power in the narrow sense--of Japan's overall eco- these various goals will no longer be as complemen-
nomic success. For example, in a scenario of eco- tary as in the past.
nomic resurgence, the whole Japanese economy,

tUnfortunately, Johnson himself does not seem to ad- characteristic of already developed countries, there would
dress this point, particularly with regard to his concluding logically then be a separate set of issues relevant to a
chapter, which seems to be suggesting (without explicitly transition from a developing to a developed economy In-
advocating) that a Japanese model might be suitable for the deed, we believe these are the key issues in Japanese
U.S. and/or other countries seeking high-speed growth. policy-making today. Johnson, on the other hand, seems to
Johnson does note that the U.S., because its traditions and be suggesting that the U.S. adopt a Japanese model at a
current situation are different from postwar Japan, might do time when, in our view at least, Japan is moving away
well "to build on its own strengths and to unleash the from that very model, and toward a more market-rational
private, competitive impulses of its citizens rather than add economy characteristic of the U.S. and other already devel-
still another layer to its already burdensome regulatory oped countries.
bureaucracy." But without particular elaboration, Johnson Hence, as noted in Chapter 1, we suggest that the U.S.
goes on in the next (and final) paragraph to suggest that adopt an economic policy council to coordinate the many
such a reliance on private economic activity may "be unre- now-disparate elements of U.S. economic policy, but that
alistic for the longer term," and that "Americans should such a council not attempt the planning functions that MIMl
perhaps also be thinking seriously about their own 'pilot still has in some sectors of the economy or under certain
agency'" (comparable to MIMl) to coordinate economic conditions. Such a council would be less powerful than
policies. See Johnson, MITI and the Japanese Miracle, op. Johnson's proposed "pilot agency," but hopefully more
cit., p. 323. The difficulty here is that if, as Johnson effective than current or previous ad hoc attempts to
himself argues, a plan-rational economy is characteristic of achieve greater policy coordination.
late developing countries and a market-rational economy is
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CHAPTERRV

industrial Policy in the Tax System

The tax system has contributed significantly to A. Historical Evolution 3

Japan's post-World War II economic growth, al-
though the actual measures employed have not been The postwar Japanese tax system was strongly
unusual-and certainly not unknown in other ad- influenced by allied occupation policies, in particular
vanced industrial countries.' Indeed, many similar the stabilization policies promulgated by Joseph M.
measures have been used to create investment incen- Dodge and the recommendations of a special tax
tives and promote business activity in other coun- mission headed by Carl S. Shoup. The latter pro-
tries. Creation of an environment favorable to saving vided the foundation for the 1950 tax reform, whose
and investment generally, including as a matter of basic structure remains in effect to this day. The key
course an initial bias toward basic manufacturing recommendations of the Shoup mission, as reflected
industries, represents the major contribution of the in the system that emerged at the time, were as
Japanese tax system to the country's industrial devel- follows:"
opment. This pro-investment environment was cre- 1. Direct taxes became the foundation of the new
ated mainly through the use of broad-based 1.Diect t bmette fodati e new
measures. Specific measures directed at particular system, most importantly progressive individ-
industries or groups of firms have also been impor- 2. Unlike in the U.S., a cporation was defined
tant. It is these latter measures that are usually clas- 2. Unk e i s aror o as nsiftd udertherubic f inustialdevlopent as an aggregation of shareholders, not as an
sified under the rubric of industrial development independent taxable entity. Thus, the corpo-
policy, and are the primary focus of this report. In ind ep esent a n ent of
our view, these specific measures have been less rate tax represented an advance payment ofipmtto economic growth and industrial devel- individual income tax by shareholders; asa
important toeooi rwhadidsra ee- result, the overall tax system was specifically
opment than the broad-based incentives to save and designed to avoid double taxation of corporate
invest; thus, this chapter discusses the specific tar- income.
geted measures in the context of some of the broader income wmeasures. 2 3. All income was to be taxed equally regardless

of source--again, unlike the U.S. system of

distinguishing between, say, capital gains and
ordinary income.

4. Due to the high inflation rates immediately
after the war, a wide difference emerged be-
tween the book value and the current value of
fixed assets. In order to make the tax structure
more realistic, a reassessment of assets was
undertaken. A reassessment of business assets

'This point, in a general sense, is central to the discus-
sion by Joseph A. Pechman and Keimei Kaizuka in their
chapter, "Txation," in Patrick and Roeovsky, op. cit.

2Wc have found no satisfactory estimates of the general
impact of the tax system on saving and investment. Macro-
economic models of the Japmese economy tend to be too
aggreptive to son out the effects of specific instruments. Details of Japan's tax system discussed below are
while the more dewled studies of investment and consumer drawn from An Outline of Japanese Taxes, 1981 (Tokyo:
behavior are typically too specialized or ae not structured Ministry of Finance, 1981). and Yuji Gomi, Guide to Jap-
in such a way as to be directly applicable to this problem. anese Taxes. 1981-82 (Tokyo: Zaikei shih6 aM. 1981).
Moreover, and partly for the above reasons, we felt that Both of these volumes are revised annually to reflect
any attempt to make such estimates would be beyond the changes in legislation.
scope of this study. See Chapters 11 and IM for some ' This list selects items from the 1950 tax reform that
discussio of the interaction and complenmenterity among have particular relevance to industrial policy and/or eco-
general and specific policy instruments and some of the nomic growth in general. It igr res items that may be
relevant citaions important for other reasons.
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was optional, while the assets of individuals sivity of the income tax system. The frequency of
were to be reassessed at the time of transfer of tax rate reductions led the government to create a
such assets. Income from any up-valuation bureaucratic entity to review the overall tax system
was taxed at a special low and flat rate. and recommend changes. In 1956, the Tax Commis-

5. The maximum marginal income tax rate was sion was established as an advisory organ to the
lowered from 85 to 55 percent, while a pro- Cabinet. Since then, regular tax reforms have been
gressive net worth tax was introduced on per- based primarily on reports submitted by this commis-
sons with large property incomes. sion. However, during the latter half of the 1970s,

6. The extraordinarily complex prewar special when economic growth rates were much lower than
tax treatment of individual sectors, industries, in the past and a burgeoning government deficit
and firms was reduced to "a practicable mini- called for at least some increase in tax rates, at-
mum." The idea here was to avoid a situation tempts by the Commission to persuade the govern-
in which the tax system itself might distort ment to raise taxes came to naught.
investment incentives. The first major long-term review of the tax sys-

7. Various local political entities were granted an tem was completed by the Tax Commission in 1959.
independent right to tax. Among other things, the Commission recommended

that: (1) the overall tax burden of the nation should
A variety of tax modifications occurred in the be limited to approximately 20 percent of national

early 1950s. In 1952, the two percent tax surcharge income; (2) as had been the case since the mid-
on corporate retained profits was abolished.' In 1953, 1950s, annual tax rate reductions should return some
capital gains from securities transactions were ex- fraction of the unanticipated revenue resulting from
cluded from taxable income, partly to promote de- economic growth; (3) the indirect tax rate should in
velopment of a securities market, but more principle average some 10 percent of consumer
importantly, perhaps, because this tax proved diffi- prices or 20 percent of producer prices; and (4) a
cult to assess and collect.' The net worth tax was General Law of National Taxes should be enacted to
abolished at the same time-again, primarily because bring together the general and fundamental principles
of an inability to assess and collect it equitably. In of taxation; this was done in 1962.
an effort to stimulate economic growth, certain spe- In 1964, the Tax Commission presented a new
cial targeted tax measures, similar to those abolished long-term plan for the evolution of the tax system. It
in the 1950 reform, were re-introduced. Proponents reaffirmed the goal of maintaining total tax revenues
of this move argued that economic conditions-spe- at roughly 20 percent of national income, and re-
cifically a desire for high growth-warranted moving tained the income tax as the mainstay of the overall
away from the earlier principles of unitary taxation system. The Commission argued that income taxes
of income and non-distortion of investment incen- should continue to allocate resources without distort-
tives. Thus, various measures were introduced ing the price mechanism, redistribute income through
providing for expanded depreciation allowances, a progressive tax rates, and serve as a built-in sta-
wider application of reserves for bad debts and price bilizer over the business cycle. In addition, the Com-
fluctuations, and the exemption from tax of certain mission called for the eventual abolition of the
income from exports, and the differential taxation of special targeted tax measures that had proliferated
income from various sources.' since the mid-1950s. Thus, the Commission re-

With rapid and continuing economic growth in affirmed the Shoup mission's central recommenda-
the latter half of the 1950s, tax revenue gains were tion that an income tax system would function
spectacular. Consequently, annual tax reductions be- properly only if all income were consolidated and
came a pattern-and later an expectation. These taxed progressively. Special measures should be per-
raised basic exemptions and reduced the progres- mitted, in the Commission's 1964 view, only for the

purpose of avoiding double taxation of corporate
income.

The various elements of this new long-term plan
were all followed with one important exception: the

'This surcharge was originally justified on the basis of goal of reducing the importance of special taxation
the income tax deferment granted to stockholders by corpo- measures, which the Commission was unable to im-
rate retained earnings. plement during the 1960s. Later, as the revenue

zAlthough it may not have been intended, this had the losses from these measures rose dramatically in the
effect of building a growth-oriented bias into the tax sys- late 1960s and early 1970s, serious attention began to
tem-to the extent that securities holders influenced corpo- be paid once again to the elimination of these bene-
rate decision making.

3Ovar time the individual income tax has come to be fits. Indeed, after the early 1970s, the dominant in-
applied differently to income from the following sources: fluence on policies toward the tax system became the
employment, business, interest, dividends, capital gains, large increase in government deficits, and both the
real estate, retirement, timber, occasional, and mis- number of and government revenue losses resulting
cellaneous. from special targeted taxation measures declined dra-
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matically (see Table IV-11 below).' The major excep- B. The Present Tax System
tions have been in the areas of "promotion of
science and technology," which has continued to The principal national and local taxes and esti-
grow, if slowly, in yen amounts, and "energy and mated 1981 revenues are shown in Table IV-l. Most
resources" and "regional development," which have of these taxes generate specific incentives that affect
declined only modestly in absolute yen value since industrial development one way or another. e.g.. a
1975. motor vehicle tonnage tax discourages larger auto-

The size of the deficits and the growth of govern- mobiles. However, the uses of Japanese tax meas-
ment debt has been dramatic (refer back to Figure ures as industrial policy that we view as most
111-2). These stemmed from a (perhaps overdue) significant stem mostly from various modifications to
need to build up social infrastructure, and from the individual and corporate income taxes. Hence, we
unstable economic conditions immediately following focus in this section on some of the detailed incen-
the 1973-74 increase in oil prices. The deficit tives for industrial development that grow out of the
reached almost 35 percent of national budget ex- individual and the corporate income taxes. Other
penditures in fiscal 1979, before declining to 26 taxes will be discussed only to the extent that they
percent in fiscal 1981.1 This has resulted in continu- are important for specific industrial policy packages,
ing pressure to increase tax revenues, and corre- e.g., the use of petroleum taxes to support energy
spondingly to reduce special tax measures still research and development. Individual and corporate
further. The broadly-conceived goal of rationalizing income taxes contain many measures that provide
the functions of government and restraining its benefits for certain types of activities--e.g., tax in-
growth has become a major plank in tLe long-term centives. Most, but not all, of these measures are
program put forth by Prime Minister Suzuki. He has incorporated in a Special Taxation Measures Law.
made a point of saying that, under his administra- Since the law itself identifies the incentives and dis-
tion, the government would not raise tax rates until incentives designed to target specific industries, and
it had achieved some success in rationalization. In- targeted tax measures are almost always temporary
deed, as a matter of course in Japan, and perhaps and directed toward specific economic policy goals,
with a special eye on the burdensome level of public one can frequently relate changes in policy goals to
spending built up in most Western countries, many actual implementation over time by reviewing the
welfare programs that have been undertaken by the periodic revisions of the law.
public sector in the West, e.g., housing for the
elderly, are being introduced in Japan as activities in
pan within the private sector. These programs re-
ceive government support such as subsidized loans, 1. Individual Income Tax
but are not being run as out-and-out government
entitlement programs as are similar programs in Individual income taxes now (1981) represent
other advanced industrial countries. This reduces the nearly 39 percent of Japanese government revenues
likelihood and degree of runaway public spending. (see Table IV-2). The progressive national income
Still, there is considerable pent-up demand for im- tax reaches a maximum marginal rate of 75 percent
proved social infrastructure, and considerable politi- for incomes over ¥80 million ($363,636 at ¥220 =
cal pressure to that effect. In time, there is also SI), not including prefectural and municipal income
likely to be a need or a demand for greater defense levies (see Table IV-3). Prefectural and municipal tax
expenditures. Thus, on average, taxes are almost schedules are shown in Table IV-4. 3 The overall
certain to rise, and the tax share of national income system is highly progressive on paper, although vari-
is unlikely ever again to fall below 20 or even 25 ous exclusions, deductions, and credits significantly
percent. reduce both the progressivity and the total burden.

As seen in Table IV-5, the share of income tax in
'Besides budgetary pressures, at least two other trends national income rose from 1960 to 1973, fell through

appear to have contributed to the increased interest in a 1977, and then rose sharply through 1979. Even at
reduction in the number of and benefit provided by special its peak in 1973, income tax accounted only for 5.4
tax measures at that time: policy goals began to shift away
from growth and export promotion, giving other ministries percent of national income (6.9 percent including
besides MITI greater influence, and opposition to such local taxes); the decade average, ending in 1979, was
explicit targeted support has become more important in the 4.5 percent (6.1 percent). Comparable figures for the
political process. For a brief discussion, see Pechman and U.S. have averaged over twice those for Japan (con-
Kaizuka, op. cit., pp. 328-330.

2Prime Minister Suzuki, in the annual policy speech to
the Diet in January 1982, set as a major goal of his current
program the reduction of this figure to 21 percent in 1982
and zero in 1984. See Masahiko tshizuka, "FY 1962
Budget Most Stringent in 25 years; Defense Outlays Get If the sum of income tax and inconie levies exceeds 80
Priority," The Japan Economic Journal, January 12, 1912, percent of taxable income, then income levies are reduced.
pp. 1, 7. See Gomi, op. cit., p. 32.
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TABLE IV-1
TAX REVENUE ESTIMATES BY ITEM: 1981

(V 100 MILLION & PERCENT)

National taxes Local taxes

Tax item Amount % Tax item Amount %

I. GENERAL ACCOUNT I. ORDINARY TAXES
Direct Taxes Prefectural Taxes
Income Tax 130,790 38.7 Prefectural Inhabitants Tax 21,361 12.5
Corporation Tax 103,520 30.6 Enterprise Tax 32,744 19.2
Inheritance Tax & Gift Tax 5,180 1.5 Real Property Acquisition Tax 2,927 1.7
Indirect Taxes, etc. Prefectural Tobacco Consumption

Tax 2,567 1.5Liquor Tax 18,300 5.4 Local Entertainment Tax 776 0.5
Sugar Excise Tax 470 0.1 Tax on Consumption at Hotels
Gasoline Tax 15,210 4.5 and Restaurants 4,166 2.4
Liquified Petroleum Gas Tax 150 0.0 Automobile Tax 8.019 4.7
Aviation Fuel Tax 540 0.2 Mine-lot Tax 9 0.0
Petroleum Tax 4,750 1.4 Hunters License Tax 35 0.0
Commodity Tax 13,790 4.1 Prefectural Property Tax 78 0.0
Playing-cards Tax 10 0.0
Bourse Tax 170 0.1 Municipal Taxes
Securities Transaction Tax 3,390 1.0 Municipal Inhabitants Tax 45,483 26.6
Travel Tax 720 0.2 Municipal, Propery Tax2  29.234 17.1
Admission Tax 60 0.0 Light Vehicle Tax 436 0.3
Motor Vehicle Tonnage Tax 4,130 1.2 Municipal Tobacco Consumption
Customs Duty 7,740 2.3 Tax 4,511 2.6
Tonnage Due 100 0.0 Electricity & Gas Taxes 4,025 2.4
Stamp Revenue 13,820 4.1 Mineral Product Tax 38 0.0
Monopoly Profits 7,622 2.3 Timber Delivery Tax 28 0.0

Special Landholding Tax 679 0.4
II. SPECIAL ACCOUNTS
Local Road Tax' 2,735 0.8 II. EARMARKED TAXES
Liquefied Petroleum Gas Tax' 150 0.0
Aviation Fuel Tax' 98 0.0 To, Do, Fu & Prefectures3  7,243 4.2
Motor Vehicle Tonnage Tax' 1,377 0.4 Cities, Towns & Villages' 6,517 3.8
Special Tonnage Duty' 125 0.0
Customs Duty on Oil 1,586 0.5
Promotion of Resources Develop-

ment Tax 1,429 0.4

TOTAL 337,962 100 TOTAL 170,876 100

'Distributed to the local governments
2Municipal property tax includes charges on National Assets & Public Corporation's Assets
3Automobile acquisition tax, Light-oil Delivery Tax, etc., are included.

4Bething Tax, Business Office Tax, City Planning, etc., are included.
SOURCE: An Outline of Japanese Taxes, 1981 (Tokyo: Ministry of Finance, 1981), pp. 14-15.
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TABLE IV-2
SHARES OF CORPORATION TAX AND INCOME TAX

IN TOTAL NATIONAL TAX REVENUE: 1950-1981
(V 100 MILLION AND PERCENT)

Total national Corporation tax Income tax
Year tax revenue Amount % Amount %

1950 5,708 838 14.7 2,201 38.6
1955 9,369 1,921 20.5 2,787 29.7
1960 18,015 5.734 31.8 3,906 21.7
1965 32,797 9,271 28.3 9,704 29.6
1970 77,754 25,672 33.0 24,282 31.2
1975 145,068 41,279 28.5 54,823 37.8
1976 168,063 47,920 28.5 62,125 37.0
1977 184,415 55,662 30.2 65,784 35.7
1978 232,284 79,128 34.1 77,530 33.4
1979 249,602 73,859 29.6 92,720 37.1
1980 286,471 87,540 30.6 110,100 38.4

(revised budget)
1981 337,962 103,520 30.6 130,790 38.7

(budget)

NOTE: The figures for 1978 include 13 months (1978/5-1979/5)
SOURCE: An Outline of Japanese Taxes, 1981 (Tokyo: Ministry of Finance, 1981), p. 281.

TABLE IV-3
RATES OF INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX

Taxable income Marginal Cumulative tax
(yen) tax rate for each bracket Average tax rate
(A) (B) (yen) (C) (at bracket maximum)

OVER BUT NOT OVER
- 600,000 10% - 10.0%
600,000 1,200,000 12 60,000 11.0

1,200,000 1,800,000 14 132,000 12.0
1,800,000 2,400,000 16 216,000 13.0
2,400,000 3,000,000 18 312,000 14.0
3.000,000 4,000,000 21 420,000 15.8
4,000,000 5,000,000 24 630,000 17.4
5,000,000 6,000,000 27 870,000 19.0
6,000,000 7,000,000 30 1,140,000 20.6
7.000,000 8,000,000 34 1,440,000 22.3
8,000,000 10,000,000 38 1,780,000 25.5

10,000,000 12,000,000 42 2,540,000 28.2
12,000,000 15,000,000 46 3,380,000 31.7
15.000,000 20.000,000 50 4,760,000 36.3
20,000,000 30,000,000 55 7,260,000 42.530.000,000 40,000,000 60 12,760,000 46.940,000,000 60,000,000 65 18,760,000 52.9

60,000,000 80,000,000 70 31,760,000 57.2
80,000,000 75 45,760,000 -

NOTE: Tax liability is obtained by multiplying the taxable income in excess of the amount (A) by the rate (B) and
adding the amount (C). For example, income tax due on taxable income of 25 million yen is:
(¥25,000,000 - *20,000,000(A)) x 0.55 (B) + *7,260,000 (C) - *10,010,000.

SOURCE: An Outline of Japanese Taxes, 1981 (Tokyo: Ministry of Finance, 1981), p. 52.
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TABLE IV-4
LOCAL INCOME LEVIES

Prefectural tax rate Municipal tax rate

( thousands) % (V thousands) %

not over 300 2 not over 300 2
500 2 450 3
800 2 " 700 4

1,100 2 " 1,000 5
1,500 2 " 1,300 6
2,500 4 2,300 7
4,000 4 " 3,700 8
6,000 4 " 5,700 9

10,000 4 9,500 10
20,000 4 " 19,000 11
30,000 4 29,000 12
50,000 4 49,000 13

over 50,000 4 over 49,000 14

SOURCE: Yuji Gomi, Guide to Japanese Taxes, 1981-82 (Tokyo: Zaikei
shhO sha, 1981), p. 32

TABLE IV-5
BURDEN OF INCOME TAX AND LOCAL INHABITANTS TAXES,

JAPAN AND THE U.S.; 1960-1979
(V 100 MILLION AND PERCENT)

(7)
(1) (2) (3) U.S. personal

National Income Local (4) income tax as
Fiscal income tax inhabitants Total (5) (6) a percent of
year (A) (B) taxes (C) B/A C/A national income

1950 30,708 2,201 458 2,659 7.2% 8.7% -
1955 71,948 2,787 715 3,502 3.9 4.9
1960 120,398 3,906 996 4,902 3.2 4.1 -
1965 277,960 9,704 3.430 13,134 3.5 4.7 8.6%
1967 381,430 12,896 4,576 17,472 3.4 4.6 9.6
1968 447,930 16,131 5,102 21,233 3.6 4.7 10.0
1969 524,400 20,056 5,585 25,641 3.8 4.9 11.6
1970 633,460 24,282 6,969 31,251 3.8 4.9 11.8
1971 692,090 28,892 9,123 38,015 4.2 5,5 10.4
1972 797,890 37,261 11,579 48,840 4.7 6.1 10.4
1973 982,320 53,322 14,058 67,380 5.4 6.9 10.7
1974 1,158,360 53,304 19,573 73,077 4.6 6.3 11.4
1975 1,278,910 54,823 20,990 75,813 4.3 5.9 11.7
1976 1,444,590 62,125 24,722 86,847 4.3 6.0 10.6
1977 1,589,190 65.784 27,982 93,766 4.1 5.9 11.1
1978 1.747,580 77,530 32,870 110,400 4.4 6.3 11.4
1979 1.884,380 92,720 37,181 129,901 4.9 6.9 12.1

NOTES: 1. The figures are personal income for FY 1950, 1955, and 1960 and are not consistent with successive
figures.

2. The figures of income tax for 1978 include 13 months (197&5-19795)

SOURCE: An Outline of Japanese Taxes, 1981 (Tokyo: Ministry of Finance, 1981), p. 278; OECD, National
Accounts of OECD Countries, 1962-1979, Vol II, detailed tables, Table 6, p. 24 and Table 6, p. 36;
U.S. Department of Commprce, Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the U.S. (1976), p. 1107,
1241: Idem, Statistical Atstract of the United States, various issues; and Idem, Bureau of Economic
Analysis, Business Conditions Digest, (November 1981).
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trast column 7 with column 5), showing that the favored industries or, in recent years, to favored
actual individual income tax burden in Japan remains infrastructure projects.'
relatively low.' Secondly, capital gains accrued from the sale of

Numerous exemptions, credits, and deductions shares or other kinds of securities are also excluded
have the effect of undercutting the goal of unitary from taxation.' One of the principal effects of this
taxation on income, although the principle remains exclusion is to make capital gains more attractive to
on the books as an ideal to aim for. A key result of stockholders than dividends, which are taxed (either
these exemptions, credits, and deductions to date has at the corporate or individual level).
been to provide indirect support for economic growth Certain tax credits available to individuals also
through a bias in the system in favor of saving and contribute to industrial development policies. For ex-
investment. Revisions in the tax law since the 1950 ample, a credit for dividend income, though it does
reform have defined several forms of income as tax not eliminate the tax burden as in the case of exclud-
exempt, two are particularly important for this bias- ing capital gains income, does reduce the degree of
ing of the system. taxation of income from corporate sources. For indi-

First, interest received on "small-size" savings viduals in tax brackets below V10 million ($45,454
accounts and certain accounts in the postal savings at V220 = $1), a tax credit equaling 10 percent of
system are exempt from taxation-in both cases on dividend income is permitted; for individuals in tax
accounts not exceeding V3 million ($13,636 at V220 brackets above ¥10 million, the credit is 5 percent.
= $)-as are various other sources of interest typc --.Under.Japanese tax principles, this measure is justi-
income.2 This has doubtless greatly stimulated say- fled as a means of preventing double taxation of
ings by the ordinary citizen, all the more so because corporate income. Special savings deposits for hous-
multiple accounts under various guises, have been ing purchases receive a tax credit; this credit carries
tolerated by officials of the postal savings system in a variety of conditions, but represents a substantial
spite of the continued but ineffective dismay of tax savings incentive.6 Individuals also are permitted a
officials in the Ministry of Finance.' In addition, tax credit for experimental and research expenditures
interest rates and deposit regulations are manipulated similar to those allowed corporations. This provision
in favor of the postal savings system, thereby divert- benefits primarily unincorporated family businesses.
ing much of the small savings that might otherwise. _.From 1968 to 1982. 20 percent of experimental and
go to banks into the postal savings system, i.e., research expenditures above the largest previous
directly into government hands, for investment in amount of such expenditures (since 1966) can be

credited against taxes, not to exceed 10 percent of
'The progressivity of the individual income tax system the income tax on business income (of the individ-

is significantly reduced by generous exclusions and/or de- ual) before the credit.
ductions for income other than wages and salaries (includ-
ing year-end bonuses). Perhaps the most important of such
benefits include the exclusion of the value of subsidized 2. Corporate Tax
housing (by employers) from taxable income, and the spe-
cial treatment of retirement payments to employees (typ- The most important generally applicable tax ma-
ically lump-sum payments). With respect to the latter only nipulated for purposes of industrial development is
50 percent of retirement income beyond a very generous the corporate tax. Effective corporate tax rates are
special retirement deduction is taxable. Also important are shown in Table IV-6. The system is progressive, and
various tax-free recreational and other benefits provided by the maximum rate is comparable to those in other
Japanese firms (weeke,.l resort facilities, subsidized over-
seas travel, etc.). For executives such tax-free items as advanced industrial countries (see Figure IV-l).
expense accounts, chauffered cars. subsidized loans. etc.. However, in some respects, this direct comparison is
are added to the compensation package. misleading, since many of the tax benefits discussed

-The degree to which Japan's high propensity to save is below apply to the computation of net taxable in.
based on an alleged culturally-derived frugality, as against
specific incentives to save, is a question that is frequently

' discussed among specialists, without, as far as we could 4This point will be discussed in greater detail in the
determine, definitive results. Many observers have noticed, discussion in Chapter V of government credit policies. In
for example, that Japan's savings rate before World War 11 effect, the government compensates for its revenue losses
was roughly the same as the prewar U.S. rate. This sug- through the tax exemption on small savings by getting the
geats that Japan's extremely high postwar savings rate use of this saving through manipulation of interest rates,
stems from other, more proximate causes than a culturally- etc., in favor of the postal savings system.
derived proclivity for high savings, e.g., an obvious and -'Capital gains on certain other assets also are excluded
immediate economic need to rebuild capital lost during the from taxation; in addition, certain limitations apply to pre-
war, and specific policies such as the above-mentioned tax vent abuses.
exemption on "small size" savings accounts designed to 6Although the tax break to housing is reputed to be less
support this objective, than that given by the deductability of interest payments in

3One indication of the degree of tax evasion permitted the U.S., the important difference is in the impact on the
through the postal savings system is the number of depos- system itself: in the U.S. the incentive is to borrow; in
its--just over twice Japan's population! Japan the incentive is to save.
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TABLE IV-6
TAX BURDEN ON CORPORATE INCOME

(EFFECTIVE TAX RATE)

Up to V3.5 mil. 7 mil. Over Y8
¥3.5 mU. -#7 mil. -- *8 mil. mil

Corporate 26.60% 25.88% 25.18% 34.82%
Inhabitant (1) Prefectural 1.33 1.29 1.26 1.74
taxes (2) Municipal 3.27 3.18 3.10 4.28

Enterprise tax 5.66 8.26 10.71 10.71

Total 36.86 38.61 40.25 51.55

NOTE: The enterprise tax is deductible in computing the tax basis for the corporate tax
and the enterprise tax itself. Indirectly it is also deductible in computing the
inhabitant tax as well. It is assumed that 30 percent of corporate income before
tax is distributed as dividends-to which a lower marginal tax rate is applied.

SOURCE: Yuji Gomi, Guide to Japanese Taxes, 1981-82 (Tokyo: Zaikei shoho sha,
1981), p. 26.

TABLE IV-7
CORPORATE TAX REVENUE, SALES, AND TAX REVENUE SHARE OF SALES,

BY AMOUNT OF CAPITAL: 1979

Corporations Total sales Tax amount Tax as a
Capital As percent (v 100 (V 100 percent

(V million) Number of total million) million) of sales

Not
More than more than

1 217,464 15.5 196,693 1,097 0.6%
1 5 727,086 51.9 689,474 4,714 0.7
5 10 220,308 15.7 452,393 3,614 0.8

10 50 205,351 14,6 1,342,741 13,665 1.0
50 100 16,161 1.2 413,491 4,495 1.1

100 1,000 13,477 1.0 982,407 12,344 1.3
1,000 5,000 1,620 0.1 612,559 8,629 1.4
5,000 10,000 309 0,0 344,559 5,115 1.5

10,000 284 0.0 1,358,921 19,581 1.4

Total 1,402,060 100.0 6,393,237 73,253 1.1
(Average)

SOURCE: The 105th annual statistics report of the National Tax Administration for 1979, as reported in An Outline
of Japanese Taxes, 1981. (Tokyo: Ministry of Finance, 1981), p. 282.

come. A different perspective is provided by com- Several general features of the corporate tax sys-
paring taxes to total sales (see Table IV-7). The tern are important. As noted previously, the system
corporate tax burden on sales is clearly progressive, is structured to minimize double taxation of corpo-
with an average of 1.1 percent. Roughly comparable rate income. Moreover, as also noted above, most
data for the United States (a 1.4 percent average), capital gains income received by individuals is un-
shown in Table Iv-g, suggest a heavier level of taxed, while dividend income received by individuals
taxation for U.S. firms; this difference would be is taxed. As far as individual owners of stock are
even more pronounced if income of U.S. firms other concerned, these features bias the system in favor of
than sales receipts (such as dividend income and
interest receipts) were excluded to bring the U.S. 'The U.S. corporate income rigure used as the base
data more in line with Japanese data.' These data do includes more than sales and this distorts the comparison
no permit more detailed comparison, since the Jap- by lowering the ratio. In addition, U.S. corporate income il
mease definition of capital and the U.S. definition of taxed spin when distributed as capital gains or dividends
assets are not analogous, to the shaeholders.
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TABLE IV-8
U.S. CORPORATION INCOME TAX RETURNS-SELECTED ITEMS,

BY ASSET-SIZE CLASS: 1976

Number of Tax as a
Asset-size class returns' Total receipts Tax2  percent of

($1,000) (1,000) ($ billion) ($ billion) the receipts

At least Less than
- 5003 1,799 474.6 2.3 0.5%

500 1.000 130 200.8 1.5 0.7
1.000 5,000 111 443.2 5.1 1.2
5.000 10,000 16 152.4 2.4 16

10,000 50.000 19 313.0 5.7 1.8
50,000 100,000 3 145.6 2.5 1.7

100,000 4 1,905.9 30.3 1.6

Total 2.082 3,635.5 49.8 1.4
(Average)

'Active corporations.
2After deduction for foreign tax credit, investment credit, U.S. possessions tax credit, and includes tax from
,ecomputing prior year investment credit and additional tax for tax preferences.

31ncludes corporations with zero assets.

SOURCE: U.S. Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income, Corporation Income Tax Returns, annual. as
reported in U.S. Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1980 (101st
edition), Washington, D.C., 1980, p. 276.

higher growth through reinvested earnings, and thus on the basis of acquisition cost and salvage
toward capital gains rather than dividend payments. value.
In addition, corporate income paid out as dividends 2. Minor assets, i.e., those with a useful life of
faces considerably lower corporate tax rates than less than one year or acquisition costs of less
retained earnings--for large companies 32 percent as than V 100,000 ($455 at V 220 = $I). can be
against 42 percent. This feature encourages consider- written off in the year purchased.
able cross-ownership. since, with some limiting con- 3. A firm may elect to use either a straight line
ditions, dividends received from other corporations or a declining balances method.2 Other de-
are also excluded from taxable income. Lower tax preciation methods may be used with special
rates also apply to smaller corporations. coopera- approval.
tives, and corporations in the "public interest."' 4. A corporation may apply, for each item or

Certain measures within the corporate tax system group of properties. whichever method of de-
are used to target specific industrial policy objec- preciation it prefers for that item or group.
tives. These typically fall into three categories: 5. Statutory useful lives for assets are determined
added depreciation. tax-free reserve funds, and tax by the government; a list is provided in Table
credits; various other measures are or have been used IV-9. Under certain conditions, a corporation
as well. but these three are the most widely used. may apply to alter the statutory life of an asset

Depreciation rules per se are similar to those in if, for example, the asset cannot live out its
other advanced industrial countries, but may have statutory life.
been applied in Japan more flexibly and with a In addition, the Special Taxation Measures Law
specific policy objective in mind. The main deprecia- permits a variety of special types of depreciation.
lion rules are as follows: The economic rationale for offering special deprecia-

I. Both tangible fixed assets and intangible fixed tion measures is to stimulate the private sector to
assets (such as copyrights, patents, rights of purchase particular types of assets. These measures
business, deferred assets, etc.) are depreciable

2 Straight line depreciation permits the acquisition cost
of an asset (less salvage value of 5 to 10 percent) to be
deducted in equal increments over the life of the asset. For

'Types of organizations that fit the latter two categories example, a V million asset with a statutory life of 10
are too many to list. However, most of the special industry years fully depreciated with a zero salvage value, is permit-
corporations and associations set up to undertake joint re- ted an annual depreciation of V 10,000. Declining balances
search and development, coordinate disinvestment in de- methods permit greater deductions in the years immediately
pressed industries, etc., are included, after purchase.
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TABLE IV-9
USEFUL LIVES OF SELECTED FIXED ASSETS

Useful life
Description of assets (years)

(1) Tangible fixed assets other than machinery and equipment
Reinforced concrete buildings (for office) 65
Wooden buildings (for office) 26
Steel vessels (2,000 tons or more) 15
Steel tankers (2,000 tons or more) 13
Steel fishing vessels (500 tons or more) 10
Elevators 17
Airplanes (for international service) 10
Electronic computers 6
Desks, chairs or cabinets made of metal 15
Air conditioners or heaters 6
Typewriters 5
Trucks (for transport business) 4
Passenger automobiles (taxis) 4

(2) Machinery and equipment
Chemical condiment manufacturing plants 7
Sugar refinery plants 13
Beer brewery plants 14
Raw silk manufacturing plants 10
Worsted spinning plants 10
Pulp manufacturing plants 12
Chemical fertilizer manufacturing plants 10
Polyvinyl chloride manufacturing plants 8
Synthetic fiber manufacturing plants 7
Rayon yarn or rayon staple manufacturing plants 9
Plate or sheet glass manufacturing plants 14
Cement furnaces 13
Iron and steel manufacturing plants 14
Metallic machine tool manufacturing plants 10
Electrical machinery and appliances manufacturing plants 11
Automobile manufacturing plants 10
Lens or other optical instrument manufacturing plants 11
Radio or television broadcasting equipment 6
Hydraulic power generation plant for electric utilities 22

(3) Intangible fixed assets
Patent rights 8
Utility model rights 5

SOURCE: An Outline of Japanese Taxes, 1981 (Tokyo: Ministry of Finance, 1981), p. 82.

are available to firms submitting a "blue return."' depreciation. In the former case, this simply means
Some of these special depreciation measures can be that, in addition to the ordinary depreciation sched-
carried over to the following year if unusable in the ule, the firm can deduct a specified portion of the
current year, and firms may choose the option of acquisition cost of an asset during the first account-
crediting these special depreciation allowances to a ing period in which the asset was acquired. In the
tax-free special depreciation reserve, which is added second case, firms may deduct part of the acquisition
back into income over the seven succeeding years cost of the asset over and above the ordinary de-
(1/7 each year). preciation schedule for a designated number of con-

Special depreciation measures come in two broad secutive accounting periods. In neither case can
types: increased initial depreciation and accelerated cumulative depreciation exceed acquisition cost. If

an asset is eligible for more than one special de-
'Filing a bue return" requires that a corporation o preciation measure, the firm can pick the most favor-

for that matter, an individual follow certain designated
accounting principles and provide more information to the able choice, but such measures cannot be used in
government than on "white returns." In exchange, certain combination.
tax benefits are provided. In practice, most special tax Current legislation on special depreciation meas-
benefits are available only to those filing a "blue return. ures is summarized in Table IV-I0. The wide variety
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TABLE IV-IO
SPECIAL DEPRECIATION ALLOWANCES

Allowance'

I. Increased initial depreciation
A. Energy saving equipment (April 1, 1981-March 31, 1984) 30%
B. Designated plant and equipment

1. Used for the prevention of environmental pollution 27
2. To which the newly developed special equipment to prevent air

pollution or smoke dispersal are attached 20
3. For industrial water-supply, constructed in lieu of a well in designated

areas 20
4. For recycling which may contribute to the promotion of efficient use of

resources 20
5. Other depreciable assets which are newly developed to use effectively

the energy resources 20
6. Composing an integrated system, such as combination of electronic

equipment for data analysis and industrial machinery 13
7. Steel vessels used by ocean transportation enterprises 15
8. Aircraft used by air transportation enterprises 13
9. Buildings for stores and shops jointly operated by retailers 8

C. Designated plant and equipment in developing areas
1. Underdeveloped areas, coal mining regions, agricultural areas,

depopulated areas, severely depressed local industrial areas, and 20 (Equip.)
industrial development areas 10 (Plant)

2. Okinawa industrial development region2  20 (Equip.)
14 (Plant)

3. Okinawa free trade zone 2  27 (Equip.)
16 (Plant)

D. Machinery and equipment
1. Acquired by small- or medium-sized enterprises or agricultural

cooperative associations, etc., and whose prices are more than
1,100,000 yen 14

2. For medical use acquired by medical corporations and whose prices
are more than 1,100,000 yen 20

E. Specific shafts and lifts for mining use 100
F. Forestation

1. Special initial amortization on forestation expenses in the year in which
the expenses are incurred 27

2. Special initial depreciation of the acquisition cost of the specific
constructions for forestation 20

G. Special initial depreciation of the acquisition cost of facilities for members'
mutual benefits (for buildings, the allowance is 16% or 8% of the
acquisition cost) acquired by a designated association which accumulates
(a) reserves for structural improvement project of small- and medium-sized
enterprises, (b) reserves for promotion of small- and medium-sized
enterprises as subcontractors or (c) reserves for promotion of traditional
craft industries 27

H. Special amortization of expenditures for research and development
purposes paid to specified associations mainly engaged in a research
work 100

1. Special initial depreciation on assets acquired by small- and medium-sized
enterprises according to the rationalization program under the law on
extraordinary measures for small- and medium enterprises located together 20 (Equip.)
in specific areas 10 (Plant)

II. Accelerated depreciation
A. Houses newly built for rent

1. Useful life under 45 years 50%53
2. Useful life 45 years or over 75%/5
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TABLE IV-10 (continued)
SPECIAL DEPRECIATION ALLOWANCES

Allowance1

B. New buildings eligible for requirements of urban area redevelopment act
or special recession area act 40%/Life

C. Newly constructed storage tanks for crude oil which are confirmed by the
Ministry of International Trade & Industry (MITI) as urgently needed for
increase in storage capacity 36%/5

D. Specified fire-proof warehouses used for trade purposes and silos for
grains 32%/5

E. Machinery used by members of the commercial and industrial
cooperatives, textile industry, etc., which execute the plan for promotion of
rationalization of small- and medium-sized enterprises, or the structural
improvement project of textile industry 32%/5

F. A corporation where not less than 25% of the employees at the end of 20%/Life
accounting period are handicapped persons 27%/Life

(factory buildings)
G. Miscellaneous other accelerated depreciation benefits are given, including

designated equipment for small- and medium-sized enterprises changing
its business in order to cope with the grant of a preferential tariff, and the
facilities for a qualified international tourist hotel

'These allowances are in addition to the regular depreciation schedule.
2The special allowances for Okinawa are reported inconsistently in the two sources used.
3This designation is defined to mean that the firm is permitted to add 50 percent to ordinary depreciation
for the first five years. Subsequent use is interpreted analogously.

SOURCES: An Outline of Japanese Taxes, 1981 (Tokyo: Ministry of Finance, 1981), pp. 79-86, and Yuji
Gomi, Guide to Japanese Taxes, 1981-82 (Tokyo, Zaikei shOho she, 1981), pp. 308-324.

of policy goals embedded in these measures is ob- leveraged Japanese corporations, use of this up-front
vious. More striking, perhaps, is the relatively nar- cash is particularly valuable.
row and specific nature of the incentives provided. Japanese tax law classifies tax-free _reserves in
Indeed, many of the measures are for "designated two groups: hikiatekin and junbikin. The former are
plant and equipment." This permits rather detailed roughly those justified by general accounting princi-
and quite discretionary government manipulation. pies; e.g., the bad debt reserve. The latter are those
The pattern of special depreciation measures is introduced to achieve certain economic policy goals,
biased towards manufacturing in general, especially even though they may not be fully justified by gener-
by stimulating markets for types of goods for which ally accepted accounting principles. Obviously, jun-
the government would like to see greater domestic bikin is the more important category for identifying
production. specific industrial policy incentives.'

Another measure frequently used for purposes of Many types of tax-free reserve funds are permit-
industrial policy is the allowance of a special tax- ted. One of particular interest is a reserve against
free reserve. The amounts credited to tax-free re- losses resulting from fluctuations in the market price
serves are deductible as expenses, but serve to pro- of inventories. Although no empirical research has
vide tax deferral, not tax exemption, since they must been found that estimates the impact of this incentive
be later added back into income. For example, cor- (or that estimates any tax incentive effects), one can
porations can establish a reserve for bad debts, based well imagine that it should increase domestic price
on expected losses in the collections of receivables, flexibility, both in the aggregate and relative
With the bad debt reserve, the amount credited in _

each period must be added back, in full (less credit 'Note however, that if the reserve is defined in such a
for actual bad debts), to income in the succeeding way that the contingency costs for which it was designed I
accounting period; the measure amounts, in effect, to never equals the size of the reserve (which appears to have
a one-year tax postponement. Perhaps the main bene- been the case for the bad debt reserve, for example), then
fit of tax-free reserves is the provision of cash before the distinction between hikiarekin and junbikin becomes
the expense or loss is actually incurred. For highly considerably less useful.
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senses-particularly in an era of volatile exchange serve for repurchasing losses was created to permit
rates. According to the 1979 tax revisions, this re- computer and computer sales corporations (par-
serve is scheduled to be abolished in five to ten ticularly the Japan Electronic Computer Corporation)
years. The current schedule drops the maximum tax- to deduct a certain fraction of revenue growth as an
free reserve deduction from 1.7 percent of the book expense.' Since most computer sales are based on
value of inventories in FY 1979 to 0.4 percent in FY lease arrangements, a company forced to repurchase
1983. a computer ahead of schedule can realize a loss.

Small companies may establish an overseas mar- With the reserve provisions, however, such a loss
ket development reserve. Specific conditions for this can be debited against the reserve fund and thereby
measure depend on type of activity and registered have its effects mitigated. The remaining reserve is
capital. The greatest incentives are for those firms added back to income after five years. This reserve
capitalized under V100 million ($454,000 at ¥220 was originally designed as part of a package of
= $1), although some benefits accrue to firms cap- measures to make Japanese-based computer com-
italized as high as V1 billion ($4.5 million at -220 panies competitive with U.S.-owned companies--
= $1). This specific reserve spreads the tax post- principally IBM. The reserve for software develop-
ponement over five years; one-fifth of the amount ment allows companies to offset costs associated
credited to the reserve fund in an accounting period with debugging programs in the course of the indus-
must be added back as income in each of the five try's development. This measure-in effect, an "in-
succeeding years. This clearly promotes exports by fant industry" aid-addresses the perceived weak-
smaller companies, but the estimated tax losses from ness of the Japanese software industry vis-a-vis
this provision have declined sharply since 1976 (V12 foreign firms.
billion in 1976 to V4 billion in 1981 as shown below Besides the special tax measures of targeted de-
in Table IV-12). preciation allowances and tax-free reserves, still

In addition, a specific reserve has been created to other measures address specific industrial policy
stimulate overseas investment for any size firm. An goals. For example, a corporation deriving income
overseas investment loss reserve is permitted for ac- wholly or partly from overseas sales of technical
quisitions of stocks issued by, or the extension of services is permitted a special deduction from taxa-
credit to, designated types of companies under spec- ble income. This incentive is designed to stimulate
ified conditions. This reserve fund compensates for export of (1) patents developed out of domestic re-
possible losses caused by a decline in stock price, search; (2) copyrights. and (3) such technical serv-
among other things. It is calculated on the basis of ices as planning, consulting, and supervision related
acquisition cost, and can be held in full for five to the construction or production of plant and equip-
years. From the sixth year, one-fifth must be added ment or to specified technical services for agriculture
back to income for five succeeding years. Although or fishery. These service exports must bring in for-
details and reserve amounts vary, the specific incen- eign currency or its equivalent, and in the case of
tives favor investment in developing countries, for- technical services, only contracts worth V2 million
eign-sited nuclear fuel recycling facilities, and ($9,090 at V220 = $1) or more are eligible. The
natural resources. In fact, certain natural resource export incentive from this deduction is relatively
investments can establish a reserve fund with a max- large-a firm may deduct as an expense 28 percent
imum of 100 percent of acquisition cost. of revenue in case one, 8 percent in case two, and

As noted above, each tax-free reserve provision is 16 percent in case three-although the absolute size
itself fairly narrowly bound, but taken together the of this deduction cannot exceed 40 percent of corpo-
range is fairly wide. Besides those mentioned al- rate income. Firms prospecting for mineral deposits
ready, other reserves with significant industrial pol- overseas are also permitted special deductions, re-
icy impacts include: a reserve fund for investment serves, and exemptions. An investment tax credit
losses in the free trade zone in Okinawa; a structural was introduced, initially as a temporary measure, to
improvement project reserve for small and medium- encourage investment in specific industrial facilities
sized enterprises; a reserve for the prevention of such as those that conserve energy or reduce pollu-
mineral pollution of metal mining; a depreciation tion levels. This credit was later extended in 1979 to
reserve for specified railway construction; a deprecia- aid only those corporations engaged in industries
tion reserve for the construction of atomic power specified by law and cabinet order as permanently
plants; a depreciation reserve for the construction of depr'-sed industries or certain specially defined
specific gas distribution facilities; and a series of small- and medium-sized corporations. Also among
reserves targeted on specific types of business which other various credits available is one for research and
meet special conditions. experimental expenditures, which exceed the largest

Two such reserves that are particularly important amount of such expenditures in any preceding ac-
for leading-edge industries are (1) a reserve for counting period since 1966. Twenty percent of such
losses caused by the repurchase of electronic com-
puters, and (2) a reserve fund for the guarantee of 'The activities of the Japan Electronic Computer Corpo-
domestically produced computer programs. The re- ration (JECC) are discussed in detail in Chapter VI.
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excess expenditures is credited against corporate tax their decline removes a major instrument of MITI
up to a maximum of 10 percent of the corporate tax influence.
liability. This measure ends on March 31. 1983, The rough magnitude of the revenue effects of
unless specifically extended by the Diet. special tax measures in various policy areas is shown

Tax-free reserves and other special tax measures in Tables IV-11 and IV-12. These data are in-
are less obviously biased towards the manufacturing complete, since certain incentives built into the gen-
sector under current legislation than the depreciation eral tax laws, e.g., tax-free postal savings and the
measures discussed earlier. No single sector ob- exclusion of capital gains from income, are not in-
viously dominates as a beneficiary of these meas- cluded in this compilation. However, virtually all the
ures. However, small businesses and firms investing tax instruments that discriminate among specific ac-
overseas (or otherwise exposed to certain foreign tivities, industries, and firms are included.
risks) receive special attention. As discussed above, Table IV-lH shows the estimated revenue losses
two explicit export subsidies remain on the books: attributable to Special Taxation Measures for Enter-
the provision dealing with overseas sales of technical prises since 1960. Although one can quibble about
services and the overseas market development re- the way that various items are aggregated, the data
serve for small companies. The first of these meas- provide extremely interesting patterns. In 1960, two
ures, with several others, reflects the broad policy items dominated: those designed to strengthen the
goals of "knowledge intensification," and illustrates financial position of firms and those designed to
a shift in emphasis from manufacturing per se to promote exports. The former declined steadily in
high technology-whether in manufacturing or serv- importance. The latter grew in importance until
ices. 1970, but sometime after that disappeared altogether.

In general, because the Japanese corporate sector In part, these declines reflect an increase, in relative
is so highly leveraged (i.e., debt-equity ratios, terms, in the importance of more selective tax meas-
though declining, are still much higher than in other ures directed at natural resource and energy develop-
advanced industrial countries), any increase in cash- ment, the promotion of science and technology, and
flow is particularly valuable, and all the more so the selective targeting of small businesses and agri-
during periods of recession or slower growth. For culture! Indeed, in 1981, the single most important
this reason, accelerated depreciation, tax-free re- subsidies provided to enterprises through the tax sys-
serves, and similar general tax measures built into tem were directed toward small businesses and agri-
the Japanese corporate tax system have strong direct culture, promotion of science and technology,
benefits quite apart from any benefits that might be protection of the environment, and natural resources
derived from special targeting on specific industries and energy development. It is important to note,
or activities. however, that funds for items 2 to 5 are going

mostly to large firms, much the same group as re-
ceived funds earlier for strengthening the financial

C. Recent Trends position of firms and for the promotion of exports.
The incentive effects of these new goals remain

As noted above, the movement away from the important, even though the government support that
specific benefits and incentives incorporated into the is received may seem to be-and in fact be-trans-
Special Tax Measures Law did not really begin until ferable, directly or indirectly, to other uses. Changes
the late 1960s; such movement has been striking in tax losses from special tax measures broadly re-
since then, however, flect changes in policy targets expressed in the vai-

Government revenue losses (i.e., tax expendi- ous plans (compare the broad targets shown in Table
tures, in the language of U.S. tax jargon) from the IV-13 with Tables IV-ll and IV-12).
SMh eTable IV-12 provides greater detail to help iden-~Special Tax Measures Law have declined dramati-tfymrcaeulthspiiconibinsote
cally since the early 1970s (see Figure IV-2). Most tify more carefully the specific contributions to the
notably, companies have benefited much less from aggregate revenue losses. Unfortunately, the catego-
special tax breaks since the early 1970s. Losses from ries in Tables IV-11 and IV-12 do not correspond
special tax measures benefiting corporations de- completely. Still, the detail in Table IV-12 is useful

clined, from nine percent of corporate tax revenues for identifying the impact of individual tax instru-
in 1972 to 1.9 percent (estimate) for 19 8 1 . W ments, since 1972, that are directly relevant to the

*" their impact was larger than it has become now, goals of this study. For example, under Item 3,
these measures represented an important element in Resource Development, Measure No. 10, the Over-
MiTl's power vis-a-vis specific industries. Thus, seas Investment Loss Reserve, shows an estimated

zero loss since 1979. This is surprising, since, as

'Obviously revenue losses are only estimates. We were 'Since 1975, those categories with a growing share
not provided with the methodology or assumptions used, mostly have experienced smaller than average absolute
and therefore we have no basis for evaluating the quality of cuts. The main exception is the promotion of science and
these estimates. technology.
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TABLE IV-13
POLICY TARGETS OF ECONOMIC PLANS

National income doubling plan Economic and social development plan
(enacted in December 1960) (enacted in March 1967)

Correction of imbalance and modernization of
Doubling of scale of national economy economy and society

(1) Consolidation of social capital (1) Stabilization of prices
(2) Inducement to modernization of industrial (2) Raising efficiency of economy

structure
(3) Promotion of international trade and (3) Promotion of social development

cooperation
(4) Upgrading of human capabilities and (4) Improvement of conditions for long-term

promotion of science and technology economic growth
(5) Easing of dual structure and securing of social (5) Improvement of social capital

stability

Basic economic and social plan New economic and social seven-year plan
(enacted in February 1973) (enacted in August 1979)

For active welfare society Pursuit of prosperous, satisfied society

(1) Creation of affluent environment (1) Attainment of full employment and
stabilization of prices

(2) Securing of prosperous, stabilized living (2) Stabilization and enhancement of
national life

(3) Stabilization of prices (3) Cooperation with and contribution to
international economic and social
development

(4) Promotion of international cooperation (4) Ensuring of economic security and
fostering of basis for sound economic
growth

(5) Reconstruction of public finance and
new monetary responses

SOURCE: The Japan Development Bank, Facts and Figures about the Japan Development Bank (1981), pp
6-7

noted earlier in the chapter, this measure would One cannot, of course, extrapolate simply from a
appear to be relatively important, at least at first calculation of tax losses to the degree to which firms
glance, given the wording of the tax law, Japan's have been assisted as a matter of policy. Nor can
level of economic development, its suitability as a one assume that the categories used by the Ministry
capital exporter. and its government's expressed in- of Finance for presenting this data truly reflect their
terest in promoting resource development overseas, components, and thus the policy incentives. The
Either firms are simply not taking advantage of a most striking case revealed in Table IV-12 is in
very lucrative benefit, or there are constraints on its category 2. environmental development, regional de-
use that are not stated. The next measure on the list, velopment, etc., for which the major component by
No. II, for Atomic Power Plant Construction, has far is the tax subsidy given to home purchasers.
grown rapidly in importance in recent years. Another Recognizing the data limitations, some "ballpark"
important measure is under Item 4, No. 13, for estimates of the policy effects are possible. The
Experimental and Research Expenditures. This is es- Science and Technology Agency (STA) has provided
timated to have cost the government some V27 bil- one extremely crude estimate of the impact of tax
lion ($123 million at V220 = $V) in lost revenue in credits on total private expenditures on testing, re-
1981. Measures No. 16 and 17, the special deprecia- search, and development (see Figure IV-3). Based in
tion allowances for the promotion of high-technology the relationship between national income and re-
plant and equipment and for machinery acquisition search expenditures before introduction of the tax
by small enterprises, led to a revenue loss of V73 incentive. STA calculated an average elasticity figure
billion ($332 million at V220 = $1) in 1981. (the percentage change in research expenditures re-
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Figure IV-3

R&D EXPENDITURE WITH SPECIAL TAX CREDITS

COMPARED TO ESTIMATED R&D EXPENDITURE
WITHOUT SPECIAL TAX CREDITS
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OCTOBER 1981.
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suiting from a one percent change in national in- acquisition of targeted types of equipment by lower-
come). This figure was used to estimate research and ing their effective price. Nonetheless. the total bene-
development spending as if there were no tax credit fits provided by such narrowly targeted measures are
for the rest of the period, after its introduction in small compared with other, less narrowly targeted
1967. As can be seen, the gap opens up immediately special tax measures. Moreover, total estimated tax
and grows continually. Crude as this procedure is. it losses from special taxation measures are much less
nevertheless reveals something, at least about the than comparably estimated tax losses from the pro-
interest that STA officials have in the efficacy of motion of saving and investment through such gen-
their own policies. In effect. STA is claiming here eral measures as the exclusion from taxation of
that the tax credit increased the average elasticity of interest income on postal savings and of capital gains
R&D expenditures to national income by some 0.25 income on securities transactions. Official estimates
percentage points (from 1.06 to 1.31). of these tax losses are unavailable-indeed, the

MOF is prevented from officially estimating (or at
least releasing) tax losses from the postal savings

D. Conclusions exclusion. A simple "ballpark" estimate of the lat-
ter. assuming postal savings of ¥70 trillion, and a

Several important conclusions emerge from this 4.5 percent interest rate, yields an annual interest

overview of the Japanese tax system. First, the sys- income of 3.15 trillion assuming that income taxes
tem is based on conventional taxation principles, are paid on virtually none of these deposits and a

i.e.. it is generally comparable to systems in other marginal tax rate of 30 percent. this would yield a

advanced industrial countries. indeed: the system re- tax loss of Y0.9 trillion.' By itself this one general

mains largely based on the one introduced by allied tax measure yields a tax loss roughly equal to the

occupation authorities. Secondly. within this conven- total estimated tax losses from all special tax meas-

tional framework, there is a specific bias in favor of ures in 1981, as shown in Table IV-12. By implica-

savings and investment. This is achieved by avoiding tion. the tax losses from all general tax measures

double taxation of corporate income (perhaps to the would be much larger. perhaps by an order of mag-

point of over-compensating), by excluding (much, if nitude, than those stemming from special targeted
not most) interest income for small savers from tax- tax measures.

able income, by favoring capital gains over dividend Two characteristics of targeted tax policy in Japan

income, and by keeping the average tax burden low are important: (1) its general use as a carrot rather

(compared with other advanced industrial countries). than a stick. e.g.. using special targeted tax meas-

Thirdly, within this bias in favor of savings and ures to provide an improvement to cash flow or

investment, there is a special and additional bias in profits rather than a penalty against actions already

favor of the manufacturing sector. This is achieved taken, and (2) in this same spirit, the granting of

by the limiting of many special tax benefits to desig- benefits to both producers and consumers of the

nated plant and equipment. Now and during the particular sectors or goods chosen for promotion.

remainder of the 1980s. this bias is shifting, as Important "market making" tax benefits are on the

services, particularly in high technology areas, be- books for both leading edge and declining industries.come more important to competition and economic As in the past, targeted tax measures can be sogrowth narrowly focused as to benefit specific firms (e.g..g enera. tthe special loss reserve for repurchase of computers)
ment as a whole, and for the benefit of manufactur- or specific types of activities (e.g., overseas pros-in indus brwholeand fihed, eemt o m oure pecting for raw materials). Yet in our view, theing industries broadly defined, seems to us more evolution of the system is as important as the level
important to economic growth and industrial progress of thesystemdi as ipornt a te level
than various special tax measures designed to aid of benefits provided at any one point in time. During
specific industries, particularly since the early 1970s, the 1950s and 1960s, special tax measures were ex-
when the total benefits provided by the latter began 'In April 1982, postal savings deposits totaled V70.42
to decline precipitously, For example, perhaps the trillion (the two main types of deposits totaled V6.53 tril-
most narrowly targeted of the tax measures have lion in ordinary deposits, and V62.22 trillion in savings
always been the special depreciation measures for certificates). The interest rate on ordinary savings effective
specified plant and equipment and for machinery for at that time was 3.12 percent; the rates on savings certifi-
small enterprises. Estimated tax losses in 1981 from cates ranged from 4.25 percent for under one year to 6.0
the former were Y16 billion, from the latter V57 percent for 3 years or more. See Bank of Japan, Economic
billion, for a total of V73 billion. This is less than Statistics Monthly, No. 425 (August 1982), Tables 46 and
15 percent of the (incomplete) list of revenue losses 60.,The way in which tax measures are combined with
attributable to special taxation measures shown in other industrial policy instruments to support a particular
Table IV-12, which in turn totals only 3.3 percent of industry is discussed in detail with regard to the informa-
general account revenue (down from 6.6 percent in tion industry in Chapter VI. Of special note in that discus-
1972, as shown in Figure IV-2). These depreciation sion is the wide variety of special tax measures applied at
measures unquestionably bias investment towards the different times in this one area over a 20-year period.
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fremely detailed, but as noted above, they have de- further decline in their importance. the major excep-
clined substantially since the early 197 0s, both in tions will be for declining industries, small busi-
terms of their absolute number and the degree of nesses. and leading edge industries (in both goods
benefit allowed. Some of this extremely detailed tar- and services), but the quantitative benefits, as meas-
geting remains, most notably in the special deprecia- ured by tax losses, will remain small. Indeed, as
tion measures for designated plant and equipment. In noted above, estimated tax losses from measures to
the earlier postwar years, targeted tax instruments promote science and technology is the only broad
usually had the goal of stimulating economic growth category in the published statistics that continued to
and comparative advantage, meaning, at that time, expand in absolute terms. Special tax measures
basic manufacturing industries. As new social wel- proved very useful in the past, and if perceived as
fare goals became increasingly important during the necessary to achieve a particularly important goal,
1970s, they too came to be addressed by new tax they might well be introduced again in the future. In
measures. general, however, they are on the decline, relative to

Partly as a matter of principle, but mostly be- the past. If they do reappear as a more important
cause of the large government budget deficits of instrument than they have become today, they will
recent years, the Ministry of Finance continues to be reintroduced on pragmatic, i.e., expediential,
fight for even further reductions in special targeted grounds, not because of some "master plan" to use
tax measures. As a result, one can expect to see a the tax system per se to promote industrial develop-

ment.
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CHAPTER

Monetary Policy and Financial Controls
as Industrial Policy

Financial controls are among the most The gap was filled by the private banking sstem
powerful instruments available to the Japanese gov- and official financial institutions. The large commer-
erment to regulate. or otherwise intervene in, the cial banks provided most of the external funds re-
economy. This is true, of course, for virtually any quired by the private sector, but not without help.
economy, but particularly so in Japan, where a The banking system lacked the resources to meet
legacy of detailed financial controls from the prewar investment demand on its own. During the high
and earlier postwar periods remains. For example. growth period, commercial banks became heavily
foreign exchange transactions are still subject to ad- dependent on tie BOJ as a source of reserves. This
ministrative intervention and likely to remain so in- led to the classic "overloan" position that is so
definitely, although they are now somewhat freqently discussed in the literature, i.e.. loans ex-
liberalized in law and practice. So-called "window ceeded deposits. Given the tremendous loan demand,
guidance." i.e.. oral (and therefore unverifiable) sug- the reliance of commercial banks on reserves from
gestions by officials at the Bank of Japan (BOJ). the central bank, the underdeveloped nature of the
directs bank loans in line with current policies, securities markets, and the control of a large share of
Many interest rates remain explicitly controlled. The personal savings by official financial institutions, the
Ministry of Finance (MOF), which oversees both monetary authorities could strongly influence both
monetary and fiscal policy (monetary policy indi- the volume of lending and the direction in which
rectly through the BOJ), has also retained far more investment funds would flow. Control of the direc-
regulatory control over the banking and securities tion of funds was most evident near business cycle
industries, which are within its purview, than MITI peaks, when the macroeconomic requirement to cool
has retained over the manufacturing and nonfinancial down the economy naturally fell most heavily on
service industries, which are under its jurisdiction. In those sectors considered less important in terms of
other words, while new legislation and practices economic development at the time. This system re-
have relaxed many aspects of direct government in- mained generally in place until the early 1970s,
tervention in financial activity, the Japanese financial when balance of payments surpluses began to accu-
system remains among the most tightly controlled of mulate. As a result, controls on the flow of capital
any of the advanced industrial countries. Yet, the both in and out of the country were eased somewhat,
movement toward further liberalization, which has firms became more multinational, and the banking
been especially evident since the early 1970s, is system's share of the total supply of investment
virtually certain to continue, funds began to decline.

Just after World War II, private accumulations of
capital in Japan were virtually destroyed. As a re-
sult, the central government was almost the only A. Historical Evolution2

source of investment funds, and much of its money
came initially from U.S. aid. To enhance reconstruc- Historical roots of the Japanese financial system
tion and recovery, available funds were allocated in can be traced from early in the Meiji Restoration. In
great detail. Government organizations lent some
funds directly to private investors. Other funds were 2 This discussion draws upon G. C. Allen, The Japanese
distributed through the banking system. As the econ- Economy (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1981), Chapter 4;
omy began to grow rapidly, private demand for Henry C. Wallich and Mable 1. Wallich, "Banking and
funds expanded sharply, far exceeding the supply Finance," in Patrick and Rosovsky, op. cit.; Andreas R.
available from internally generated funds and secur- Prindl, Japanese Finance: A Guide to Banking in Japan
ity issues.' (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Ltd., 1981), Chapters 1-3;

L. S. Pressnell, ed., Money and Banking in Japan
(London: The Macmillan Press, Ltd., 1973), chapters 1-10;

'For legal and institutional reasons, equity and bond and T. F. M. Adams and lwao Hoshi, A Financial History
markets were extremely slow in developing, relative to of the New Japan (Tokyo: Kodansha International Ltd.,
other advanced industrial economies. 1972).
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1880, the Yokohama Specie Bank, which ultimately were the Japan Development Bank (targeting basic
became the Bank of Tokyo, was founded as the manufacturing industries), the Agricultural. Forestry.
foreign financial arm of the Japanese government. In and Fishery Corporation, The Small Business Fi-
1882, a banking act created the Bank of Japan; in nance Corporation, and The Export-Import Bank.
1900, the Industrial Bank of Japan was founded with The Japan Development Bank inherited the functions
a charter to finance new industrial companies. Dur- of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation when the
ing this same period, a variety of semi-governmental latter was disbanded. Initially, the Japan Develop-
institutions such as the Agricultural Cooperative ment Bank received most of its capital from the U.S.
Banks were formed. Individual banks in this cate- counterpart funds, later from the Trust Fund Bureau
gory were given distinctly different missions, both and other government accounts. A new institution,
complementing the newly developing commercial the Long-Term Credit Bank of Japan, was formed in
bank networks and segmenting financial markets. 1952 with 50 percent government backing and the
Much later, under impetus of colonial expansion and rest from a consortium of financial institutions and
war in the 1930s, the Japanese financial system be- industrial corporations
came highly centralized, both through the growth of After the occupation, the main zaibatsu banks.
zaibatsu-controlled commercial banks and through which had changed their names during the occupa-
increased government control of financial activity. tion as a means of deemphasizing their prewar his-

After World War I1, SCAP moved to dissolve the tory. resumed their former names, and integrated
zaibatsu and to loosen the government's highly cen- themselves into the large industrial and commercial
tralized control over the economy. This had two conglomerates that were reemerging. However, rela-
immediate implications for the banking industry. tionships were less exclusive than in prewar days.
First, the dissolution of the zaibatsu broke the for- These so-called group banks (i.e.. the former
mal, organizational ties between banks and various zaibatsu banks) developed significant business out-
manufacturing and commercial enterprises, though side of their respective groups. In effect, they be-
commercial relationships of lender to borrower were came fully competitive with the other major so-
of course retained. Secondly, the once-powerful spe- called cit) banks, i.e.. large-scale commercial banks
cial-purpose government banks were either dissolved with national branching. There are currently 13 city
or had their functions dramatically altered. Those banks. They serve as the major sources of funds for
banks with special roles abroad, i.e., the government large business concerns. Local (or regional) banks
banks in former colonial areas and the Yokohama service mainly small and medium-sizetd business. al-
Specie Bank, which had a special role in foreign though some local banks are larger than the smaller
exchange transactions, were closed outright.' The city banks.
three major debenture-issuing special-purpose gov- Many other specialized public and private finan-
ernment banks for long-term financing were made cial institutions came into being over the years; these
private, and given the choice of confining their busi- are summarized in Table V-i. Creation of a seg-
ness to deposit banking (and short-term lending) or mented financial market in which groups of financial
long-term financing; the Hypothec Bank and the institutions draw on different sources of funds and
Hokkaido Development Bank chose to become de- lend to different types of industry follows a prewar
posit banks, and the Industrial Bank of Japan chose pattern. Segmentation was a deliberate policy deci-
to undertake long-term financing. 2  sion, which enhanced control of financial activity

A new financial institution was created, called and, in the Japanese context, probably accelerated
The Reconstruction Finance Corporation (Fukk6 reconstruction and economic growth, at least until
Kinyfi Kink6), which derived its funds directly from the 1970s. The importance of the large city banks
the Bank of Japan (and in turn from U.S. aid). As can be seen in Table V-2. The) controlled half of all
demands for credit grew, the Industrial Bank of private financial institution's assets in 1953, a share
Japan increasingly resumed its former role (though which fell only to 32 percent by the end of the third
independent from government), and several new quarter 1981. Local banks have also lost share. The
government long-term credit banks were established gain has been distributed widely among other institu-
for similar purposes. These banks raised funds by tions.
issuing debentures that were purchased partially by A more accurate picture of the financial system
ordinary banks and partially by the Government emerges by including government institutions, which
Trust Fund Bureau. The main government banks continue to play an important role in the economy

(Figure V-I). From the mid-1950s to 1980, the pri-
vat6 banking system's share of total lending slowly'Subsequently, the Bank of Tokyo was created as a declined, while the share of other, more specialized

successor to the Yokohama Specie Bank, also with a view private lending institutions steadily increased. The
toward specializing in foreign exchange. However, its pur-
view was much less exclusive, as other commercial banks government's share of total lending, after declining
were also permitted to deal in foreign exchange.

2The Hypothec Bank has since re-emerged as one of the 'The Long Term Credit Bank has since become a fully
three long-term credit banks, private organization.
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TABLE V-1
JAPANESE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS: 1978

Private financial institutions
(A) Commercial banks City banks (13)

Regional banks (63)
Foreign banks (54)
Foreign Exchange Bank (Bank of Tokyo)

(B) Long-term credit banks Industrial Bank of Japan
Long-Term Credit Bank of Japan
Japan Hypothec Bank
Trust banks (7)

(C) Financial institutions for small busi- Mutual loan & savings banks (71)
nesses Credit associations (470)

Credit corporations (489)
Labour credit associations (47)
Central Bank for Commercial and Industrial Co-opera-

tives
(D) Financial institutions for agriculture, Central Co-operative Bank for Agriculture & Forestry

forestry & fisheries Agricultural co-operatives (4,738)
Fishery co-operatives (1,695)
Forestry co-operatives (2,139)

(E) Insurance companies and securities
companies

Government financial institutions
Central bank The Bank of Japan
Banks Japan Development Bank

Export-Import Bank of Japan
Public corporations People's Finance Corporation

Housing Loan Corporation
Agricultural, Forestry and Fishery Finance Corporation
Small Business Finance Corporation
Hokkaido and Tohoku Development Corporation
Finance Corporation for Local Public Enterprise

Others Trust Fund Bureau (formerly Treasury Deposits Bu-
reau)

Overseas Economic Co-operation Fund
Post Office Life Insurance
Postal Annuity Special Account

SOURCE: G.C. Allen, The Japanese Economy (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1981), p. 45 & 57.

from the mid-1950s to the late 1960s, increased sig- public sector saving to only some 8 percent of gross
nificantly over the last decade (while remaining less saving.
than 14 percent of total lending). Miscellaneous pri- Personal saving continues to average more than
vate financial institutions (including those targeting 19 percent of disposable income, which represents
small business) have shown the greatest growth in roughly 40 percent of gross savings.' This is not the
lending share, though their growth was considerably place to describe in detail the extensive discussion
slower during the 1970s. that exists on the sources of this high savings rate.

Japan's saving rate is extraordinarily high corn- However, from this discussion one can safely con-
pared to other advanced industrial countries (see clude that while some causes of the high personal
Table V-3). Until recently, households, corporations, saving rate have recently become weaker, most re-
and the government all made major contributions to main more or less in force-and some, such as the
this high rate. The important recent change has been fears of price fluctuations and of future slow growth
the large budget deficits which have sharply de- _
creased government saving. Until the early 1970s the 'Table V-3 shows that personal savings averaged 21.6
public sector contributed some 22 percent of gross percent of disposable income for 1974-80. The atypically
savings (nearly 30 percent of net savings), despite high saving triggered by the 1974 recession (24 percent)
deficits on the national general account after 1965. and its slow fall somewhat masks the declining trend of
The recent large budget deficits h.'ve sharply reduced recent years.
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TABLE V-2
ASSETS AND ASSET SHARES OF PRIVATE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS,1 1953,

1963, 1973, AND 1981

Assets in 19532 Assets in 19632 Assets in 19732 Assets in 19816

Amount Per- Amount Per- Amount Per- Amount Per-
(billions cent (billions cent (billions cent (billions cent

Institutions of yen) of total of yen) of total of yen) of total of yen) of total

City banks 2,641 50.5 14,416 41.8 64,917 36.1 130,659 32.0
Local ("regional")
banks 1,065 20.4 6,361 18.4 30,828 17.1 74,958 18.3

Trust banks (banking
accounts) 97 1.9 754 2.2 5,562 3.1 13,749 3.4

Long-term-credit banks 250 4.8 2,061 6.0 12,214 6.8 28,462 7.0
Mutual loan and sav-
ings banks 342 6.5 2,648 7.7 14,608 8.1 34,314 8.4

Credit associations 243 4.6 2,667 7.7 18,111 10.1 42,595 10.4
Credit cooperatives3  20 0.4 519 1.5 3,757 2.1 9,703 2.4
Labor credit associa-
tions3  104 0.2 88 0.2 790 0.4 3,019 0.7

Agricultural coopera-
tives3  347 6.6 1,847 5.3 12,852 7.1 28,510 7.0

Fishery cooperatives3  244 0.5 131 0.4 876 0.5 2,092 0.5

Subtotal 5,039 96.4 31,492 91.2 164,515 91.4 368,061 90.1

Trust accounts of all
banks 189 3.6 3,029 8.8 15,486 8.6 40,456 9.9

Total5  5,228 100.0 34,521 100.0 180,001 100.0 408,517 100.0

An institution is associated with each of the groups serving small business, agriculture, and fisheries that
in greater or lesser degree acts as a central bank, accepting surplus funds and lending them out to
members or investing them in other forms. While there are specialized credit facilities serving each of the
major producers' groups-the degree of specialization varies considerably-there are no institutions specifi-
cally designed to serve the consumer in his role as homeowner or personal borrower. Some amount of
credit is available to households, of course, through the commercial banking system and the banks serving
principally small business.
2 End of calendar year.

3 Assets = sum of liabilities (deposits plus capital and borrowings).
4 Data for 1954.

Does not include government-financed institutions or the funds of the central institutions of credit
associations and cooperatives that are partly derived from deposits by their member institutions.

6 End of September.

SOURCE: Bank of Japan, Economic Statistics Annual, 1954, 1963, and 1973: as reported in H.C. Wallich and
Ml. Wallich, "Banking and Finance," in H. Patrick and H. Rosovsky (eds.), Asia's New Giant
(Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institutions, 1976), p. 281; and Bank of Japan, Economic
Statistics Monthly, no. 416 (November 1981), pp. 41-66.

in real after-tax income have probably become tions. Indeed, the dividend payout ratio for the major
stronger as economic growth rates have declined enterprises surveyed regularly by the BOJ, which
relative to earlier postwar years. tend to be more widely-held, is some 40 percent of

The corporate sector accounts for roughly one- profits,' more than double the 15 percent figure re-
half of national savings (gross). Accrued deprecia- ported for the corporate sector as a whole.
tion represents the major source of corporate say- Corporations account for the largest share of total
ings. Other contributing factors include relatively borrowing in the non-financial sector. Indeed, corpo-
high profits and moderate taxes. High corporate say- rate finance has dominated Japan's financial markets.
ings also reflect in part a practice of relatively low
dividend payouts for the corporate sector as a whole, 'Profits are defined here as current net profits plus
which consists in large part of closely-held corpora- surplus accrued from the previous fiscal year.
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TABLE V-3
SAVING RATES, BIG SEVEN ADVANCED INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES

1960-66 1967-73 1974-80
I II IlI I II Ill I II III

Japan 33.2 20.7 17.2 37.7 24.0 18.1 32.6 19.5 21.6
United States 19.6 9.5 7.2 19.2 8.9 8.4 18.7 6.5 7.2
Germany (F.R.) 27.5 18.6 16.0 26.9 16.7 16.1 23.2 11.9 13.9
France 24.8 15.0 12.2 25.6 15.9 12.8 22.9 11.8 13.2
United Kingdom 18.2 10.1 5.6 19.9 11.2 5.7 18.1 7.0 8.9
Italy 24.6 16.4 17.5 23.2 15.1 19.2 22.0 12.2 21.8
Canada 21.2 9.2 5.5 22.0 10.9 6.9 21.6 10.7 10.7

Total big seven 21.9 11.9 9.4 23.0 12.6 11.0 22.3 10.4 12.3

KEY: I Gross saving as a percentage of GDP
II Net saving as a percentage of GOP
III Net household saving as a percentage of disposable household income

SOURCE: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, OECD Economic Outlook, Historical Statis-
tics, 1960-1980 (Paris: 1982), pp. 64-65

This reflects several factors. First, at least until re- in practice, although, among other policies, attempts
cently, the government sought a roughly balanced to separate rigidly short- and long-term financing
budget (except for capital investment), and thus im- failed, and there currently is tremendous pressure
posed relatively minor claims on the financial system from commercial banks to break down the separation
(again, until recently). Secondly, consumer borrow- of banking and security activities (similar to the
ing has been, and continues to be, low compared separation mandated by the Glass-Steagall legislation
with other advanced industrial countries. Finally, in the U.S.) and thereby permit banks to engage in
corporate expansion has been financed largely by the securities business. Although institutional spe-
debt (rather than equity), composed principally of cialization is now less rigidly regulated than in the
bank loans and trade credit rather than bonds. There past, L.S. Presnell's 1973 observation still remains
is a slow movement away from the traditionally valid, namely that Japan's banking system is char-
heavy corporate reliance on bank loans and trade acterized "by specialization based on arbitrary dis-
credit.' In the early 1950s, financing of new indus- tinctions between short-term and long-term capital,
trial investment came 25 percent from self-financing, between types of money flows, and between the
some 60 percent from bank advances, and the re- supposed end uses of bank loans. " ' While such spe-
mainder from share and bond issues and direct gov- cialization may have been very useful in a country
emnment loans. By the mid-1970s, reliance on mobilizing and efficiently utilizing all of the nation's
external sources had declined to roughly 50 percent scarce financial resources for reconstruction and eco-
(from the earlier 75 percent), most of which still nomic development, it is much less appropriate for
came from banks.' On the other hand, many factors one of the world's most advanced industrial coun-
prevent a sharp drop in the heavy reliance on debt tries. The interactions and tensions that result from
(e.g., relatively rapid growth and, due to various this specialization between the government and the
market practices, a very high implicit cost of capital private sector, and between domestic and foreign
from issuing equity). financial actors, have had and will continue to have

Japan's current financial system reflects an in- important implications for industrial development
creasing degree of tension between detailed official policy; the more important of these implications are
regulation of economic activities and the drive of discussed below.
private institutions toward larger markets and more
diversified activities that inevitably lead to decentral-
ization. To a large extent, earlier official efforts to B. Policy Instruments
require institutional specialization remain enshrined

The foregoing review of postwar history helps
'For a recent discussion, see "As Borrowing Declines, explain some of the characteristics of Japanese mon-'Fo a ecnt isussonse "A BrroingDelinsetary and credit policies that have received much

Japanese Banks are Losing Their Corporate Leverage," in etr aceticies th ha recived much
The Asian Wall Street Journal Weekly, January 18, 1982, p. controversial attention. As with tax policy, money
7. 2 These data are from G. C. Allen, The Japanese Econ-
omy (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1981), pp. 58-59. 3 L. S. Pressnell, op. cit., p. 37
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and credit policies have both macroeconomic and ment's budget expenditures rose dramatically but the
microeconomic effects. This section addresses mac- government was also unwilling to raise taxes, it
roeconomic issues only to the extent that they are issued bonds as a means of financing the deficit.
critical to an understanding of how money and credit However, since the government was also committed
policies have been and are used to direct financial to issuing these bonds at what in effect were below
flows for microeconomic, i.e.. industrial policy, pur- market rates (i.e., below the rates that would surely
poses. The use of monetary and credit policies for have prevailed if commercial interest rates were not
purposes of industrial policy followed two separate set by fiat), it had to apply considerable pressure to
but related approaches: (1) the skewing of the private force banks to absorb these bond issues-especially
sector flow of funds toward targeted sectors, activi- since banks had to purchase these bonds at issue
ties, and industries through regulatory and mac- price at times when similar issues were selling at a
roeconomic policy measures, and (2) direct lending large discount on the secondary market. The result,
through various public institutions, of course, was lower profits for the banks.'

Indeed, the rapid growth of budget deficits during
the 1970s has made required purchases of low inter-

1. Use of Monetary Policy Measures est bonds so onerous that the banks, in turn. have
as Industrial Policy pressured the BOJ and the MOF to liberalize the

interest rate structure, and the rules concerning bank
At first glance, the tools of Japanese monetary participation in both primary and secondary bond

policy seem to operate much as they do in other markets. Some liberalization has occured, but only
advanced industrial countries. In fact, they have op- very slowly, e.g., interest rates on certificates of
erated very differently.' Indeed, the very definition deposits, bills, and gensaki (a form of repurchase
of money, as used elsewhere, is a far less meaning- agreement) are generally free from control (call
ful concept in Japan. This subsection looks first at money markets have long been relatively free), cer-
how differently the normal tools of monetary policy tain medium-term government bonds are to be issued
have behaved in Japan, notably open market opera- on a subscription basis- and individuals and institu-
tions, reserve requirement changes, discount rate (or tions have been given greater freedom in interna-
rediscount rate) changes, credit controls, moral sua- tional markets. Thus, despite the rapid recent growth
sion, and the extent to which these measures have in the stock of government bonds outstanding, open
been used to direct funds among sectors, activities, market operations have not worked at all in Japan, at
and industries, as against their use in the more gen- least to date, for the simple reason that the bond
eral targeting of macroeconomic goals. market has been administratively controlled in such a

Open market operations are defined as the pur- way as to provide low cost financing for budget
chase or sale of government securities on the private deficits, and to maintain an ability to direct private
market by the central bank to constrain or expand financial activity more closely.
bank reserves and thus the money supply. This is the Changes in the required reserves held against de-
main U.S. monetary policy tool. The Japanese gov- posits represent a powerful monetary tool in any
ernment's enforcement, through administrative fiat. country. In Japan, a system of required reserves was
of low interest rates, combined with a (more or less) imposed only in 1958. It was seldom put to use. and
balanced budget policy through the 1960s. prevented even when put to use had little effect until the 1970s.
development of a mature domestic bond market in The banking system simply operated with little re-
Japan. As a result, open market operations were gard to liquidity, and the BOJ regularly legitimized
unable to function. Indeed, to function properly, this behavior by providing reserves to support an
open market operations require a market in which overloan position. Since the early 1970s, however,
primary issues compete freely against bonds out- reserve requirements have been changed more fre-
standing, both public and corporate, such that private quently-though they remain low in absolute terms.
buyers and sellers respond to interest rate move- This appears to have stemmed in part from a desire
ments. not government fiat. by the BOJ to contain the growth in bank reserves

During the 1970s, when the Japanese govern- caused by balance of payments surpluses. Since
these surpluses increased bank deposits, the banks

'This statement would receive wide agreement among could then lend money without going to the Bank of
analysts. Exactly how they differ, however, has been the
source of much debate. Refer to the issues raised in Allen,
op. cit.. Chapter 4; Gardner Ackley and Hiromitsu Ishi, 2Japanese banks have traditionally been forced to absorb
"'Fiscal. Monetary, and Related Policies," in Patrick and some quantities of low interest government bonds, but as
Rosovsky, op. cit.: Wallich and Wallich, op. cit.; and long as the deficits were small and inflation remained low.
Eisuke Sakakibara. Robert Feldman, and Yuzo Harada. The the profit squeeze from these purchases was small enough
Japanese Financial System in Comparative Perspective, a to be tolerable. Moreover. in those days. the banks were
study prepared for the use of the Joint Economic Commit- much more dependent on the Bank of Japan for reserves.
tee. Congress of the United States (Washington. D.C.: and therefore more willing to comply with pressure to
USGPO. March 12. 1982). absorb government bonds.
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Japan for additional reserves. Thus, reserve require- banking unit. To date, this rediscount/credit control
ments became a far more useful-and, as discussed mechanism has worked reasonably well, mainly be-
below, in some respects, an essential-tool of mone- cause of the compartmentalization of the financial
tary policy.' system and the almost continually strong demand for

A third monetary policy tool used in most ad. credit. (However. as discussed below, it has been
vanced industrial countries is the discount or redis- working less well in recent years, as the internation-
count rate (the rate at which banks can borrow alization of the Japanese financial market has come
reserves from, or "rediscount" assets with, the cen- about as a result of "natural" forces, irrespective of
tral bank). In many countries, this rate has mostly the desires of the MOF to insulate the economy and
symbolic, or indirect, value, since rediscounting rep- its own control mechanism from these forces.)
resents a small share of bank reserves. In Japan, too, The importance of the rediscount mechanism as a
the rediscount rate has had little direct impact in source of funds, particularly during upswings in the
terms of the actual cost of money, since, on average, business cycle, and the detailed credit controls avail-
the rate itself has usually been low. But as a signal it able to the BOJ made the fourth tool of monetary
has indeed been important. The banks that borrowed policy-namely, moral suasion, or in the Japanese
from the BOJ were typically in relatively heavy debt phrase, "window guidance" (madoguchishidM)-
to the bank, often supporting an overloan position. effective for both monetary and industrial policy pur-
Such borrowers were subject to detailed oversight, poses. The composition and magnitude of bank lend-
and borrowing at all was considered a privilege ing is shaped by almost daily contact between
rather than a right. As a result, variations in the relevant BOJ sections and commercial banks. Lack
rediscount rate had a strong influence well beyond of adherence to the informal guidance risked imposi-
the simple volume of borrowing from the BOJ. tion of tight credit ceilings or restricted access to the
Moreover, because most interest rates in Japan are rediscount window. Basically, in the capital-short
set by administrative fiat rather than by the market, environment of the 1960s, Japanese commercial
the BOJ's control over the rediscount rate trans- banks had no choice but to adhere to "window
lated-and still translates-into control over virtually guidance"; nowadays, with less need for central
the entire interest rate structure. 2 This ability to con- bank reserves, and an increasingly internationalized
trol the level and structure of interest rates (and to environment, the banks are beginning to resist con-
enforce this control through credit availability) gives trol. The legacy of the earlier era remains enshrined
the central bank great power, at least in the short in both law and practice, however.
run. Monetary policy and financial controls clearly

All interest rates, including the rediscount rate, have been available for use as instruments of indus-
continue to be subject to an additional policy of trial development policy and will continue to be
keeping the actual rate low---even in the face of high available as long as the rediscount mechanism and
credit demands from the private sector. This natu- associated direct credit controls play such a critical
rally results in demand for credit that exceeds the role in the lending activities of commercial banks.
supply available (i.e., the market fails to clear at an As noted above, more indirect policies such as open
equilibrium price); therefore, credit must be rationed market operations and changes in reserve require-
(i.e., allocated by non-price mechanisms). 3 All gov- ments are slowly becoming more important as tools
ernments retain at least residual rights to impose of monetary policy (where, in earlier years, they
credit controls, but Japan's extensive system of con- played little or no role), while the rediscount mech-
trols is much greater than that of other countries, and anism is slowly becoming less important. The net
naturally enough requires special circumstances to effect on monetary policy per se is probably negligi-
operate effectively. Indeed, during periods when in- ble. Indeed the shift from direct and detailed to
flation surges or balance of payments deficits indirect and general policy intervention almost cer-
threaten reserves, a standard BOJ practice has been tainly represents a major improvement in economic
to set limits on credit that can be extended by each efficiency for such an advanced economy. However,

this shift also sharply reduces the ability to use
'It is important to note that the most used reserve monetary instruments for purposes of industrial pol-

requirement has been that on non-resident-held (so-called icy.
free) yen deposits. It has primarily served as a tool for In the 1950s and 1960s, when the banking system
defense of the yen, reaching 100 percent during periods of was characterized by well-defined institutional spe-
extreme inward speculation. cialization, limited access to the rest of the world,

2lnrerest ree Comr]i is over nominal rates. Such de- and an almost constant excess of demand for funds
vices as fees, compensating balances, etc., make effective oversupply, the use of monetary instruments to con-
interest rates more closely reflect market conditions. trol credit flows was relatively easy. As noted above,

3A low interest rate policy also lowered the cost of
government borrowing. However, this was a relatively un- the commercial banks had no choice but to follow
important factor until balanced budget policies were aban. the lead provided by the central bank. The way in
doned in the mid-1960s, and inflation rates surged in the which credit actually flowed was at the very least
1970s. consistent with, and very likely conforming to, the
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industrial development objectives of the day. For monetary instruments for purposes of industrial de-
example, the main targets of industrial development velopment policy.
policy in the 1950s and 1960s were the large man- Moreover, the effective allocation of credit, in an
ufacturing companies specializing in basic industries environment of controlled and artificially low interest
(e.g., steel. shipbuilding, chemicals, etc.); these rates, depends on a compartmentalization of financial
firms relied heavily on debt financing from city flows. In fact, trends in Japanese financial markets
banks, the city banks, in turn, relied heavily on the since the early 1970s have greatly weakened this
BOJ for reserves. Since the monetary authorities compartmentalization. Balance of payments surpluses
maintained detailed oversight of bank operations, have provided firms a source of liquidity outside the
and since the banks also maintained their own de- control of the monetary authorities. 2 Large firms are
tailed oversight of the manufacturing companies (fre- increasingly relying on non-bank sources of funds-
quently through ownership links), the whole credit bonds, equities, internal cash flow, and foreign fi-
system was subject to relatively detailed policy guid- nancial markets--even as domestic banks continue to
ance from the government, dominate total financial needs.

Yet there is no definitive support for the notion Meanwhile, with large budget deficits, the gov-
that monetary instruments were consciously, pur- emient must now compete with the private sector
posefully, and continuously used in a detailed way for funds. This has forced the MOF to issue more
for purposes of industrial development policy. There bonds and at more competitive rates than was previ-
is circumstantial evidence, at least with regard to the ouslythe case (see Table V-4). For these reasons as
general objectives of industrial development policy well, the MOF and the BOJ are facing increasing
through the early 1970s. More likely, BOJ officials pressure, from both domestic and foreign banks, to
simply had no reason to oppose MITI's industrial deregulate financial markets. The domestic banks see
development goals. and indeed every reason to sup- the residue of tight controls as increasingly costly
port them, directly or indirectly. Wallich and Wal- and therefore counterproductive. The foreign banks
lich, in their discussion of monetary instruments, seek entry into the major untapped market among
summarize their conclusions this way: advanced industrial countries. 3 Pressures for deregu-

lation will doubtless increase in any event, simply asIn good part, public policy has simply rein- a result of the growing integration of the global
forced the preferences of the market: large financial system and the numerous changes in the

enterprises, which in any event enjoy priority financial systems of competitor nations.4 Indeed, a
in financial markets, have been given addi- fnnilsseso opttrntos. ned
inal f antares, he brngin alarge scale debate is currently in progress concerning
tiona advantages in borrowing.' the possibility of an offshore banking market in

Indeed, this is the least one can say. The coinci- Tokyo.s
dence, or correlation, between the way in which
monetary and industrial development policies were
implemented through the early 1970s suggests that
the two complemented each other with or without 2The critical point with regard to industrial development
specific coordination among different ministries or policy is that the government's ability to influence the
agencies of the government. Whether MITI, MOF, direction of the flow of funds deteriorated; its ability to
and BOJ officials ever explicitly agreed that mone- influence the aggregate level of lending remains as strong
tary instruments could be extremely useful for pur- as before. However, the instruments that must be used to
poses of industrial policy-and there is no evidence implement monetary policies have changed. For example,
of a formal agreement or even of a formal mech- reserve requirements have become more important than in
anism for agreement-the entire bureaucracy at least previous years.
acted as if it agreed on the importance of high 3Recent speculation suggests that foreign banks may
economic growth as a basic national policy and, soon be permitted to operate in Japan on the same legal

basis as domestic banks, and more or less comparable to
within that goal, on the importance of basic man- the framework governing foreign bank operations in the
ufacturing industries as a critical ingredient in the U.S. For details see "Tokyo May Let Foreigners Buy Jap-
growth process. In this sense, Japan's much vaunted anese Banks," The Asian Wall Street Journal Weekly, Janu-
postwar consensus for high economic growth was ary 11, 1982, p. 5; and J. Hirbayashi, "Finance Ministry
operating at its best. Correspondingly, as multiple Decides Foreign Banks are Slated to Obtain Equal Treat-
policy goals emerged during the course of the ment," The Japanese Economic Journal, Vol. 20, No. 988,
1970s-and more importantly, as balance of pay- January 12, 1982, p. 1.weakened the control that monetary 4For a detailed study of recent changes in the U.S.ments surpluses r financial system, see Irving Leveson et al., The Future of
authorities had over the details of the lending prac- the Financial Services Industry, HI-3460-RR (Croton-on-
tices of commercial banks-the BOJ and the MOF Hudson, N.Y.: Hudson Institute, February 1982).
became less able, and therefore less willing, to use s A comparison of MOF and BOJ views on the offshore

market idea can be found in "BOJ Takes Wary Stand on
Offshore Banking Market Idea," The Japan Economic

'Wailich and Wallich, op. cit., p. 52. Journal, August 3, 1982, p. 3.
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several goals, rather than the single goal against
TABLE V-4 which other goals were measured.2

PRIMARY ISSUE VOLUME Most of the funds that the government lends for
JAPAN DOMESTIC BOND MARKET, purposes of public policy are channeled through a

FY 1974/80 single entity, the Fiscal Investment and Loan Pro-
BILUON) gram (FILP). This entity is independent of the gen-eral account budget, and administered by a separate

Public bureau in the Ministry of Finance. It can be thought
sector as of as roughly equivalent to a capital budget account

Private Public percent in a private firm, maintained separately from the
FY sector sector Total of total operating budget: however, the analogy cannot be

1974 7,818 7,482 15,300 48.9 pushed too far since significant public investment
1975 11,086 9,877 20,963 47.1 also occurs out of the general account budget. In
1976 10,758 13,770 24,528 56.1 fiscal 1981, the FILP budget was 42 percent as large
1977 12,383 17.115 29,498 58.0 as that of the general account budget (i.e., some 30
1978 13,675 19,394 33,069 58.6 percent of the total funds under the control of the
1979 13,689 21,513 35,201 61.1 central government were part of FILP). Figure V-2
1980 5,746 30,163 35,909 84.0 shows the basic structure of FILP and its budgeted

SOURCE: Nomura Research Institute, as reported in flows for FY 1981. The Trust Fund Bureau represents
Andreas R. Prindl, Japanese Finance: A the single largest part of the organization. accounting
Guide to Banking in Japan (New York: John for some 82 percent of total FILP, drawn from postal
Wiley & Sons Ltd., 1981), p. 84. savings, welfare pensions, and national pensions,

among others. Use of FILP funds, by broad area is
shown in Table V-5. During this period, funds have
been distributed roughly 30 percent to public invest-
ment, 20 percent to local government, and, most

2. The Japanese Government as a important for purposes of industrial development pol-
Financial Intermediary icy, 50 percent to policy implementation financing.

Many institutions are involved in policy imple-
In the financial environment of the early postwar mentation financing (see Table V-6). All have

years, in which credit was basically rationed, direct sources of funds besides allocations from FILP (prin-
lending by government institutions would naturally cipally retained earnings on loan collections). These
be even more effective than monetary instruments as are comparatively small, however. In terms of policy
a means of implementing industrial development pol- use, small business loans (some 43 percent in fiscal
icy. In fact, the Japanese government has acted as an 1981) and housing loans (some 26 percent) swamped
important financial intermediary throughout the post- other disbursements. The loans that are typically
war period.' As noted previously (Figure V-I), the cited as promoting industrial development objectives
government's share of total outstanding loans de- are usually those listed as development loans (9.9
clined through the mid-1960s, but then rose signifi- percent) and to some extent export-import loans (12
cantly in the 1970s. Government lending has always percent). In a functional sense, of course, small
been targeted on a variety of objectives, but certain business loans are also targeted by industry and ac-
specified goals have received preferential treatment tivity, and thus also promote industrial development
at different times. In the 1950s and 1960s, economic policy. Often, however, these are viewed by Jap-
growth was the dominant single goal. Basic man- anese observers as less important than development
ufacturing industries considered essential to future or export-import loans. This is more a reflection of
growth (or national security) received funds directly inbred attitudes about Japanese social structure than
from government financial institutions on terms un- the actual economic realities. In the context of the
available in the private market, or otherwise un- so-called "dual structure" of industry (in which
available on any terms. As the need for such direct many small firms serve as subcontracting agents for
lending declined with the extraordinary growth rates a small number of very large firms), the purposeful
achieved during the 1960s, the government's share of targeting of small business loans can reduce the costs
total lending also declined. The subsequent increase
in direct government lending in the 1970s stemmed
from the emergence of new goals, reflecting changes 2 Other factors, such as slower rates of economic,
in values that made economic growth simply one of growth, also influenced the relative public-private shares of

total lending (i.e., share depend on more than policy direc-
tion alone). This shift in the importance of growth in
relation to other policy goals is clearly evident in the

'For a detailed discussion of the historical importance decline in the share of government loans by the Japan
of the financial intermediary role, see Sakakibara, Feldman, Development Bank (JDB) shown in Figure V-I, and in the
and Harada, op. cit. types of loans JDB has provided, discussed below.
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Figure V-2

STRUCTURE OF FISCAL INVESTMENT AND LOAN PROGRAM:

INITIAL FY 1981 PROGRAM (IN BILLIONS OF YEN)

SRS U ADMINISTRATIVESOURCES OF FUNDS I USE OF FUNDS

TAXES, ETC. INDUSTRIAL INVESTM T MENT B

NATIONAL PENSIONS, ETC. 
PUBLIC INVESTENTS, ETC.]

S WELFARE PENSIO0NS: ["TRUST FUND BUREAU FUND -  
:),545.1

15,98092

FINANCING (JOB Elu.)

POTLLIFE INSURANCE I POSTAL LIFE INSURANCE 9,9&

&POSTAL ANNUITY POSTAL ANNUT FUN

1,890.0
GOVERNMENT GUARANTEED LOA GOENET

BONDS FOA qOENET

GOVERNMENT GUARANTEED GOVERNMENT GIUARANTEEJD4,5.
BORROWINGS BOND ETC.

1,600.6 TOTAL i9,489.7

SOURCE: JAPAN DEVELOPMENT BANK, FACTS AND FIGURES ABOUT THE JAPAN DEVELOPMENT BANK
01980), P. 4o.
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of production to the large firms as well. However, range from minimum to maximum rates, depending
small business loans appear to be readily available on specific priorities and projects. Regional develop-
(i.e.. only broadly targeted). Small business loans ment loans are issued at the prime rate. the highest
thus must be viewed as supporting the broad industry rate offered. JDB loans in such areas as urban devel-
targets of industrial development policy, (e.g.. basic opment, regional development, and improvement of
manufacturing industries in general during the 1950s the quality of life go typically to private firms work-
and 1960s, and knowledge-intensive industries in the ing in these activities. e.g.. priyate transportation
1970s). companies, construction firms actually involved in

The JDB represents perhaps the most successful renewing urban districts. etc. A few loans have gone
single example of a government financial intermedi- to joint government-private projects.
ary used to target industrial development. Estab- Table V-7 summarizes the distribution of loans
lished in 1951 as a successor to the occupation- since the early 1950s. The share going to resources
founded Reconstruction Finance Corporation, its and energ'., which swamped other areas in the
principal business has been the extension of long- 1950s, declined sharply until the early 1970s. when
term, low-interest loans for capital investment in energy re-emerge.d as a critical area. Development of
new industries. The government's Trust Fund Bureau technology has grown in importance throughout the
Fund (the main organization in FILP) provides JDB period, despite its more or less constant loan share
its main source of capital, though it can also raise since the mid-1960s. For one thing, some of the
funds by issuing certain types of bonds. In the years targeted new technologies are listed in other catego-
immediately after its formation, JDB concentrated on ries (e.g., energy). National concerns about the de-
loans for the reconstruction of basic manufacturing velopment of a merchant fleet and the maintenance
industries. Since then, the bank has diversified the of shipbuilding production facilities can be seen in
range of potential loan recipients according to the rising share of loans devoted to ocean shipping
guidelines established by the cabinet. Indeed, the through the late 1960s, with the success of this effort
basic law establishing the JDB was amended in 1972 manifested in the subsequent dropoff.3 Urban and
to expand its mandate from "economic reconstruc- regional development loans have taken a rapidly
tion atd industrial development" to "industrial de- growing share of funds, exceeding 30 percent during
velopment and economic and social progress." the last half of the 1970s. Similarly, quality of life

Each fiscal year the cabinet prepares a basic lend- loans (environmental controls. etc.) grew rapidly in
ing policy for JDB and the pattern of loans in fact the 1970s.
closely reflects these policy guidelines. Although Table V-8 focuses on new JDB loans since fiscal
JDB implements government goals within this broad 1977. The patterns revealed here accentuate some of
constraint, it operates as an autonomous financial the longer-term trends, but also offer some slight
institution. Veneral loan areas may be determined by variations. The amount devoted to resources and
the cabinet, but the bank itself evaluates specific energy has increased substantially more than the fig-
loan applic'itions based on normal banking practices. ure for a five-year average would indicate. Loan
Indeed, JDI has returned some of its profits to the shares for the development of technology have fluc-
Ministry of Finance every year. tuated; those to ocean shipping increased dramati-

Interest rates on JDB loans cannot drop below its cally in 1979 and 1980. On the other hand, the share
cost of funds and range up to what it calls the prime committed to urban development, regional develop-
rate.' Also, different categories of loans carry differ- ment, and improvement in the quality of life fell.
ent interest rates, depending upon guidance from the This decline is due mainly to the completion of
cabinet. For example, resource and energy projects major anti-pollution investment projects and a
are targeted, and thus loans in this category carry shrinkage in redevelopment loans for large city
minimum interest rates. Loans involving the devel- areas.
opment of technology have typically carried mini- A breakdown of recent JDB loans by industry
mum rates, although recently certain computer- (see Table V-9) supports even more strongly the
related loans carry higher interest rates (apparently
based on the argument that the industry is now toobsess fo the axmumen shatthdubsy). As ang1 ,62, the JDB extended loans to the fertilizer industrysuccessful for the maximum subsidy). As a declining (which principally refinanced earlier commercial bankindustry qualifying for emergency assistance, ocean loans); in 1963. ocean transport received loans; and in
shipping can now borrow from JDB at minimum 1978, the JDB extended loans to the association established
rates. 2 Urban development and quality of life loans by the shipbuilding industry to purchase assets from

shipyards that were reducing their capacity. The low inter-
est rate loans referred to in the text were provided to

'In early December 1981. these rates were 7.5 and 8.8 domestic shipping companies tu enable them to purchase
percent respectively, domestically-produced vessels.

2The JDB does not typically lend money directly to 3The recent designation of shipbuilding as a declining
declining industries. Indeed. it is prevented from extending industry produced a policy package including lending meas-
loans to declining industries unless so designated by law. ures that have increased the ocean shipping share since
We were told of three cases of declining industry loans: in 1979.
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TABLE V-8
SHARES OF NEW LOANS OF THE JAPAN DEVELOPMENT

BANK BY PROJECT AREA
FY 1977 FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980

Resources and energy 17.0% 27.6% 29.9% 36.3%
Development of technology 10.5 13.0 11.4 9.9
Ocean shipping 3.0 3.3 8.6 13.4
Urban development 20.2 17.7 18.7 10.9
Regional development 20.2 15.1 13.2 11.0
Improvement of quality of life 22.8 18.0 12.6 15.2
Others 6.3 5.3 5.6 3.3

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Total (=Y billions) *673.2 992.4 *948.9 ¥973.4'

'Equivalent to U.S. $4,613 million

NOTE: 1. New loans in fiscal year 1978 include 152.2 billion yen of loans which were
approved in fiscal year 1977 but extended in fiscal year 1978.

2. New loans in fiscal year 1978 include an investment of 8 billion yen.
SOURCE: Japan Development Bank, Facts and Figures About the Japan Development Bank

(1981), p. 16.

contention that policy objectives have moved away technology have been allocated (the funds in Table
from direct support of the manufacturing sector. V-10 except those for computers).
Since 1976, the manufacturing sector has received There are two general JDB loan programs for
only 28 percent of JDB loans. To be sure, many technology development. One is set up under a 1978
non-manufacturing loans support the manufacturing law, and amounts to some 10 billion in 1981.1
sector indirectly through provision of infrastructure Loans from this program must be directed toward
or increased demand for manufactured goods. One specific project areas designated by cabinet order.
example is the high level of loans to JECC for the Should a designated project area be over-subscribed
leasing of computers produced by Japanese manufac- (as happened with semiconductors). JDB can force
turers. Another, referred to above, is the loans to larger firms that have better access to private finan-
shipping companies for the purchase of domestically- cial markets to utilize those markets, while JDB
built ships. But in the context of the other uses to loans are preserved for the smaller firms. The other
which JDB loans were being increasingly put to use, technology development loan program is established
the trend was clearly toward increased support for by the bank itself and not designated by specific
non-manufacturing activities, laws, though it still falls within the broad policy

As noted above, the policy area listed as "devel- guidelines of the government. This part of the JDB
opment of technology" is a somewhat ambiguous budget totaled some V44 billion in 1981. These
category because a large percentage of all JDB loans loans are devoted to new domestic technologies, ini-
focus on new or improved technology. However, the tial manufacturing efforts for commercialization. de-
policies in the category specifically labeled "devel- velopment of heavy industry, etc, Firms that believe
opment of technology" also characterize the technol- that Lhey have developed a process or technology
ogy-lending practices of other JDB loan categories. falling within the broad parameters established by
Thus, we discuss it in some detail in order to explain the cabinet must apply for loans; JDB does not
further the process of targeted support and to illus- solicit customers. The firm's proposal is submitted to
trate how specific decisions are made on allocation a council of scientific advisors, which evaluates the
of funds among various areas. proposal from a scientific viewpoint. 2 If the technol-

As seen in Table V-10, the computer industry has ogy passes. the applicant then faces an evaluation of
been the main recipient of technology funds. In credit worthiness and of the financial characteristics
some years, the category known as "development of of his loan application. If the applicant is large, with
domestic technology" has been as large or larger., ____

but spread over many more industries. Most of the 'See Chapter VI for more details on this law.
computer funds, as a matter of policy, have gone to 2This step in the process is sometimes alleged to re-
JECC, although some software firms have also been strain certain highly competitive firms from applying for
targeted recently. Perhaps even more interesting is new loans, since detailed proprietary information must be
the way in which other loans for development of submitted to the advisory council for evaluation.
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TABLE V-9
JAPAN DEVELOPMENT BANK: NEW LOANS BY INDUSTRY

IN BILLIONS OF YEN)

Cumulative

FY 1980 FY 1976-80 Distribution

Non-manufacturing
Agriculture and fisheries V4,0 Y 19.3 0.44%
Mining 9.8 316 073
Construction 2.6 207 0.48
Wholesale and retail trade 9.9 84 6 1 95
Real estate 30.7 287.5 662
Transport and communication 216.8 803.3 1851
Electricity, gas, thermal supplies and water
supplies 419.7 1.5119 3483
Services and other non-manufacturing 72.9 364.0 8.39
Sub-total 766.4 3,1229 71.95

Manufacturing
Foodstuffs and beverages 6.9 580 1 34
Textile products 7.8 39.3 0.91
Pulp, paper and related products 7.5 47.7 1,10
Chemical products 29.0 217.1 5.00
Petroleum refining 47.0 220.6 5.08
Ceramic, stone, clay, glass and related products 29.8 87.3 2.01
Iron and steel 33.7 258.0 5.94
Non-ferrous metals 10.4 61.0 1.40
Fabricated metal products 6.7 26.3 0.61
General machinery and apparatus 3.8 15.8 0.36
Electrical machinery and apparatus 14.7 42.6 0.98
Transportation machinery and equipment 4.2 68.7 1 58
Other manufacturing 5.5 75.4 1.74
Sub-total 207.0 1,217.8 28.05

Total 1973.4 Y4,340.7 100.00%

SOURCE: Japan Development Bank, Facts and Figures About the Japan Development Bank (1981), p. 18.

well established financial links, it must concurrently dow guidance" and its role as a financial intermedi-
seek private financing, since the JDB will provide ary. But "window guidance" has been losing its
only partial funding. If the applicant is small, and effectiveness for the detailed direction of investment
has relatively weak financial links, or if the project since the early 1970s, when balance of payments
is very large-scale and viewed as a high priority for surpluses began to make the commercial banks less
the nation, then the JDB may take a lead manager's dependent than in the past on the central bank for
role in putting together a consortium to finance the reserves. Indeed, the control mechanisms of the BOJ
project. Finally, by general agreement, the JDB only have always been based more on a macro-economic
finances the first plant in a new area. Its job is to framework, aimed at aggregate activity and the bal-
help launch new technology, not to provide low cost ance of payments, rather than on the specific ways in
financing for the expansion of industry, which to allocate a given level of funds; the relation-

ship to industrial policy has been more coincidental
and episodic than explicit or formal.

By contrast, the government's role as a financial
intermediary has been, and continues to be, explicit.

C. Conclusions It also has had more significance than implied by the
absolute size of its loans. Sakakibara and his col-

In the credit constrained environment that existed leagues argue that the importance of the govern-
in Japan between World War 11 and the early 1970s, ment's financial intermediary role "stems not from
the Japanese government directed private investment outright control or from overall size, but rather from
flows to preferred sectors through its use of "win- socializing risks, coordinating private investments,
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TABLE V-10
JAPAN DEVELOPMENT BANK LOANS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGY

(IN BILLIONS OF YEN)

FY 1977 FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980

New loans V71.2 #129.0 # 108.5 ¥964 $4571

Development of electronic computers 38.2 55.3 47.1 55.4 262
Domestically-manufactured computers 35 5 53,5 45.0 54.0 256
Computer manufacturing plants 0.4 02 0.4 06 3
Data processing systems 2.3 1,6 1.7 08 3

Use of high technology in certain electronic and
machinery industries 8.3 7.8 102 145 69

Electronic industry 3,8 2.1 7.0 120 57
Machinery industry 4.5 5.7 32 25 12

Development of domestic technology 24.7 65.9 512 26.5 126
Development of new technology 20.4 57.4 40.9 226 107
Trial manufacture for commercial use 0.9 4,0 1,2 0,3 2
Development of heavy machinery 3.4 4.5 9.1 36 17

'In millions of dollars

SOURCE: Japan Development Bank, Facts and Figures About the Japan Development Bank (1981), p. 26

and processing information.-' The JDB, the Export- the possibility that the BOJ can shift a growing share
Import Bank, and other government financial institu- of its monetary policy burden to open-market opera-
tions make large and important loans to targeted tions from its current 0eavy reliance on credit and in-
sectors. The indirect guarantee such loans provide to terest rate controls. This in turn implies a greater role
these projects is probably more important than the for market forces in determining interest rates, includ-
actual money involved. The JDB's role is analogous ing international forces, which in the current environ-
to that of the World Bank, whose approval of a ment will force domestic Japanese rates to rise.
country's macro-economic policies or of a particular Meanwhile. the government will retain a substan-
project in a country can often constitute a "green tial role as a financial intermediary for the fore.eea-
light- to commercial banks for their participation in ble future. Although there is considerable debate in
lending to a country or a project. Participation by the Japan about the need for, and effectiveness of, var-
JDB or the Export-Import Bank in a consortia loan ous public financial institutions there is as yet no
effectively guarantees the project, and implicitly re- opposition that has reached the point of seriousl)
duces total risk to the participating private institu- threatening the current system. The various goals of
tions. In contrast to efforts in other countries that these financial institutions will no doubt continue to
might seem at first glance to be similar, the record proliferate.2 This will keep them in business, but
of financial intermediation by the Japanese govern- weaken their (and the government's) ability to target
ment shows that it has usually not supported projects specific industries, or, for that matter, even to under-
with low expected returns, but rather projects with stand what effects the lending is having.
extremely high expected returns, albeit with associ- Perhaps the most important issue facing Japanese
ated high risks. monetary authorities is that of deregulation. Internal

With Japan's budget deficits having grown so and external pressures are forcing continuing liberal-
high. there will inevitably be some pressure to use ization of the traditionally tight controls, formal or
FILP funds for government bonds; some have always informal, over private financial activity. As a result,
been used in this wa), However, there will also be both the means by which government institutions can
considerable resistance to abuses of the FILP. As a intervene in economic affairs and the constraints fac-
result, a regular market for commercially traded gov- ing this intervention are changing. Obviously. such
ernment securities is likely to develop, replacing the change will have potentially important implications
administered market that has existed to date, par- for foreign firms (both financial and non-financial)
ticularly as bonds are issued on more commercial already in Japan or that might seek to participate in
terms. This market will of course mean more compe- Japanese financial markets, and indeed for the effi-
tition for private funds, and greater concern about ciency and stability of the entire international finan-
the possible crowding out of private investment. cial system.
However, growth of this market will also increase

2For example. MITI appears likely to seek wider au-
'Sakakibara. Feldman, and Harada. op cit., p. II. thority for JDB to lend to structurally depressed industries.
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CHAPTER7 i
Science and Technology Policy

Science and technology has been a central part of the art," and for this reason attention must now be
Japan's postwar policies toward economic and indus- focused on long-term, high-risk research programs
trial development. In fact, making a sharp distinction that might lead to technological breakthroughs.'
between industrial development policy and science This chapter describes how science and technol-
and technology policy is not a particularly useful ogy policies have been used to promote industrial
way to understand the relationship between, or the development: first, by reviewing the main trends in
policies toward, either science or industry in Japan. science and technology policy since World War I1;
Rather, since the Japanese government has clearly secondly, by outlining the responsibilities and activi-
treated science and technology policy as a means of ties of the major science and technology institutions;
spurring overall economic growth and enhancing the and finally, by illustrating the specific application of
competitiveness of domestic industry, a better way various policy instruments through a detailed discus-
of trying to understand the relationship between sci- sion of the most important example of science and
ence and industry is simply to see them, as Japanese technology policy to date-the development of a
do, as part of an integrated process. Taken as a domestic computer industry.
whole, Japanese government actions throughout the
postwar period have continually emphasized the need
for an ever-more sophisticated economic base, which A. Historical Evolution
in turn has meant an ever-more sophisticated scien-
tific and technological base. Even in the late 1940s, when Japan was still in

This trend continues today, in some ways par- the midst of repairing the physical damage of the
ticularly so, as industrial structure shifts have begun war, various science and technology institutions were
to make the service sector and many so-called created on the obvious assumption that they would
knowledge-intensive industries more important rela- help accelerate the recovery. These included the Sci-
tive to basic manufacturing activities that are less ence Council, The Science Technical Administration
able to benefit from the application of sophisticated Committee, new bureaucratic procedures set up to
technologies such as numerical control machinery facilitate the introduction of foreign technology, and
and robotics. Thus, whether through explicitly indus- the birth of various public and private research insti-
try-oriented ministries such as MITI, or allegedly tutions and laboratories. Japanese government docu-
"pure" science ministries such as the Science and ments on science and technology policy consider this
Technology Agency (STA), the link between science period of recovery from the war to have ended by
and technology policies and industrial development the early 1950s; subsequently, science and technol-
policies has always been and remains close. ogy began to be seen as a driving force of its own

Not surprisingly, it has also been a matter of for economic growth. As a typical review of the
course that science and technology projects in Japan, postwar period notes:
whether publicly or privately supported, typically
have commercial applications. The idea that scien- The completion of postwar reconstruction
tific or technological research might be done "for its . . . was followed by a period in which the
own sake," which is a goal often voiced in the U.S., Japanese economy came up with technological
has existed in Japan much more among professors innovations. Science and technology in the
and other outside critics than among government
officials or politicians. Recently, however, govern-
ment science and technology organizations and in-
dustry advisory councils have begun to call for
greater emphasis on basic research in conjunction 'See Yujiro Hayashi, Atarashii kenkv kaihatsu ni
with technology for industrial use. This seems to muketr [Towards a New R&D. (Tokyo: Sangyb gijutsu
reflect less a movement in the direction of research kaihatsu ch6ki keikaku sakutei kenkyfO kai IStudy Group on
for its own sake than a growing realization that in Long Term Plans for Industrial Technology Developmentl,
many areas Japanese technology is already "state of October 1981).
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sesvond half of the 1950s provided a driving ably successful.' A wide variety of measures.
force for economic progress and for a better including subsidies and loans for frontier R&D. spe-
national livelihood.' cially designed tax incentives, and specific legisla-

On the basis of a belief in the importance of technol- tion all supported this shift, and facilitated its

ogy, new institutions were established, such as the Success.
ScienceQuantitatively, Japanese government direct sup-
Senortsere dTeholedo Agency ine, pr9m and tport of science and technology has been no greater
efforts were devoted to the use, promotion, andthnadotelsshniohrdvlpdco-
coordination of science and technology for economic than, and often less than, in other developed coun-
coori n otries-a fact that makes the qualitative success of
progress. Japanese science and technology policy all the more

This concentration of science and technology pol-reakb.Copisnofgrgteeercex

icies for economic development purposes continued remarkable. Comparisons of aggregate research ex-

throughout the 1960s and into the early 1970s, as penditures over the past 10 years show Japanese
of Japanese industry became c expenditure to be more or less comparable to mostmany sectors oJaaeeidsrbcmecompeti- ohrdvlpdcutis sse nFgr ll

tive internationally, and economic growth rates were other developed countries. As seen in Figure VI-I,

phenomenally high. After the oil price increases of Japan ranks third in absolute amounts of research

1973-74, growth slowed considerably, and energy expenditures (V4.08 trillion in fiscal 1979. as com-

prices began forcing a change in the country's com- pared with V 11.9 trillion for the U.S.. V6.77 trillion

parative advantage-away from heavy and chemical and t 2.24 trillion for France). In terms of research

industries and toward higher value-added, less enditr as a rcea of tioalsinc

energy-intensive manufacturing. At this point, a pub- expenditures as a percentage of national income

lic clamor arose over environmental pollution and (Figure VI-2), Japan ranks fourth (at 2.3 percent in

traffic congestion, signaling a shift in social values fiscal 1979. as against 4.6 percent for the U.S.S.R.,

from economic growth as a primary goal, against 2.7 percent for West Germany, 2.5 percent for the

which virtually all other policy goals were measured, U.S.. and 2.0 percent for France). Unpublished data
tench giruaylothaer pof goaserl objectivs, from the STA indicate that by 1985, the governmentto economic growth as one of several objectives. would like to increase this ratio to 2.5-3.0 percent,
Correspondingly, science and technology policy wouldblikeitoingcJapan'thisra tos2.5-3.0pent,shifted from the promotion of "efficiency first"~ to thereby bringing Japan's overall research expendi-
the promotion of "environmental integrity, safety tures, at least in percentage terms, on a par with that
and rsocing"environmena in tefiy Bfy of the United States. In Japan, 65.7 percent of total
and resource saving," in addition to efficiency. By research expenditures in 1977 were provided by, and
the early 1970s, "knowledge intensiveness" was devoted to, the private sector (Figure VI-3). Govern-
being promoted in official documents, not only as

of developing new industries ment funds were less than 27.4 percent of total
the most logical means oresearch funds, with less than two percent of the
with a comparative advantage in line with Japan's total expenditures going from government to indus-
continued economic development, but also as the try.4 Comparable data on the government share for
most suitable means of developing a so-called "ma- the U.S., West Germany, France, and the U.K. are
ture, welfare-oriented society." This phrase, like its considerably higher (e.g., 51.1 percent of total re-
frequent companion, "stable growth," often served search funds in the U.S. coming from government
simply as a metaphor that helped the government and 35.3 percent of industrial expenditures going
and the public rationalize the inevitability of slower from government to industry). These comparisons
growth, and give it a positive tone and sense of rom government to e enmp r
direction. Yet, whatever the rhetoric, the shift reveal that Japanese government R&D expenditure
towards "knowledge intensiveness" was also trans- patterns, at this level of aggregation at least, are
lated into concrete changes throughout Japan's indus-
trial structure-and this transformation was remark-

3Japan's technological achievements and industrial
prowess, at least in general terms, is widely known-and
need not be reviewed in detail here. However, one small
but illustrative example is worth noting: although Japan's

'Outline of the White Paper on Science and Technology, total trade in technology licenses is still in deficit, the
(Tokyo: Science and Technology Agency, February 1977), balance of trade in new technology, in value terms, shifted
p. 4. Unofficial translation by the Foreign Press Center, to Japan's favor in 1972. In 1979, receipts for new technol-
Tokyo. ogy exports were nearly twice that of payments for im-

2 Ibid., p. 16. Some 87 percent of technology develop- ports. See the 1980 Report on Science and Technology by
ments selected for commendation by the Science and Tech- the Prime Minister's Office.
nology Agency in the first half of the 1960s were ainvd at 4As of 1979, government funds had increased to only
contributing to economic growth and/or efficiency; the 27.7 percent of total funds expanded, with the private
comparable figure for the 1970s was only 69 percent. There sector declining to 55.9 percent. Government funds to in-
was a concomitant rise in the preference for environmental dustry had risen only to slightly above two percent. Un-
integrity, growing from 3 percent in the early 1960s to 13 published data, Science and Technology Agency (July
percent in the mid-1970s. Ibid., p. 17. 1981.)
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Figure VI-1

RESEARCH EXPENDITURE OF MAJOR COUNTRIES
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Figure VI-2

RESEARCH EXPENDITURE

TO NATIONAL INCOME IN MAJOR COUNTRIES
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Figure VI-3

SHARES IN FUNDS AND RESEARCH EXPENDITURE
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Such aggregate data, while helpful in arriving at annually for subsidies for energy development.
"ballpark" comparisons of R&D expenditures, pro- Moreover, subsidies rose from 41.4 percent of the
vide only a general overview. Disaggregated govern- total science and technology budget in 1972 to 47.8
ment and industry budgetary expenditures naturally percent in 1980, and from 20 percent of energy
provide a somewhat more revealing picture of sci- development in 1972 to 66.4 percent in 1981.' Since
ence and technology priorities, perhaps especially so government subsidies come under scrutiny by GATT,
in Japan. Professor John C. Campbell, an expert on and are a frequent source of international friction in
Japanese budgetary policies, argues that "if one any case, we discuss them here in greater detail.
could somehow define 'decisions' so that their num- Three ministries and one agency have allocated
bers could be reliably compared cross-nationally, it the largest amount of subsidies in the last year (see
wo, Id turn out that more decisions were made as Table VI-I). These are, in declining order of magni-
a part of the budgetary process in Japan than tude. The Ministry of Education, STA. MITI. and
elsewhere." The reason for this, he contends, is that, the Ministry of Health and Welfare. In 1981. for
in contrast to the U.S., where authorization precedes example, subsidies were the major instrument used
appropriations and where substantive legislation is to promote the goals of the Ministry of Education.
voted on separately, programs in Japan are approved comprising 67.8 percent of its science and technol-
by the cabinet and submitted to the Diet after the ogy related budget. By contrast, subsidies repre-
budget has already been settled.' sented only 8.4 percent of the Science and

Throughout the 1970s, budgetary appropriations Technology Agency's budget.
for the general category of science and technology This table suggests other important points. First.
grew steadily in absolute terms, though at varying there appears to he no direct correlation between
rates, e.g., from a high of 29.3 percent between subsidy size and the science and technology budget.
1974 and 1975 to only 10.3 percent between 1975 For example, the Ministry of Education has the
and 1976. The average rate of increase between 1972 largest subsidy budget, but only the sixth largest
and 1980 was 16.9 percent, which, though consistent science and technology budget. Secondly. ministries
with the stated goal of increasing technological de- differ in the areas where they concentrate their ex-
velopment, led to a slight drop in science and tech- penditures, but they naturally overlap: however, the
nology expenditure, as a percent of the general degree of overlapping science and technology ex-
account budget, from 3.15 percent in 1972 to 2.99 penditure suggests that ministerial responsibility in
percent in 1981.2 Yearly changes in budgets related to this area is not clearly developed. For example, four
science and technology by type of expenditure are government bodies are supporting space activities.
shown in Figure VI-4 and by type of expenditure even though Japan does not have a highly developed
related to energy development in Figure VI-5. Sub- space program. Apart from the causes of such over-
sidies grew rapidly over the past decade-21.3 per- lapping-whether it represents an attempt at an inte-
cent annually between 1972 and 1980 for subsidies to grated approach to science and technology policy.
science and technology generally, and 15.5 percent or. more likely, "normal" bureaucratic redun-

dancy-there is some evidence of recent attempts to
curb it and to integrate the activities of the various

'John C. Campbell. Contemmrary Japanese Budget ministries more closely.' Overlapping activities

Policies (Berkeley. CA: University of California Press. among ministries does not, in and of itself, clarify

1977). p. 2. the function for which a ministry or agency is in-
Incidentally. Campbell's caution with regard to com- volved with science and technology policy. Nor are

parability of data across countries is unfortunately justified the specific linkages between industrial development
across time in Japan itself. The time series available for policy and science and technology policy revealed in
comparisons of science and technology expenditure are
filled with internal inconsistencies and changes in account-
ing procedures that make strict comparisons difficult. More-
over, aggregate science and technology-related budgets in 'in the Japanese science and technology accounting sys-
Japan were not compiled on a Ministry-by-Ministry basis tem. this energy category is not inclusive of all energy
prior to 1978. Thus, the categorization presented below related expenses.
may include some overlapping, as they were created by 4 For example, STA recently tried to create a nationwide
working backwards from existing data. For example, R&D computer information network covering 5.4 million chemi-
expenditure for energy-related purposes had become a ma- cal compounds. The idea is to link eight national research
jor item in the budget by 1974. but the growth of this item institutes belonging to five government bodies-MITI, the
does not show up clearly before then, even though a cate- Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries. the Minis-
gory for energy expenditure existed in the pre-1974 ac- try of Health and Welfare, the Environment Agency, and
counts. Later, in 1978, the energy budget was subdivided STA. See Japan Economic Journal, January 19, 1982.
into several special account budgets; thus, items listed as p. 17. The STA also started in 1975 a nationwide on-line
energy-related expenditures do not coincide with the sum information system linking Tokyo scientific data banks to
total of energy-related expenditures. other data banks throughout the country. See STA: Its Roles

2 See Figure VI-4 below for the data upon which these and Activities, 1981. (Science and Technology Agency).
growth rate calculations were based. p. 25.
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this simple expenditure analysis. To answer these The AIST also has an explicit mission to conduct
questions, we look next at the actual institutions collaborative research with affiliated laboratories and
involved in science and technology and certain spe- private companies. According to government offi-
cific government-supported research projects. cials, a collaborative approach to technology devel-

opment is considered not only a means of solving
problems that arise at the boundaries between ap-
plied research and commercialization, but also a nec-
essary means Qf offsetting development limitations.

B. Major Institutions This method is employed when collaboration among
a large number of engineers from related fields is in

The administrative bodies involved directly and order, and when effective results might be difficult
indirectly with science and technology are shown in to achieve if a single enterprise were to undertake
Figure VI-6. Of these, the major institution currently the project. I

responsible for overall science and technology policy The AIST also administers the industrial stand-
and expenditure in Japan is the STA. The agency is ardization program, known by its initials, JIS. This
responsible for the planning, formulation, and pro- program sets industrial standards, including the des-
motion of basic policies pertaining to science and ignation of categories of goods or processing tech-
technology, and for coordination of these policies niques qualified to bear a JIS mark. 2

and attendant activities pertaining to science and In addition to these formal government institu-
technology throughout the government. Examples of tions, there are a number of additional networks that
its responsibilities include: the promotion of methods are designed to ensure that science and technology
of insuring a stable supply of natural resources; the policies are consistent with industrial goals-and
promotion of health- and safety-related technology vice versa. For example, numerous Advisory Coun-
such as disaster prevention; the promotion of pioneer cils (shingikai) and Study Groups (kenkyfkai) have
work in such fields as nuclear energy, space and been formed, and they hold regular meetings-the
ocean development, aviation technology, remote Electronics Industry Deliberation Council, the Coun-
sensing technology, laser technology, and material cil on Biotechnology and the Study Group on Long
sciences. Most government-supported basic research Term Plans for Industrial Technology Development
is conducted at STA laboratories or affiliated institu- are but a few examples. Although these groups have
tions. In general. the STA provides grants, conducts no legal authority, they offer a forum for discussion
surveys on the research activities of private enter- and "consensus building" among academics, indus-
prises, and controls the administration of nine advi- trialists, journalists, scientists, and government offi-
sory groups, including the Council for Science and cials.
Technology-the major science and technology pol.- Another practice that allows for and facilitates
icy making body. The STA has also tried to keep coordination between industry and government is the
abreast of new developments and new "national Japanese practice of retiring government officials
needs". thus its programs have expanded in recent into senior management positions in industry. This
years. A recent STA focus has been on nuclear practice, called amakudari or "descent from
power and nuclear safety, which last year led to the heaven," is extremely common. Although bureau-
creation of a new subsidy system to promote the crats are restricted by law, for a period of two years,
viability of nuclear power. As discussed below, the from being re-employed in those profit-making com-
STA also directs a commercially-oriented organiza- panies with which they had worked closely while in
tion. office, this law is not rigidly enforced. There are

The other major body responsible for science and numerous examples of amakudari. To cite one re-
technology policies and programs (shown in Figure cently noted case among computer manufacturers,
VI-6) is the Agency for Industrial Science and Tech- two directors of Fujitsu and one each at NEC,
nology (AIST), which is part oT MITI. The AIST is Hitachi and Oki are all former NTT executives. As
explicitly oriented toward research and development of 1977, these four firms supplied NTI with nearly
of technology with industrial applications, infrastruc-
ture technology, and medical and welfare equipment
technology, as against basic research. The AIST, like 'AIST-1981, (Tokyo: Ministry of International Trade and
the STA and MITI itself, has various means at its Industry. 1981). p. 42, and private discussions.
disposal to provide positive assistance to the private 2The JIS system has been severely criticized by would-
sector--these are discussed at some length below, be importers as a method of preventing competition from
The AIST also undertakes activities that are wholly imports. Unlike the U.S. system, in which the certification
within the public sector, including the operation of organizations such as Underwriters' Laboratory maintain

testing facilities in Japan to facilitate Japanese exports to
16 laboratories. Overall, AIST's activities are gener- the U.S.. the JIS mark, until recently at least, was unob-
ally aimed at technology designed to (I) improve the tainable for products manufactured abroad. See Report of
"quality of life" or to (2) provide Japanese society the Japan-United States Economic Relations Group. (Tokyo
as a whole with needed industrial technology, and Washington, January 1981). pp. 59-60.
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Figure VI-4

YEARLY CHANGES IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY BUDGETS

BY TYPE OF EXPENDITURE
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Figure Vl-5

YEARLY CHANGES IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
PROMOTION EXPENDITURE AND RESEARCH EXPENDITURE

RELATED TO MEASURES FOR ENERGY BY ITEM
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TABLE VI-1
FISCAL YEAR 1981 BUDGET RELATED TO SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Items Science and Technology Promotion Expenditure

Number
of

Staff in
Ministries Research Research Adminis-
and Insti- Insti- Sub- tration Nuclear
Agencies tutes tutes sidies etc. Space Energy

Science & Technology
Promotion Expenditure

Diet - - - 5 - -
Prime Minister's Office 2330 252 273 56 867 103

National Police Agency 107 7 - - -

Hokkaido Development Agency 235 2 ...

Economic Planning Agency 80 7 - - -

Science & Technology Agency 1641 153 261 56 867 103
Environment Agency 267 83 12 - - -

Ministry of Justice 73 7 -..

Ministry of Foreign Affairs -......

Ministry of Finance 39 3 .-.

Ministry of Education 812 72 393 114 - -

Ministry of Health & Welfare 1156 90 114 --
Ministry of Agriculture
Forestry & Fisheries 6184 517 32 12 - -
Ministry of International
Trade & Industry 3682 346 258 25 1 -
Ministry of Transport 742 67 2 - 32 -

Ministry of Posts
& Telecommunications 464 34 - - 13 -
Ministry of Labor 81 5 .- -

Ministry of Construction 475 43 5 - - -

Ministry of Home Affairs 58 5 - - - -

Subtotal A 10096 1443 1077 214 912 103
Increased rate over
previous year, % A 103 3.7 13.8 16.0 0.8 8.5

Research & Development
Portion of Energy Expenditure

Science & Technology Agency - - - - 1647
Ministry of Foreign Affairs - - - - - 21

Ministry of International
Trade & Industry - - 100 - - -

Subtotal A' - - 100 - - 1668
Total A + A' - 1443 1177 214 912 1771

Increase rate over
previous year. % - 3.7 12.1 16.0 0.8 4.7

NOTE: 4 = negative

SOURCE: Science and Technology Agency, Sta, Its Roles and Activities 1981 (Tokyo), p. 33.
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Research & Devel-
opment Portion ot

Energy Expenditure
Policy Expenses

Increase Increase Increase
Rate Rate Rate
Over Over OverSub- Previous Previous Previous

Total Year Year Total Year
B % B' % B&B' %

5 8.7 - - 5 8.7
1551 8.4 1647 4.3 3198 6.3

7 4.7 - - 7 4.7
2 3.4 - - 2 34
7 6.8 - - 7 6.8

1440 8.7 1647 4.3 3087 6 3
95 5.0 - - 94 5.0

7 4.0 - - 7 40
- - 21 12.8 21 12.8

3 3.3 - - 3 3.3
579 10.6 - 579 106
204 5.7 - - 204 5.7

561 5.9 - - 561 5.9

630 3.1 100 A3.6 731 2.2
100 A5.4 - - 100 A5.4

47 A14.9 - - 47 A14.9
5 3.5 - - 5 3.5

48 4.2 - - 48 4.2
5 4.5 - - 5 4.5

3748 6.4 1768 3.6 5516 5.6

6.4 - -

1647 - - _

21 - - -

100 - - -

1768 - -

5516 - -

5.6 - - -
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Figrure VI-6

ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN JAPAN
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Figure VI-6 (continued)
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70 percent of its communications equipment.' The
custom of amakudari is not limited to Japanese TABLE VI-2
firms; very recently the former director of the AIST's R & D EXPENDITURE
Electrotechnical Laboratory retired into a Japanese- BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY
based subsidiary of an American computer manufac-
turer. The gains to industry of the amkudari system Basic Applied Development
obviously vary from case to case. but at the very 1970 18.9 28.2 52.9
least the practice gives Japanese firms, as against the
public in general. a strong in-house lobby through 1974 15.0 21 7 63.3
which to influence government policies and deci-
sions. 1975 14.2 21.5 64.3

1977 16.2 25.1 58.7
C. Government Programs 1978 16.6 25.11978 16.6 25.158.4

As stated earlier, there is a distinct bias in 1979 15.6 25.9 58.5
Japan's overall research expenditures toward applied
research and prototype development-a bias reflected SOURCE: Kagaku Gijutsu HyOron [Indicators of Sci-
both in government-supported R&D and private sec- ence and Technology], Kagaku Gijutsu-Ch6
tor research expenditure. This is shown in Table [Science and Technology Agency] 1981.This table covers all R&D, public and pri-
VI-2 and Figure VI-7. We describe Figure VI-7 in vae c

some detail as this covers the major government vate.

programs.
On the left-hand column of Figure VI-7 are the

major basic research programs. The Institute of private firms as highly advantageous. Not only do
Physical and Chemical Research is a public corpora- member companies get a certain (although not a
tion reporting to the STA. It conducts advanced re- uniform) degree of direct access to similar research
search in such areas as physics, chemistry, conducted by other companies, but they can also
agriculture, and biology; however, contrary to what sometimes receive a first option on patent licenses
the chart indicates, its research is both basic and resulting from the process. In the Basic Materials
applied. The second project in the left-hand column, Project, for example, participants may be charged
the Creative Scientific and Technology Promotion lower royalties for access to the results of the proj-
Program, focuses largely on basic research. It was ect. 2

initiated by STA just last year with an initial capital- The next four project areas in the figure-part of
ization of V 10 billion, all government-financed, and the demonstration phase of technology develop-
its mission is to concentrate on four specific areas: ment-are also under AIST control. The Sunshine
fine polymers, special structure materials, crystaliza- and Moonlight Projects, wholly financed by the
tion, and super-minute particles. Moving to applied AIST, are designed to promote alternative sources of
research, in the middle column are two AIST-run energy. The Sunshine Project, begun in 1974, was
activities, its group of 16 laboratories and the R&D designed to develop stable, long-term energy sup-
Project on Basic Technology for New Industries. The plies and to prevent (or lessen) environmental pollu-
largest of the laboratories is the Electro-Technical tion. (Specific projects are listed in Appendix B.)
Laboratory (ETL), which specializes in electricity These have tended to be in risky long lead-time
and electronics-related projects. The R&D project on areas such as solar energy, coal liquifaction, and
Basic Technologies for New Industries, inaugurated ocean thermal and wind conversion. The Moonlight
last year, concentrates on three areas: new materials, Project, established in 1978, was designed to develop
bio-technology, and new types of semi-conductor new technologies for energy conservation. (See Ap-
elements. The project is jointly financed by public pendix C for details.) The so-called Large Scale
and private funds, with a majority of the money Project is an extremely broad category encompassing
coming from government and a majority of the re- such diverse activities as jet engines, optical meas-
search conducted at corporate laboratories. urement systems, undersea resource recovery tech-

Still, as discussed in greater detail in the final nology, and other capital-intensive long lead-time
section of this chapter, participation in such projects projects. It is also government-financed, although the
is encouraged by the government, and is viewed by degree of government funding varies according to

'Jack Baranson and Harald B. MalIngren, Technology
and Trade Policy: Issues and an Agenda for Action (Wash- 2 The major research areas in the project and participat-
ington, D.C.: Developing World Industry and Technology, ing companies are described in Appendix A, and the fund-
Inc., October 1981). ing structure is described later in the chapter.
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the particular project. (A list of current and corn- ance with general industrial aims. Nowhere has the
pleted projects under the Large Scale Project is impact of such support, either actual or potential,
shown in Appendix D.) The Subsidy System for the been more concentrated than in the case of the corn-
Development of Important Technologies, also operat- puter and electronics industries. 2 In the following
ing out of the AIST, is a means of providing low section, we examine the computer industry as a case
interest loans for major R&D activities in the private study in Japanese industrial development policy, and
sector. The actual amounts of these subsidies tend to a case study of the links between science and tech-
be quite small.' nology policy and industrial development policy.

As mentioned above, although most of STA's Computers fall under the more general category of
activities are directed toward long lead-time projects the electronics and machinery industries. Some of
such as space, energy, and ocean development, it the specific policy instruments applied to the devel-
does direct some commercially oriented activities, opment of a domestic computer industry have been
the most import;,nt of which is handled by the Re- applied, and continue to be applied, to the elec-
search Development Corporation of Japan (JRDC), tronics and machinery industries generally. We focus
also listed in the middle column of Figure VI-7. The primarily on computers, and to a lesser degree, on
JRDC is the Agency's vehicle for disseminating new electronics and machinery as a %hole, because corn-
technologies. It operates on a formula through which puters have been seen, from the pre-"oil-shock"
private companies are given inducements, usually in period to this day, as a critical industry for Japan's
the form of financial aid, to undertake further tech- continued economic development. Indeed, in contrast
nological developments for the express puzpnse of to the U.S. pattern of relying mainly on the market
commercialization. Separately, the JRDC dissemi- for frontier industry development, the Japanese ap-
nates the achievements made under such develop- proach, at least to date. has been to nudge the
ment projects, and makes arrangements for the market in one direction or another--especially in the
industrial application of new technologies, largely computer industry and the electronics and machinery
through licensing. Companies that cooperate in the industries generally. There are serious questions
development phase often have an inside track on about the anti-competitive effects of Japanese indus-
obtaining benefits once commercialization has proven trial structure and government policies with regard to
viable, if only because they have developed the nec- barriers to entry in high technology areas-par-
essary "know-how." Meanwhile, the JRDC receives ticularly with regard to barriers to entry as these
royalty payments from successful projects, thereby affect foreign firms. These barriers, real or imag-
building its own capital base much like a private ined, as they apply to computers, will also be dis-
company. Although the JRDC is clearly important, cussed in the following section.
its total budget tends to be quite small, e.g., for
fiscal 1981, about Y5 billion ($22.7 million C ¥220
= $1). D. Development of the

Once a project reaches the prototype stage, it is Computer Industry
eligible for preferential financing by the Japan De-
velopment Bank or the Small Business Finance Cor- As is well-known, the Japanese computer indus-
poration. Moreover, as discussed in Chapter IV, try has achieved a phenomenal rate of growth and
companies utilizing the JRDC, participating in such level of success at home and abroad. Computers and
programs as the Basic Materials Project, or engaging components are considered "strategic industries" be-
in other R&D-related programs that have government cause of their presumed importance for many future
priority are eligible for certain tax deductions and manufacturing activities, their relatively low labor
accelerated depreciation allowances. There can also requirements, and their relatively high added value.
be varying degrees of technology sharing and other Between 1974 and 1979, the computer industry grew
inter-firm collaboration prior to commercialization, at an average annual rate of 13 percent Alth'czmh
though it would be a mistake to perceive this sharing computers account for only 4 percent of total elec-
as proof per se of anti-competitive behavior. Rather, tronic equipment exports, exports as a percentage of
such sharing should be viewed on a case-by-case computer production have grown from 4 percent in
basis. Japanese companies are highly competitive 1974 to 10 percent in 1979-with an average annual
with each other, and it is usually only under special rate of growth of 33 percent. In 1979, the value of
restrictive conditions that genuine sharing of technol- computer exports (¥ 105 billion) exceeded the value
ogy occurs. of imports (V80 billion) for the first time.

To summarize, the government has a number of
highly specific organizations, projects, and instru-
ments aimed at facilitating the development of new zMITI's definition of the electronics industries includes
technologies with industrial applications and ensuring primarily consumer electronics, communications, corn-
that science and technology policies are in accord- puters, components, and electronic test and measuring

equipment.
3 The Japanese Compwer Industry: 1980, B. A. Asia

'This is discussed in greater detail below. Ltd., May 1980.
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Even with the liberalizati a of foreign investment computers, as well as the securing of suffi-
regulations governing the computer industry in 1976, cient rental funds for domestic machines. 4

its growth and prosperity has triggered considerable
criticism from other OECD nations because of a Support to the computer industry is grounded in
belief on the part of manufacturers elsewhere that law, exemplified in loans, subsidies, and tax meas-
Japanese government support has been and remains ures, and facilitated by the creation of new institu-
central to the development and continued com- tions, both advisory and operational. The statutory
petitiveness of the domestic industry. Indeed, this basis for government support of the computer and
criticism continues today, particularly in the U.S.' related electronic industries is embodied in a series

From the founding of the computer industry in of laws discussed below. The main legislation is as
the late 1950s, the Japanese government, especially follows:
MITI as the major government ministry responsible 1. June 1957. The Law on Extraordinary Meas-
for the manufacturing sector, committed itself to uresfor the Promotion of Electronic Industries
support the development of a domestic computer (Deshinh6th ti la gae Iautrit
industry. Merton Peck and Shuji Tamura, in their (Denshinhd). This law gave MITI authority to
indutrerto n Asia'Neck Gan arhuj tatomprnthers formulate overall plans for a reorganization of
chapter of Asia's New Giant, argue that computers the then-nascent computer industry, as well as

illustrate the most extensive Japanese government authority to design specific support packages

involvement in a particular industry in the postwar for the industry.

period. 2 In principle, computer imports (at least of 2. April 1971. Law on Extraordinary Measures

mainframe units) and foreign investment in the corn- for the Promotion of Electronics and Machin-

puter industry were made completely free of restric- r theurmotinh tis aw Machin-

tions in December 1976. At that time, the MITI ery Industry (Kidenh6). This law was de-
minister stated that the decision to liberalize com- signed to respond to a new set of conditions in

which foreign investment, if not countered,
puter imports was based on the government's belief might lead to more foreign ownership of the
that, partly because of previous government support, computer industry than either government poi-

Japan's computer industry would be able to stand on cym aer sor th etic poder s wold
its own and continue to grow, even after liberaliza- icy makers or the domestic producers would
tion. have preferred. It specifically covered 37 types

Despe tof machinery in the electronics industry and
Despite this statement, the Cabinet issued a reso- 58 types in the machinery industry itself.

lution shortly thereafter that seems to imply quite the Later, for each machine indicated, specifically

opposite belief: "In view of the high expectations of designed promotion programs were outlined.

independence and continued growth of Japan's com- The major purpose of this law was to raise the

puter industry, the government is resolved to keep technological level in both the machinery and

careful watch on trends on the computer market with the electronics deve hence, the machinery

the aim of pievnting adverse effects on domestic the infron industry;e, he cinery

firms which could lead to confusion in the electronic and information industries were combined, in
an effort to increase the range of applications

computer market." 3 Toshio Komoto, MITI Minister of electronic industries. Specifically the law
at the time, later added: covered prototype R&D promotion of com-

it is the opinion of the Ministry of lnterna- mercial production and manufacturing im-
tional Trade and Industry that the independ- provements. Government subsidies were
ence and future growth of Japan's computer provided to prototype R&D in a variety of
industry, following liberalization, will hinge specific areas discussed shortly.'
on the industry's ability to secure an appropri-
ate share of the domestic market. While keep-
ing a close watch on the trends of computer
import and installation, the Ministry will put
into effect strong measures for the promotion 'Ibid.
of the domestic industry which will include. SFor more in-depth analyses of this legislation, as well
and not be limited to, encouraging the devel- as earlier computer-related support measures of the period
opment of VLSI's for use and next generation before foreign investment in the industry was permitted,

see Subcommittee on ade, Committee on Ways and
Means, U.S. House of Representatives, High Technology
and Japanese Industrial Policy: A Strategy for U.S. Policy

tSee remarks by'Robert W. Galvin, Chairman and Chief Makers (Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Of-
Executive Officer, Motorola. Inc., to the Communications fice, October I, 1980); Comptroller General of the United
Division, Electronic Industries Association, Hyannis, MA, States, United States/Japan Trade: Issues and Problems
June 2. 1982. (Washington, D.C., U.S. General Accounting Office Sep-

2 Merton J. Peck and Shuji Tamura, "Technology," in tember 21, 1979); and a good English language Japanese
Patrick and Rosovsky, op. cit., p. 571. government report, Government Policy, Japan Information

3Computer White Paper, (Tokyo: Japan Information Processing Development Center, (Tokyo: JIPDEC. Summer
Processing Development Center, 1978). 1978).
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3. June 1978. Law on Extraordinary Measures have freed themselves from the otherwise tre-
for the Promotion of Specific Machinery and mendous task involved in the procurement of
Information Industry. (Kij6h6) The Kij6h6 re- the very substantial amount of operating capi-
placed and extended the functions of the tal required, and the work of attracting invest-
Kidenh6, especially in the area of software. It ment capital. This has allowed them to
is structured much like its predecessor, in that concentrate on further research and develop-
it also designates plans for specified indus- ment for computer hardware and software and
tries, provides for tax measures to facilitate on expanding the computer market. Through
the availability of investment funds, and can the establishment of JECC and its method of
also be used to initiate large-scale undertak- operation, computers manufactured by Jap-
ings. MITI officials and legal specialists ex- anese companies have steadily become popular
plain the need for this continued and expanded and widely utilized. Growth has been par-
support for the industry as an outgrowth of ticularly marked since ,,55, representing a
continuing problems in software production major business achievement. In response to
and in advanced devices; thus, this law is this rapid expansion, JECC has adopted pol-
being used specifically, although certainly not icies to improve its net worth ratio by contin-
exclusively, to promote software production. ually increasing its capital. In order to meet

the rapidly growing need for funds, JECC has
The government has also fostered, in part di- also put considerable effort into raising loans.

rectly, through financing and legislation, and in part These consist mainly of long-term low-interest
indirectly, through encouragement and persuasion, loans provided through the Japan Development
an institutional infrastructure for computers and elec- Bank from the funds for public financing, and
tronics. This has included the creation of a Machin- the various credit arrangements granted by a
ery and Information Bureau within MITI that also wide range of private financial institutions
has several divisions closely monitoring, and in such as city banks, trust banks, local banks,
some cases running, computer-related programs.' and life and other insurance companies, even
Overall, this bureau has had administrative respon- including foreign banks.'
sibility over government computer projects. It exerts Such achievements are not, of course, the whole
strong influence over AIST's activities, and it aims story. Manufacturers are obliged to buy back ma-
to improve, develop, and regulate the machinery and chines from the JECC; this disadvantage of the leas-
information industries. In addition, a number of ad-visory councils, such as the Electronics Industry ing system became apparent when new models were
Cisorouncil s, and h the Inform tn Elec Industry Corapidly introduced and old models were then re-
Council and the Information Industry Cotnmittee of turned to the JECC and the manufacturers. To re-
the Industrial Structure Council, have been formed. spond to these rapid changes in the market, a new
The government has also encouraged the formation tax measure was adopted in the 1960s allowing man-
of trade associations, such as the Japan Electronic ufacturers to create a tax-free reserve of up to 15
Industry Development Association (JEIDA), and the percent of the value of sales to the JECC. This was
pooling of financial resources among computer man- aimed at covering losses that might accrue when
ufacturers, models were bought back from the JECC. The re-

One of the best examples of this latter phenome- serve amount was later raised to 20 percent, and in
non is the Japan Electronic Computer Company 1978 companies were allowed to put aside even
(JECC), founded in 1961 to purchase hardware and if they could demonstrate
software from shareholder companies and lease them gack obligations.
to users, thereby easing the financial burden on indi- This tax-free reserve doubtless permitted the
vidual manufacturers. The JECC is financed largely JECC to remain useful even in the face of a rapidly
by the computer manufacturers; with this pooled cap- growing and changing market. By allowing money
ital it then can leverage special low-interest loans to be put aside in the form of a tax-free reserve, this
from the JDB, thereby reducing the financial burdenforth prtciatig omanes 2 Acodn ote system permitted companies to take a tax write-off
for the participating companies.2 According to the sooner rather than later, thereby providing them ad-
1981 JECC Annual Report: ditional cash up-front. In highly leveraged firms with

As a result of the establishment of JECC, high fixed costs-which Japanese computer manufac-
indigenous computer manufacturers in Japan turers were, especially in their early growth period-

such predictable cash up-front was extremely useful.

'For example, the Electronics Policy Division and the Moreover, the subsequent need to increase the

Data Processing Promotion Division are responsible for amounts that could be set aside in a reserve suggests
supervising software development programs; the Industrial
Electronics Division is responsible for new computers.

2 Shareholding companies in JECC are NEC, Fujitsu, 3 JECC Annual Report, 1981. pp. 2-3. The foreign bank
Hitachi, Toshiba. Oki, Mitsubishi Electric, and NEC- referred to above is Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of
TOSHIBA Information Systems. New York.
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that, at least until 1978, the buy-back requirements IPA's activities is its credit guarantee program. Infor-
were sufficiently burdensome that the initial reserve mation processing firms and software houses are
allotments were not in excess of manufacturer often in need of funds to develop software programs,
needs-not, in other words, an egregious subsidy. but have limited property that can be used as collat-
Nonetheless, the advantages of the system were evi- eral. The IPA has a system for guaranteeing such
dent. obligations, as long as they are registered with the

To summarize, by pooling capital from computer IPA; this system is illustrated in Figures VI-8 and
manufacturers, the JECC could in turn leverage VI-9.2 Loans for specific projects funded by the
loans from the JDB and commercial banks and IPA are under the scrutiny of the Machinery & Infor-
thereby reduce risk and ease the financial burden on mation Bureau of MITI. 3 To enhance the usefulness
the participating manufacturers. In addition, the tax- of the IPA, the tax system was amended in FY 1979
free reserve system that was available to individual to institute a tax-free reserve fund system for soft-
companies also reduced the risk that might arise ware programs resembling that established for re-
from higher-than-anticipated buy-backs; it also pro- purchasing computers discussed above. Yet, in con-
vided important cash up-front. trast to the 20 percent commonly put aside for com-

Yet, discussions with government and industry puter buy-backs, as much as 50 percent of the
representatives also suggest that the very success of income for software programs developed and regis-
the JECC contributed to a decline in its importance. tered with IPA can be put into the tax reserve. In
Essentially, some of the manufacturers participating order to be eligible for the tax break, which results
in the program began to do so well that they no in a tax write-off up-front, programs have to be
longer found it advantageous to use the JECC and registered with the IPA. As the IPA is specifically
preferred to establish leasing programs of their own. designed to encourage the development of domestic
In late 1976, for example, MITI and JECC wanted to software programs, an area where Japanese pro-
increase JECC's net worth, and asked the major ducers are admittedly behind Western producers, un-
computer manufacturers to increase their capital par- til recently, only those programs "domestically
ticipation by a total of V5 billion. Because Hitachi developed by Japan" were eligible for registration. 4

had already established its own rental program, it The Nippon Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
rejected the proposal. Toshiba, Mitsubishi, and Oki (N'T), a quasi-public monopoly operating under the
also refused. The proposal was eventually accepted, nominal control of the Ministry of Posts and Tele-
at least in part, when Fujitsu agreed to pay 80 communications (MPT) and with annual purchases
percent (V4 billion) and NEC agreed to pay the estimated at approximately $3 billion, is still another
remaining 20 percent (VI billion). Meanwhile, the example of a public entity whose actions have
JECC continues to exist, even as individual com- greatly affected Japan's major computer industries.
panies build up their own programs, particularly in Because NTT Is not a government agency per se, it
new areas. Thus, although the usefulness of the is not directly a part of the Japanese government's
JECC to the major computer manufacturers may be industrial or science and technology policy. At the
declining, it remains one of the best examples of a same time, because it is also not a private company,
task-oriented, government-facilitated technology or-
ganization in Japan.Another important government organization users over the last twelve years .. . these must have hadaimed at developing and disseminating information some investment effects, but we huve no way of measuringthese effects."
and computer systems is the Information Technology 2 In order to promote the de,.elopment of software and
Promotion Agency (IPA), which was established by raise the technological level of program development in
law in 1970 under the Information Technology Pro- Japan, IPA is consigning to the private sector the task of
motion Agency law. The IPA is also task-oriented. developing programs related to upgrading. Each of these
Its aim is to promote the use of computers, encour- programs must satisfy the following conditions: (1) there
age the development and use of programs, and help must he a special need for its development, (2) the fruits of
software firms. It is the only national organization in such development must be seen as widely usable in busi-
the field of software promotion. Financing for the ness activities, and (3) independent development by com-
PA comes from government subsidies, private cor- panies is difficult. In the 10-year period ending in fiscal

1979, 97 such programs had been developed. Computerporations, three long-term credit banks (JDB, the White Paper, 1980 Edition, JIPDEC, Tokyo. p. 235.
Industrial Bank of Japan, and Long-Term Credit 3A list of specific projects is in Appendix E. Inter-
Bank of Japan), and from revenues earned by the estingly, an IPA-style credit guarantee system is not uncom-
association itself.t One of the more important of mon in the U.S. However, the American credit guarantee

systems tend to be aimed at broad industries, such as
housing, rather than at narrowly targeted sectors.

'The impact of IPA subsidies is not clear either to 4The system in effect until 1980 is explained in the
members of the study team or to IPA officials. An IPA Computer White Paper, op. cit., p. 47. Tax credits for
official told the study team privately, "consignment pay- software development have recently become available to
ments of 10 billion yen have been allocated to the informa- foreign computer firms with manufacturing facilities in
don processing industry, software houses and even end Japan.
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NTT does not receive direct government subsidies. But since U.S. companies have yet to receive any
In fact, its anomalous position has given NTT an major contracts under the agreement. they have little
extraordinary degree of autonomy, which it has used reason to be overly enthusiastic about the pace of
to great advantage to build itself up as the second liberalization to date. IBM has received a $1 million
largest telephone company in the world. It holds a contract for 162 computer terminals, and Motorola a
monopoly position in Japan's domestic telephone. $9 million contract for pocket papers. By contrast, in
telegraph. and data communications systems. Yet, in FY 1980. Fujitsu, NEC. Hitachi. and Oki. taken
contrast to the American Telephone and Telegraph together. received more than $1 billion in NTT pro-
Corporation (AT&T) and other U.S. communications curement contracts. Bidding on various big-ticket
companies. NTT does not have its own manufactur- items is scheduled to take place in 1983; AT&T, for
ing facilities. Instead. it contracts for equipment pur- one, is reported to be hopeful it can secure contracts
chases from the major Japanese computer for NTT procurement projects.
manufacturers-NEC, Fujitsu, Hitachi, Oki, etc.- In recent months. NTT officials themselves have
all of which have benefited technically and finan- begun to argue that the sheer size of the company
cially from this arrangement. As noted above, there makes it too unwieldy. There is widespread agree-
are numerous cases of former NTT officials "retir- ment. for example. that NTT s monopoly position in
ing" into senior management positions in the com- data communications and information processing has
puter companies. In recent years, NTT scientists and contributed to Japan's being considerably behind the
engineers have also worked with various private U.S. in this particular sub-sector of the information
firms on a number of major computer projects-such industry. As is often the case, a monopoly structure
as the early phase of VLSI. and the Fourth Genera- appears to have impeded innovation, and the too-
tion Computer Project. close ties between NTT personnel on the one hand

Also in recent years, however, domestic political and the contracting companies and the MPT on the
pressure led to a reduction, though only a small other hand have meant that few contrary views were
reduction, in Japan's relatively high telephone rates. brought to bear on the situation. By contrast, in
These had been high as a matter of policy, on computer and component manufacturing. which
grounds that telephoning from residences was a comes under MITI's jurisdiction, MITI's policy has
"luxury." while telephoning from a business loca- sought to force a handful of domestic companies to
tion, though also high in terms of cash outlay, was compete against each other to accelerate industry
in effect less expensive because the charges could be development-a traditional MITI policy toward high
written off as a business expense. Meanwhile, inter- technology industries in earlier postwar years. At
national, notably U.S., pressure for liberalization of that time, potential foreign competitors were either
procurement practices led in turn to significant revi- uninterested in the Japanese market or. particularly
sions in NTT policies, as seen in the Government in the case of those U.S. firms that did have a
Procurement Code under the Tokyo Round of the presence in Japan, content to limit themselves to
Multilateral Trade Negotiations and in a bilateral, generally existing patterns. As a result, Japanese
U.S.-Japan NTT Agreement. In the latter case, the high technology firms were more easily able to de-
agreement established a three-track criteria for liber- velop to the point of becoming roughly comparable
alization of procurement practices. Track I applies to to, and in some areas, ahead of, U.S. companies.
all NTT purchasing of non-public telecommunication Since this insulation is less feasible today--either
equipment. and this will be made available to all because foreign firms are less willing to ignore
signatories of the Government Procurement Code. potential Japanese competitors, or perhaps because
Tracks II and III refer to public telecommunication Japanese firms are close enough to the frontier of
procurement; here, only U.S. firms are allowed to original research to need to bring foreign firms into
bid on the contracts. As of January 1981, NTr began their own R&D processes-there is now considerable
to implement its first phase of obligations under the talk of spinning off NTT's data communications and
bilateral agreement. and this is proceeding apace.' information processing division and making it a sep-

arate company, hopefully with greater flexibility, in-

'For further details on NTT, the U.S.-Japan NTr novativeness, and presumably greater profitability
Agreement, and the Government Procurement Code, see: than it has achieved with NTT. There is even talk of
Subcommittee on Trade of the Committee on Ways and "privatizing" all of NTT. It is highly unlikely that
Means and the United States-Japan Trade Task Force. 96th this will occur in the short-term, though if it were to
Cong., 2nd sess.. Report on United States-Japan Trade 26 occur, it is important to note that, as a private
(Comm. Print (96-68) 1980); Agreement on Government company, NIT would then no longer be bound by
Procurement, April 12. 1979, reprinted in Agreements government-to-government procurement codes.
Reached in the Tokyo Round of Mutiateral Trade Negoria- In general, whatever effects NTT's policies have
uions, H. R. Doc. No. 153, 96th Cong., ist Sess., pt. g,
67-199 (1979); Agreement on Procurement in Telecom- had in the past with regard to the development of
mnaications, December 19, 1910, United States-Japan, Japanese computer manufacturers-and this is a suf-
TI.A.S. No. 9961; and Chalmers Johnson, Japan's Public ficiently complex question to warrant a separate
Policy Companies, op. cit. analysis altogether-new inter-governmental agree-
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ments reflecting the complaints of U.S. firms funda- der provided by the firms. (For specific project de-
mentally change the relationship between NTT and tails, see Figures VI-10, and Refs. VI-10.)
both the domestic and foreign manufacturers: NTT- Allocations of conditional loans are at MITI's discre-
policies have become a matter of international scru- tion-with the usual budgetary and other political
tiny, and the Japanese government has committed constraints. As far as we know, loans indicated in
itself to a process of liberalization. Table VI-3 have yet to be repaid. Drawing on Table

Numerous other organizations have been formed VI-3 we see that approximately $361.8 million (at an
to facilitate the development of an information in- exchange rate of V220 = $1), was alloted in the
frastructure in general, and a computer infrastructure form of conditional loans in the 1976-1981 period, as
in particular.' We have commented only on the ma- against approximately $59 million in direct consign-
jor programs. ment payments.3

To move from a general discussion of many kinds In many cases, in order to be eligible for con-
of computer-related assistance programs to a more signment payments or conditional loans, private
specific discussion of financial assistance, we next companies have to belong to a non-profit legal entity
outline, on a project-by-project basis, the process by called a Research Association (Kenkfi' Kumiai). Typ-
which firms have become eligible for such support. ically, the process works as follows: The government
Figures VI-10, VI-ll, and VI-12 show schematically announces that it wants research conducted in a
the major subsidies, loans, and tax measures that given area. Interested firms then submit propoals to
have been applied to the computer industry during the government for review. Simultaneously, or
the last two decades. This is followed by a brief sometimes consecutively, firms try to reach an agree-
annotation about each of these projects. Table VI-3 ment among themselves to work collaboratively.
shows subsidy amounts, financing methods, and pat- They then announce that they want to form a re-
ent control practices for the eight major computer- search association. At that point, the government
related programs that have been operating since selects those firms that appear the most able to con-
1976. 2 tribute to the research under discussion, i.e., the

The center of Table VI-3 shows the financing most competitive. The selected firms then submit a
method. Although all of these funds can be sub- proposal to MITI requesting authorization as a legal-
sumed in English under the term "subsidy," this ized research association. MITI typically grants au-
terminology is something of a misnomer. In fact, thorization after further negotiations with the
subsidies are either in the form of grants, which in prospective members, and after financial solvency
turn take the form of conditional loans (hojokin), or has been verified-all this under the rubric of the
government contracted work, which take the form of Industrial Technology Association Law (K~kgYgy
consignment payments (itakuhi). Conditional loans kijyutsu kumiai h5).'
tend to have low, and in some cases, no interest The private sector can also initiate this process.
rates. Repayment depends on the success of the proj- In such cases, the industry's request serves as an
ect-if no successful technologies result from the impetus for government action. Other non-profit or-
research, then these loans tend to not have to be ganizations (zaidan h6jin) can also receive consign-
repaid. If the research is successful, then a five-year ment payments and do government contracted
grace period is allowed before the loan has to be research, though they are not restricted to doing only
repaid. Typically, these loans represent about half government work. They must, however, remain non-
the total expenditure of the project, with the remain- profit. There are other differences between zaidan

htjin and kenky kumiai. The former is under no
obligation to divide funds equally among participat-
ing companies; allocation is at their discretion.

'For example, there is a whole set of programs tailored Moreover, zaidan hjin can receive money from
to small and medium-sized firms. The Small Business Pro- other sources such as the motorcycle or boat-racing
motion Corporation (SBPC). a sub-agency of the Small-and fund. They also tend to own their own assets. Ken-
Medium-Sized Enterprise Agency of MITI, was established
as a means of diffusing information to -'nall-and medium-
sized enterprises. The SBPC is in effect training program
and a mechanism for providing financi.4 support through 'These dollar figures are also somewhat inflated since
special loan programs. currency fluctuations were considerable during this period.

2 As far as we know, this data on government support According to Bank of Japan figures, the exchange went
programs is the first of its kind in English. It represents, to from 297 in 1976 to 221 in 1981; thus, using these ex-
the best of our knowledge. all major government projects change rates, the dollar amounts would be smaller.
and support measures. Abbreviations, changes in project "To date. 54 Research Associations have been approved
titles, changes in accounting procedures, termination of under this Law, 38 of which are still in operation. For the
projects midway. and other such developments are plenti- best source material on this law and other government
ful. Some minor projects or programs have been inten- assistance measures to industry for R&D, see Kenk-ii kai-
tionally omitted because they were so minor as to be hatsu josei seido riyb no tebiki, (Guidebook on Assistance
irrelevant. At the same time, the possibility of error by Measures for R&D]. K6gy6 Gijutsuiin [AIST]. (Tokyo:
omission remains. 1980).
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FIGURE VI-10
SUBSIDIES TO THE COMPUTER INDUSTRY

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1966 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1960 1961 1902 1963 1964 1965 1966 1907

(1) 4,50 368
Subsidy for R&D for Mining (10)

(2) 66 71
Super High Performance Electronic
Computer (10)

(3) 468
Subsidy for R&D for Important Technologies (3)

(5) 4/71
Subsidy for IPA Operation

(4) 4 62 3.66
Fontac Subsidy (6) 71 80

Pattern Information Processing System (22)

(7) 472 3,77
Subsidy for Promotion of Developtng
New Types of Computers (57 1)

(8) 72 76
Figures in ( ( on right represent subsidy Subsidy for Promotion of Developing
amount where available in billions of * Computer Peripherals (8 7)

Figures n ( on left are reference numbers (9) 4 73-3 75
Subsidy for Promotion and Development

(10) 4 73 - 3,76 .81
Subsidy for Promotion of (66) Software Production
Information Processing Industry (3 0) Development Program

(11) 4 77__.-._3, 80

Subsidy for Promotion of
Developing VLSI For Next
Generation Computers (30)

(12) 7 79 83

Subsidy for Developing Basic
Technologies for Next Generation
Computer (47)

(13) 70 87
Optical Measurement and Control System (18)

(14) 81 89
High Speed Computer System for Scientific
and Technological Uses

(15) 81 90
Next Generation Basic Technology (104)

(16) 81 90

5th Generation Computer

NOTES

(I) &
(3): These are combined because (3) is a continuation of (I). Sponsors: AIST. MITI. Funding: All

government funding through consignment payments.

(2): Sponsors: AIST. Large Scale Project, MITI (See Appendix D). Funding: All government funding
through consignment payments.

(4): FONTAC was aimed at developing a large size computer competitive with IBM systems. Corporate
participation: Fujitisu, OKI, NEC.
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FIGURE VI-10 (cont'd)

NOTES (continued)

(5): The IPA was established by law in 1970 to encourage the development of software by direct and
indirect financing. IPA operations are reviewed by MITI. Three long term credit banks provide loans
to software houses and data services through IPA's guarantee fund. Total government support
unclear, but subsidies totaled V 14.9 million for FY 1972-1980 (see text for additional material).

(6): Continuation of (2). Sponsors: AIST and Electrotechnical Laboratory. Corporate Participation:
Toshiba, Hitachi. Fujitsu. NEC. Mitsubishi Electric. Sanyo, Matsushita Research Institute,
Konishiroku, and Hoya Glass.

(7): Subsidy aimed at developing a new series of computers competitive with IBM's 370 series.
Funding: a 50 percent subsidy to three computer manufacturer groups. Corporate Participation:
Fujitsu-Hitachi (produced M series), NEC-Toshiba (produced ACOM). and Mitsubishi-OKI (pro-
duced MELCOM).

(8): Sponsor: MITI; Participation: 31 companies; Funding: 50/50 (government/private); Goal: develop
high efficiency input-output units and terminals.

(9): Sponsor: MITI; Participation: unclear; Funding: 50/50 (government/private).

(10): Sponsors: Machinery and Information Bureau and Data Processing Division, MITI: Corporate
Participation: 17 large Japanese software companies belonging to an IPA subsidiary, the Joint
Systems Development Corp., in addition, a number of unspecified smaller firms; Goal: to increase
the production and use of software programs. This constitutes IPA's most active software develop-
ment program to date. Results unclear.

(11) &
(12): Combined. as (12) seen as a continuation of (I I); Sponsors: Machinery & Information Bureau and

Industrial Electronics Division, MITI; Corporate Participation: two phases: (I) Fujitsu, Hitachi,
Mitsubishi, NEC & Toshiba, OKI, Sharp, Matsushita; (II) above, plus NTT and AIST's Elec-
trotechnical Laboratory staff. Association Formed: Phase I: VLSI Research Association formed;
Phase II: Electronic Computer Basic Technology Research Association formed (July 1979). Funding:
(government) conditional loan, repayable if profits are generated from technologies; Phase I: V30
billion from the government; V42 billion from the private sector. Phase II: Y22.5 billion from the
government; Y#24.5 billion from the private sector.

(13): Sponsors: AIST. National Research and Development Program, MITI; Corporate Participation:
Fujitsu, Hitachi. NEC, Toshiba, Mitsubishi Denki, Matsushita Furukawa. OKI, Sumitomo Electric;
Association Formed: Engineering Research Association of Optoelectronics Applied Systems (January
1981); Laboratory Formed by Association: Optoelectronics Joint Research Laboratory within the
Fujitsu Kawasaki Plant; Funding: all government funding through consignment payments.

(14): Sponsors: AIST, National Research and Development Program, MITI; Corporate Participation:
Fujitsu. Hitachi, NEC, Toshiba, Mitsubishi Denki, OKI; Government Laboratory Assistance: Elec-
trotechnical Laboratory, AIST; Association Formed: the Association for the Development of High
Speed Scientific Computers (December 1981), MITI's Electrotechnical Laboratory is also involved,
although majority of work will be conducted at companies' own research facilities; Funding: all
government funding through consignment payments.

(15): Sponsors: Next Generation Basic 'technology Planning Office, AIST, MITI; Corporate Participation:
48 companies in 3 areas; numbers in ( ) indicate number of firms; Area I: New Materials (33); Area
II: Biotechnology (14); Area III: Semiconductor Function Elements (10); Association Formed: five
associations formed, 3 for Area I, 1 for Area II, and I for Area III; Funding: all government
funding through consignment payments.

(16): Sponsor: Machinery and Information Bureau, MITI; Corporate Participation: Fujitsu, Hitachi, NEC,
Toshiba, Mitsubishi Denki, OKI; Government Laboratory Assistance: Electrotechnical Laboratory,
AIST; NTT Personnel Participation: primarily at preparatory stages; Association Formed: The
Institute for New Generation Computer Technology, an endowed research foundation (April 1982);
Funding: total funding yet to be determined.
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TABLE VI-3
MAJOR JAPANESE GOVERNMENT PROJECT SUBSIDIES FOR R&D 1976-1981,

FINANCING METHOD & PATENT CONTROL
Government

Subsidies
($ Mil')

(# Bil.) (220 = 1) Financing Method Patent Control
Subsidy for R&D for Grant in form of conditional Technologies go to sub-
Important Technologies 13.4 61 loans between 26-40% of sidy recipients, except

total expenditure, depend- environmental control and
ing on type of research.' safety.
(hojokin) Repayment ac-
cording to success of
project.

Software Development Total funding provided by All resulting software tech-
Production Program 6.6 30 MITI, no repayment obliga- nologies belong to IPA.

tion.

Subsidy for Promotion 30.0 136.4 Conditional loans (hojokin) Majority of patents belong
of Developing VLSI, Phase I provided to VLSI Research to Association (over 90%);
for Next Generation Association. Repayment remaining belong to MITI.
Computers linked to profit levels. No Patents owned by the As-

interest payment due. (42% sociation, available to As-
of total expenditure pro- sociation members and
vided by government.) other firms (i.e., cross li-

censing to foreign firms
allowed) after MITI review.
Access to MITI-owned pat-
ents is through AIST
subsidiary, Industrial Tech-
nology Promotion Agency.

22.5 102.2 Conditional loan (hojokin) All patents will be owned
Phase II provided to Electronic by the government.Computer Basic Technol-

ogy Research Association.
(50% of total expenditure
provided by the govern-
ment.)

Subsidy for Developing Conditional loan (hojokin) Contract basis, all resulting
Basic Technologies 13.7 62.3 (45% of total expenditures patents belong to MITI.

provided by government.)

Optical Measure Total government funding, Contract basis, all resulting
and Control System 3.4 15.4 in the form of consignment patents belong to MITI.

payments (itakuhi); no re-
payment necessary.

High Speed Computer Total government funding Contract basis, all resulting
System for Scientific (itakuhi), consignment pay- patents belong to MITI.
and Technological Use 0.30 1.4 ments, no repayment nec-

essary.

Next Generation Basic Total government funding Contract basis, all resulting
Technology 2.7 12.3 (itakuhi), consignment pay- patents belong to MITI.

ments, no repayment nec-
essary.

Fifth Generation Initial monies from Undetermined.
Basic Computer 0.15 .682 JIIPDEC. Total amount to

be allocated undetermined.
'For the rest of this chart, grants in the form of conditional loans abbreviated.

SOURCE: Discussions with government officials, various documents: JDB, IBJ, LTCB, MITI, STA, AIST.



kya kumiai, on the other hand tend not to have lowing discussion we attempt to clarify these issues.
ownership rights to assets, and their research funds The Subsidy for R&D for Important Technologies
tend to be more or less equally divided among par- (see Figure VII-10, and Table VII-3) deserves special
ticipating firms. mention for two reasons: (1) unlike other subsidies,

These alternative methods of organizing joint funds in this program go directly to individual firms;
public/private research projects, together with the and (2) the by-laws in this program expressly dis-
lack of published and open bidding, carry the strong criminate against foreign firms.' This subsidy system
implication that by the time the government goes dates back to 1950, when it was called the Subsidy
public, with the notion of doing a particular project, for R&D for Manufacturing and Mining. Govern-
the negotiation and selection process may have been ment funds provided under this subsidy have covered
at least partially determined--to the extent that between 26 and 40 percent of the cost of a given
highly competitive firms already know they have a project. As of FY 1980, V46.4 billion ($211 million
better than even chance of being selected for mem- at V220 = $1) cumulatively had been allocated to
bership in the not-yet-sanctioned research associa- 4,284 applicants. In 1968, the program was ex-
tion. In the case of the newly formed Biotechnology panded, and the current name adopted. Individual
Association for example, the process worked as fol- subsidy amounts tend to be quite small, however.
lows: In November 1980, a Biotechnology Round For example, between FY 1976 and FY 1978, V 13.4
Table (Kondankai) was held, at the industry's behest, billion ($61 million at V220 = $1) was awarded to
in which five firms participated. The idea was raised 413 applicants, or an average of V32.4 million (or
that they should form an association. In July 1981, $147,000) per project.
the five firms in the original round table, together Funding is provided under the following five gen-
with additional corporations, announced that they eral categories:
wanted to form an association. In August, MITI 1. 'Virgin' and innovative research
"announced" that it wanted various biotechnology 2. Applied research
firms to submit proposals to undertake the bio- 3. Industrial research
technology portion of the newly established New 4. Trial machine and equipment research
Materials Project. Shortly thereafter, the not-yet-of- 5. Research for commercialization
ficially-recognized-Biotechnology Association, then
comprised of 14 companies, "won" a contract to All resulting patents belong to the individual appli-
undertake this research. In September, the Associa- cant (i.e., the firm) except in category 5. This cate-
tion was offiially registered by MITI, and officially gory applies only to research conducted on
awarded responsibility for the biotechnology portion environmental control and safety measures, and in
of the New Materials Project. this case the MITI minister reserves the right to

To summarize, government funds are distributed make the patent available to the public. In all cate-
in the following ways: to conduct collaborative re- gories, however, the company must repay some or
search efforts under government auspices, a research all of the government money, depending on the de-
association must be legally sanctioned; government gree of success of the project. In effect, then, this
funds are then distributed to an Association; these program is similar to a hojokin, or conditional loan.
tend to be in the form of consignment payments for To date, this subsidy program has explicitly discrimi-
government contracted work (which tend to mean nated against foreign firms. Its by-laws note, in Sec-
total government funding) or of grants made via tion 2.4.2, that "anyone" is eligible for support
conditional loans (which tend to mean partial gov- except:
emnment backing), with repayment dependent on the 1. A company that is in the process of reorgani-
degree of success achieved in the project. There is, zation, and whose reorganization has not been
however, great variation among projects, and only officially accepted by a court of justice.
the most general comments are valid with regard to 2. A person who does not have Japanese resi-
common characteristics of government/private proj- dence or a person who does not have Japanese
ects. The implications for U.S. policymakers of this citizenship;
system are discussed in the final section of this 3. A corporation or organization whose by-laws
chapter. are based on foreign laws, or whose headquar-

ters are located outside of Japan;
4. A corporation or organization which is con-

E. Patent Control and trolled by persons or organizations mentioned

Discrimination in (2) or (3) above. I

The complex structure of government subsidies in 'This subsidy system is not limited to computer-related
R&D efforts, but it is inclusive of such efforts, and is

Japan, the ambiguity surrounding control over result- therefore included in this discussion.
ing patents, and the extent to which these programs 2KenkyA kaikesu Joei seido (Subsidy System for Re-
discriminate against foreign firms have by now be- search and Development of Important Technologies], AIST
come hotly contested international issues. In the fol- (Tokyo: 1960).
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As far as we know, although foreign firms and support of the VLSI program provided an unfair
governments have tried in general terms to eliminate advantage to Japanese producers, given (1) that pat-
discriminatory subsidy programs in Japan. no foreign ents were distributed, at least initially, only to par-
firm or government has taken issue with this particu- ticipating companies, through a research association.
lar subsidy program, perhaps because the actual and (2) that foreign firms were excluded from par-
amounts of the subsidy remain very limited. ticipating in such projects or even from acquiring

In all of the major computer-related projects out- licenses based on VLSI-derived patents. IBM Japan,
lined in Table VII-3, the resulting patents are now a wholly-owned subsidiary of IBM of the U.S.. was
either directly controlled by MITI or indirectly under excluded from the program even though by law it is
MITI's purview. Those technologies or processes a fully Japanese company and has manufacturing
evolving from a 100 percent government-funded facilities in Japan. In 1979, perhaps under threat of
project are, naturally enough, owned by the govern- patent blocking in the U.S., MITI altered its posi-
ment. In some government/private projects, joint pat- tion, and indicated that it would license patents de-
ent ownership is possible, as in the VLSI case; and veloped by government researchers to foreign as well
in others, priority access may be given to participat- as domestic firms. Moreover, patents owned by the
ing companies. VLSI Technology Association would also be availa-

Indeed, it was precisely this uncertainty about the ble to foreign firms.
ways in which patent rights were to be distributed In other words, at least in principle, MITI indi-
that led to international criticism of the VLSI pro- cated that technology jointly or partially owned by
gram. Julian Gresser, author of the House Ways and the government would henceforth be open to interna-
Means Committee study on high technology and in- tional licensing; similarly, privately held patents
dustrial policy in Japan, described the VLSI project would be open if negotiations among the specific
as follows: parties could produce agreement. In February 1982,

MITI announced that new patents resulting from the
The most famous and controversial project next generation basic technologies project will be
since liberalization has been NTT's and available to foreign semi-conductor makers.2 Also,
MITI's collaboration in large-scale integrated in late April 1982, MITI announced that it would
circuits (VSLI). In April 1975, NTT formed review the entire subsidy system and study how and
a LSI group with Hitachi, Fujitsu, and NEC under what conditions foreign firms could be eligible
at a cost of ¥20 billion to maintain tele- for consignment payments, and how in practical
communications at a high level. Once the terms a foreign firm could join a research associa-
project was underway, MITI proposed consol- tion.
idating NT's efforts with MITI's own re- Still, despite the seemingly straightforward ar-
search, which was then conducted jointly with rangement that has now been developed, consider-
five major manufacturers at MITI's Electro- able ambiguity about the access available to foreign
Technical Laboratory. Initially, NTT rejected firms remains. For example, according to a recent
the idea, primarily because it was reluctant to article in Nihon Keizai Shimbun, though foreign
alter its telecommunications research to suit companies previously doing business in Japan have
the more general needs of computer develop- been permitted in principle to participate in research
ment. Nevertheless, on July 15, 1975, MITI associations, the government seemed actually to be
and NTT agreed that part of the two efforts dragging its feet in implementing this change out of
could be joined. In March 1976, the VLSI fear that foreign firms would not abide by Japanese
Technology Research Association was formed practices-e.g., they might disseminate technologies
and commenced a four-year program with a obtained in licenses from the Japanese government?
budget of V70 billion. Basic research was
conducted at the joint laboratory of the associ-
ation, while the Joint Computer Development
Laboratory and the Information Systems Labo- . Recent and Likely Future
ratory took responsibility for applied re- Trends
search.'

Recent changes in government policy in the wake
By any standard, the VLSI program can be consid- of the VLSI case, while providing for some degree
ered a success. It has produced over 600 patents and of liberalization of ground rules affecting foreign
processes, and demonstrated the willingness and ca- firms in computer and similar high technology fields,
pacity of private corporations to work cooperatively
under the aegis of a specially formed association,
and with the technical and financial support of the 2 This announcement was made on February 12 at the
government, opening party of the New Function Element Research and

The U.S. government has argued that Japanese Development Association. This association was formed in
August 1981 to pursue the development of new function
elements. See Nikon Keizai Shimbun, February 13, 1982.

'Subcommittee on Trade, op. cit., p. 14 3 See Nihon Keizai Shimbun, April 22, 1982.
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appear not to have eliminated entirely the differential cess to new technologies if such access would im-
benefits stemming from Japanese companies' par- prove their competitiveness. On the other hand, the
ticipation in public/private research and development foreign firms naturally wonder whether such par-
projects. For one thing, as in the case of the Basic ticipation would in fact be disadvantageous, if it
Materials project, though the resulting patents may forced them td "share" their own technologies or
belong in full or part to the government, and in production processes with their Japanese competitors
principle to the public in general including foreign in much the same way that Japanese firms share
firms, participating companies may benefit from technologies or processes. Also, as noted earlier in
lower royalty payments.' connection with the evolution of computer develop-

Another advantage to participation is the liberal ment within Jap n, the domestic firms have similar
borrowing rates made available by the long-term questions, the more developed they become in the
credit banks, once an association is formed and the state of the art.
initial capital is gathered from both the private and Thus, only the most general conclusions are pos-
the public sector. In other words, the initial govern- sible about either the technological advantages of
ment funds serve not only as seed money, but also participation or the "true" desires of foreign firms
as a de facto guarantee of support to commercial with regard to participation in joint R&D projects.
banks. This advantage is nearly impossible to quan- These can be summarized, if somewhat crudely, as
tify, but both government and industry representa- follows: It is not clear that U.S. first-tier firms or
tives testify to its existence. More importantly, as other foreign firms actually want to participate in
discussed below, the process by which firms become Japanese joint public/private R&D projects if doing
eligible to participate in such projects is itself dis- so means they would have to share their technology.
criminatory. It is clear, however, that they do not know the

To date there has been no direct foreign participa- extent to which technology sharing actually occurs
tion in any completed public/private R&D project or among participating Japanese firms. It is also clear
government-backed research association in the Jap- that they do not want to be excluded from participat-
anese computer industry. Historically, the obvious ing if they so desire. Under all circumstances, they
reason for this is that such government-financed proj- do want access to resulting technologies and proc-
ects as FONTAC, VLSI and the Fourth-Generation esses. In general terms, the extent to which foreign
Computer Subsidy were specifically designed to help participation in Japanese public/private research proj-
domestic firms compete with foreign manufacturers, ects would be advantageous to the foreign firms
notably IBM. Indeed, from the foreign firms' per- remains unanswered, and in many ways unanswera-
spective, depending on who was sharing what with ble, rooted as it is in the process of technology
whom, participation in such projects and/or other diffusion itself. In concrete terms, any such answer
technology-sharing arrangements could prove more would depend in part on the extent to which the
disadvantageous than advantageous. For example, al- research being conducted is actually collaborative
though some foreign firms-notably so-called sec- and then on the quality of the work and in turn the
ond-tier firms with less independent R&D capability diffusion of technology and development of know-
than IBM Japan-are vociferous in their criticism of how that actually occurs.
Japanese government practices, the so-called first-tier Clearly, Japanese style collaborative research was
manufacturers, such as IBM but not limited to IBM, designed mainly to achieve the twin goals of devel-
have at best mixed motives or intentions. oping new technologies or processes and diffusing

Private discussions with industry and government them among Japanese producers. Yet it must be left
representatives suggest that participation in govern- up to technical experts to address, probably on a
ment/private research projects can provide member case-by-case basis, the otherwise abstract question of
companies with practical experience that gives them whether, by the sheer act of participating, firms
a head start over non-participating competing firms- develop technical know-how and hands-on experi-
domestic or foreign. Yet, just how much of a head- ence that gives them a distinct advantage over non-
start such participating companies receive, and if this participating firms--even if non-participating firms
head start occurs in all such cases, remains unclear have access to the resulting technologies shortly after
even to foreign firms themselves. On the one hand, they are developed. In our view, these are the kinds
all foreign firms want government backing and ac- of questions that must be asked if one is to assess

the impact of Japanese government support to
'in October 1981, Eiji Suzuki, Chairman of the Bio- the computer (or other, similarly organized high-

technology Research Association, made the following am- technology industries); yet these are also the kinds of
biguous statement about the patents from his section of this questions that do not lend themselves to all-encom-
project. "The patent rights from this Association will be-
long to the government. I am confident that this problem passing, general answers. That is to say, in some
will be solved by making good use of Japanese customary cases participation does indeed provide a competitive
practices." It is precisely this type of statement that sug- advantage; in other cases it may well not.
geats to foreign manufacturers that they will in some way Given the acrimony surrounding high-technology
be discriminated against. issues, skepticism on all sides is to be expected.
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Moreover, until concrete measures concerning tech- only limited impact. As seen in Table VI-4, (Loans
nology licensing agreements are hammered out, Based on the Kij~h6, Kidenh6 and Denshinh6), loan
such skepticism is bound to continue. However, it allocations to the Machine and Information Indus-
should be recognized that the Japanese government tries, as a percent of total investment, have not only
has now gone on record, and stated publicly (and been relatively small in recent years (roughly 0.8
apparently privately as well), that foreign computer percent of total investment), but were also no more
firms must be included in government-sponsored than 2.5 percent of total investment even at the
high-technology research projects if they so desire. height of "infant industry" encouragement in the
As a measure of this, for the first time last year, the early 1960s. Secondly, as indicated in Chapter IV
Japanese government sought foreign participation in (Table IV-12, Revenue Losses Attributed to Special
a joint public/private R&D project, the Fifth Genera- Taxation Measures), although total revenue losses
tion Computer Project. The Fifth Generation com- resulting from technology-related tax measures have
puter is conceived of as the first "thinking grown slowly over time (in contrast to overall spe
computer."' MITI sponsored a Fifth-Generation cial tax measures that declined), this growth only
Computer Conference in October 1981 that brought amounts to about four percent in nominal terms since
together more than 300 participants from sevn 1975, ie., less than inflation. Thirdly, with regard to
countries. Whether this actually results in foreign outright subsidies, the amounts, with few exceptions,
participation, or whether competitive U.S. manufac- tend to be small.
turers will even want to participate, remains to be Still, government support to the computer indus-
seen. Yet foreign participation may well be a general try almost certainly has had an effect that is consid-
trend for the future, mainly for the following reason: erably larger than numbers alone would indicate. In
given that Japanese computer manufacturers have this regard, the impact of indirect support measures
attained state-of-the-art technologies-certainly in has been considerable. For example, while laws in
hardware, though less so in software production-the any country are both indicative and operational, both
idea of collaborative research with foreign firms is general and specific, in Japan they are particularly
now more appealing to them, either because their indicative, or general, compared with Western coun-
long-term self-interest would be fostered in a posi- tries. The laws discussed above for promotion of a
tive sense by scientific cooperation, or because an computer and electronics industry are good examples
exclusionary approach would degenerate into a series of such indicative legislation. They were primarily
of acrimonious battles that might lead in turn to designed to serve as a general framework, and much
patent blocking or the exclusion of Japanese products discretionary authority was left to government offi-
from foreign markets. cials and individual ministries. For example, in the

Another important question arises as to the over- 1978 law concerning the computer industry (kijrh6),
all extent of government support to the computer certain types of machinery were designated as de-
industry. To what degree has government support serving of support, but the detailed list of machine
enabled Japanese computer and electronic manufac- types and the specific promotion plans to support
turers to achieve a position of competitive advantage these types were left to be drawn up after the law
vis-a-vis non-Japanese manufacturers? Can one in had been promulgated. In this way, the law indicated
fact measure, more or less quantitatively, the overall a shift in priorities, while leaving open the issue of
effects of various support measures? just what support would be provided. In other

In our view, no conclusive answer to these ques- words, the kij6h3 and similar laws have provided a
tions is possible, and no definitive methodology ex- basis for continued government support before the
ists for quantifying the relative impact of government specific design of what support would be given was
policies versus private sector actions. Government even known-or knowable.
support in the form of indirect measures is especially Indirect effects of specific instruments of govern-
difficult to quantify. In terms of direct government ment support can be just as advantageous, if not
support, one can be somewhat more conclusive. It is more so, than direct support. In the case of JDB
clear, for example, that specific industrial policy loans, for example, it is less the amount of the JDB
instruments, taken individually, appear to have had loan itself that constitutes an aid to industry; rather it

is the implication that goes with JDB lending vis-a-
'The Fifth Generation computer will be organized vis a manufacturer's application for commercial

around the following themes: basic application systems, loans. Typically, once the JDB has analyzed and
basic software systems, new advanced architecture, disirib- approved loans to a particular company producing a
uted function architecture, VLSI technology, systemization given new technology or process, that company is
technology, and development of supporting technology, then "cleared" for commercial lending simply be-
Indications ame that total capitalization for the project will c
be more than V I00 billion, though in the absence of for- cause the 3DBs technical and credit review proce-
eign participation, capitalization may be smaller. See the dures are considered highly rigorous. Moreover, JDB
keynote speech, "Challenge for Knowledge Information support is usually said to imply that further govern-
Processing Systems," T. Motooka et. al., Fifth Generation ment financial backing would be forthcoming in the
Computer Conference (Tokyo, October 1981). event the new technology or process in question runs
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TABLE VI-4
LOANS BASED ON THE LAW ON TEMPORARY MEASURES

FOR PROMOTION OF SPECIFIC MACHINERY AND INFORMATION INDUSTRIES
AGAINST THE TOTAL FACILITY INVESTMENT IN MACHINERY INDUSTRIES

(B) Loan Amount Based On
(A) Investment Amount Of The Law By The

Machinery Industry Development Bank
Period (Annual Average)1  (Annual Average)2  (By(A)

1961-65 299 7.5 2.5%
1966-70 588 8.4 1.4%

1971-75 866 8.9 1.0%

1976-79 1,146 9.2 0.8%

Unit: * Billion
NOTES: 1. Investment amount is on payment basis.

2. The loan based on the law includes the loans made by Kij6ho, Kidenh6, and Denshinh6.
SOURCE: "Plant and Equipment Investment Plans of Key Industries," (Questionnaire) by the MITI, Japan

Development Bank, 1980.

into unexpected difficulties-though such a need has munication with the Japanese government. Some for-
not been tested on a large scale. eign firms have these advantages; others clearly do

The review of government support programs to not. At the same time, as discussed earlier, it is not
the computer industry discussed in the body of this at all clear that foreign firms want to be the recip-
chapter has in effect addressed another important ients of such government funds if this would require
question: namely, the extent to which government collaborative research along the lines that has char-
policies have previously, and still to this day, dis- acterized joint public/private R&D projects to date-
criminated, explicitly or implicitly, against foreign or for that matter, Japanese government scrutiny of
firms. Again, no quantitative measurement is possi- the R&D they would be undertaking. Moreover, as
ble. One can say that explicit discrimination against discussed in Chapter 1, the problem here has more to
foreign firms, stipulated in laws or policies has de- do with the lack of comparability between Japanese
clined. There are subsidy programs that explicitly and foreign institutions and practices, the effects of
state in their by-laws that foreign firms are not eligi- which amount to an anti-foreign bias, than practices
ble for support; yet, these programs are few, their that are specifically designed by Japanese industry or
allocation of funds is limited, and they are currently government to exclude foreigners.
all under review by the Japanese government. Pre- At the minimum, by explicitly linking science
sumably this review and the subsequent amendment and technology policies and industrial policies, the
of these by-laws will eliminate the remaining explicit Japanese government has helped create a political
vestiges of "infant industry" protection. This will and economic environment that encourages invest-
not, however, eliminate the problem. "Vestiges" that ment and research, both directly and indirectly, in
amount to an anti-foreign bias will remain, high technology areas. This general commitment to

Even as explicit discrimination against foreign technological development was historically, and re-
firms is eliminated, the process by which a firm or a mains to this day, supported by more specific pol-
group of firms becomes eligible for government sup- icies aimed at fostering priority areas. For more than
port, either through outright grants or selection for a decade now, the government has sought to foster
participation in research assocations, still has an im- an environment that promotes continual economic
plicit anti-foreign bias. The informality of the selec- growth through the development of "knowledge-
tion process, based upon a high degree of "off-the- intensive industries." The government has also seen
record" communication among technology firms in its own role as that of a mediator, encouraging
Japan (exemplified by the floating of ideas to the collaborative research among otherwise competitive
government discussed in the biotechnology research firms, and providing inducements in the form of
association discussion) make it very difficult for for- matching grants, loans, or indirect financiai support
eign firms to participate-unless they have a strong to encourage such collaboration. This pattern of gov-
presence in Japan, a knowledgeable Japanese staff, ernment involvement in technological development
and years of experience building channels of com- in general, and in computers in particular, is likely
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to continue--even as the specific means of promot- form of know-how or financing, may well appear not
ing technology change over time. only unavoidable, but also more attractive than in

Indeed, the specific means of promoting technol- the past. If nothing else, Japanese firms will in-
ogy has already had to change, at least in the sense creasingly need to sell abroad, either new products
of "including," to some extent, foreign manufactur- directly or licenses from home-grown technology. To
ers. Moreover, as indicated above, since Japanese do this, they will need to avoid a protectionist pos-
firms have now reached a technological frontier in ture toward foreign firms-at least relative to the
many areas, foreign participation in government- past.
private projects or joint venture arrangements in the



CHAPTE 2 IV 1U1
Policies for Declining Industries

The Japanese government has pursued policies genuinely positive adjustments. A clear recognition
toward declining industries that have contributed that the development of more advanced industries
greatly to their successful reorganization or retrench- requires a corresponding contraction of less competi-
ment. Japanese policies seem to us at least as effec- tive industries has helped Japan shift labor and capi-
tive as comparable policies in other advanced tal from industries that would otherwise be a drag on
industrial countries-and probably more so. Yet, as the economy to industries that are likely to be on the
the Japanese economy continues to develop, and as frontier of economic development worldwide.
more of the country's basis manufacturing industries A variety of measures are available to the Jap-
become uncompetitive, the burden that is likely to be anese government to promote rationalization or ad-
placed on policies to deal with declining industries is justment in declining sectors of the economy. 2 These
almost certain to increase; at the same time, the measures can be applied to industries, workers, and
policy instruments available to deal with these indus- communities.' Measures directed toward an industry
tries face increasing constraints, have typically been grouped together as a policy

Many countries pay at least nominal attention to package, tailored for the particular industry in
the need for industrial structure shifts in the face of trouble and reinforced by other national policy pro-
major economic changes, as evidenced by the basic grams. For example, as discussed in detail later in
principles of "positive adjustment policies" agreed the chapter, an adjustment plan was specifically de-
upon by the OECD Council of Ministers.' In fact. signed for the shipbuilding industry. Government
however, most developed countries, particularly suppor was available, but only on condition that the
those in Western Europe, have shown an unwilling- industry actually reduce capacity. This plan was re-
ness to bear the costs associated with such shifts inforced by direct support to workers through the
(e.g., temporary unemployment, the need for retrain- National Employment Insurance Law. But even un-
ing and re-employment of workers, and the writing der the general unemployment insurance system.
off of certain traditional industries). Many so-called benefits are only disbursed to workers if they agree
positive adjustment measures have actually served to to participate in re-training and placement programs.
subsidize continued production in otherwise declin-
ing sectors (i.e., to amount to negative adjustment. 2 In our view, the usual English translation of the cur-
or non-adjustment, policies). As noted above, rently applicable law on declining industries is misleading
Japan's record in structural adjustment has been im- in American usage. The Japanese wording of the currently
pressive in the sense that, more than in other OECD most applicable law concerning structural adjustment is

countries, its overall approach has emphasized the Tokutei fuu.k sangy6 antei rinji sochihd, literally the Law
on Temporary Measures for the Stabilization of Specifiedfostering of new and growing industries, e.g., Depressed Industries. The phrase 'fidk?.6 sangy4" is nor-

through the kind of science and technology policies mally translated as "depressed industry." But the law as a
discussed in the previous chapter. rather than the whole is specifically designed to deal with structural, rather
protection of declining industries, than cyclical, problems, and the word "depressed industry"

Official pronouncements, detailed economic in English normally carries the connotation of a cyclical
plans, and public debate have consistently viewed downturn. Thus, we prefer to use the phrase "declining
Japan's future economic health as depending on an industry" to refer to those industries thought to be suffering
ability to change its industrial structure in response from long-term, or structural, problems. Because this law

to changing world and domestic economic condi- is so frequently referred to in standard English-language
material on Japan as, in shortened form, the Depressed

tions. The shifts, both in policy emphasis and actual- Industry Law, we follow this usage in references to the law
ity. from basic to advanced manufacturing, and more itself, but ask the reader to remember that the difficulties
recently, from advanced goods-producing industries being referred to are of a predominantly structural -- 'her
toward so-called knowledge-intensive industries, re- than cyclical nature. In discussing the problems of u'uc-
flect a widely-shared belief in the desirability of tural adjustment in more general terms, we use the term

"declining industries," and in this spirit we have titled this
chapter "Policies for Declining Industries."

'The key documents are collected in OECD, The Case 3This discussion focuses on industry and worker-related
for Positive Adjustment Policies (Paris: June 1979). measures.
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This gives the government a certain influence over the cases to date. the impressive economic adjust-
the labor force, allowing it to direct workers into ments that finally occurred did so because the ex-
more competitive sectors of the economy, and in any igencies of the market, not the policy packages of
case providing a positive incentive for workers to the government, brought matters to a head. Still
cooperate with the adjustment process. Thus. for more importantly, the most difficult cases are yet to
both industry and labor, direct government assistance come: further adjustment of basic manufacturing in-
for structural adjustment has been contingent on dustries and even of some high-technolog) industries
some adjustments* actually taking place. (or sectors).

Moreover. Japanese government policies dealing In this chapter, we first describe the basic legisla-
with adjustment assistance for hard-hit sectors make tion and administrative practices for the support of
no distinction between international and domestic depressed industries. Secondly, we look at a number
causes, an important difference in comparison with of industries: shipbuilding. petrochemicals. petro-
U.S. laws and one that, in our view, makes for a leum refining, aluminum, and nonferrous metals.
much more flexible and effective policy.' The Jap- Each of these cases illustrates different aspects of the
anese system involves a far less cumbersome policy problems associated with structural adjustment, as
framework, while placing far greater emphasis on well as various types of government responses. Fi-
achieving results-i.e., actual adjustment-than has nally, we suggest some implications of likely trends
the U.S. policy framework, which has tended to in Japanese policies and their applicability to the
focus more attention on determining whether prob- U.S.
lems are due to imports than on obtaining positive
adjustment regardless of the cause of a decline.

Despite this generally more result-oriented frame- A. Legislation and
work. and Japan's relative success in dealing with Administrative Practice for
declining industries in comparison with other ad- Depressed Industries
vanced industrial countries, Japanese policies for de-
clining industries have to be judged, on a absolute The Law on Temporary Measures for the Stabil-
scale, as no more than partially successful. As dis- ization of Specified Depressed Industries (i.e., the
cussed in various cases below, the policy packages Depressed Industry Law) was enacted in 1978. 3 It
designed to deal with a particular industry have been identifies several specific sectors, including ship-
put together later rather than sooner.' Moreover, in building, aluminum refining, synthetic-fiber man-

ufacturing, and open-hearth industries, as possible

'Contrast Japan's Depressed Industry Law or the Na- candidates for government support. In a presentation
tional Employment Insurance Law to the trade adjustment to the OECD, Makoto Kuroda, then-Director-
assistance program in the 1974 U.S. Trade Act, which General of MITI's Research and Statistics Depart-
cannot provide assistance to hard-hit communities, firms, or ment, described the logic behind the law in the
workers unless they can prove that their problems are due following terms:
to competition from imports. See, for example, Comp-
troller General of the United States, General Accounting The Depressed Industries Law was enacted in
Office, Report to the Congress. Worker Adjustment Assis- 1978 in order to implement various measures
tance Under the Trade Act of 1974 to New England Work- to rebuild industries which had experienced
ers has been Primarily Income Maintenance, HRD-78-153, structural depression due to changes in relative
20 (1978); Comptroller General of the United States. Gen- prices after the first oil crisis. . . . As a result
eral Accounting Office, Report to the Congress: Worker of the first oil crisis, 20 percent to 40 percent
Adjustment Assistance Under the Trade Act of 1974-Prob- of the capacity in such industries as aluminum
lems in Assisting Auto Workers, HRD-77-152, 5 (1978);
Comptroller General of the United States, General Ac-
counting Office, Report to the Congress: Adjustment Assis- that the industry has been declining since the 1950s, and by
tance Under the Trade Act of 1974 to Pennsylvania Apparel rights should no longer exist in Japan in its current frag-
Workers has been Untimely and Inaccurate, HRD-78-53. mented form. However, industry representatives had suffi-
7-8 (1978); and Comptroller General of the United States, cient political power to induce the government to try to
General Accounting Office, Report to the Congress: Adjust' keep it alive through various assistance programs, which in
ment Assistance to Firms Under the Trade Act of 1974- fact have failed to accomplish this goal. Some firms, nota-
Income Maintenance or Successful Adjustment?, ID-78-53, bly certain large companies with access to capital and/or
25 (1978). high technology, have developed entirely new product lines2The textile industry will not be discussed as a separate that are competitive, even highly innovative, e.g., Toray
case in this report because much has already been written Industries' development of ultra-suede, which has enjoyed
on it already, and because it is of more interest as a brisk sales at home and abroad.
historical issue than as a current or prospective policy 3For an excellent -, ,anese government commentary on
problem. In many ways, textiles represent a declining in- this law, see Tsash6 Sangy~sh6 [MM], Ts0sh6 SangyO
dustry that has been kept alive artificially. See, for exam- Seikaku Kyoku, [Trade and Industry Policy Bureau], ed.,
ple, Brian Ike, "The Japanese Textile Industry: Structural "'K6z6 Fukya H6 no Kaisetsu" [A Commentary on the
Adjustment and Government Policy," Asian Survey, Vol. Structurally Depressed Industries Law], (Tokyo: Ministry of
20, No. 36, 1980, pp. 532-552. In this article, Ike argues International Trade and Industry, 1978).
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refining. synthetic fibers, chemical fertilizer, Industry Law is a guarantee of loans for the disposi-
and shipbuilding was observed to be exces- tion of facilities. This measure works through a spe-
sive. This could have resulted in an increase cial Depressed Industries Credit Fund, the initial
in bankruptcies and a serious unemployment capitalization of which is provided by both the gov-
situation if left unattended. . .. [Tihe law ernment and private companies in a particular indus-
provided the program to scrap down or seal try; this financial pool then serves as a basis for
off .. production capacity.' subsequent loans from the JDB and/or commercial

Detailed provisions of the Depressed Industry banks.
Law are outlined in Figure VII-. Industries are elig- If competitive and other conditions prevent the

le for help if the following conditions apply: voluntary actions and other policy measures from
ible oachieving the goals of the basic plan, or if the costs

I. the industry must have severe overcapacity of such achievement become very high, the industry
iwith little likelihood of a turnabout in eco- can then be lirected to meet as a group with the
nomic conditions); relevant ministry in an effort to hammer out joint

2 more than one-half of the firms in the industry actions for capacity reduction. In general, actions
must be in dire financial condition; under the 1978 law are exempt from antitrust laws.

3 firms representing two-thirds of the industry However, the Fair Trade Commission has the right
must sign a petition seeking designation under to review all joint plans. Should it find these exces-
the law. sively anti-competitive, the FTC can call for their

4 there must be broad agreement that some alteration or withdrawal. 3

scrapping of facilities is necessary to over- In its present form, the Depressed Industries Law
come the situation. is scheduled to terminate on June 30, 1983. It is

virtually certain to be extended and modified in some
Even then an industry must be specifically desig- form. Both government and industry representatives
nated by a ministerial order. Once an industry is so consider the current law too limited. Since 1978,
designated, the ministry with jurisdiction over its several additional sectors, such as petrochemicals
activities (usually MITI) drafts a basic stabilization and some ferro-alloys, have acquired all the ear-
plan outlining possible plant reductions, employment marks of a declining industry, but are currently inel-
measures, and other conversion measures. This basic igible for assistance. This desire to extend the law to
plan may be highly specific or general, depending on additional sectors is accompanied by an interest on
circumstances. Consultation with industry and union the part of MITI to have the new law permit a more
representatives is required in drawing up the plan. active pursuit of mergers and other steps for the
Still, the plan per se lacks the force of law, and an revitalization of specific industries. MITI is appar-
industry is not compelled to go along with all as- ently trying to use the occasion of the extension of
pects of it. On completion of the plan, negotiations the 1978 law dealing with structural problems to
over specific measures begin in earnest. These inev- establish a new legal basis for dealing with cyclical
itably lead to considerable disagreement over pro- downturns as well. If successful, this would bring
spective "voluntary" actions by firms in return for about an important change in the thrust of Japan's
the prospective government support they are seeking. adjustment policy generally-away from capacity re-
No individual firm is anxious to have its capacity ductions in support of structural change and toward a
reduced if holding out for a better deal might some- variety of "temporary" measures to support indus-
how improve its market share or its competitive tries during a cyclical downturn. Parenthetically, this
position generally. change of focus would also augment MITI's other-

Since declining industries are by definition a rela- wise declining powers vis-a-vis Japanese industry
tively high-risk category, one goal of the govern- generally 4

ment's support measures is to induce private banks
to loan firms in the industry sufficient funds to facili- 3The FTC cannot force such alteration or withdrawal,
tate the adjustment process. For industries in ex- however. MITI's initial draft of the law proposed that MITI
tremely weak financial condition, one relief measure be empowered to control investment and to exempt from

antitrust laws mergers and acquisitions involving even thosethat is authorized (but not required) by the Depressed firms in an industry that had not petitioned for support
under the Depressed Industry Law. This generated such

'Makoto Kuroda, Japanese Industrial Policy, JR-4 criticism on constitutional, economic, and philosophical
(Tokyo: Ministry of International Trade and Industry, June grounds from the FTC, consumer groups, legal scholars,
1981), p. 8. economists, and even some firms that MITI redrafted the

2The law does give the ministry in charge of a particu- law, eliminating this provision. For further details, see
lar industry the right to prohibit construction of new facili- 1. Mark Ramseyer, op. cit., and Gary R. Saxonhouse,
ties once an industry has been designated as depressed, "Industrial Restructuring in Japan," Journal of Japanese
which, as noted above, is only after firms in the industry Studies, 5 (Summer 1979), pp. 273-320.
have requested help. Thus. the law gives the ministry some 4For example, MITI has launched an active public rela-
degree of direct control over an industry, though not an tions campaign on behalf of the basic materials industries,
unlimited amount. e.g., aluminum, petrochemicals, and paper and pulp. It
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Besides the Depressed Industry Law. a variety of the cooperation of the party or parties thus
other measures can and have been taken to facilitate approached' . ...The bureau adds that there
adjustment in declining industries. Industry-specific are three restrictions on its use: (I1) it has no
laws. such as the Cotton Textile Industry Law and legal binding power; (2) it must be confined to
the Petroleum Industry Law, have been com- the 'duties and functions' of the administrative
monplace, and these can serve as a basis for govern- agency concerned; and (3) if it involves be-
ment actions with regard to structural adjustment, havior that comes within the purview of the
even if the law was not initially drafted to address Anti-Monopoly Law, administrative guidance
competitive declines. Additional steps to lessen the must be in accordance with one of the laws
pain of unemployment caused by structural adjust- which specifically allow for exceptions to the
ment have also been established. These include an Anti-Monopoly Law. 2

extension of the eligibility time for unemployment Such informal intervention has involved far more
benefits, increases in unemployment allowances for than simple mediation, usually extending to various
displaced workers in designated industries and com- suggestions that, depending upon circumstances, can
munities, and direct assistance, via a computer bank, suge at, deendin nu mtances can
in the placement of workers in new locations. Corre- cano frcindustry omliance u s IfI

spondingly, workers who refuse government offers
o measures fall under the provisions of an existing

of retraining or relocation cannot receive the incre- law, its powers have always exceeded those specifi-mental benefits flowing from laws specifically ad- cally legislated. Typically, this additional influence
dressed to structural problems.' An outline of major stemmed from MITI's extensive authority over ili-
unemployment measures under these laws is shown censing and the granting of soft loans from govern-
in Figure VII-2. The Law on Temporary Measures ment-affiliated financial institutions-and in recent
for Unemployed of Specified Depressed Industries is times even because of a legacy of such authority.3

summarized in Figure VII-3. However, this power does not mean that decisions
More informally, particularly vis-a-vis industries, can necessarily be reached easily. Many industries

the government (again, usually MITI) can promote have resisted MITI's rationalization and stabilization
structural adjustment by taking an intermediary role, plans. The following case studies illustrate the com-
facilitating agreement anong firms in an industry (as plexity of this interplay between government and
well as among unions and other concerned groups). business.
This of course falls under the general category of
MITI's actions through administrative guidance, per-
haps best described (in English) by Chalmers John-
son as follows: B. Shipbuilding

Administrative guidance is distinct from the
legally sanctioned license and approval Shipbuilding represents perhaps the best example
authority of a ministry in that it does not rest to date of an industry in Japan that has been forced
on specific law, only on the general establish- to adjust to changed economic conditions-most im-
ment act creating a ministry. Bureaucrats can portantly in response to the collapse of the world
"recommend" (kankoku), or "request" tanker market in the mid-1970s, but also the gradu-
(y6sei), "advise" (jogen), or "mediate" ally increasing competition from various NICs such
(ch~ikai) on any matter within their jurisdiction as South Korea, Taiwan, and Brazil. Not only has
as specified in the establishment law of their the industry been forced to adjust; it has, in fact,
ministry or agency. . . .The cabinet legisla- adjusted quickly and efficiently.
tion bureau defines administrative guidance In the 1950s, the government designated ocean
(gyosei shido) as a device designed to 'enable shipping (both shipbuilding and the merchant ma-
an administrative agency to induce the party rine) as a strategic industry, partly because of its
or parties concerned to take or not take a heavy utilization of labor, steel, and other domes-
certain action in such a way that a given tically-produced manufactured goods, and partly be-
objective of the agency may be achieved with cause of its presumed national security value for a

trade-dependent, island country. Consequently, both
in the initial stages and as the industry evolved, the

would not be surprising to see the introduction of new government extended various forms of support in the
general adjustment legislation. If this were heavily opposed form of tax benefits, low interest and deferred loans,
by the FrC, MITI might then seek a special law aimed
specifically at hard-hit basic materials industries. See, for
example, a recent MITI book on the basic materials indus- 2 Chalmers Johnson, in Scalapino, op. cit., pp. 253-254.
tries. Kiso sozai sangy b no tembb to kadai lOutlook and 3 As discussed elsewh.-re in the report, during the 1960s
problems of the Basic Materials Industry] (Tokyo: Ministry and 1970s, many of these direct MITI powers were weak-
of International Trade and Industry, 1981). ened, especially the ability to control industries through

'For community assistance measures see Ramseyer, op. foreign exchange allocations and foreign trade authoriza-
cit., especially p. 608. tions.
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financing through the Export/Import Bank and the alization Council, a MOT advisory group, issued a
JDB, and, in an unusual move, a special subsidy report in December 1974 recommending measures to
based on an outright grant of industry control of the aid the industry. In June 1976, in an effort to avoid
licensing of raw sugar imports. what was euphemistically referred to as "confusion"

The early 1960s saw serious stagnation in the in the industry, the council outlined a proposal to
Japanese shipping industry, as the boom induced by reduce working hours for FY 1977 and FY 1978,
the 1956 Suez crisis collapsed. Special legislation- based on a consensus 10-year forecast of demand and
specifically, the Law for Temporary Measures for supply. This plan called for average working-hour
Reconstruction and Integration of the Shipping In- reductions to 67 percent for FY 1977 and 63 percent
dustry-was passed in July 1963 to help the industry for FY 1978 (from the peak operating hours regis-
get through this downturn. Key provisions of the law tered for each firm from FY 1973 to FY 1975),
included a consolidation of the industry into six balanced across the industry.2 Market conditions
groups and a rescheduling of outstanding loans. By continued to deteriorate, however, and the ministry
the end of a five-year "reconstruction period," the had to force the industry to accept even more scaled
stagnation problems stemming from the post-Suez down estimates of viable production levels. Thus, in
collapse had been largely resolved, but various forms 1978, it made two additional recommendations: for
of industry support continued. Loans were extended the remainder of fiscal 1978, production should be
under the Government Shipbuilding Program, admin- cut from an earlier target of a 72 percent operation
istered by the Ministry of Transportation (MOT), ratio to 67 percent on average, and subsequently in
which has jurisdiction over shipbuilding (except 1979 and 1980 to 39 percent. 3

when exports are involved, in which case MITI too The MOT's requests that the industry cooper-
has partial jurisdiction). Shipping companies contin- atively reduce operating ratios triggered the usual
ued to receive subsidies for a portion of their interest debate with the FTC over possible infringements of
payments incurred in shipbuilding loans. And vari- the anti-monopoly laws, particularly since the indus-
ous other measures were either continued in altered try had earlier formed its own committee to discuss
form or newly introduced. By the early 1970s, draw- the MOT's recommendations, and, on acceptance of
ing on this support, together with low cost steel these as modified in the continuing discussions, to
production and still relatively cheap labor, Japan work toward achieving the targets. But even the
became the world's lowest cost producer of ships, modified recommendations soon became moot, with
achieving some 50 percent of total world production. the increasing recognition that the industry faced a
At that point, the government's support measures structural, not a cyclical, decline, and for this reason
were largely withdrawn. needed a stabilization plan that would specifically

Success was rather short-lived, however. The first exempt it from anti-monopoly legislation. As even-
oil shock hit in late 1973. The following year, the tually agreed upon in late 1978, the plan recom-
world tanker market collapsed. The global industry mended closure of some firms, capacity cutbacks in
suddenly faced a cyclical problem of severe excess all others, scrapping of government ships ahead of
capacity, and therefore also excess labor, which led schedule, export of excess ships to developing coun-
in turn to increasingly acrimonious political pressure tries as a form of foreign aid, and finally a redesign
from other advanced industrial countries, particularly of the industry itself to induce it to focus on new
in Europe, whose shipping industries were in even activities such as floating factories, offshore oil drill-
worse shape than Japan's. To compound the difficul- ing equipment, and LNG tankers. The planned cut-
ties of the moment, this crisis brought to light a backs totaled at minimum 35 percent of shipbuilding
growing structural problem in the form of competi- capacity.
tion from producers in the NICs. The drastic decline The MOT's recommendations for the plan were
in current orders for ships over 2500 GT from Jap- not advanced in isolation. They were the result of
anese yards gives some sense of the magnitude of extensive discussion and negotiation with the parties
the collapse-from 33.8 million GT in 1973 to 9.4 most directly affected, namely the industry and the
million GT in 1974, more than a 70 percent drop. unions; no single stabilization or restructuring plan
By 1978, orders had fallen to a level only 10 percent
of the 1973 peak (3.22 million GT).' Once again, 2These figures are for large firms (over 1 million GT
Japanese government support measures were brought launching capacity); enterprises with less than 100,000 GT
into play; steps were instituted with the close cooper- launching capacity were requested to cut working hours by
ation of both the shipbuilding industry and the major less than those enterprises with either 100,000 to I million
unions. GT launching capacity or over 1 million GT. See Japan

The Shipping and Shipbuilding Industries Ration- Confederation of Shipbuilding and Engineering Workers
Union, op. cit., pp. 31-32.3This production decline is an industry average distrib-

'Japan Confederation of Shipbuilding and Engineering uted as follows: the seven largest companies were to oper-
Workers Union, Labour Union's Adaptation to the Struc- ate at 34 percent of capacity, the 17 middle-ranking
tural Change in the Shipbuilding Industry (Tokyo: August companies at 45 percent, and the 16 smallest companies at
1980), p. 24. 49 percent, ibid., p. 32.
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was accepted as a matter of course, since the process The shipbuilding industry was designated as
of adjustment was hardly easy, perhaps especially in "structurally depressed" in the 1978 law, thereby
Japan, with its tradition of lifetime employment for becoming eligible for assistance under the Depressed
some part of the work force. Moreover, the smaller Industries Law. One form of this assistance was
firms in the industry, which tended to concentrate on access to funds under the Special Depressed Indus-
shipbuilding alone, had much less leeway than the tries Fund. Initial monies, totaling V2 billon, were
large firms to reconstruct themselves through diver- provided equally by the government and firms in the
sification. Capacity reductions were all the more industry, and handled by a special non-profit corpo-
painful for them. Consequently, while the industry ration set up by the industry for this purpose. The
was in general agreement on the need for some corporation was to use its paid-in capital to leverage
degree of capacity reduction, firms disagreed vehe- loans for the acquisition of assets from those firms
mently about which of them should bear the burden that were reducing capacity. Go' ernment guarantees
of these reductions. Some firms even sought tempo- could be granted on these loans up to a total of
rary. financial assistance directly from the govern- V96.5 billion-70 percent of this to be provided by
ment, in the hope that excess capacity could be JDB, and the rema ing 30 percent by commercial
maintained until market conditions changed. In a banks. To pay off the loans, the assets acquired by
famous case, political pressure was applied to rescue the corporation were to be sold off and converted to
the hard-hit Sasebo Heavy Industries. One account other uses. Interest payments were to be met by a
describes the Sasebo case as follows: levy on each shipbuilding firm's new orders (0.1

Sasebo Heavy Industries is the eighth largest percent in 1979, 0.15 percent in 1980, and 0.2 per-
shipbuilder in Japan. Its major stockholders cent in 1981).
are Nippon Steel and Nippon Kokan, Japan's Adjustment was also facilitated by the unemploy-
two largest steel companies, and its major ment-linked benefits extended under the general Em-
bank is Daiichi Kangyo. ployment Insurance Law, and passage of the Law on

Temporary Measures for Unemployed of Specified
It is a major employer in the City of Sasebo, Depressed Industries. Perhaps even more important
so its announcement in early 1978 of financial were a series of measures taken to expand domestic
difficulty and its intention to seek voluntary demand for ships, in part under the auspices of the
early retirement by one thousand employees Emergency Measures for Building Up Japan's
produced concern. Concern later became crisis Ocean-going Shipping Fleet (FY 1977-81). These in-
when the major stockholders decided not to cluded a ship-scrapping program, acceleration of a
guarantee future loans, and the banks refused long-term plan to expand Japan's commercial fleet,
additional funds without guarantees. Confi- acceleration of long-term purchase plans for the Mar-
dence in the company's management was low itime Self-Defense Force and !hz Maritim~ie Safety
and could not be restored. The major minis- Agency, and various measures to reduce the cost of
tries involved-Finance and Transport-and financing the acquisition of new ships (perhaps most
the Bank of Japan chose not to arrange a importantly, an interest rate subsidy of 2.5 to 3.5
rescue, and were prepared to see the company percent).
declare bankruptcy. The consensus of the reg- Although these government measures were impor-
ular policymaking apparatus was that the com- tant, it was the shipbuilding industry itself that vig-
pany should be allowed to fail. This became orously sought and carried out the necessary
politically unacceptable, however, when the adjustments. In fact, the industry's actions were so
work force and the Sasebo community peti- effective that by March 1980 its basic stabilization
tioned members of the Diet, including the plan had been more than achieved, utilizing only
Prime Minister, to intervene. The Prime Min- V37 billion of the Y96.5 billion funding available
ister requested the two Ministries to find a under the credit fund. Most of the money that was
solution. It was not forthcoming. Then the used went to smaller companies in the industry; the
Prime Minister ordered that a solution be larger firms used internal funds. A number of union
found. Eventually the banks, major stock- and management representatives, in interviews with
holders, and ministries put together a package members of the study team, agreed that the seven
which the banks grudgingly accepted. It in- largest companies deserve credit for major efforts to
cluded some government financial relief, a make the adjustment process succeed. They noted
hastily arranged American ship repair business that the seven largest companies provided the bulk of
to bolster demand, a syndicated bank loan the funds to the non-profit corporation that bought up
from eighteen different banks, and a modest
new capital infusion from the major stock- (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980), pp. 86-87.
holders. All of this was premised on a care- Emphasis is in the original. To bring the case up to date,
fully negotiated change of management.' after the assistance discussed above was provided, the re-

quired adjustments were achieved. Today, Sasebo Heavy
'Ira Magaziner and Thomas Hout, Japanese Industrial Industries has kept its market position in the industry, and

Policy, Institute of International Stadies Monograph is operating profitably.
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excess capacity; the seven also bore the brunt of the tried-but so far failed-to resolve this conflict so
capacity reductions (40 percent of their own capac- much so that the difficulties have now become politi-
ity, equivalent to some 70 percent of the total indus- cally as well as economically intolerable 3

try reduction). On the other hand, some 49 smaller
shipbuilding companies went bankrupt. Since a 35 1. Historical Overview
percent capacity reduction also meant close to 35
percent reduction in employment, and the unions In the early postwar years, both the petroleum
effectively prevented firing, the companies were refining and the petrochemical industries were ear-
forced to use various other means to reduce the labor marked as strategic industries. As such, they both
force. For the large companies, transfers to other benefited from direct government assistance. The pe-
lines of business was an important method of dealing trochernical industry got off the ground in the 1950s,
with the problem. For both the larger and the smaller when a number of chemical companies sought and
firms, "voluntary retirement" (i.e., leaving the com- obtained MITI's permission to move into pe-
pany, not early retirement) was also encouraged, in trochemicals. Government assistance came in the
part through one-year salary premiums on top of the usual forms available at the time: favorable tax treat-
normal separation allowances. Firms also took vari- ment for the licensing of foreign technology, foreign
ous cost-cutting measures in addition to capacity exchange allotments for the purchasing of equip-
reductions, including wage cuts, curtailing annual ment, indirect subsidies through tariff schedules, and
wage hikes, and cutting semi-annual bonuses; they the provision of land at nominal prices.3 Through
also restructured production towards plant exports such assistance, the government naturally had some
and other new activities.' influence over developments within the industry,

In general, the shipbuilding industry provides an though interestingly enough, this influence did not
excellent example of how an industry has adjusted, lead to the industry's developing along "ideal" lines.
albeit painfully, but still largely through its own Rather, it quickly became too big. In the high
initiative--and adjusted so efficiently that its remain- growth period of the 1960s and early 1970s, no
ing production capacity continues to be among the individual firm wanted to miss what each perceived
most efficient in the world, to be highly profitable business opportunities. In

spite of recommendations from MITI and from an
advisory council designed to function as a clearing-

C. Petroleum Refining and house for new investment in the industry as a whole,

Petrochemicals each petrochemical firm prepared its own plans for
capacity expansion, and, backed by its investment

In contrast to the shipbuilding industry, the struc- group, each firm expanded capacity rapidly. Due to
tural problems of Japan's petroleum refining and the structure of the industry, perhaps the best indica-
petrochemical industries have proven much more dif- tor of this expansion is ethylene production, which
ficult to resolve. In earlier years, both industries practically tripled between 1967 and 1972.'
were considered "strategic," and were built up with 2This discussion does not try to address in detail the
the help of specific government intervention. More world economic conditions facing these industries. Nor
recently, the government has sought, so far unsuc- does it address various additional legislative and other gov-
cessfully, to protect these same industries from fun- eminent measures aimed at derivative petrochemical indus-
damental changes in the world economic environ- tries, such as plastics and synthetic fibers.
ment. A vivid example of the contradictions built 3For further detail, see Johnson, MITI and the Japanese
into the current policy package is the conflict, dis- Miracle, op. cit., p. 236.
cussed in detail below, between the petroleum refin- 4Te various petrochemical companies, known in Jap-ing industry, which produces naphtha, and the anese as "kombinat6," typically built a string of plantspetrochemca industry, which coes ihta, ad t grouped around an ethylene plant-in some cases with a
petrochemical industry, which consumes it. This nearby refinery, utility station, and port facility as well.
conflict-centering on the desire of the petrochemi- These integrated complexes made economic sense at the
cal industry to purchase cheaper naphtha from time the complexes were first constructed, but when market
abroad and thereby to reduce or cease heretofore conditions changed, it became extremely difficult to reduce
compulsory purchases of more expensive domes- capacity in such large scale facilities, even if they were no
tically-produced naphtha-has arisen as a direct con- longer needed. For more in-depth descriptions of the struc-
sequence of changed market conditions. The ture of the petrochemical industry, as well as MITI-pe-
resulting price differentials between imported and trochemical company negotiations during this period, see
domestically- produced naphtha have made the Amelia Porges, "Import Cartels and Industrial Organiza-e previ tons in Japan," a memorandum prepared for the Office of
ously stable relationship between the refining and the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations, Execu-
petrochemical industries uneconomic. MITI has tire Office of the President, 1979; Japan Petroleum Associ-

ation, The Petroleum Industry of Japan, Tokyo, 1980; and
'For example, in FY 1978-79, Nippon Kokkan "rid" Terutomo Ozawa, "Government Control over Technology

itself of 1100 workers; 100 were transferred from shipbuild- Acquisition and Firm's Entry into New Sectors: The Expe-
ing to steel; 600 were retired early, and the remainder were rience of Japan's Synthetic Fiber Industry," Cambridge
sent to affiliated companies. Journal of Economics, Vol. IX, 1980, pp. 133-146.
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The history of the refining industry is more com- part, Japanese interests accepted this structure be-
plex, if only because it has always been more cause, in the case of the affiliates, they had access to
heavily regulated. In 1949, under direction from the best available technology, and in the case of both
SCAP, the Japanese government began a program to the affiliates and the independents, they (and thus the
promote the on-shore refining of imported crude country as a whole) had access to as stable and
oil-in contrast, say, to the alternative of buying cheap a supply of oil as any in the world. MITI was
refined products from abroad. Four international oil also satisfied; the structure entailed as little risk as
firms-Mobil, Shell, Esso (now Exxon), and could be imagined under the circumstances facing
Getty-formed joint ventures to develop refinery ca- Japan at the time.
pacity; no wholly Japanese-owned refineries were In 1962, MITI strengthened its direct control over
permitted at that time. In 1952, with the end of the the refining industry still further by introducing and
occupation, the Japanese government regained full obtaining approval of the Petroleum Industry Law
control over industrial development policy. MITI (Sekiyu Gy~lh3), which is still in force today. It has
then launched a program to develop so-called "inde- the following wide-ranging provisions, among oth-
pendent," i.e., fully Japanese-owned oil refining and ers:
marketing companies. This would lessen what both
business and government officials perceived as an I. Direct MITI control over entry, capacity, and
undesirable dependence on foreign-owned firms, al- production. Any firm, foreign and domestic,
though the crude oil going into the domestic-owned has to get a MITI license to enter the refining
refineries came almost entirely from foreign-owned business, and MITI must approve import lev-
sources. Gradually, three categories of oil companies els of crude oil and any expansion of refining
emerged: (1) Japanese subsidiaries of Western-owned capacity.
-majors" (these were mainly American-owned oper- 2. Refineries are required to file annual produc-
ations, and they undertook mainly, though not exclu- tion plans, and MITI is empowered to require
sively, marketing activities); (2) foreign-affiliated changes in these plans.
Japanese firms-i.e., firms with part Japanese and 3. MITI is empowered to set standard prices for
part foreign ownership (these companies were in- oil and oil products.
volved in both refining and marketing, with the for- 4. MITI is required to prepare annual five-year
eign firm generally supplying the latest refining rolling plans for oil imports, production lev-
technology in exchange for a share of the profits els, and refining capacity-which might be
and, indirectly, the privilege of operating their own considered a consensus forecast. These serve
marketing channel, supplied of course by the joint as a kind of indicative plan or guide, though
venture refinery)-, and (3) wholly Japanese-owned changes are made frequently.
firms (these companies also engaged in both refining
and marketing; some later developed independent The law also has various corollary effects. For ex-
exploration activities, though only very slowly), ample, through administrative guidance, under the

All firms in the industry were closely regulated, umbrella authority of this law, MITI requires Japan's
but this arrangement was acceptable to the key par- petrochemical firms to purchase domestically-
ticipants. The Western-owned "majors," though produced naphtha at a standard price determined in
forced to give up some percentage of market share to negotiations between MITI and the industries con-
partly or wholly Japanese-owned firms, obtained a cerned. 2 This is one of the most contentious issues in
captive market for the share of production or distri- current policy debates.
bution they did have, and a continuing foothold in The Petroleum Industry Law led to considerable
one of the worlds' largest and fastest growing mar- fragmentation in the refining industry during the
kets. Moreover, they supplied crude oil to Japanese- 1960s. Yoshi Tsurumi described this process as fol-
owned or foreign-affiliated firms. They were also lows:
able to concentrate on higher margin product lines,
e.g., gasoline and distillates, rather than fuel oil, As the oil glut continued into the second half
which greatly improved their profitability.' For their of the 1960s, MITI's initial interest in keeping

'in ;ome ways, this nght be considered another exam- making available to their Japanese partners was worth
pie of the propensity of Western (especially American) much more than was initially being offered. Yet any such
firms to put a higher value on short-term profits, than, say, second-guessing has to take account of the inability of even
a long-term market position vis-a-vis ever-more-capable the most visionary executives to ignore short-term consid-
Japanese refining and marketing competitors. Alternatively, erations. The point here is less to bemoan what U.S. firms
the "majors" might have sought a larger share of either the failed to do in the past than to consider what alternative
Japanese market itself (since MITI has direct control over courses of action they might take in the future, based on a
the number of sales outlets a company can set up) or of clearer undestanding of the past.
their equity position in various joint ventures-and justified 21n recent years, this standard price has included a tax
this stand on grounds that the refining technology they were on domestically-produced naphtha of V2900 per kl.
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down the number of refineries in Japan disap- development policies had favored investment in
peared. Crude oil was readily available and energy-intensive heavy industries), but security of
MITI increasingly succumbed to political pres- supply was also thought to be seriously threatened.
sures from petrochemical firms, trading com- Concern over the latter led the Japanese government
panies. public utilities, and other business to announce a pro-Arab posture in the Arab-Israeli
interests that wanted to enter the wholesale conflict in November 1973. 3

stages-the success of which required uncer- From 1974 until 1979, the Japanese government
tain investments in the building of distribution paid considerable attention to the idea of introducing
networks and the creation of brand new im- a new, comprehensive energy policy, but actually
ages to withstand the fierce competition with took measures in only a few areas, e.g., legislation
the existing thirteen firms-new entrants was passed to increase oil stocks, and MITI-spon-
swarmed to the refining operations, for which sored research projects were launched in search of
plants could be purchased on a turnkey basis, alternative energy sources. The single most effective
The manufacturing expertise and technologies policy measure did not involve a .pecial government
of oil refining operations were readily pro- program at all. Instead, market forces were har-
cured from independent foreign engineering nessed in the simplest possible way. energy-consum-
firms. Foreign major oil firm: seeking captive ing industries were encouraged to pass cost increases
customers for their crude oil as well as supply on to final consumers. In this way, Japanese energy
sources for oil products for their sales subsidi- prices rose with world prices, thereby automatically
aries in Japan, gladly extended technological creating an incentive to conserve energy use and/or
aid to new oil refineries in Japan.' to switch to non-oil energy sources. However, once

the initial shock of 1973-74 had been accounted for,
Yet as late as 1973, MITI's goal of a strong market world prices in real terms began a five-year slide
position for the wholly Japanese-owned companies, (refer to the discussion in Chapter III). Because of
was still a long way off. Japanese-owned oil com- the strong yen, the domestic price fell even further,
panies remained almost enti,'ely limited ,o refining some 50 percent from the initial peak. This had the
and marketing (at the wholesale and retail level); effect of easing pressure to conserve energy use or to
foreign-owned "majors" still supplied more than 80 diversify energy sources-at least in the calculations
percent of the country's crude oil. of major energy users at the time the slide was

Japan's dependence on foreign-owned sources of occurring.' It was not until the "second oil shock"
crude oil became all too clear with the oiru shokku of 1979-80, when the Iranian revolution and subse-
("oil shock"), the fourfold increase in the price of quent Iraq-Iran war led to roughly a doubling in
crude oil in 1973-74.2 Not only were the price prices from an already high base, that the actual
effects keenly felt throughout the economy (since, as practices of energy users resulted in demonstrable
described in Chapter III, the country's industrial change, leading in turn to significant movement

toward the policy goals enunciated since the first

'Yoshi Tsurumi, "Japan," Daedalus, Vol. 104, No. 4, 'The apparent hope was that this political tilt would
p. 117. lead to greater Arab oil exports to Japan, perhaps, since the2Edith Penrose, Robert Stobaug', and Zuhayr Mikdash foreign-owned "majors" were perceived as unreliable,
argue that crude oil shortages were w fact recognizable by through so-called Direct Deals between Arab exporters and
the late 1960s. MITI appeared nct to respond to these wholly (or partially) Japanese-owned refiners or govern-
changes in supply conditions because the majors had not ment-to-government deals. Despite initial claims in the Jap-
passed these costs on to Japanese consumers. See "The anese press that the "majors" were directing oil supplies to
Development of Crisis," "The Oil Companies in Crisis," their home countries, and the concurrent fear expressed by
and "The OPEC Process," in Daedalus, op. cit. In 1970, the Petroleum Association of Japan that crude oil supplies
after the Tehran Agreement, price rises became imminent, would be some 70 percent below normal, it soon became
but MITI still did not respond with any particular policy clear that the "majors" were, in fact, allocating oil more or
change. However, the wholly Japanese-owned refining less in proportion to previous patterns, or in effect fairly.
companies did respond, banding together between 1971 and Some reports claimed that the five American-owned "ma-
1973 to try to win authorized price increases, meanwhile jors" actually supplied Japan more generously than either
fixing price increases among themselves higher than those their home countries or Western Europe. See Stobaugh, op.
established on crude, doubtless in expectation of retroactive cit., p. 193.
authorization from MITI. Foreign-affiliated refining com- 4Residential consumers, being less sophisticated about
panics followed suit, but did not participate in collusive differences between nominal and real prices, typically did
price fixing. Later, in 1974, the Fair Trade Commission take conservation appeals to heart, but this represented no
officially charged Japanese-owned refineries with price fix- great change in traditional Japanese habits of frugality, and
ing and unauthorized production cartels. After six years of in any case, industrial use of energy is greater in Japan, as
deliberations, a court judgment in 1980 ruled against the a percentage of total energy consumption, than any other
firms. OECD country, and much greater than residential use.
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shock.' One account describes the immediate effects high crude oil costs (made worse by a currently

of the second oil shock as follows: undervalued yen), weakened domestic prices, con-

As majors were cut off from their traditional tinuing overcapacity, and, interestingly enough, per-

sources of crude oil by Iran and other OPEC sistent MITI resistance to the granting of relief

countries, they had to curtail sales to third through a system of industry-wide floor prices such

parties in order to supply their own affiliate as imposed in 1975. This refusal to sanction floor
pricesimplies that consumer pressures to keep pricesrefineries. Since Japan had discouraged large low in areas such as gasoline, kerosene, and jet fuel

refining efforts by the majors, many of the have outweighed producer pressures for price in-
third parties cut off were independent Japanese creases.
refineries. Whereas the majors provided 70 MITI has tried in other ways to help the refining
percent of Japan's supplies in 1978, they had industry survive the adjustments forced upon it by
falleno56percent thebeginnin ofe 19 ad 44 Tchanged market conditions. In 1981, MITI created an
percent at the beginning of 1980. ... The re- artifical tightening of the domestic market throughsult was a sense of intense vulnerability a mandatory refinery production cuts. 3 Meanwhile, the
panic on the part of Japanese firms who were Petroleum Subcommittee of the Industrial Structure
willing to pay extreme spot market prices and Council argued in December 1981 for a major volun-
to submit to extraordinary contract tary program aimed at further scrapping of excessterm s . .. . T he 1979 Iran crises produced a c p c t . h u c m i t e s r s e h e d trnwdcommitment to reducing oil depend- capacity .+ The Subcommittee stressed the need to
renewed commint to coi he consolidate the current fragmented system in which
ence and devising a strategy to cope with the nueos malcle opnis opte ne-unavidabe scuriy pobles~z numerous small-scale companies compete inten-
unavoidable security problems32 sively-and unprofitably.

Once again, however, the market confounded en- As with the auto industry 15 years ago, MITI
ergy planners. The price increases of 1979-80 led to began to promote mergers into so-called "leading
a considerable (and still continuing) decline in de- companies," in this case three, centered on Idemitsu
mand for oil worldwide. In Japan. oil consumption Kosan, Kyodo Oil, and Maruzen/Daikyo; Maruzen
fell from 233,171,791 kl. to 194,799,491 kl. between and Daikyo have since announced a refining tie-up.
1979 and 1981. As a source of total energy, oil The government has announced a program of extend-
dropped from 71.1 percent of primary energy use in ing soft loans from the JDB to all wholly Japanese-
1978-79 to 65 percent in the 1980-81, largely as a owned oil companies as of April 1982.5 Other pro-
result of a major shift in energy use, from oil-based posals have been floated. The Petroleum Subcommit-
processes to coal or LNG, by several basic manufac- tee has urged partial relief from corporate taxes.
turing industries, notably steel and cement. Since a major source of many companies' current

These oil market shifts have had a profound deficits have come from foreign exchange losses, the
effect on Japan's oil refining industry by creating Subcommittee also advocated a partial shift from
extensive underutilization of refining capacity, which dollar- to yen-dominated import contracts, and an
declined from 72.3 percent in 1979 to 59.5 percent increase in the amount of dollar-based forward ex-
in 1981. Far from being in a strong position in an change contracts. Meanwhile, the refineries have
energy-short world, Japanese refineries were-and asked MITI to authorize the creation of a special
still are-faced with an environment of low demand, reserve fund, which would set aside a certain amount

'MITI bureaucrats continuall 3 produce supply-and-de- 3 0n the other hand, MITI has also induced some refin-
mand projections, which, coupled with MITI's vaunted rep- eries to continue purchasing crude oil in excess of current
utation, sometimes create an impression of omniscience. In demand in order to implement government stockpile tar-
fact. these projections have tended to be no more than gets. MITI's policies, when firmed up to the point of
ballpark estimates at best, and have typically been over- suggesting that companies take specific, concrete steps to
taken by events. For example, in 1970 the government set a fulfill policy objectives, often have unintended effects later
production target for nucr!,ar power of 60 million kilowatts on-and effects that leave the companies in the lurch. For
in place by 1985. In 1976, i.e., after the oil shock and thus example, when oil prices began to decline dramatically
at a time when energy policy was nominally trying to 1981, those refineries that had earlier been encouraged by
promote diversification, this target was scaled down to 49 MITI to enter into long-term Direct Deal supply contracts
million kilowatts. It was scaled down again in 1977 to 30 were especially hard-hit.
million kilowatts, and educed further to 26 million kilo- 4 Earlier deliberations had indicated that cuts of 10-20
watts in 1980. This same trend was evident in most OECD percent were required. By late 1981, 22 of Japan's 86
countries. Clearly, Japanese planners, even in MITI, make topping facilities had already been shut down, but excess
mistakes just like other bureaucrats. capa:ity still remained.

2Joseph S. Nye, "Energy and U.S.-Japan Relations,~ 5Previously, only members of the so-called "Kyodo
Appendix to the Report of the Japan-United States Eco- Group," a loose marketing/refining consortium formed at
nomic Relations Group, Tokyo and Washington, April 1981. government behest in 1965, were eligible for loans for
p. 81. capital construction.
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of foreign exchange gains made one year as protec- panies that are not tied in directly with refineries (so-
tion against losses in a subsequent year.' called chemical-line firms) have lobbied heavily for

freer importation of lower-priced foreign-source
naphtha.4 These firms formed a special company, the

2. Current Conditions and Conflicts Petrochemical Feedstock Import Company (PFIC), in
September 1978 to handle direct importing. The ini-

The recent debate on naphtha prices is an excel- tial plan was to import relatively small amounts of
lent example of the kinds of difficulties that MITI naphtha directly-approximately 250,000 kl in the
has already encountered-and in our view will in- first year, as against the usual 10 million kI imported
creasingly encounter-in trying to control a market through the refining companies-and gradually to
economy. For one thing, MITI has found it next to increase the volume. However, MITI interpreted the
impossible to provide sufficient assistance to both the move as a direct assault to its authority and to the
refining and the petrochemical industries, while also whole framework of the Petroleum Industry Law,
trying to formulate an overall energy policy and perhaps stimulating other consuming groups also to
cater to the interests of a variety of consumers. seek direct imports.5 After intense negotiations be-
Worse yet, as price discrepancies between domes- tween MITI's Agency for Natural Resources and
tically-produced and foreign-produced naphtha Energy (ANRE) and PFIC in 1979, the ANRE finally
widen, the problem intensifies even as MITI seeks to permitted the consortium to serve as an importing
alleviate it. agent for member firms, while still requiring that the

The specific reasons for the recent "naphtha war" imports themselves be channelled through domestic
are clearly visible in market conditions. Since refineries. Thus, while MITI was forced to give
mid-1976, on average, the international price of some ground to the petrochemical companies, its
naphtha has been lower than the domestic Japanese basic policy framework, centering around the Petro-
price. 2 Both the Petroleum Subcommittee of the In- leum Industry Law, remained intact.
dustrial Structure Council and the Petroleum Industry This compromise proved short-lived. The pe-
Association have gone on recprd as saying they ex- trochemical companies continued to argue that the
pect some price discrepancies to remain for the fore- high cost of domestically-produced naphtha was the
seeable future. Recent Subcommittee estimates of single most important factor undermining the com-
anticipated price discrepancies between domestically- petitiveness of the Japanese petrochemical industry.
produced and foreign-produced ethylene, a major Since 1980, the companies have sought the following
chemical feedstock derived from naphtha, are shown changes:
in Figure VII-4.3 Price discrepancies have already
been reflected in import levels: naphtha imports, al- 1. Removal of the petroleum tax on domestically-
though strictly regulated by MITI, increased from produced naphtha.
roughly 30 percent of total consumption in fiscal 2. Reductions in mandatory naphtha stockpiles.
1979 to 45 percent in 1981. 3. Total liberalization of naphtha imports.

Since 1978, a number of petrochemical com- 4. Lowering of petroleum product prices.'

'For an excellent summary of recent trends, from which MITI's initial response was to initiate various study

much of this material is drawn, see Jeffrey Segal, "Losses groups and appeai to the industry for patience, but
Force Downstream Shape-up." Petroluum Economist. Vol. by late 1981, ann intensification of the conflict could
XLIX. No. 2, February 1982. pp. 45-48. no longer be avoided. In January 1982, the ANRE

2For example, in 1977, the domestic naphtha price was announced that the petrochemical companies' de-
¥28,300 (per k]); the import price V25,000. Comparable mands could not be met in full because free importa-
prices in 1981 were V57,530 and V53,660 respectively. tion of naphtha would undermine the previously
See Hiroya Ueno, "Materials Industry in Recession." Eco- established-and in MITI's view. delicately bal-
nomic Eye, Keizai K6h6 SentA [Japan Institute for Social anced-system for importing oil and oil products,
and Economic Affairs], March 1982, pp. 13-17, and Nikan and would probably lead to supply uncertainty.
Kagaku Keizai [Chemical Economic Daily], No. 5488. Jan-
uary 8. 1982.

3Demand and supply conditions in ethylene production
are but one indication, albeit a good one, of the depressed 4These firms include Mitsui Petrochemical. Mitsubishi
state of the petrochemical industry in Japan. Ethylene is Petrochemical, Mitsubishi Chemical, Sumitomo Chemical,
used in the production of a number of other petrochemi- Showa Petrochemical. Osaka Petrochemical, and Sanyo Pe-
cals. and is perhaps the single most important feedstock trochemical.
derived from naphtha. Capacity utilization for fiscal year 5The other sectors that might be particularly interested
1981. for example, was only 67.5 percent, and production in direct imports include airline companies. which purchase
declined 24 percent between 1979 and 1981. See Japan jet fuel, fishing cooperatives, which purchase gasoline and
Petroleum Associaton, op. cit., passim, and Sekiyu kagaku diesel fuel, and consumer cooperatives, which purchase
k6gy6 ky6kai [Japan Petrochemical Industry Association], kerosene.
Sekivu kagaku k6gy5 no gendai to mondaiten [Current State 6Nikkan Kogyo Shimbun, January 29 and February 4,
and Problems in the Petrochemical Industry]. Tokyo. 1982. 1982, p. I and p. I, respectively.
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Figure VII-4

ETHYLENE PRICE FORECAST
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There are other considerations that contributed to the for the kind of wide-ranging assistance described
ANRE's reluctance to accede to the petrochemical earlier in the chapter.'
companies' requests. The ANRE has an obvious in- Meanwhile, the refining industry has its own
terest in maintaining domestic naphtha taxes because problems. If forced to sell domestically-produced
these are an important revenue source for MITI's naphtha at world prices, while their actual produc-
energy research and development programs. More- tion costs remain at current levels or increase, the
over, consumer groups. who have traditionally borne profitability of the industry would obviously worsen.
a disproportionate burden of price increases in ker- If current retrenchment efforts fail to restore prof-
osene and home heating oil in order to limit previous itability. one can anticipate further requests for gov-
increases in naphtha prices, would oppose any liber- ernment assistance. There is one potential bright spot
alization of naphtha imports that would lead in turn on the horizon for both the petrochemical and the
to further price increases in these products Most refining industries. If U.S. deregulation of natural
importantly, free importation of naphtha might, as gas proceeds on schedule (or is accelerated), the
indicated earlier, set a precedent leading toward the price of this competing feedstock should be driven
dissolution of MITI's control oer od impors and up. making Japanese naphtha costs less of a burden
energy policy generally for Japanese petrochemical companies. thereby mak-

Needless to say. the petroleum retinerie, oppose ing both the refining and the petrochemical industries
the petrochemical indutr ,, deniand,, hi'aue any more competitive with producers in other, more
liberalization of naphtha import% . :d reduce the energy-rich countries 2 especially the U.S., and to a
quantity of crude oil the refineries %ould need to lesser degree, Canada. Until U.S. deregulation is
process, and thus intensify their capacit% utilization complete, however, Japanese industries will remain
problems. They' also fear reFnsals or penalties from burdened by price differentials.
the oil producing countries. It is important to recognize that the new naphtha

In early April 1982, under further pressure from policy hardly eliminates MITI's influence over either
the petrochemical companies, the ANRE came up the refining or the petrochemical industry. Oil refin-
with several proposals that are %idely expected to cries are still obligated to submit production plans
settle the dispute, at least temporarily. It continued for MITI's approval. MITI continues, through ad-
to reject demands for free importation of naphtha, ministrative guidance, to require petrochemical com-
exemption from the petroleum tax for domestically- panics to purchase their naphtha through domestic
produced naphtha, at least for FY 1982, and removal refineries. Import ceilings remain in place. MITI
of mandatory stockpile requirements for FY1982. continues to coordinate Japan's overall energy pol-
However, the ANRE did concede that the scope of icy. Finally, should either of these industries seek
the PFIC's activities could be expanded, that direct greater direct government financial assistance under a
imports of naphtha could increase to 50 percent of new Depressed Industries Law, they would be obli-
total demand, and' that stockpile requirements and gated to negotiate nearly all aspects of their business
the petroleum tax would be reassessed in FY1983. operations with " 'TI. 3

Most importantly, the ANRE came up with a new
method of determining prices that would reduce do-
mestic naphtha prices to bring them more in line 3. Summary and Prospects
with world prices. This formula directly links the
price of domestically-produced naphtha to world Japan's petroleum refining and petrochemical in-
prices; by effectively lowering the price of.Japanese dustries have both benefited from direct government
naphtha and thus reducing the price gap, this new assistance, particularly in the early postwar years of
formula represents a major departure from past MITI industrial expansion. Both were earmarked as "stra-
policy and a significant gain for the petrochemical tegic industries." Perhaps for this reason, both ex-
industry. panded too much and later found themselves saddled

Still, it is unlikely that this one move can rectify
the current overcapacity and lead to a general revital- 'if and when this happens, the resulting actions may
ization of the petrochemical industry. MITI has been have important implications for U.S. policymakers and the
recommending other measures-notably, a reduction U.S. petrochemical industry. These implications are dis-
in the number of ethylene centers from 15 to 7 or 8. cussed below in the concluding section.
Management and labor seem to agree on the idea in 2See Figure VII-4.
principle, but as yet no company has agreed to close 3At the moment, the petrochemical industry remains
down a facility. Management and labor both are still divided about how much government involvement and sup-
bargaining for better terms to mitigate the capital port is preferable. For example, in June 1982, the president

of Mitsubishi Petrochemical was quoted as saying, "Welosses and unemployment effects stemming from (ethylene companies] want to take the initiative with regard
plant closings. It now appears that this bargaining to capacity reductions and scale-downs ... When the gov-
will lead MITI to designate petrochemicals as a de- eminent starts telling us what to do, the adjustment process
pressed industry under a revised and expanded De- is more likely to get clogged." Nihon Keizai Shimbun, June
pressed Industries Law, thereby making it eligible 14. 1982.
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with considerable over-capacity, with the govern- applicable to other nonferrous metals that have yet to
ment unable either to curtail the overinvestment as it suffer the structural change that aluminum has. Basic
was taking place, or worse Net. to introduce effective demand and supply o&.a for these other metals sug-
remedial measures. Indeed, critics of the whole con- gest an emerging pattern that closely resembles that
cept of industrial policy could well argue that Jap- already seen in aluminum.
anese government decisions in the earl 1950s to Industry growth rates for various base metals
promote an on-shore refining capability can be cred- compared to GNP growth (computed on the basis of
ited-or blamed-with fostering a highly fragmented three yeai moving averages from 1952-1979) are
industry that is now plagued by overcapacity.' shown in Figure VII-5. Clearly, growth in metals

Indeed, the strict administrative guidance and production exceeded growth in GNP during earlier
price controls built into the Petroleum Industry Law periods of Japanese economic development-as is
have failed to work-at least in the sense that they true for any country building a heavy industrial base.
have been unable to maintain competitive refining However, and more importantly for this discussion,
and petrochemical industries in the face of adverse after the remarkable growth in earlier years, metals
market conditions. The costs of such strict regulation production has now leveled off or, in some cases.
are now more obvious than in earlier stages of actually declined.
Japan's economic development-in many, ways pain-
fully obvious. Artifici.il pricing of naphtha has come
to hurt the petrochemical industry, even as it has 1. Aluminum
helped support the refining industry. Now, with
some deregulation of naphtha prices, the refining The decline in the competitiveness of the alumi-
industry will be harder hit. Neither industry is in num industry has occurred largely as a result of
good shape, however, and MITI rinds itself in the electricity costs in Japan, which are considerably
peculiar position of being unable to resolve the prob- higher than those in most other advanced industrial
lems. In addition, having forced partial MITI acqui- countries (see Table VII-I). Aluminum is so extraor-
escence on the naphtha price issue, the dinarily energy-intensive, particularly in the refining
petrochemical companies may have opened the door stage, that it has been described as "congealed elec-
to similar moves by other interest groups unwilling tricity." Estimates of the power costs per ton of
to assume the costs of artifical pricing that goes aluminum produced in Japan range from V230,000
against their particular interests. In the short term, to V250,000; comparable costs in the United States
MITI can be expected to continue trying to "plug the are V60,000 to V-70,000. According to the Alumi-
holes in the dike," as it tries to mollify various num Federation of Japan, as of March 1982, the
competing interest groups. In the long term, if mar- domestic selling price of aluminum had risen to
ket conditions continue to generate sharp price dis- about V500,000 per ton, while the import price of
crepancies between domestically-produced and U.S. aluminum was at least V200,000, or roughly
foreign-produced goods, more and more lower-priced 40 percent, lower. The impact of these higher energy
imports will come into the Japanese market whether costs has forced Japanese companies to close down
MITI likes it or not. some smelter capacity entirely, and to initiate steps

to develop new facilities where energy costs are

D. Aluminum and Nonferrous
Metals TABLE VII-1

INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON OF
Developments in the aluminum industry resemble AVERAGE ELECTRICITY COSTS

those in the petrochemical and petroleum refining FOR ALUMINUM REFINING
industries, except that, perhaps unlike the latter, the (UNIT YEN PER KWH)

aluminum industry appears to have undergone a Japan 15 5 -170
rapid and irrevocable decline. Since the basic condi- West Germany 5.5 - 80

tions facing the Japanese aluminum industry are by Canada 1.0 - 1.5
now reasonably well-known, we do not go into great Australia 3.0 - 5.0
detail on the history itself. We focus instead on the United States 3.5 - 6.0
key lessons of the aluminum industry, and also try to
show how these lessons will almost certainly be SOURCE: The Long-Term Credit

Bank of Japan Industrial
Research Department,

'In earlier years, by favoring wholly Japanese-owned Research Division, "Aru-
refineries over foreign-affiliated firms, Mr'I prevented the mi Sangyo No Yukue"
latter from expanding capacity as much as they were re- [The Future of the Alumi-
questing at the time. Ironically, these firms are now in a num Industry], No. 57-9,
stronger position precisely because they are not as burdened 1982.
with overcapacity.
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TABLE VII-2
DEMANDISUPPLY CONDITIONS FOR ALUMINUM: 1976-1981

UNIT: METRIC TON
INEX BASE 1976-OO

Imports as a %
Production/Index Imports/Index of production

1976 919,425 100.0 375,538 100.0 40.8
1977 1,188,197 129.2 466,696 124.6 39.3
1978 1,057,710 115.0 674,050 180.0 63.7
1979 1,101,409 119.9 601,797 160.7 64.6
1980 1,091,477 118.7 736,596 196.7 67.5
1981 770,602 83.8 924,712 246.2 120.0

Domestic
Exports/Index consumption/Index

1976 52,024 100.0 1,600,981 100.0
1977 86,924 167.1 1,417,625 88.5
1978 45,438 87.3 1,654,972 103.4
1979 1,764 3.4 1,802,024 112.6
1980 4,067 7.8 1,636,786 102.2
1981 8,319 16.0 n.a.

SOURCE: Ministry of International Trade and Industry and Ministry of Finance.

lower. In fact, only those refineries that use elec- in our view a sign of future trends in other indus-
tricity generated from coal or hydropower remain tries.
price competitive. Moreover, according to a recent By any analysis, the Japanese aluminum industry
analysis by The Long-Term Credit Bank, the major- is structurally declining. Indeed, it is now widely
ity of Japan's aluminum producers are expected to recognized in government and industry circles that
stop producing aluminum domestically altogether and the current problems of excess capacity, high pro-
to shift instead to importing aluminum, or co- duction costs, and increased competition from im-
producing aluminum outside of Japan.' ports cannot be solved by an increase in aggregate

Basic demand and supply conditions from 1976 demand; some degree of permanent decline in the
through 1981 indicate the magnitude of the industry's domestic industry is more or less accepted. Yet, here
decline (Table VII-2). Production declined 16.2 per- again, as in shipbuilding, there is little evidence to
cent (from 919,425 rnt to 770,602 mt). Meanwhile, suggest that the government anticipated the degree of
consumption increased by only 2.2 percent (from trouble the industry would face. 3 In 1975, ani-Indus-
1,600,981 mt to 1,636,786 mit in 1980).2 Imports trial Structure Council report on the aluminum indus-
more than doubled, increasing by 146.2 percent try forecast that total capacity in 1980 would equal
(from 374,538 mt to 924,716 mt). Imports as a 1,900,000 mt, and imports 600,000 tons, or 32 per-
percent of domestic production have increased from cent. In 1978, the Council revised this estimate to
41 percent in 1976 to 120 percent in 1981. Exports 1,141,000 mt of capacity for 1985 and 1,250,000 mt
have all but disappeared. As yet another indication of imports, which again proved optimistic. The
of the rapidity and severity of the decline of this Council, with MIT backing, came up with yet an-
industry, domestic production of aluminum on a other stabilization plan in late 1981, based on ex-
monthly basis between January and December 1981 pected domestic capacity of roughly 700,000 mit for
fell by an almost unbelievable 40 percent (from 1985 and expected imports of 1,500,000 mt. By
80,032 mt to 47,879 mt). The virtual doubling of April 1982, this plan too, had become moot, as
imports as a percent of production from 1980 to MIT! now expects imports for fiscal 1982 (ending
1981, to a level at which imports are now greater April 1983) to surpass 1,000,000 mt and domestic
than domestic production, is arguably the first case capacity to be no greater than 700,000 mot.
in Japan's postwar history in which a basic manufac- In 1978, the Industrial Structure Council did rec-
turing industry has been overtaken by imports---and ognize that some degree of trouble was in the offing,

'See The Long-Term Credit Bank of Japan, Industrial JThere may have bean such rconlton among smae
Research Department, Research Division, "Anmid sany MI and industry officials privately, but heim is little
no yukue" [The Future of the Aluminum Industry], No. evidence of efforts to make such thoughts known publicly,
57-9, 1932. or to initiate industry adjuslment before the market itself

21981 data are not available for consumption, necessitated such sdjustment.
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largely as a result of energy price increases. The num producers via the industry association, which is
Council argued-in some detail-that aluminum re- probably unacceptable under GATr; and (3) discrim-
fining could recover its competitiveness in five years ination by the length of a contract would set an
if the industry were to undertake certain reforms, entirely new protectionist precedent.'
such as reducing electricity costs, improving labor To date, as noted above, an all-encompassing
productivity, and scrapping some excess capacity. To stabilization plan has yet to be formulated in a way
achieve this restructuring, the Council recommended that is acceptable to all concerned parties. However,
that the industry be designated as structurally de- as of December 1981, a temporary tariff plan was
pressed and be included under the Depressed Indus- approved by MITI and MOF. It would allow imports
tries Law-which it was. Yet, with hindsight it is to be exempt from taxation for a temporary period of
now clear that the industry itself never had the ca- three years starting in April 1982- regardless of the
pability to reduce costs to world competitive levels, means of import (i.e., whether through long term

In spite of--or quite apart from-such delibera- contracts or spot market purchases), with an import
tions, the government, the producers, the unions, ceiling of 400,000 mt per year eligible for full ex-
and the electric power utilities have yet to reach emption. In general, and in spite of various tempo-
formal agreement on various relief measures, e.g., rary measures taken to insulate the domestic market,
electricity prices, capacity reductions, and allowable the Japanese aluminum industry continues to be buf-
import rates. Some firms preferred reversible, short- feted by world market forces, and imports continue
term measures, such as a production cartel (e.g., a to increase almost regardless of any desire to the
capacity freeze), rather than permanent capacity re- contrary by producers or MITI. 2

ductions. MITI, on the other hand, has pressed since
1978 for at least a one-third reduction of capacity.
MITI has also advanced a number of other proposals 2. Nonferrous Metals
that have been rejected by the producers. For exam-
ple, one idea offered in 1978 would have combined Other nonferrous metals, though they have yet to
the then-existing producers into two large groups, feel the full impact of adverse energy costs, are
with the crucial decisions on capacity reductions to nonetheless already at a serious competitive disad-
be made at the group level. This was vehemently vantage. To date, no particular government action
opposed by most producers. Meanwhile, some pro- has been taken to protect these industries from
ducers have advocated various measures unaccepta- changes in market conditions, but if current market
ble to MITI, such as an electricity subsidy large trends continue-and there is strong evidence to sug-
enough to permit the continued supply of corn- gest that they will-some government actions to aid
petitively-priced aluminum to the domestic market. domestic producers will almost certainly be consid-
MITI rejected this on grounds that such blatant pro- ered. Whether, and how, such action would be
tectionism would be politically unacceptable, both taken, and at what point, are more interesting, but in
inside and outside Japan, and more importantly, that any precise sense, unanswerable questions. (
it would not solve the industry's basic problems. Although conditions vary from metal to metal,

Another plan, proposed in 1981 by the aluminum energy costs are the single most important reason for
producers and MITI, but opposed by other parts of a loss of competitiveness in Japanese base metal
the Japanese government (notably the MOF) and the production. Table VII-3, compiled from data
U.S. government, called for removal of a 9 percent gathered from a survey of Japanese metal production
tariff on aluminum imports entering the country un-
der long-term contracts, while keeping the tariff on
imports purchased in the spot market (spot market .J panese government officials and producers privately
prices are below those on existing long-term con- indicated great surprise over the U.S. government response
tracts). Concurrently, Japanese producers were to to the proposed tariff reduction plan. From their perspec-

t five, given that the 9 percent tariff removal would provecontribute an amount equal to the tariff savings to an advantageous to U.S. producers who are supplying alumi-
industry association, with these contributions to be num under existing long-term contracts, they could not
redirected towards rationalization of the industry, understand why the U.S. government would oppose this
The MOF rejected this plan because it would have measure. Arguably, this represents a genuine difference of
resulted in significant revenue losses to the central perception between U.S. and Japanese officials in their
government---estimated at V90 million over the next respective views of U.S. interests. However, there is some
three years. The U.S. objected to the plan for three evidence to suggest that the Japanese producers themselves
reasons: (1) the price differential between long-term suggested this plan, presumably in the expectation that they
and spot prices was estimated to be more than the 9 would benefit, if only marginally, by having Association
percent tariff, which meant that the tariff cut could control over the additional revenue.2Mhitsui recently announced a new production processnot be expected to reduce significantly the surging that presumably will dramatically reduce the electricity
demand for imports of low-priced spot market alumi- quotient in aluminum refining. By most accounts this tech-
num; (2) the plan would amount to an indirect (and nololy will not be available commercially for at least four
thus less "transparent") subsidy to Japanese alumi- years; a ten year time frame may be more realistic.
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TABLE V III
POWER CONSUMPTION AND POWER COSTS FOR MAJOR JAPANESE

METALS
(B) (C)

Total power cost Power cost (in ¥0)
(A) (in V) per ton increase per ton

Power consumed of product after of product due to
per unit average 50.8% 50.8 percent

(kwh/ton) increase in increase in
Metal February 1980 February 1980 February 1980

Ferro-nickel 25,000 377,000 127,000
Aluminum 15,000 226,000 76,200
Ferro-silicon 9,700 146,276 49,276
Nickel 5,700 85,956 28,956
Ferro-chrome 5,000 75,400 25,400
Zinc 4,500' 67,860 22,860
Copper 1,700 25,636 8,636
Lead 800 12,064 4,064
Electric furnace (steel) 600 9,048 3,048

'This refers to electrolytic zinc processing.

SOURCE FOR COLUMN A: ToyO Keizai, Vol. 9, No. 4202, February 9, 1980; Column B and C derived from A.

by the business magazine Ty6 Keizai, shows the accordingly? This trend is likely to continue. No
effect of high energy quotients in production on the copper smelters or refineries have been built in Japan
total power cost per ton of product. There is almost since 1974. In the aftermath of the 1973-74 increase
no way for Japanese producers to circumvent these in oil prices, capacity utilization fell precipitously
constraints, and for the moment at least, Japanese (from 81.5 percent in 1974 to 66.9 percent in 1975),
law stipulates that utility prices must be linked to and only returned to 80 percent in 1980. While
energy costs to maintain the overall profitability of Japanese metal producers typically expanded produc-
the utility industry.' Although we do not expect tion in the pre-1973 period when capacity utilization
energy prices to rise as much in the 1980s as they exceeded 80 percent, they have since been willing to
did in the 1970s (indeed, they may continue to fall in expand production facilities only when capacity utili-
real terms), the absolute level of energy costs in zation nears or exceeds 90 percent; capacity utiliza-
Japan relative to costs in other countries is already tion now stands at 84 percent. For copper metal, the
high enough to preclude construction of competitive 90 percent level is likely to be some years away at
new production capacity in most base metals. Not best.
surprisingly, imports of these metals have grown
relative to Japanese consumption. Recent demand b. Nickel and Ferro-nickel
and supply conditions for these metals are described Production processes for nickel are sufficiently
below, energy-intensive to make the cost differential be- I

tween Japanese-produced nickel and imported nickel
a. Copper higher than the comparable differential for most
As seen in Table VII-4, from 1976 to 1981, con-

sumption of copper metal has varied somewhat
above domestic production, with the gap growing on 2The fall-off in metal imports in 1980 can be attributed
average. Copper production increased 21.5 percent to the unusually large increase in exports. To fill these
(from 864.361 mt to 1,050,120 mt) while consump- orders, Japanese producers increased metal output, which
tion increased 28.9 percent (from 1,050,287 mt to had the corollary effect of dampening demand for imports.
1,353.966 mot). By and large, imports have increased Imports will presumably continue to rise through the 1980a

and beyond. In other words, the fall-off in imports in 1980
will probably prove temporary, as 1981 figures suggest.
Exports of copper metal in I0 were exceptionally high

'In 1960. when MITI permitted an average 50.8 percent mainly because of anticipated strikes and production shut-
increase for electricity prices, it tightened this link still downs in the U.S. Accordingly, U.S. copper consumers
flurher with a new administrative provision providing for bought heavily from Japanese producers. With the settle-
coideration of further price increases annually, rather mott of those strikes, a return to previous patterns oc-
than every two years, as had previously been the case. cur'ed.
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TABLE VII-4
DEMANDISUPPLY CONDITIONS FOR COPPER METAL: 1976-1961

UNIT: METRIC TON
INDEX BASE: CY 1976-100

Imports as a %
Production/Index Imports/Index of production

1976 864,351 100.0 200,515 100.0 23%
1977 933,703 108.0 205,174 102.3 22
1978 959,070 111.0 258,104 128.7 27
1979 983,700 113.8 305,408 152.3 31
1980 1,014,292 117.3 227,660 113.5 22
1981 1,050,120 121.5 241,146 120.3 23

Domestic
Exports/Index consumption/Index

1976 28,611 100.0 1,050,287 100.0
1977 43,487 152.0 1,182,631 112.6
1978 50,853 177.7 1,241,438 118.2
1979 46,934 164.0 1,330,136 126.6
1980 205,728 719.1 1,325,466 126.2
1981 38,301 133.9 1,353,966 128.9

SOURCE: Ministry of International Trade and Industry and Ministry of Finance.

other metals considered here. Thus, as seen in Table c. Zinc
VII-5, nickel imports to Japan rose sharply in 1979, Table VII-8 summarizes supply and demand for
even though imports were on average already higher, zinc metal from 1976 through 1981. Domestic pro-
as a percentage of total consumption, than for many duction through this five-year period was erratic but
other metals. For ferro-nickel, energy costs as a declining on average. At the end of 1981, production
percentage of total production costs are even higher was 9.7 percent below the level for 1976 (declining
than for nickel (see Table VH-3), though the volume from 742,069 mt to 670,162 mt). Domestic con-
of imports to date has been a much lower percentage sumption, similarly fluctuating, also has declined
of total consumption (TableVII-6). slightly (2.5 percent, from 698,608 mt to 687,917

Nickel use is closely associated with steel produc- mt). Imports increased 8.7 percent, from 28,002 mt
tion. Japanese steel producers attribute part of their to 30,439 mt). Exports, on the other hand, declined
standing as the world's most efficient steel industry 32.5 percent (from 75,952 mt to 51,278 mt). Imports
to their ability to change the quality and quantity of increased from 3.8 percent of domestic production to
their nickel and ferro-nickel inputs on a short-term 4.5 percent. Even if demand were to increase more
basis. As seen in Table VJI-7, nickel costs in Japan, strongly in the 1980s than it did in the 1976-1980
as a percent of the total cost of steel production, period, the trends of recent years suggest that Jap-
were 14.5 percent higher on average than they were anese zinc production will almost certainly not in-
in the U.S. during 1974-76. Still, the overall cost of crease proportionately.
steel in the U.S. was higher than in Japan, so much If zinc production is to remain viable in Japan, at
so that Japanese figures were used by the Commerce least some of the more energy-intensive processes
Department as the base for computing trigger price will have to be phased out (especially if energy
levels for steel imports. There is sufficient utility in prices increase still further), and other processes will
locating nickel refineries near their customers that have to be phased in.' In general, the smaller plants,
some high-cost nickel and ferro-nickel production is particularly those which are not co-producing other
likely to be maintained in Japan indefinitely. In metals such as lead, will be shut down ahead of the
effect, any loss would be subsidized by the steel larger plants.
industry, which currently can not only afford to
cary this burden, but which also has strong ifl-
ence over nickel production, through equity positions 'The we coMldenible differtium in easigy use
that some steel firms hold in various nickel sup- among vrous oduction process= and this will probably
pliers. (See Figure VII-6 for a schematic description lead to the ermination of le emss g efficiet plants. For

example, elecuoltic refinn processes require about 4,3Wof the relationship between ferro-nickel producers kilowtsu of electricity per too of product. wle esc-
and steel industry consumers.) Nonetheless, nickel Votbena pmosisee roly about 3,300 Idownts per
and fer-nickel imports will probably continue to ton. A dkilltion method, such s the typical elechther-
increase, in lieu of increases in productive capacity. mal process or the ISP (imperial smelter process), uses le
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TABLE VYE-S
DEMAND/SUPPLY CONDITIONS FOR NICKEL MElAL: 1976-IM

UNIT: METRIC TON
INDEX BASE~ 1976-1I0

Imports as a %
Production/Index Imports/index Of production

1976 24,010 100.0 12,392 100.0 52%
1977 24,140 100.5 11.982 96.7 50
1978 21,637 90.1 11,790 95.1 54
1979 25,030 104.2 20,775 167.6 83
1980 24,798 103.3 17,023 137.4 69
1981 23,790 99.1 19,188 154.8 81

Domestic
Exports/Index cortaumptiorVlndex

1976 2,663 100.0 27,675 100.0
1977 4,176 156.8 26,723 96.6
1978 3,386 127.1 27,895 100.8
1979 2,077 78.0 31,960 115.5
1980 1.454 54.6 36539 132.0
1981 1,325 49.8 34,114 123.3

SOURCE: Ministry of International Trade and Industry and Ministry of Finance.

TABLE V114
DEMAND/SUPPLY CONDITIONS FOR FERRO-NICKEL: 1976-1961

UNIT: METRIC TON
INDEX BASF: 1976-100

Imports as a %
Production/index Imports/Index of production

1976 244,215 100.0 14,307 100.0 5.9
1977 265,672 108.8 19,858 138.8 7.5
1978 235,863 96.6 20,485 143.2 8.7
1979 346,854 142.0 33,152 231.7 9.6
1980 324,109 132.7 31,119 217.5 9.6
1981 284,440 166.5 26,493 185.2 9.3

Domestic
Exports/Index consumption/Index

1976 13,262 100.0 316,679 100.0
1977 2,268 17.1 268,549 84.8
1978 21,773 164.2 273,014 86.2
1979 13,193 99.5 33&.459 106.9
1980 17,125 129.1 316,065 99.8
1981 20,742 156.4 265,138 84.0

SOURCE: U.S. Consultants, Inc., 1980 Nickel Statistics, Tokyo.

energy but leads to a leas purifed end product tha the total of V49.500 per ton of zinc, west to electricity. In the
electrollytic process. The ISP, die most energy efficient of wake of the 1930 Increases in electricity prices, the cost per
these processes, uses only 780 kilowatts per ton. As of ton of zinc product rose to aproxinwely V 54,000. Zinc
December 1979, 72.3 percent of the pros maurgin (the production by the eleoctrolytic poces would be unprollta-
gap between raw material cost and total production costs) ble, in the absence of by-product recovery. See Tbyd Kel-
for electrolytic zinc, or appiroclmately *36,000 out of a zed, Vol. 9, No. 4202, February 9, 1960, p. 32.
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TABLE VII-7
NICKEL AND CHROME SHARE OF PRODUCTION COSTS FOR STAINLESS

STEEL SHEET: THE U.S. COMPARED WITH JAPAN1

Nickel cost Chrome cost Cost for others Selling price
(percent) (percent) (percent) In yen

1974 Jan-Feb 29.5 8.7 61.8 406,000
(35.8) (11.4) (52.8) (400.000)

Mar-May 26.5 10.0 63.5 430,000
(34.7) (11.4) (53.9) 400,000

Jun-July 29.1 11.0 59.9 460.000
(39.9) (13.1) (47.0) (400.000)

August 27.1 11.8 61.1 520,000
(41.3) (13.1) (45.6) (400.000)

Sep-Dec 27.1 11.8-13.4 61.1 520,000
(42.7-48.9) (13.1-15.0) (36.1-44.2) (350.000-400,000)

1975 Jan-Feb 29.4 15.3 55.3 520,000
(53.8) (15.0) (31.2) (350,000)

Mar-Apr 29.4 16.0 54.6 500,000
(49.0-52.9) (14.6-15.0) (32.1-36.4) (350,000-360,000)

May-Jun 32.7 17.8 49.5 450,000
(50.0) (14.6) (35.4) (360,000)

July-Sep 32.7 17.8 49.5 460,000
(47.7) (21.1) (31.2) (380.000)

Oct-Dec 32.7 17.8 49.5 475,000
(49.5) (21.1) (29.6) (380,000)

1976 Jan-Mar 34.4 15.4 50.2 490,000
(50.8) (21.1) (28.1) (380,000)

Apr-Jun 34.4 15.4 50.2 485,000
(50.8) (21.1) (28-1) (380.000)

July-Aug 34.4 15.4 50.2 480,000
(44.9-50.8) (20.8-23.5) (25.7-34.3) (380.000-430,000)

Sep 32.5 13.9 53.6 490,000
(44.9) (20.8) (34.3) (430,000)

'Parentheses ()denote Japan.
SOURCE: Ferro Alloy Manual, 1977.

TABLE VII-8
DEMAND/SUPPLY CONDITIONS FOR ZINC: 1976-19I

UNIT METRIC TON
INDEX BASE: 1976-100

Imports as a %

Production/index Imports/Index of production
1976 742,069 100.0 28,002 100.0 3.8
1977 778,406 104.9 28,663 102.4 3.7
1978 767,949 103.5 31,963 114.1 4.2
1979 789,352 106.4 36,631 130.8 4.6
1980 735,187 99.1 41.838 149.4 5.7

Domestic
Exports/Index consumptiontindex

1976 75,952 100.0 698,609 100.0
1977 70,105 92.3 670,095 95.9
1978 58.857 76.2 716,368 102.5
1979 37,294 49.1 754,081 107.9
1980 41,700 54.9 734,716 105.2
1961 51,278 67.5 687,917 98.5

SOURCE: Ministry of International Trade and Industry and Ministry of Finance.
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Figure VII-6

EQUITY AND SALES RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FERRO-NICKEL
PRODUCERS AND THEIR STEEL INDUSTRY CUSTOMERS

PRODUCERS USERS

PACIFIC METALS CO. LTD NIPPON STEEL
(NIPPON STEEL: 14.252)
(NISSHIN STEEL: 10.79%)

SUMITOMO HYUGA SEIREN CO. LTD KAWASAKI STEEL
(SUMITOMO METAL: 60%)
(NIPPON STEEL: 25%)

NIPPON MINING CO. LTD SUMITOMO METAL
(CONSIGNED REFINING)

SHIMURA KAKKO CO. LTD NISSHIN STEEL
(INCO: 30.8%)
(MITSUI 9 CO.: 13.672)
(NISSO-IWAI: 8.13%) NIPPON YAKIN KOGYO
(DAIDO STEEL: 7.23%)

NIPPON YAKIN KOGYO CO. LTD APAN METAL INDUSTRY CO. LTD
(KOGIN BK: 4.06%)
(SHOWA DENKO 2.95%)
(NIPPON STEEL: 2.38%)

SUMITOMO METAL MINI NIPPON STAINLESS STEEL CO. LTD.

SHOWA DW

DAIDO STEEL CO. LTD.

() - CAPITAL SHARE

NOTE: EQUITY SHARES SHOWN IN PARENTHESES INDICATE PERCENTAGES OF NICKEL-PRODUCING
FIRMS OWNED BY OTHER COMPANIES. LINES BETWEEN NICKEL PRODUCERS AND USERS
INDICATE ESTABLISHED SALES TIES.

SOURCE: FERRO ALLOY MANUAL, 1977.
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d. Lead capacity viable through the 1980s. In time, factors
Even though lead demand and supply patterns promoting structural change will have a stronger

resemble those for zinc, industry specialists expect effect than they have had to date, leading to a slow
les structural change because, on average, lead pro- but generally steady attrition of Japanese base metal
duction requires much less electricity per ton of production, together with a shift toward more spe-
product (800 kw) than zinc (4,500 kw). The rela- cialized and/or higher technology segments of the
tively simple technology and small capital outlays market.
required to expand existing capacity, together with Three factors are promoting this shift:
an expectation of only slight increases in demand, 1. Energy costs, the most important single factor,
suggest that new capacity will not be developed. As are higher than in any other major industrial
with zinc, by-product recovery is generally consid- country. Generally, the higher the energy in-
ered sufficient to make the already-existing Japanese put for the conversion of ore or concentrates
lead industry viable through the 1980s. Still, as is to metal, the greater the likelihood that pro-
also the case for zinc, nickel, and copper, imports of duction of that metal in Japan will become
lead will probably continue to increase, uncompetitive, compared with production in a

Table VII-9 shows demand and supply growth for country with lower energy costs.
lead from 1976 through 1981. Production was gener- 2. The financial condition of Japanese metal pro-
ally flat. Domestic consumption increased steadily to ducers has been generally weak since the
a level 18 percent higher than in 1976. Imports in- 1974-75 recession. While most major pro-
creased 205.7 percent, or, in volume terms, from ducers had returned to a position of net prof-
7.3 percent of domestic production to 21.6 percent. itability by 1980, their level of profits and
Exports declined 64.6 percent. capacity utilization was too low to warrant

major new investments. Even when macro-
e. Summary and Prospects economic conditions improve and would seem
Recent years have brought gradual increases in to justify new investment, Japanese base metal

imports of copper, lead, zinc, nickel, and ferro- producers are apt either to be less able to
nickel, with flat or declining domestic production. make such investments than they were in the
For most of these metals, imports have been increas- pre-1973 years, or to want to invest in more
ing at a faster rate than domestic consumption since specialized and/or higher technology products
the mid-1970s, and are likely to continue doing so in than in base metals per se. Alternatively,
preference to the introduction of new productive ca- whatever investments they do make in base
pacity, at least new "greenfield" capacity. metals are apt to be in productive facilities

At the same time, some Japanese base metal abroad, where energy costs are lower and the
producers are also benefiting from various "special" competitiveness of new facilities greater than
factors that will help keep the bulk of their existing in Japan.

TABLE VII-9
DEMAND/SUPPLY CONDITIONS FOR LEAD: 1976-1961

UNIT: METRIC TON
INDEX BASE: 1976-100

Imports as a %
Production/Index Imports/Index of production

1976 219,053 100.0 16,021 100.0 7.3
1977 221,398 101.1 28,172 175.8 12.7
1978 228,442 104.3 36,169 225.8 15.8
1979 221,247 101.0 45,291 282.7 20.5
1980 220,934 100.9 64,388 401.9 29.1
1981 226,242 103.3 48,982 305.7 21.6

Domestic
Exports/Index consumption/Index

1976 7,891 100.0 229,820 100.0
1977 7,860 99.6 245,815 107.0
1978 7,434 94.2 266,542 116.0
1979 8,644 109.5 267,090 116.2
1960 4,919 62.3 278,900 121.4
1981 2,791 35.4 271,254 118.0

S0URCE: Ministry of International Trade and Industry and Ministry of Finance.
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3. The effciency of Japanese base metal produc- protective barriers at the first sign of declining com-
tion processes is still relatively high, thanks to petitiveness (leaving aside whether other countries
an infusion of investment just prior to 1973. would have tolerated such moves), the Japanese gov-
Nonetheless, this capital stock is maturing eminent has generally put its weight on the side of
steadily. In time, new investments made in positive adjustment.
other countries are likely to be more competi- Yet, as discussed in the body of this chapter.
tive-again, because of lower energy costs- while the government's role with regard to declining
than the then-older Japanese plants, in which industries has been one of general support for struc-
most of the post-1973 investment has been for tural adjustment, it has rarely taken the initiative. It
maintenance or rationalization designed mainly does not, for example, issue direct orders to com-
to extend their useful life. panies, or even write plans or goals in isolation from

those that might have had to be written in any case
Various factors may prevent the copper, lead, by the companies themselves-faced, as they were,

zinc, and nickel industries from needing to be de- with obvious declining competitiveness. Rather, the
clared structurally depressed, under terms of existing government monitors developments, mediates among
law-at least in the short term. Still, these industries industries or among firms in an industry when con-
are unlikely to recover their former strength. Conse- flicts arise, offers concrete inducements to facilite
quently, though some production is likely to be capacity reductions, provitdes worker-oriented assis-
retained for "national security" purposes, an increas- tance programs in addition to those offered by man-
ing proportion of consumption will come from im- agement, and provides special funds for a number of
ports, and domestic production facilities will either particularly hard-hit sectors. Moreover, positive in-
be phased out or converted to more specialized centives to depressed industries are usually provided
higher technology items. only in return for an explicit, enforceable plan

agreed to by most members of the industry, and
typically requiring capacity reductions or other spe-
cific changes. Thus, the government has played, and

E. Conclusions and Implications continues to play, an active role in reducing the
costs, or risks, inevitably associated with declining

After 1973, for the first time in the postwar pe- industries. This role is especially obvious with re-
riod, the Japanese economy faced the prospect of gard to those hard-hit sectors that have already been
declining competitiveness in a number of basic man- designated as "depressed," but is also evident with
ufacturing industries. To the extent that economic recently hard-hit sectors such as petrochemicals. On
progress involves the growth of new industries and a the other hand, the active role the government has
corresponding decline of older industries, this turn of played in reducing costs or risks has not extended to
events is inevitable, even desirable. Yet, the phe- initiating the process of adjustment in individual in-
nomenon of declining competitiveness necessarily re- dustries or of forcing industry compliance or agree-
quires painful adjustments for both management and ment when intra-industry disputes arise.
labor; for this reason it also requires new approaches Indeed, the main causes for whatever structural
to structural adjustment generally. adjustment has in fact occurred---and in our view the

In Japan's case, an underlying commitment to main causes of structural adjustment likely in the
change has been accompanied by specific policies future-are market forces. Despite a widely-held
that have contributed to a relatively successful proc- view that the Japanese market is "closed," the cases
ess of structural adjustment. Indeed, Japan's success of declining industries on record to date-e.g., ship-
in this regard can be attributed-perhaps in large building, petrochemicals, petroleum refining, alumi-
part--to the strong commitment to economic growth num, and increasingly other nonferrous metals as
that existed in broad measure throughout postwar well-show that at some point, Japanese companies,
Japanese society. To make the point in more specific like those in other countries, are unable to sustain
terms, as more advanced manufacturing industries price/cost differentials with the rest of the world.
were developed, both the government and the gen- The particular turning point when this happens is
eral public recognized that resources used by older, hard to predict--perhaps more so in Japan because,
less advanced industries were too valuable to permit as an advanced industrial country that became so
them to remain frozen in lower productivity uses. On more recently than others in this category, Japan has
balance, then, the thrust of Japanese government fewer cases of declining industries on record and for

U policy toward declining industries has been to permit this reason a lingering tendency to assume that ad-
and even encourage them to contract or phase out, justment can occur painlessly--or perhaps be
often with tax, financial, or other assistance provided stretched out over a longer period of time at the
to hasten the process and thereby make room for expense of other countries.
growing industries. Moreover, the government has In shipbuilding, for example, when the cost of
followed this approach whether the causes of declin- sustaining too much excess capacity became exces-
ing competitiveness stemmed from domestic or inter- sive, the industry itself, including both management
national forces. Thus, rather than introducing and labor, was galvanized into action. In fact, once
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a consensus was reached on this point, the actions have sought to facilitate this process, they have done
taken by the industry were extremely decisive. Gov- so by making government assistance contingent on
eminent policies only hastened a process of adjust- actual industry and worker adjustment. This link
ment; they did not initiate or force the adjustment. In provides a positive incentive for the movement of
petrochemicals and petroleum refining, the pe- capital and labor away from declining industries into
trochemical companies were simply unable to pro- growing industries, i.e., by providing adjustment as-
duce ethylene at a competitive price if their sistance only if and as industries (including labor)
feedstock supply were limited to higher-priced, agree to use this assistance to facilitate their re-
domestically-produced naphtha. This unalterable con- deployment, rather than to cushion their remaining in
straint-not government appeals for patience and fur- place indefinitely. Moreover, while MITI may have
ther study-eventually contributed to MITI's always wanted to exercise more control over indus-
agreement to a partial deregulation of naphtha prices. tries in general, and over hard-hit sectors in particu-
In aluminum, an ever-widening gap between higher- lar, this goal has been achievable in various
priced domestic aluminum and lower-priced imported declining industries only after conditions had deterio-
aluminum has yet to bring about a government- rated to such an extent that the affected industries
industry crnsensus on an "ideal" course of action, began actively to seek government assistance.
but imports continue to increase in any event. All of As described above in various case studies, the
these cases illustrate the basic point that, even in principle of positive adjustment was well understood
Japan, competition eventually forces industry adjust- by Japanese policy-makers. However, only in the
ment. 1970s have policy-makers been faced with actual,

These cases also show that-again, contrary to a large-scale pressures for adjustment. To date, their
widely-held view-Japanese are in fact pragmatic only major case of successful structural adjustment
and flexible in their attitudes toward structural ad- through capacity reductions has been in shipbuild-
justment. Despite "strategic industry" or national- ing-a special case indeed. As noted earlier, the
security arguments that are often used to try to jus- success of the adjustment process in shipbuilding is
tify subsidization of basic manufacturing industries largely attributable to the industry itself. Moreover,
beyond a point when they might be economically the industry faced special conditions that it could
competitive, when price differentials become too take advantage of-conditions seldom present in
great, imports increase. As in other countries, such other declining industries. First and foremost, Jap-
national-security arguments will doubtless keep some anese shipbuilding was-and still is-by and large
manufacturing industries alive indefinitely. Nonethe- the most efficient in the world. This meant that,
less, in general, the greater the price differentials whatever happened. Japanese shipbuilding would
between the domestic and the imported product, the face a somewhat easier adjustment problem than
greater the pressure to import, and correspondingly most declining industries. Secondly. the problem
to contract the size of even so-called "strategic in- facing the shipbuilding industry in the mid-1970s
dustries." Indeed, this point is particularly likely to was a collapse in demand, particularly for tankers;
apply when it adversely affects advanced manufac- Japanese producers, which had a large share of the
turing industries with a high proportion of exports; world market (more than 50 percent), thus had the
the greater the importance of an uncompetitive good power to stabilize or destabilize that market. In the
as an input to an otherwise highly competitive down- wake of various OECD-sponsored discussions, Jap-
stream export-oriented industry, the greater the pres- anese producers made a unilateral decision to take no
sure to acquire that input from cheaper, imported more than roughly 50 percent of what was then
sources. becoming a much smaller world market. They could

To date, of course, the cases of declining indus- certainly have sought a larger market share; by limit-
tries in Japan have been mainly in producer (or ing themselves in this way, Japanese producers indi-
intermediate) goods industries, e.g., basic manufac- cated a willingness to stabilize the global market
turing industries and (though it is beyond the scope through an informal depression cartel, hoping
of this report) agriculture. In time-though for pol- thereby to minimize the economic and poltical fric-
icy purposes the question of how much time this tions that would surely have arisen in the absence of
process takes may be an even more important, if some coordinated countermeasures.' Within Japan,
separate, question-the effects of price differentials agreement on capacity reductions was reached-al-
should lead to more structural adjustment, and thus beit painfully-once it became obvious that the
to rising imports, in other sectors of the economy as global industry was structurally, not cyclically, de-
well. Again, the larger the price differential, the pressed. Japanese industry clearly hoped-and
more important the product as an input to export- guessed--that it would emerge from this adjustment
oriented industries, and perhaps also the more ag-
gressive that foreign exporting firms are in supplying
a competitively-priced alternative, the more rapid 'However, Japanese producers subsequently felt cheated
this adjustment will occur. when, in their view, Western European producers seened

To the extent that Japanese government policies to be trying to take advantage of Japanese self-restraint.
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as still the most competitive in the world. And in industries the leeway in which to grow.' Some in-
hindsight, although the adjustment process in ship- dustries that were developed shortly after World War
building can easily be judged as successful, it is also II were phased out before 1973, but these were by
now clear that the Japanese producers underestimated and large uncontroversial examples, e.g., toys.
the rising competitiveness of shipbuilding industries which, in the value system of the day, were ob-
in some of the NICs. viously no more than a way-station toward more

Key conditions that contributed to successful ad- advanced manufacturing industries, or coal, which
justment in shipbuilding do not hold for the other was phased out at MITI's behest, largely because
declining industries discussed above. In these areas, domestic supplies were clearly insufficient for
the government has been less able to mediate suc- Japan's prospective growth and imported oil seemed
cessfully among competing groups or to apply suc- likely to be (and for many years turned out to be)
cessfully its array of carrots and sticks. In these cheaper than imported coal. To some extent, the
other cases-petrochemicals (especially ethylene pro- successful adjustments of the pre-1973 period were
duction), petroleum refining, aluminum, and nonfer- due to luck, e.g., extraordinarily high growth rates
rous metals-Japanese industries are at a competitive and mild recessions characteristic of the world econ-
disadvantage vis-a-vis other producers. Since the omy in general during the 1947-73 period. In this
main problem in these industries is the high energy environment, it was relatively easy to phase out
content of their production costs, the problems they these industries, since demand for labor and capital
face cannot be solved by capacity reductions per se. was growing so rapidly that re-employment--even
Moreover, the world market in these industries is within the same firm or group-became possible
highly competitive, and the small share of the world relatively quickly. Indeed, with such high growth,
market held by Japanese industry provides it no phaseout simply meant no growth rather than abso-
leverage for implementing a short-term informal de- lute decline. Controversy over protectionism for de-
pression cartel, even if such a move were the indus- clining industries did not arise in Japan until after
try's best chance for survival. In other words, 1973, when, with the after-effects of oil price in-
improvement in capacity utilization simply would not creases, it gradually became evident that certain
solve the more fundamental, structural problems of basic manufacturing industries of the sort that Japan
these industries. For example, capacity reductions in had long promoted were going to have to be phased
aluminum on the order of 20-40 percent, as sug- out, and that long-term real growth rates had perma-
gested by MITI officials, would only ease, but nently declined.
would not solve, the long-term problem. To be sure, This is roughly where the controversy stands to-
the closure of relatively inefficient plants would im- day. A number of Japanese industries have already
prove the average cost position of the industry and begun to lose their competitiveness, and still others,
help maintain the viability of the remaining capacity. such as various nonferrous metals, apt -ar likely to
Yet, Japanese producers would still remain worse lose their competitiveness within the decsde or early
off, in absolute terms, than other producers with in the 1990s. For basically political reasons, protec-
lower-priced and more abundant energy sources and tionist policies for declining industries, even if "tem-
raw materials-and thus at a minimum face continu- porary," may well become more the order of the
ing competitive pressure. In fact, in discussions with day. Recent press reports and private discussions
MITI, some Japanese aluminum producers made this with the study team suggest that MITI is likely to
very argument themselves, which in turn led them to expand the scope and time frame of the Depressed
seek outright subsidies on national security grounds Industries Law. In all likelihood this will be in a
rather than a capacity reduction plan. Such examples form that allows the government to offer additional
as these, where even MITI has had little success to carrots and sticks to firms and industries that have
date, provide more of a parallel to the U.S. and recently experienced, or will shortly experience se-
European patterns of declining industries, which are rious structural declines, in addition to whatever
characterized by internationally uncompetitive costs, cyclical downturns occur (or continue). Such an ex-
than to the successful Japanese adjustment case in panded law may well permit the formation of addi-
shipbuilding. tional depression cartels exempt from the Japanese

Indeed, if in the future the process of structural Anti-Monopoly Law and thus ,nach easier conditions
adjustment in Japan becomes more difficult-either
because of an increased reluctance to phase out more
basic manufacturing industries as more of them be- 'Economists are divided on the justification for "infant
come uncompetitive, or because new areas of diver- industry" protection. Some, such as Paul Sanuelson in his
sification seem less obvious-Japanese government classic textbook, contend that such protection can be justi-
policies are likely to become less effective as well. fied temporarily on economic grounds, as well as on politi-

cal grounds. Other economists deny any economic
Before 1973, the protectionism that existed in justification whatsoever for "infant industry" protection,

Japan was largely of the "infant industry" type, though political pressures may require them. In any case,
meaning that it was designed to keep imported prod- Japan is an example par excellence of a country that has
ucts out for the express purpose of providing new used large-scale "infant industry" policies successfully.
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under which industries could form such cartels. In manufacturing industries, e.g., textiles, steel, and
our view, U.S. policy-makers would do well to automobiles. On the other hand, the history of trade
monitor this possibility closely. To be sure, gen- frictions between the U.S. and Japan suggests that
uinely temporary supports for depressed industries any imposition of additional trade barriers by Japan
are not illegal under GATT. Indeed, some would say is likely to trigger extreme criticism in the U.S. For
the U.S. has led the way in negotiating trade restric- this reason alone, the mere possibility of Japan's
tions, especially in the form of bilateral "voluntary" taking this route should be closely monitored by
export restraints in hard-hit sectors of American U.S. officials.
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APPENDIX A

OUTLINE OF THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPi,.£NT PROJECT
ON BASIC TECHNOLOGIES FOR NEW INDUSTRIES

FY81 budget was allocated to 3 subjects:

1. New Materials (6 themes): V1356 million
2. Biotechnology (3 themes): V 675 million
3. New function elements (3 themes): V 673 million

(total budget including clerical expense was V2714 million)

I. List of Companies That Have Applied, By Area

A. Fine Ceramics, 15 R&D-associated member companies

Toshiba Corporation (chair company)
Showa Denko, K.K.
Asahi Glass Co., Ltd.
Kobe Steel Ltd.
Kyoto Ceramic Co.
Toyota Motor
Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industnes Co., Ltd.
Shinagawa Refractories
Inoue Japax
N G K Spark Plug Co., Ltd.
N G K Insulators Ltd.
Toyoda Machine Works Ltd.
Denki Kagaku Kogyo K.K.
Kurosaki Refractories Co.
Sumitomo Electric Industries Ltd.

B. Macromolecule Material. 11 R&D-associated member companies
(a) high efficiency separation membrane material
(b) conductive macromolecule material
(c) crystallinity macromolecule material

Toray Industries, Inc. (chair company)
Teijin Ltd.
Asahi Glass Co., Ltd.
Mitsubishi Chemical Industries Ltd.
Sumitomo Electric Industries Ltd.
Toyobo Co., Ltd.
Daicel Chemical Industries Ltd.
Kuraray Co., Ltd.
Mitsubishi Petrochemical Co., Ltd.
Ashai Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.
Sumitomo Chemical Co., Ltd.
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C. New Material, 17 R&D-associated member companies
(a) high efficiency crystal control alloy
(b) composite material

(Starting fund: V50 million; FY1981 subsidy: V370 million)

Fuji Heavy Industries Ltd. (chair company)
Kobe Steel Ltd. (sub leader)
Toray Industries, Inc. (sub leader)
Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries Co., Ltd.
Hitachi Metal Ltd.
Hitachi Ltd.
Mitsubishi Metal Corp.
Daido Steel Co.
Sumitomo Electric Industries Ltd.
Teijin Ltd.
Mitsubishi Chemical Industries Ltd.
Kawasaki Heavy Industries Ltd.
Toshiba Machine Co., Ltd.
Toyota Motor Co., Ltd.
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

D. Biotechnology, 14 R&D-associated member companies
(a) bioreactor for industrial use
(b) technology for mass cultivation of cells
(c) gene-splicing technology

(FYI981 subsidy about V670 million)

Mitsubishi Chemical Industries Ltd. (chair company)

(reactor)
Daicel Chemical Industries Ltd.
Kao Soap Co., Ltd.
Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Co., Ltd.
Mitsui Petrochemical Industry Ltd.

(biomass)
Takeda Chemical Industry Ltd.
Ajinomoto Co., Inc.
K, owa Hakko Kogyo Co., Ltd.
Asahi Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.
Toyo Jozo Co., Ltd.
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APPENDIX E

ACTIVITIES OF THE INFORMATION PROMOTION AGENCY

1. Promotion of development of Software Production Technology:
6-year project, FY 1976-1981.

Budget: (Million V)
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981
500 850 1112 1522 1672 970

!1. Promotion of Development of Software Maintenance Technology:
5-year project, FY 1981 initiated. Total of V5 billion is expected to be capitalized over 5 years. Budget
for FY 1981 was V140 million.

Ill. Promotion of Development of Advanced Information Processing Technology. Within I.P.A., software
technology centers (temporary name) to be established. Members to be gathered from information
processing companies, computer manufacturers, computer users, research organizations and universities
for an ad hoc project team. I.P.A. will organize and lead the activity of this team.
Budget for this project was V32 million in FY 1980 for start-up, and V395 million in FY 1981.

IV. Emphasis on strengthening the development of specified programs:
I.PA. develops advanced, general-purpose programs which are difficult to develop by private companies.
From FY 1981, I.P.A. will put more emphasis on packaged programs. Budget for 1981 was V1351
million, which includes V300 million for packaged program development. Comparable figures for 1980
were V1201 million and V 150 million respectively.

OTHER PROJECTS/ASSOCIATIONS RECEIVING IPA FUNDS

Joint System Development Corporation (JSD)

JSD was established 1 April, 1976, to carry out software development projects.

The Joint System Development Corporation (JSD) was established as a "joint business entity" of 19
leading, and 105 other, software firms.

* JSD was established by the software firms for the pooling of resources.

*Three kinds of projects are currently under way, related to software engineering and productivity:

I. Program Productivity Development system (with partial IPA funding)
2. Software Engineering Project
3. Software Maintenance Engineering Facility Project
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APPENDIX F

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

1. General Economic Caves, Richard E., and Uekusa, Masu. Industrial
Organization in Japan. Washington, D.C.: The

Aho, Michael C., and Rosen, Howard F. Brookings Institution, 1976.
Trends in Technology Intensive Trade. Washington, This is an excellent reference book on Japanese
D.C.: Office of Foreign Economic Research, Bureau industrial organization. Among the subjects ad-
of International Labor Affairs, U.S. Department of dressed are: the structure of industry; patterns of
Labor, 1980. competition; the role of intermarket groups; alloca-

tive and technical efficiency; imported technology
This report examines trends in international trade and industrial progress; and government policy. Inter

of technology-intensive products in an effort to de- alia, the authors discuss these questions: does indus-
termine whether the U.S. competitive position in this trial market competition operate the same way in
field has eroded. The authors find that the U.S. still Jaan as in Western industrialized countries? Are
maintains a strong comparative advantage in these Western analytical tools useful when applied to Jap-

products; they conclude, however, that this competi- anese markets? What are the effects, if any, of
tive edge is diminishing. Japan's "distinctive" institutions on the operation of

the economic system? They conclude that Western
Bruce-Briggs, B. "The Dangerous Folly called The- economic tools are useful in dealing with these ques-
ory Z." Fortune, May 17, 1982, pp. 41-53. tions, especially with regard to the role of bank-

centered alliances. The authors are ambivalent aboutThis is a brief and clear, though sometimes di- whether Japan's industrial policy has, on balance,
gressive, critique of Theory Z: How American Busi- h
ness can Meet the Japanese Challenge (W. Ouchi, helped or hindered the nation's economic develop-

Reading, Ma.: Addison-Wesley, 1981) and other re-
cent books and articles suggesting that American
firms have much to learn from Japanese personnel
and management concepts. Bruce-Briggs attributes Economic Planning Agency. Economic Surve'v of
Japan's economic success not to packageable skills Japan 1980, 1981. Tokyo: The Japan Times, 1981.
in human relations, but to the dedication of its work These documents provide useful current data on
force, which he attributes in turn to cultural factors the Japanese economy. They focus on the impact of
going back thousands of years, and to an adherence the second oil crisis, the basic characteristics of the
to "the fundamental of commerce-give the cus- economy, and the sources of economic vitality.
tomer what he wants and control the costs." Because
the American and Japanese cultures are so different,
he argues, attempts to follow Japanese-based person- Fusfeld, Herbert, and Haklisch, Carmelas. Industrial
nel and management practices in the U.S. will not
work: "To imitate the Japanese, we would need a Productivity and International Technical Coopera-
labor force disciplined by a social hierarchy con- don. New York: New York University, Center for

trolled by an oligarchy." Instead of "Theory Z and Science and Technology Policy, 1981.
allied nostrums," Bruce-Briggs argues, American This book provides a useful overview of possible
firms should take notions from Japan that are trans- ways to improve industrial productivity and technical
ferable, e.g., giving the customer what he wants, cooperation among governments. It includes specific
controlling costs, dedication, discipline, and hard sectoral studies of telecommunications, environ-
work. mental control, and electronics.
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Hadley, Eleanor M. "Is the U.S./Japan Trade Im- The author addresses the role of the government
balance a Problem? Economists Answer No, Politi- and the market in the economic development of
cians. Yes." Journal of Northeast Asian Studies, Japan: he concludes that Japan's economic success
1982, pp. 35-57. can be credited in large part to the active role played

Hadley describes past and present trade problems by the government.

between the U.S. and Japan. She argues that the
Reagan administration, like others, is focusing trade The Japan Economic Journal. Industrial Review of
discussions on non-competitive U.S. exports (such as Japan 1982. Tokyo, 1982.
beef and citrus); she feels that this approach cannot Ibis document presents an overview of the Jap-
rectify the current trade imbalance with Japan. More- Thisedec uentypresns an orviwo theJa
over, she points out that the administration wants anes eon y Iteisred on two gn
Japan to spend more on defense. She argues that this themes: deflationary pressures on the economy. and
position ignores the attitudes of Japan's neighbors themn and deressed sector of t e y
and the provisions of the Japanese constitution. In Both themes are addressed in a number of articles by
her view, defense expenditure should be examined in reporters from the Japan Economic Journal. This
terms of "perceived threat," not in terms of a given volume is one of a series issued each year.
percent of GNP. She feels that the single most im-
portant variable affecting the bilateral trade im- The Japan Times. Japan's Economy and Japan-U.S.
balance is the absence of a long-range national Trade. Tokyo, 1982.
economic plan in the U.S.-in contrast the to exist-enceof uchplaningin apan Sh arues hatthe This book is a useful source of material on: theence of such planning in Japan. She argues that the Japanese economy, Japanese foreign aid policy Jap-
West should focus on maintaining international com- anese enoy.Japaneon oic ap-petitiveness in industries where wage levels are fa- anese defense policy, U.S.-Japan economic and trade
vorable; she feels that, in industries that are highly relations, and on a number of specific sectoral issuesvorale- sh fees tatin idusrie tha ar hihly h as automobiles, high technology, and Alaskan
labor-intensive, this is impossible. She points out such a atoil ig tecnologyo and Alaska
that many bilateral imbalances have persisted for oil. The material is presented in question and answer

decades, and concludes that the U.S.-Japan im- form

balance will deteriorate in the future.
Johnson, Chalmers. Japan's Public Policy Corpora-

Hoidridge, John H. "The U.S.-Japan Relationship tions. Washington. D.C.: American Enterprise In-

and Assessment." The Journal of the American stitute, 1978.
Chamber of Commerce in Japan, March 1982, pp. This work is an in-depth study of these enter-
5-16. prises. By identifying historical government-business

In this assessment of U.S.-Japan relations, then relations, and the influence of bureaucratic interests

U.S. Assistant Secretary of State Iloldridge argues on the institutions of economic administration in

that there are more grounds for cooperation between Japan, Johnson focuses attention on the importance
the two countries than there are for conflict. He of public corporations in Japan as an instrument of

makes it clear, however, that U.S.-Japanese tensions government intervention in the economy.
are very real. Looking ahead, Holdridge argues that
strains will come from a "growing disparity between Kato, Hiroshi. "Administrative Reform is Japan's
U.S. expectations for Japan in the economic and Only Option." Economic Eye, Keizai K6h6 Center
defense areas and Japan's ability or willingness to (Japan Institute for Social and Economic Affairs),
meet these expectations." He feels that Japan is March 1981, pp. 8-12.
likely to assume greater responsibility in these areas, The author argues that the sluggish performance
but argues that the pace is likely to be slower than of the Japanese economy in 1981 is attributable to
the U.S. would like. He also indicates that Japan's the apese eonomy int1981tis ttribute to
adjustment to shifts in the relative power and influ- the failure of the monetary authorities to counter the
ence of the U.S. involves a certain element of fric- recession that began in the fall of 1980 by promptly
tion; thus, Japan could, at worst, lose confidence in lowering the official discount rate. Moreover, he

the ability of the U.S. to guarantee Japanese secur- feels that the growth in postal savings and the large
ity. Although the author suggests that the basic fac- volume of government bond issues have caused in-
tors that sustain U.S.-Japanese relations will terest rates to be higher than expected; he believes

continue to operate, he says that he is less sanguine that these rates are unlikely to fall in the short term.

about their prospects than at any time in the pas. Kato also suggests that economic sluggishness has
been due in part to low levels of consumer spend-
ing-which he attributes to large tax and social in-

Isomura, Takafumi. Nihongara shigyb keizai surance payments. The author concludes that
[Japanese-Style Market Economy]. Tokyo: Nihon adminstrative reform is the only path toward greater
hy6ron sha, 1982. economic vitality for Japan.
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Kinoshita, S6ichi. "Sengo nihon no sozei seisaku to concepts and tools of the business planner with those
setsubi t6shi k6d6" I"Policies and Capital Invest- of the policy analyst. They do so by looking in turn
ment Behavior in the Postwar Period"]. Kikan Gen- at individual industries, e.g.. television, steel. elec-
dai Keizai. June 1972. tronics. and capital goods in general: the process of

This is one of the few articles on Japanese indus- investment decisions: cost management practices:

trial policy that actually tries to make a quantitative pricing policies: and worker-management relations.
evaluation of the effects of various instruments of In the prescriptive chapters. they describe various

industrial policy. Thus, it analyzes the relationship patterns of government intervention in the economy

between tax policies and capital investment in Japan of other countries and outline the majo .policy alter-

during the 1955-65 period. The author examines the natives they believe lie ahead for the U.S.

impact of taxation on private capital investment, cap-
ital cost, and capital investment behavior, and evalu-
ates the investment promotion effects of the specific Moritani, Masanori. Japanese Technology. Tokyo:
tax measures. The Simul Press. 1982.

Moritani attempts to identify, from a comparative
Komiya, Ryfitar6. Gendai nihon keikai kenk v i perspective, the "secrets" behind Japan's ability to
[Research on the Modern Japanese Economy]. produce outstanding industrial products at low cost.
Tokyo: Tidai shuppan kai, 1975. He points to the high degree of competition within

As indicated in the title, this is an overview of Japan, and to many cultural carry-overs from Japan's
pre-modern period that provide strong incentives tothe Japanese economy. The author examines capital produce high quality goods. He also surveys various

formation in postwar Japan, and gauges the impact
ways in which Japan could and should share respon-

of personal savings, the tax system. capital accumu- sibility for international cooperation in technologicallation. government policies, the social welfare sys- development. This is a chatty book, of special value

tem. and economic planning in general. Komiya to people interested in a social commentary on Jap-

argues that the most important actors in the economy anese technology.

were. and remain, certain ministries, industries asso-

ciations, various advisory councils and committees,
big business groups, and banks.

Mutti, John. Taxes, Subsidies and Competitiveness

Internationally. Washington, D.C.: National Plan-
Kosai, Yasushi. Krd6 seich5 no jidai. [The Era of' ning Association, Committee on Changing Interna-
High Growth]. Tokyo: Nihon Hy6ron Sha, 1981. tional Realities, 1982.

This work takes a historical approach to the Jap- Mutti analyzes the variety and scope of govern-
anese economy. Starting from the occupation era, ment fiscal intervention (in the form of aggregate
the author describes government policies and private indicators such as tax burdens and subsidies) in
sector actions during the period of high growth, and seven major OECD countries: Canada, France, Ger-
analyzes their impact. He argues that, to the degree many, Italy, Japan, the U.K., and the U.S. He also
that a "'Japan, Inc." exists, it has been forced to analyzes fiscal policies that have direct effects on
change as the economy has grown and matured. five industries: textiles, steel, automobiles, phar-
Kosai argues that the market played a more decisive maceuticals, and computers. The author concludes
role than the government in promoting Japan's over- that investment and employment are probably dis-
all growth. couraged to a greater extent in the U.S., through tax

Magaziner, Ira C., and Reich, Robert B. Minding and subsidy policies, than in other countries.

America's Business: The Decline and Rise of the
Economy. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Nanjo, Zenji; Kawashina, Tatsuhiko; and Kuroda,
Publishers, 1982. Tosoio. Migration and Settlement, RR-82-5 Laxen-

The authors combine analyses of firm-specific burg, Austria: International Institute for Applied Sys-

strategies, U.S. macroeconomic policy, and other tems Analysis, February 1982.

government policies into what they consider a "coin- In this report, three Japanese authors analyze the
prehensive analysis" of the successes and failures of changing migration patterns of their country, focus-
American industry. They conclude with a prescrip- ing on population shifts away from the metropolitan
tion of how they think the U.S. can rectify its areas. A brief survey is included of the major popu-
declining competitiveness-notably by making an al- lation-related policies that have been introduced
ready existing de facto U.S. industrial policy more since the 1940s. The study provides an excellent
explicit and systematic. The authors evaluate the bibliography and data base on Japanese demograph-
competitive position of the U.S. by combining the ics and migration patterns.
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Ohkawa, Kazushi; Shinohara, Miyohei; and ever, since the book was published when the
Meissner, Larry. Patterns of Japanese Economic De- Japanese economy was still in its high growth phase,
velopment: A Quantitative Appraisal. New Haven many of the arguments and analyses it presents seem
and London: Yale University Press, 1979. outdated.

This is an excellent quantitative analysis. It cov-
ers: patterns of Japanese economic growth and prod- Shimura, Kaichi. "The Rocky Road to Interest Rate
uct allocation; basic production and trade develop- Liberalization." Economic Eye, Keizai K6hO Center
ments in a number of sectors; trade and balance of (Japan Institute for Social and Economic Affairs),
payments; government expenditure and capital for- March 1982, pp. 23-26.
mation; income shares; prices; wages; population; The author argues that complete deregulation of
and labor composition. Japanese interest rates will remain premature until

the national debt is reduced and the financial sector
The Oriental Economist. Japan Economic Yearbook, reorganized. In his view, administrative reform has
1980. Tokyo, 1980. been sluggish, and government efforts to reduce ex-

This is a very useful source book on the major penditures and voluminous bond issues have been
characteristics of the Japanese economy. It includes insufficient. He feels that interest rates are unlikely
data on: national income and wealth, population and to reflect market conditions; pressures for liberaliza-
living standards, trade, overseas cooperation, foreign tion are being felt, however, and financial institu-
exchange balances, a number of specific industries, tions are being forced to continue introducing
and a statistical appendix of major demographic and competitive instruments in response to the diver-
economic trends. sification of financial assets. Shimura concludes that

although liberalization will probably occur, it will
not remedy all economic ills.

Patrick, Hugh, and Rosovsky, Henry, eds. Asia's

New Giant. Washington, D.C.: The Brookings In-
stitution, 1976. Shishido, Toshio. Nihon keizai no seichbryoku [The

Growth Potential of the Japanese Economy]. Tokyo:This work is a compendium of articles by schol- Diamond sha, 1977.
ars from a variety of institutions; it is perhaps the
single best source on postwar Japanese economic This general work by a former government offi-
policies and economic development. It cites almost cial examines Japan's postwar economic growth. In
every major work in the field, and includes a wealth discussing the economic and social implications of
of information. The papers address general char- high growth and the future direction of the Japanese
acteristics of Japanese economic growth, macro and economy, Shishido argues that investment was the
micropolicies, and the interacting effects of political, primary engine of Japan's economic expansion.
social, and cultural factors on Japan's economic
growth. Statistics Bureau, Prime Minister's Office. 1982

Japan. Tokyo. 1982.
Rix, Alan. Japan's Economic Aid. New York: St. This is a general reference guide in English on
Martin's Press, 1980. the basic characteristics of Japanese industry, popu-

This book analyzes the structure and politics of lation, and society.
foreign aid allocation in Japan. Its main thesis is that
bureaucratic politics were and are the main determi-
nants of Japan's aid and economic cooperation. Rix Takahashi, Kamekichi. Nihon keizai vakushin no
presents an in-depth analysis of the rigidities of bu- konpon y6in [Basic Factors for the Advancement of
reaucratic policymaking in Japan, and the structure the Japanese Economy]. Tokyo: Nihon Keizai Shim-
and style of the domestic aid administration. He bun, 1975.
argues that the internal dynamics of the aid process This author takes issue with "standard" inter-
were essentially disorganized, and that defense pretations of Japan's economic success. Thus, he
motivations dominated the allocation of aid; emphasizes the following sources of Japanese dyna-

mism: resource allocation and scientific technological
Shimomura, Osamu, ed. Nihon keizai nani o nasu changes; readiness to absorb and digest these
bekika? [The Japanese Economy: What Should it changes; the legacy of the prewar days; and the

dissolution of certain structural and sociological inhi-bitions to economic growth. Takahashi argues that
This general work reviews problems facing the foreign scholars have ignored the idea that most of

Japanese economy, and discusses how they came to the factors that supported economic growth in the
pass and what the future holds. It is a useful com- postwar period existed in the prewar period as well.
pendium of views from different perspectives. How- He admits that his study of the Japanese economy
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was inspired by foreign scholars, and places his been liberalized, albeit more slowly. Third-level bar-
atalysis of the Japanese economy in the context of riers (cultural patterns and social attitudes) are, more
Western literature. In contrast to the usual argument often than not, the unintended product of such pri-
that Japan's economic growth was a function of vate institutions as the Japanese distribution system.
either government intervention or a very vigorous The authors argue that the core of third level trade
private sector, Takahashi argues that it was attribut- barriers consists mainly of unfamiliar cultural phe-
able to a "new system" that was, in effect, an effort nomena, the clearest example being language. They
by the Meiji leaders to catch up with and outstrip the also argue that deep cultural and historic factors
advanced nations of the world. He concludes that inhibit direct foreign investment in Japan.
cooperation between business and government, but
not government policies per se, was responsible for Agency for Industrial Science and Technology
Japan's phenomenal success. (AIST). Kenky4 kaihatsu j~sei seid. [System of

Subsidizing R&D]. Ministry of International Trade
U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee. U.S.- and Industry, Tokyo, September 1980.
Japanese Economic Relations. Hearings before the
Subcommittee on International Trade, Finance, and This book reviews government subsidization of
Security of the Joint Economic Committee, 97th high technology products. It describes how tech-
Congress, June 9 and 13, 1981. Washington, D.C.: nologies are identified, the tax measures used to
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1981. encourage R&D, the system of loans for the devel-

opment of domestic technologies, and the organiza-
This is a compilation of statements by govern- tions that promote industrial research.

ment and business spokesmen regarding economic
and military relations between the U.S. and Japan.
The major characteristics of U.S.-Japanese trade, Allen, George, Japan's Place in Trade Strategy:
Japanese economic policies and prospects for future Larger Role in Pacific Region. London: Atlantic
trade are summarized, and a series of proposals are Trade Study, 1968.
offered to improve relations between these two key This study focuses on the advantages and disad-
trading partners. This hearing concentrated on trade vantages for Japan of a regional free trade organiza-
issues related to several U.S. industries: semiconduc- tion. The author sketches Japan's international trade
tors, automobiles and parts, and agricultural and beef patterns-particularly in the Pacific Basin-and
beef products. A good overview of relevant data, argues that there are many reasons to maintain
rules, and regulations, as of mid-1981 is included. American involvement in the region. Although Japan
As with all hearings of this type, much of the testi- cannot, in his view, take the lead in promoting free
mony is special interest pleading, but the coverage is trade in the area, it should continue to give active
quite broad. Although the material concentrates ex- support to regional economic cooperation, for both
cessively on the past and upon certain technical bar- political and economic reasons.
iers to imports to Japan, it also includes several
innovative policy recommendations.

Diebold, William, Jr. Industrial Policy as an Inter-
national Issue. New York: McGraw Hill Company,

II. Trade and Industrial Policy 1980.
A central thesis of this book is that a country's

Abbott, Kenneth W., and Totman, Conrad D. "Black failure to respond to structural changes occurringintrnaionll Kennet seiosl damag thean wonrld econ-a
Ships and Balance Sheets: The Japanese Market and internationally will seriously damage the world econ-
U.S.-Japan Relations." Northwestern Journal of In- omy and international cooperation. Diebold takes a
ternational Law and Business, Vol. 3, 1981. step-by-step approach in trying to define industrial

policy by the way many countries approach problems
The authors address the widespread Western be- of structural change, rather than from his own a

lief that Japan unfairly limits imports. They identify priori idea of a desirable definition. This allows him
several different levels of barriers to market penetra- to discuss with considerable precision the complex-
tion, and conclude that, in general, the Japanese ities of dealing with the industrial policies of differ-
have acquiesced in the face of U.S. pressures to ent nations in the context of international negotia-
open their domestic market to foreign goods. The tions. He presents a general overview of industrial
authors argue that the Japanese have been forthcom- policies in OECD countries, including the use of
ing with regard to "first-level barriers" (tariffs and both macroeconomic and sector-specific policies and
quotas); despite this progress, however, they point the degree to which the implementation of these
out that full liberalization has of course not been policies is welcomed or resisted in various countries.
achieved. "Second-level barriers" to entry (Japanese Diebold goes on to argue that if the existing proce-
government policies and practices)-including pro- dures of multilateral trade negotiations are in-
curement practices, standards, and testing-have also creasingly weakened or, worse yet, ignored, the
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industrial policies of various nations will soon erode This report summarizes the major characteristics
the framework in which trade has been conducted of Japan's industrial policy. The GAO team argues
since 1945. This book provides a useful overview of that Japan's industrial policies, and the specific in-
industrial policy and the problems that arise in inter- struments used to implement them, have changed
national negotiations as a result of the differing over time in response to domestic and international
views of industrial policy taken by various nations. economic changes. The authors argue that "Japan

undertook restructuring of its economy by encourag-
Echigo, Kazunori. "Tokutei fukyb sangy6 antei ringi ing and facilitating investment in industries consid-
sochih6 no kihonteki seikakur ["The Basic Nature ered basic to industrialized economies." They also
sotheh noep eksedustiea"w"The sic Nte- address such specific questions as whether the gov-
of&May the , pp. Induss iemient continues to control Japanese industrial de-
kifi, May 1978, pp. 2-6. vlpetvelopment.

Echigo questions the policy effects of the De-
pressed Industries Law. He asks what in fact is Giga, Soichiro. "Ktz6 fuky6 taisaku no shinkyoku-
"excess capacity" as specified under this law. and men" ["A New Phase of Measures for a Structural
argues that only the corporate manager can answer Recession"]. Keizai, July 1978, pp. 57-63.
that question satisfactorily. He suggests that the
means of liquidating excess capacity under the law is The author uses the Depressed Industries Law to
inefficient and argues that industrial adjustment pol- discuss what he considers to be a new stage of
icy should give more consideration to the creative industrial policy--one aimed at industrial restructur-
potential and independence of individual firms. ing. He argues that, since Japan has entered a new
Thus, Echigo concludes that cutting capacity should phase of industrial restructuring, the law should
be the responsibility of corporations; if they are un- focus increasingly on mergers rather than on decreas-
able to do so. then he feels that they must accept the ing industrial capacity. Although the Depressed In-
consequences. dustries Law aims at eliminating excess capacity by

creating cartels for specified industries, it has, in

Franko, Lawrence G. "Industrial Policies in Western Giga's view, positive effects for large companies. He

Europe: Solution or Problem?" The World Economy, questions the degree to which the Fair Trade Com-
Vo Sol uio No roblemuar The9WorldpEconomy.mission is able to adopt an independent position
Vol. 1, No. 1t, January 19"79, pp. 31-51. from that of MITI, and summarizes several problems

Franko argues that the idea of having an explicit raised by the Depressed Industries Law.
industrial policy (or the notion that government
should do more for industry than just providing a Ingo, Walter, and Jones, Kent A. "The Battle Over
general legal and macroeconomic framework) has Protectionism: How Industry Adjusts to Competitive

gained prominence since 1945--particularly in re- Shocks." The Journal of Business Strategy, Vol. ii,

sponse to the perceived effectiveness of French and No. , Fall 98 pp. Sa-4l1

Japanese policies through the 1960s. In the 1970s, No. 2, Fall 1981, pp. 37-47.

industrial policy began to take on an increasingly This article focuses on the causes and conse-
protectionist tinge, as Europeans were either unaware quences of protectionism. The authors point out that
of the need for, or resistant to, industrial restructur- more and more governments are reluctant to follow
ing. Franko argues that a market solution would free trade principles because the political pain of
have produced an even more protectionist backlash structural adjustment appears too great. Yet such ad-
in the EEC than the specific policies that emerged. justment is necessary, the authors argue, if the corn-
Moreover, he argues that, to the extent that direct petitive health of an economy is to be maintained.
subsidies were the preferred form of protection, they Ideally, in their view, government intervention
were the least detrimental response to import compe- should be limited to cases where the market is not
tition. His point is that direct subsidies cause fewer functioning properly. The article also describes the
distortions than other policies, and do not create an process of implementing protectionist policies and
illusion of costlessness. Franko concludes with sev- the major factors that contribute to the vulnerability
end recommendations; among them are greater of an industry to structural change; special attention
efforts to build consensus, more government expend- is focused on the steel and consumer electronics
itures and credit allocations for R&D, and avoidance industries.
of pennanent protection or subsidization.

Kodama, Fumio. A Framework of Retrospective

Generd Accounting Office. industrial Policy: Analysis of Industrial Policy. Institute for Policy Sci-

Japans Flexible Approach. Report to the Chairman, ence Research Report #78-2, Saitama University,
Joint Economic Committee, U.S. Congress, Wash- Graduate School of Policy Science, July 1978.
ington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, In this paper, Kodama tries to gauge the effects
June 1982. of government policy on the development of the
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Japanese automobile industry. It is one of the few the Passage of the Depressed Industries Law"].
Japanese works that attempts a quantitative evalua- Kigy5 H Kenkya. May 1978, pp. 7-11.
tion of this kind. The author examines several spe- The author criticizes the Depressed Industries
cific government policies: import restrictions by Law. In doing so. he relies heavily upon material
means of the foreign currency quota system. tariffs; from the Fair Trade Commission. other Japanese
non-liberalization of foreign capital and the con- economic organizations. and leading academicians.
sumer credit system. tax incentives; and direct loans.
The author concludes that government policies were
quite helpful to the automobile industry. Nakamura, Takahide. "Nihon ni okeru sangy6 seis-

aku no tokushoku to hy6ka" ["An Evaluation of the
Peculiarities of Japan's Industrial Policy"]. Shukan

Magaziner. Ira C.. and Hout. Thomas M. Japanese Tbvb Keizai, May 1974, pp. 58-64.
Industrial Policy. Berkeley, CA: Policy Papers and i
International Affairs, No. 15, Institute of Intema- The author examines industrial policy during the
tional Studies, University of California, 1980. 1950-1970 period, arguing that industrial policy has

This paper argues that Japanese companies enjoy been focused too narrowly on economic growth. es-
pecially in the heavy and chemical industries. Hegrowth and profitability because they are low cost points out that, during this period, strong control

and high-quality producers, not because of "unique" was exercised over foreign currency and over indus-
aspects of Japanese industrial or business practices. trial investment. The author argues that controlling
The authors analyze Japan's industrial policy in the the allotment of foreign currency was a better way to
context of the basic competitive and economic forces promote the heavy and chemical industrials than tar-
which operate for all firms within the international iff policy. He also feels that government policies
business system. They also examine the context in such as low interest loans from the Japan Develop-which industrial policy is made in Japan; finally, ment Bank, special depreciation allowances, and tax
they survey several key economic sectors and the exemption for export-oriented goods had a "pump-
strategies adopted by firms in these sectors. priming" effect on capital investment.

Mansfield, Edward. "Tax Policy and Innovation." Nihon Keizai Shimbun. "K6z6 fuky6h6 no daiga."
Science, Vol. 215, March 12, 1982, pp. 1365-1371. [Replacing the Law for Structurally Depressed Indus-

This short article provides an excellent summary tries]. February 9, 1982.
of what is known about the impact of tax policy on According to this article, MITI has decided toI innovation in the United States. in Mansfield's view,
basic economic analysis and rudimentary statistical create a new law tentatively called "Temporary

studies permit useful statements to be made about Measures to Revitalize Specific Industries" aimed at

the tax policy changes, but the lack of detailed work rebuilding hard-hit basic materials industries such as

precludes dependable quantitative assessments of the aluminum and petrochemicals. This law would alleg-

impact of tax changes on the rate of innovation. His edly replace one that will expire in June 1983. The

principal and rather negative conclusion is that very following points are said to be under discussion:

little is known about the impact of tax policy on 1) A reduction in the burden on high energy
innovation--even in the U.S. where the issue has material costs, a reduction in the petroleum
been addressed more intensely than elsewhere. tax on domestic naphtha, and the introduction

of an electricity rate system
Ministry of International Trade and Industry. Hachijf 2) Exemption from the Anti-Monopoly Law to

allow greater industry cooperation in reducing
nendai no tsasan seisaku bijon [Vision of Trade and capacity.
Industrial Policy for the 1980s]. Industrial Structure 3) Providing favorable financing by consolidation
Council. Tokyo, April 1980. efforts and the creation of a special credit

This study is the most recent "vision" published fund.
by MlTI; it reviews the overall prospects and prob- MITI would coordinate these various plans with
lems facing the Japanese economy. An official gov- the Ministry of Finance and the Fair Trade Commis-
eminent document, the report presents an overview sion.
of conventional wisdom pertaining to the direction of
the economy, as well as the areas that supposedly
need specific attention from the private sector and OECD. The Case for Positive Adjustment Policies
government. Paris, June 1979.

This volume is a collection of documents on this
Mizuno, Takeshi. "Sangy6 k6z6 seisaku e no subject that were discussed at a meeting of OECD
fushin" ["Doubts on Industrial Structure Policy After committees in 1978.
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Okumura, Hiroshi. "Tokutei fuky6 sangy6 antei ringi of the Japanese model should not be minimized, it
sochi h6 no gink6 sh6sha kyflsai h6teki seikaku" does more to shift labor and capital away from
["The Depressed Industries Law Can be Considered depressed industries into growth areas than does the
a Relief Act for Banks and Trading Companies"]. U.S. system.
Kigyb H6 Kenkya, May 1978, pp. 22-26.

The author explains the role played by banks in Reich, Robert B. "Making Industrial Policy." For-
the postwar period, focusing on the trust funds sys- eign Affairs, Spring 1982, pp. 852-882.
tem, the accumulation of bad debts, and the coilec- This article draws heavily on a recent book by
tion of bad debts. He also examines the benefits that the same author entitled Minding Americas Business
banks and trading companies can receive through the (see p. 205 above). In his view, since the U.S. has
Depressed Industries Law. entered a slow growth period and foreign trade has

further depressed many American industries, careful
Overmer, W., et al. Government Procurement Pol- government intervention to provide industry with
icies and Industrial Innovation. Delft: The Nether- various incentives to adjust to these pressures is
lands Organization for Applied Scientific Research, needed more than ever. Reich argues along the fol-
1978. lowing lines. The problem is not that domestic in-

This report examines the effects of government dustries in the U.S. are declining per se; this isThisreprt xamies he ffets o goernentnatural. The problem is that prosperous new indus-
procurement policies on innovation in industry, trs he noem istad man indus
drawing on experience in the U.S., Great Britain, tries have not emerged. Instead. many industrialized
Canada, Sweden, France, and Japan. Some of its countries (including the U.S.) that are experiencing
major conclusions are: (1) procurement policy should declines are severely hurt by fiscal and monetary
be seen as an integral part of innovation policy; (2) policies designed to curb inflation. Protectionist tend-
public demand should be articulated in ways that encies tend to prosper in such an environment. In the
encourage effective industry response; (3) experience U.S., protectionist moves have resulted in many
stemming from military procurement should be ap- temporary measures to help declining industries;'yet
plied to other parts of the public sector, (4) since the these measures are not linked with mandatory indus-

effectiveness of public procurement is highly de- try adjustments. They tend to be stop-gap measures,which have the effect of either keeping declining
pendent on the way the government is organized, a idustre afloatfor o enh capit diver-
lack of in-house government capability is a major industries afloat or providing enough capital to diver-
limitation on the use of procurement for innovation. sify out of these declining businesses-while leaving

workers and depressed communities behind. Citing
positive examples of government intervention and

Ramseyer, Mark J. "Comments on Letting Obsolete assistance in West Germany and Japan, Reich sug-
Firms Die: Trade Adjustment Assistance in the gests that the U.S. should try various kinds of coop-
United States and Japan." Harvard International erative arrangements between business, government,
Law Journal, Vol. 22, No. 3, Fall 1981, pp. and labor in an effort to facilitate adjustment.
595-619.

This excellent work compares U.S. and Japanese Ueno, Ydya. "Waga kuni sangy6 seisaku no hass6 to
trade adjustment assistance programs. Arguing that hy6ka" ["The Ideas Behind and an Evaluation of
Japanese assistance measures aimed at workers and Japanese Industrial Policy"]. Kikan Gendai Keizai,
communities have been more effective in facilitating Vol. 20, December 1975, pp. 6-49.
adjustment than those targeted at industry, Rams- The author surveys various forms of government
meyer concludes that Japanese measures are more intervention in the Japanese economy and analyzes
effective than their American counterparts. Thus, he how they have evolved over time. He argues that
argues that U.S. adjustment assistance p rams Japanese industrial policies are based on MITI's own
have served primarily as a supplementary unemploy- economic planning. Ueno also discusses the theory
ment program for workers and an income mainte- behind industrial policy, the formation of economic
nance program for firms. In Ramseyer's view, U.S. behndind policy, the om ation of economic
experience suggests that Congress should make vari- planning policies, the promotion of strategie indus-
ous improvements in the 1974 Trade Act; it could for tries, and the goal of fostering "mass production
example shift much responsibility for administering systems."
adjustment assistance programs from state govern-
ments to the federal government. He feels that the
Japanese experience suggests that even more funda-
mental measures are in order, such as the creation of III Sector and Industry Studies
a new government department that would organize
and collect economic data, and a program that would
encourage workers to move into more productive BA Asia, Ltd. Consulting Group. The Japanese
areas. Ramsmeyer feels that although the limitations Semiconductor Industry, 1980. Hong Kong, 1980.
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This is an extremely useful systematic analysis of This document is one of the few in both English
the Japanese semiconductor industry. It examines and Japanese that deals with working conditions in
demand and supply conditions as well as the per- the Japanese shipbuilding and engineering industries.
formance of the ten major semiconductor producers.

Japan Federation of Workers and Engineering Work-
Fujii, John. "Fighting for Market Share." Journal of ers Union. Labor Unions Adapt to Structural Change
the American Chamber of Commerce in Japan, in the Shipbuilding Industry. Tokyo, 1980.
March 1982, pp. 29-36. This document, in English and Japanese, is a

This article presents an overview of the perform_ very readable discussion of the adaptation of unions
ance, measured in market shares, of American corn- to the structural changes that have occurred in the
puter companies in Japan; it includes IBM, Japanese shipbuilding industry in the aftermath of
Burroughs. Honeywell. NCR, Sperry-Univac, Digital the collapse of the world tanker market. It contains
Equipment, and Control Data Corporation. Inter- useful data on the basic adjustment measures adopted
estingly enough, each company contends that it is by the industry and the unions.
doing well. They agree that the key to success in
Japan lies in being competitive. The Japan Petroleum Association. Sekiyu kagaku no

genjy6. [Conditions in the Petroleum Industry].
Tokyo, 1981.

Ike, Brian. "The Japanese Textile Industry: Struc- This useful document reviews current conditions
tural Adjustment and Government Policy." Asian in the petroleum and petrochemical industries of
Survey, May 1980, Vol. 20, No. 5, pp. 532-552. Japan. It includes an overview of petrochemical

This article shows how changes in international complexes, demand/supply data, the market structure
trade have affected the Japanese textile industry. The of the industry, a user breakdown, and demand by
author begins with the theoretical aspects of adjust- sub-industries.
ment assistance and then discusses the specific at-
tempts by the Japanese government to facilitate the Juster, Kenneth I. "Foreign Policy Making During
adjustment process. He concludes with an assess- the Oil Crisis." The Japan Interpreter, Vol. Iii,
ment of the possibilities for finding multilateral solu- Winter 1977, pp. 293-312.
tions to adjustment problems. The fact that the This article examines Japanese bureaucratic poli-
Japanese textile industry remains highly fragmented tics and foreign policy during the oil crisis. The
is a clear indication, in Ike's view, that the industry author presents a blow-by-blow account of Japanese
has been overprotected. Indeed, he argues that gov- bureaucratic responses to the oil crisis, including
ernment measures have hindered its structural adjust- various maneuvers by Japanese oil companies, MITI,
ment. Ike suggests that, despite supposedly "unique" the Prime Minister, the Foreign Ministry, and the
Japanese business-government relations, various lob- Liberal-Democratic Party. He argues that, contrary
bying groups play much the same role in Japan as in to its usual postwar pattern, Japanese foreign policy
any other country; thus, in a period of slow growth, during the oil crisis did not follow the American
political pressures for protection mount in Japan. lead. Juster finds that no unified view of Japan's
Moreover, despite the need for multilateral solutions national interest was discernible in the wake of the
to industrial adjustment problems, Ike concludes that oil shock. He analyzes the decision making process
closer international cooperation remains remote. in Japan, and argues that its locus shifts according to

the degree of politicization of a given issue.

Industrial Structure Council. "Sangy6 k6z6 shin-
gikai: kagaku k6gy6 bukai." [The Industrial Struc- Kobayashi, Koji. C&C to sofutouea (C&C and Soft-
ture Council Chemical Industry Subcommittee]. ware]. Tokyo: The Simul Press, 1982.
Tokyo, December 2, 1981. This book by the chairman of Nippon Electric

This is a progress report on current conditions in Company is a sequel to an earlier book published in
the Japanese chemical industry. It provides useful 1980, entitled C&C. The author stzesses the impor-
demand and supply data, and forecasts through the tance of the human element in computer and com-
year 1990. Since this document was written by a munications systems, and points to areas that he
prestigious group, its forecasts tend to represent a feels are important for the internationalization of
consensus of government and industry. C&C He also discusses such vanguard technologies

as robotics, space technology, office automation,
voice input/output devices, optoelectronics and mi-

Japan Federation of Shipbuilding and Engineering croelectronics. Finally, Kobayashi outlines the rela-
Union. The Workers in the Shipbuilding and En- tionship between C&C and software, C&C and the
gineering Industries. Tokyo, July 1981. world, and C&C and other businesses.
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Lamb, John. "1982, a Critical Year for Britain." . 80 nendai enerugi no gyiikya tenb6 [Survey
New Scientist. January 28, 1982, pp. 221-224. of Demand and Supply of Energy in the 1980s].

This article describes past and prospective efforts Tokyo, December 1981.

by the British government and British firms to work This overview of recent thinking about energy
together "as never before" to rush Britons into high policy in Japan is a useful source. It includes
technology fields such as computers, word proc- guidelines for the introduction of alternative energy
essors, and fiber optics. A brief overview of innova- processes in factories where energy consumption is
tions in office automation (such as word processors) high, summarizes trends of energy consumption in
and electronic mail (which includes messaging, stor- major Japanese industries, and surveys Japanese en-
ing, and forwarding) is included. Problems associ- ergy supply and demand conditions.
ated with some of these new areas, such as a
shortage of skilled people who can operate these "Kiso s6zai sangy6 no tenb6 to kadai."
systems, are also described. [The Outlook and Problems of the Basic Materials

Industry]. Tokyo, 1981.
Masuda, Tatsuo. "Nihon no sekiyu kagaku k6gy6 to This book outlines conditions facing the Japanese
sekai no sekyu kagaku kogyo no yukue." ["The basic materials industry and discusses factors that
Future of Japan's Petro-Chemical Industry and the have led to its decline. Thus, the effects of energy
World's Petrochemical Industry"]. Tsfisan Jiyanaru, costs are evaluated, demand/supply conditions are
December 1981, pp. 990-96. outlined, competition from other countries is de-

The author reviews the condition of Japan's pe- scribed, the legislative framework is discussed, and
trochemical industry and the efforts being made by future trends are analyzed. MITI argues that the
the Subcommittee on Petrochemicals of the Industrial problems facing the basic materials industries should
Structure Council to counter its declining com- be treated as national economic problems. Concrete
petitiveness. Masuda also summarizes recent devel- suggestions include: a reduction in energy costs, an
opments in the world petrochemical industry and extension of the tax-exempt status of imported
various lessons that Japanese producers could learn naphtha, and more active use of a joint petrochemi-
from Western companies. He argues that there is too cal material importing company.
much competition in Japan, and suggests that Japan
should obtain raw materials at lower prices. National Research Council, Computer Technology/

Resources Panel of Computer Science and Engineer-
Ministry of International Trade and Industry. Sh6wa ing Board. The Computer Industry in Japan and its
50 nendai no enerugi [Energy, 1975/1984]. Tokyo, Meaning for the United States. A study commis-
1975. sioned by various government agencies coordinated

summariz- and overseen by the Bureau of Intelligence and Re-
This is a useful background document sumn-search, U.S. Department of State. Washington,

ing Japanese government short, medium, and long D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972.
term energy forecasts. It includes a government as-
sessment of the changing international environment This study is an interesting, if dated, summary of
for energy, new directions in Japan's energy policy, the prospects for the Japanese computer industry as
and a fairly extensive statistical appendix. of the early 1970s.

- 21 Seiki e no enerugi senryaku. [Energy National Research Council. Outlook for Science and
Strategy in the 21st Century]. Tokyo, October 1979. Technology. San Francisco: W.H. Freeman and Coin-

This work takes a fairly lengthy look at various pany, 1982.

energy-related issues, including: demand and supply This report is a compilation of articles by Ameri-
conditions, government efforts to promote energy can scholars on major areas of science and techn6l-
conservation and diversification, and measures that ogy, world demography, human diseases, nutrition,
the Japanese government and industry have adopted the science of cognition, ecology, chemical synthesis
to secure funds for energy-related expenditures. It of new materials, developments in mathematics, in-
includes projections for nuclear power, coal, and dustrial research, and prospects for new tech-
other energy sources. nologies. This volume is a very useful reference

guide for the layman.

Enerugi, 1981 [Energy 1981]. Tokyo, Au-
gust 1981. Nihon Keizai Shimbun. Fukug6 sentan sangy6

This book surveys and explicates various energy- [Complex Leading-Edge Industries]. Tokyo, 1980.

related issues in a very chatty manner. This book is a useful compilation of articles on
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Japanese high tech industries that originally appeared and wartime period. Japanese made great strides in
in the Nihon Keizai Shimbun. It argues that the perfecting the manufacture of various fibers. From
future growth industries for Japan are the so-called 1946 to 1949, the Japanese manmade fiber industry
compound or hyphenated industries. The authors formally decided to pool technological capabilities
argue that, if Japan were to develop these industries and disseminate available technologies among mem-
vigorously, no other country could match the prod- ber firms. In 1949, the Ministry of Commerce and
ucts that would result. Furthermore. they believe that Industry (now MITI) developed a program for devel-
moving into these industries would help to solve oping and promoting the synthetic fiber industry.
other problems facing Japan. Thus, they argue that This was the first "staggered entry formula." It spec-
increased technological innovation and application of ified that one company should be selected as a first
technology processes will not lead to unemployment entrant for each of the fibers covered, and, as the
because the negative effects of electronics on the market developed, other firms should be assisted to
production process can be absorbed by shifting enter the industry in tandem. Ozawa concludes that
workers within and among companies. The authors this strategy was effective in the short run because
also point out that the traditional distinction between Japanese producers were dependent on the acquisi-
public and private activities in the economy is less tion of foreign licenses and because foreign patent
clear now than in the past, and that some areas holders preferred exclusive licensing arrangements.
traditionally controlled by the government are being The purpose of staggered entry was to promote
absorbed by the private sector. plants of efficient scale while avoiding excess com-

petition. Ozawa concludes, however, that over the
long run. this staggered entry formula in fact createdNihon Keizai Shimbun. Shin s6zai kakumei. [New rather than avoided overcapacity and excess competi-

Materials Revolution]. Tokyo, 1981. tion.

This book is a compilation of articles that first
appeared in the Nikkei Sangy6 Shimbun. It argues Peltu, Malcolm. "Micro-Electronics and Unemploy-
that if industry and government were to work to- ment." New Scientist, January 28, 1982, pp.
gether to generate new materials (in areas such as 226-228.
biotechnology), the result would be a stronger Jap-
anese bargaining position in obtaining natural re- This article discusses British government efforts
sources. The book summarizes research efforts in to promote an "information revolution" and the pos-
this field, and concludes that innovation in the mate- sible employment effects of this revolution. The gov-
rials sectors would enhance Japan's future prosperity ernment is criticized for inconsistency in that it
and security, claims to be committed to the technological revolu-

tion, but nevertheless has closed many industry train-
ing boards on the grounds that the private sector

Nye, Joseph S. "Energy and U.S.-Japan Relations." should take responsibility for manpower training.
Appendix to the Report of the Japan-U.S. Economic The author argues that the government has a respon-
Relations Group. The U.S.-Japan Economic Rela- sibility to help society reduce the lag between the
tions Group, April, 1981, pp. 61-114. time when some jobs are eliminated because of high

This report is a very useful overview of energy technology and the creation of new jobs by the
issues. It deals with future demand and supply con- introduction of that same technology.
ditions in energy, the role of energy in U.S.-Japan
relations, and the evolution of Japanese and U.S. Prindl, Andreas R. Japanese Finance: A Guide to
energy policies. The author also makes policy rec- Banking in Japan. New York: John Wiley & Sons.
ommendations regarding nuclear energy, coal, and Ltd., 1981.
oil.

This short volume provides a concise description
of Japanese money, banking, and credit markets. In

Ozawa, Terutomo. "Government Control Over Tech- addition, Prindl offers operational guidelines for fi-
nology Acquisition and Firms' Entry into New Sec- nancial officers of multinational corporations and
tors: The Experience of Japan's Synthetic Fiber banks who plan to operate in the Japanese market.
Industry." Cambridge Journal of Economics 4:
133-146, 1980. Radnor, Michael. et al. The U.S. Consumer Elec-

This paper attempts to explain the rapidity with tronics Industry and Foreign Competition. Evanston,
which Japan developed its synthetic fiber industy in II.: Northwestern University, Center for Inter-
the early 1950s. It focuses on how Japanese govern- disciplinary Study of Science and Technology Re-
ment control over foreign technology acquisition was port No. EDA 80-067, 1980.
instituted under a system called the "staggered en- This paper is part of a two-phase study of the
try" formula. Ozawa points out that, in the prewar impact of imports on the U.S. color television and
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CD radio industries. The authors discuss U.S. gov- demand, growing pressure from competitive imports,
enent responses to foreign competition, review and overcapacity. The hard-hit sectors in this cate-
trends in these industries, and then compare Japanese gory include: oil and raw materials, paper and pulp
and U.S. policies toward these industries. The pur- companies, petrochemical producers, and fertilizer
pose of the study is twofold, first to analyze the manufacturers. The deflationary effects of higher oil
reasons for the problems faced by U.S. manufactur- prices were reinforced, in Ueno's view, by an eco-
ers of consumer electronics products, and second, to nomic policy of restraining aggregate demand in
recommend industry and government strategies to order to stabilize prices, this hurt the materials indus-
deal with these problems. The major recommenda- tries and certain other industrial sectors. What is
tions are: (I) improve the general climate in the needed, he argues, is a program of public investment
industry; (2) strengthen trade and technology pol- and consumer spending aimed at stimulating domes-
icies; (3) make consumer electronics a priority sec- tic demand; he feels that an appreciation of the yen
tor; (4) enhance key capital and human resources; (5) would also help. The author concludes that, while
improve operating processes and postures; (6) iden- Japan does not have the power to influence the world
tify and pursue future opportunities; and (7) promote price of oil, it can minimize losses by readjusting
international collaboration. energy costs in specific sectors.

Shelp, Ronald Kent. Beyond Industrialization. New U.S. Department of Commerce, International Trade
York: Praeger Publishers, 1981. Administration. Report on the U.S. Semiconductor

The author, an executive of American Interna- Industry. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Print-

tional Group, Inc., addresses the role of service ing Office, September 1979.
industries in the U.S. economy, and argues that the This report is an overview of domestic and inter-
global service economy is an area of great dynamism national developments influencing the emergence and
and future growth potential. He argues that many of growth of the U.S. semiconductor industry. Al-
the traditional means of measuring the role of serv- though initial government endorsement of research
ices in domestic and international markets fail to and product procurement for defense and space made
reflect the tremendous growth that has already oc- possible the modern silicon industry, the authors
curred. In his view, the process of negotiating the show that the role of industry and government are
role of service industries in international commerce now reversed. They argue that the U.S. semiconduc-
has only just begun. Shelp feels that service issues tor industry stands at a crossroads: the short term
should be integrated into continuing international future of the U.S. semiconductor industry appears
commercial discussions. favorable, but the long term is far less clear. Thus,

the authors expect Japan to increase its export efforts

Stobaugh, Robert B. "'The Oil Companies in the and gain a larger share of the U.S. and European

Crises." Daedalus, Fall 1975, pp. 179-203. markets.

This article is an excellent analysis of the re-
sponses of the Arabian American Oil Company
(Aramco) to the oil crisis. Stobaugh describes vari-
ous pressures that oil companies faced in their efforts IV. Other
to allocate pil "fairly"-pressures that emanated not
only from their own distribution networks and cus- Doi, Teruo. The Intellectual Property Law of Japan.
tomers, but also from various governments. He Rockville, Md.: Sijthoff and Noordhoff, 1980.
points out that, of all the industrialized nations,
Japan fared the best in terms of oil supplies. In This book presents a useful analysis of the Jap-
examining why various nations fared differently in anese intellectual property law. It addresses inter
terms of oil allocation, Stobaugh suggests that the alia the patent system, unpatented know-how, trade
answer lies in a combination of "random events, secrets, unfair competition, copyright, regulation of
imperfections in data, and varying degrees of meas- licensing agreements under the Anti-Monopoly Law,
urement of shortage." He concludes that the com- and trademarks.
panies did a fairly efficient job of allocation.

Fukui, Haruhiro. Parry in Power: The Japanese Lib-
Ueno, Hiroya. "Materials Industry in Recession." eral Democrats and Policy Making. Berkeley and
Economic Eye, Keizai K6h6 Center (Japan Institute Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1970.
for Social and Economic Affairs), March 1982, pp. In this study, Fukui examines three case studies
13--.17. of interaction in policy making. They are: compensa-

The author points out that the materials industry tion for former landlords, revision of the constitu-
is in a state of chronic recession caused by sluggish tion, and relations with China.
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The Japan Institute of International Affairs. White extremely heterogeneous. Thus, in his view, al-
Papers of Japan 1980 to 1981. Tokyo, 1982. though the government is sometimes capable of ma-

A compilation of papers on Japanese foreign pol- jor innovations, policy making is often quite rigid.

icy, defense, economics, trade, and other areas, this
is very useful reference material. Steslicke, William E. Doctors in Politics: The Politi-

cal Life of the Japan Medical Association. NewY(ork: Praeger 1973.

Ministry of International Trade and Industry. "Ki- .

jy6h6 no kaisetsu." [An Explanation of the Law on By focusing on the medical profession, this ex-

Extraordinary Measures for the Promotion of Spe- cellent study analyses the influence of pressure group

cific Machinery and Information Industries]. Tokyo, politics on policy making in Japan. It is one of the

1980 few in-depth analyses of lobbying in Japan.

This paper provides a very useful description of Tsurumi, Yoshi. "Japan." Daedalus, Fall 1975, pp.
the difference between laws, cabinet orders, minis- 113-129.
terial orders, and regulations. It also describes the
various legal mechanisms applied to the aircraft and This article presents a useful in-depth analysis of
machinery industries under the Machinery and Infor- Japanese responses, both bureaucratic and political,
mation Law. to the oil shock. Tsurumi argues that MITI initially

responded to the increases in oil prices with "hesita-
T.i., ed., Policy Making in Contemporary tion and bewilderment." In his view, although MITI

Pempel, Tfirst attempted to weaken the authority of the Fair
Japan. Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, Trade Commission, by the end of 1974 both MITI
1977. and the FTC had emerged as "renewed power cen-

A compendium of material on policymaking in ters in Japanese domestic policies." Tsurumi con-
contemporary Japan, this is perhaps the most com- tends that the oil crisis jolted Japan into assuming a
prehensive book of its kind in English. It includes a more independent foreign policy. The article also
review of the literature on this subject, and presents presents a historic overview of the oil refining indus-
several case studies. The author argues that, contrary try in Japan and competition between Japanese and
to conventional wisdom, policy making in Japan is American firms.
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